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Retail Price

$75

Completely Assembled
Big Discounts

Wonderful offer direct from the factory! The world's greatest radio.

A perfect working, single dial control, 7 tube receiver. And just to prove our claims, we will
ship it to your home for 3o days' free trial. Test it under all conditions. Test it for distance, volume and tonal quality
and if you are not convinced that it is the best single dial set you ever
heard, return it to the factory. We don't want your money unless you are completely satisfied.
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BIG PROFITS
TO AGENTS AND DEALERS 1
Our Agents and Dealers make big money 1

selling Metrodyne Sets. You can work all
or part time. Demonstrate the superiority
of Metrodynes right in your home. Metrou dyne Radios have no competition. Lowest
prices. Demonstrating set on 30
E wholesale
days' free trial. Greatest money - making
IN opportunity. Send coupon below -or a letter- for our agent's proposition.
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to Agents and Dealers

Metrodyne Super - Seven Radio
A single dial control,

7

tube, tuned

radio frequency set. Approved by
America's leading radio engineers. Designed
and built by radio experts. Only the highest
quality low loss parts are used. Magnificent,
two -tone walnut cabinet. Artistically gilded

genuine Bakelite panel, nickeled piano
hinge and cover support. All exposed metal
parts are beautifully finished in 24 -k gold.

Easiest set to operate. Only one small
knob tunes in all stations. The dial is electrically lighted so that you can log stations in the
dark. The volume control regulates the reception from a faint whisper to thunderous volume,
1,000 to 3,000 miles on loud speaker! The Met rodyne Super-Seven is a beautiful and efficient
receiver, and we are so sure that you will be
delighted with it, that we make this liberal
30 days' free trial offer. You to be the judge.

Mail COUPON Below!
Let us send you proof of
Metrodyne quality

F. L. Warnock, Greentown, Ind., writes: "I received the Metrodyne in good shape and am more than pleased with it. Got
stations 2,000 miles away."
C. J. Walker, Mariposa, Calif., writes: "Received my Metrodyne Single Dial set O. K. I believe that these one -dial seta
are going to be excellent sellers. I had no trouble in tuning
in stations enough to satisfy anyone, so you will please send
me another set."
Roy Bloch, San Francisco, Calif., writes: "Very often we
travel from New York to the Hawaiian Islands quickly
from station to station
means of the little tuning-knob

-by

30

Days' FREE Trial

ers who acclaim the Metrodyne as the greatest radio
set in the world. A postal, letter or the coupon brings
complete information, testimonials, wholesale prices,
and our liberal 30 days' free trial Offer.

Metrodyne Super- Six

Another triumph in radio. Here's the new 1927 model Metro dyne 6 tube long distance tuned radio frequency receiving set. Approved by leading radio engineers of America. Highest grade low
loss parts, completely assembled in a beautiful walnut cabinet.
Easy to operate. Dials easily logged. Tune in your favorite station
instantly on same dial readings every time. No guessing.
Mr. Howard, of Chicago, said "While five Chicago broadcasting stations
were on the air I tuned in seventeen out -of -town stations. including New
York and San Francisco, on my loud speaker horn, very loud and clear, as
though they were all in Chicago.
:

We are one of the pioneers of radio. The success of Metro dyne sets is due to our liberal 30 days' free trial offer,
which gives you the opportunity of trying before buying.

eeseeeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeeeee
METRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
2161.71 N. California Ave., Dept. i69
Chicago, Illinois

MAIL THIS
COUPON

sir

or send a po-tal or letter.Get our
proposition before buying a radio.
Deal di,eot with manufacturer

Save Money.

-

COMPANY
METRO ELECTRIC
Chicago, Illinois
Ave.
Dept.
2161.71 N. California

169

-

which operates the electrically -lighted dial. The Metrodyne
Single Dial Set is much easier to operate than any radio set
I've ever seen"
We will send you hundreds of similar letters from own-

Gentlemen:
Send me full particulars about Metrodyne 6 tube
and 7 tube sets and your 30 days' free trial offer
Name
Address

If you are interested in AGENT'S prop- r--1
osition, place an "X" in the square sÌ
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Jumps From $3 to $26 a Day
Mr. Cooke: If it had not, been for your Course I would still
be plugging away for $3 a day. Instead I have all the work
I can do and my earnings run as high as $23 to $26 a day.
I owe all my success to your training. -Edward A.

Lehmann, 1521 Market St., Oakland, California.

14low
to Get the B Pat,
Will You Learn the Secret of
v

Lehmann's and Hines' Success?
Mail Coupon for Free Book That Tells All

-

IT sounds too good to be true-it's hard

$85 a Week

and
Going Up

Dear Chief: With your Course and your
great help and encouragement, I am
going right over the top. I am making
$85 a week now and still going up. I ha
only a common school education when I
started with you and no electrical experience. Your lessons were easy and clear
and I owe my success to you. -R. M.
Hines, 1664 Aberdeen St., Chicago
Heights, IM.

to believe

that thousands of men like the two pictured here
cóuld step out of small pay, no future jobs and earn
$3500 to $10,000 a year in Electricity. Yet_ that's just
what many hundreds of men have done. Most of

-

them had no previous experience all of them kept
right on with their regular jobs and used -spare time
only, to prepare for the big -pay jobs they hold.

What was "the something" that brought Chief Engineer
these men big-pay and quick success? Cooke has pre What makes it possible for them to earn pared awoni o
from two to four times more than Y
you are estirig bók
book
able to earn working hard every day? They couldn't printed in col -:_
have used ordinary methods because other men who ors with 64
tried them have failed.

L. L. COOKE

.

He is Chief Engineer of
the Chicago Engineering Works, Inc., and
has trained and helped
hundreds of men into
big-pay Electrical Jobs.

.

.

-

-

They must have gotten hold
of something new something different something that matches electricity itself. And electricity, you know, is the world's greatest business,
growing with leaps and bounds every year and continually demanding more and more trained men.
No matter what you may have heard about
home -training -no matter what kind of work
you are doing now-you owe it to yourself to
find out the secret of these men's success
to find out about Cooke Training which has
already lifted hundreds of other men into
the big -pay class, and which today offers
you one of the world's greatest

-

pages-and over 100 pictures, telling all about
electricity, the opportunities it offers young
men and what these opportunities mean to
you. This is the same book that started so
many other men on the road to big pay. It's
free and it may help you like it helped them.
Anyway send for the book and decide for
yourself. There is no obligation on your part
and no agent will call on you. Mail the Coupon Now,

to-

L. L. Cooke, Chief

Engineer

School

L. L. Cooke

of Electricity

opportunities.

a

Owned and Operated by

Chicago Engineering Works
2150

a

INCORPORATED

Lawrence Ave.

1111

Chicago, Illinois

L. L. Cooke. Chief Engineer
Dept. 29, 2150 Lawrence Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois
Send me your free book about Electricity and proof
that the men you have trained are holding big pay jobs.
I understand no agent will call on me and I wont be
obligated to take your Course.

Name

I

City

State
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Fake Radio Doctors

Editorial
By Hugo Gernsback
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ior home treatment machines advertised
as employing radio for the curing of diseases. Read why they are fakes.

Why Florida Hurricane Occurred..682
By E. B. "Farmer" Dunn,
Former Chief U. S. Weather
Bureau at N. Y.

Card Tricks

Restaurant
By H. Winfield Seem
Paper Actors Movies' Latest

Nothing seems to interest people quite
as much as card tricks and magic. Some
simple card tricks will be described in
January issue.

Foiling the Yeggmen

651

Magic Taules and Floor in New
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$3,000.00 Wirekraft Contest
686
By Hugo Gernsback, Member of
the American Physical Society

Now the Flying Flivver
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Bicycle Propelled by Arms
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Blueprint Reading

The Astrology Humbug
By Joseph H. Kraus
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Another article showing in simple
fashion how to read shop blueprints.
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What is the Shape of the Moon?

Our Spiritualistic Investigations
By "Dunninger"
Why the Sikorsky Trans -Atlantic
Plane Failed to Cross Ocean

694

One of the foremost astronomers in
America answers this popular question.

$41,000.00 in Contests and Challenges

695

How to Build a Good "B"
Eliminator

Into the Fourth Dimension
Fourth Installment

696

Several new scientific tricks to foil the
attempt of safebreakers; you will find the
illustrated article in the next issue very
interesting.
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Eveready's exclusive Layerbilt
construction makes this
the most economical of "B" batteries
IMPROVEMENT on top of im-

provement has been the history
of Eveready Radio Batteries.
Here, in the radically differ-

ent Eveready Layerbilt, is
the "B" battery which tops
them all. The ability of this
battery to give you unrivaled
service and economy is due to
its unique internal design. Instead of the usual assembly of
round cells, it is built of flat
layers of current -producing
materials pressed firmly to-

gether.

battery. This exclusive Eveready Battery development
packs more active chemicals
in a given space and enables
them to produce more current
and give longer life.
-9

P. M.,
Tuesday night means Eveready Hour
Eastern Standard Time, through the following
stations:

wE.r-Fero

York

wJAa- Providence
WEEI- Boston
WT.G-Worcester

wri- Philadelphia
won -Buffalo
wcAE-Pittsburgh
west- Cineinnatt

WTAM- Cleveland

wws- Detroit

055-Chicago
woa- Davenport
wcco (l Minneapolis
St. Paul
asp-St. Louts

wee-Washington

This construction

makes use of the spaces now
wasted between the round -type
cells and avoids the usual soldered wire connections. Eveready Layerbilt is every inch a

EVEREADY

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

This HEAVY -DUTY EVER EADY LAYERBILT BATTERY
gives twice the service of the
smaller Light -Duty batteries
and greatly reduces your "B"
battery operating cost.
Use Eveready Layerbilts
on any set, and get not only
this extra service, but 'alsothe greatest "B" power operating economy -the utmost
in "B" power dependability
D. C. (direct current) in its
purest form, so necessary for
pure tone quality. There is an
Eveready dealer nearby.

-

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INc.
New York

San Francisco

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

G;
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READERS'

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

Time and Postage Saver
IN

every issue of SCIENCE AND

INVENTION

you

undoubtedly see numerous articles advertised about
which you would like to have further information.
To sit down and write an individual letter to each of these
respective concerns, regarding the article on which you desire
information, would be quite a task.
As a special service to our readers, we will write the letters
for you, thus saving your time and money.
Just write the names of the products about which you want

information, and to avoid error the addresses of the manufacturers, on the coupon below and mail it to us.
If the advertiser requires any money or stamps to be sent to
pay the mailing charges on his catalog or descriptive literature,
please be sure to enclose the correct amount with the coupon.
We will transmit to the various advertisers your request for
information on their products.
This service will appear regularly every month on this same
-

page in SCIENCE AND

SERVICE BUREAU,
TO. READERS'
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York,
ITE YOUR NAME and ADDRESS HERE:
FROM WR
NAME

INVENTION.
&i1?'^F

N. Y.

_

CITY, STATE

ADDRESS

Gentlemen: Please advise the firms listed below that I wou 4 like to recieve detailed information on their product a,
issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION.
advertised in the
This form should not be used for technical questions.
ADDRESS
(Street-City--State)

NAME

Check here
if you are
a dealer

Your Dealer's Name
Address

If Catalogue
of complete
List here specific article on line is wanted
which you wish literature. check in this
column.
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PAY
BIG
EARN
Many Make $200 to $800 a Month

Why work for a small pay. Why make $25.00 or $30.00 or even $40.00
a week in a hard job doing dirty disagreeable work, and never sure of
your job. As a Coyne TRAINED ELECTRICAL EXPERT you can make
$200 to $800 a month. You will do pleasant work, with chance to travel,
and advancement will be quick. Steady work the year around. YOUR
SERVICES WILL ALWAYS BE IN DEMAND ANY PLACE, or you
can own your own business and make up to $15000 a year.
Students Doing Actual Work On
Power Transmission Apparatus.

No Books-No Lessons
You Do Actual Work

same kind
I don't teach you a lot of useless theory. I give you a useable knowledge on thebusinesses
of Electrical Machinery used in Power Houses, plants and big industrial
weeks.
training
in
12
and give you this complete

12 Weeks at Coyne
You Don't Need Education

advanced educaI don't require that you have a lot of book learning, You don't need
tion or any previous education to master my course. Put your faith in me and I'll
make you independent and happy.

Students Working on Massive
A. C. Control Equipment.

Fare
Railroad
Free
Enroll
You
Courses-When
and Two Big

from any part of
For a short time I will pay YOUR RAILROAD FARE TO CHICAGO
the United States, and besides, I'll include my RADIO and Automotive Electrical
COURSE
ELECTRICAL
Course. All given Free with my big NEWLY ENLARGED
for a short time only.

Earn While You Learn!

time job to earn living
My Employment Department will assist you in securing a parton
graduation and any
expenses while training, and will assist you to a big pay job
life.
for
time thereafter

Story
My Big FREE Book Tellsof Complete
my training but I'll send absoI haven't space here to tell you all the advantages

and success stories of my
lutely Free my big book with over 150 actual photographs
You owe it to yourself to get
you
graduates. It
odayou
it
ndwmail
hese facts. Filtellsn his coupon

Students Practicing House-wiring
Iii Skeleton Houses.

Fill in -MAIL TODAY
H. C. Lewis,

School of
Send for the Big Free Book which shows the Great
You will be
Coyne and a great part of our massive electrical ecuipment.
training is in
convinced that the only place to get a practical electrical
Fare Offer.
Railroad
of
our
Free
the Great School of Coyne. Get the details

n,. C. Lewis,

Pres.

1

Endorsed by Electrical Industry
1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Dept. 96 -83

Founded

wig

President

Coyne Electrical School,

Dept. 96 -83
1300.1310 W. Harrison St., Chicago, Ill.

Dear H. C.: I sure want one of those big handsome books absolutely free, so I can get all the facts and it is understood this
places me under no obligation.

Nam
Address

Chicago, Ill.

Town

.

State.___
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Love Goes with Adventure
in

Triple -X
MAGAZINE

Read

howa
pretty
Mexican girl
sought to trap
a rich American

What you'll find in the December Triple-X:
A New Romantic -Adventure Novel
By H. BEDFORD -JONES

A Girl Disguised

as a Lumberjack!

By WILLIAM M. ROUSE

A Cowboy rides for Cupid
in a new story by

DECEMBER
cgao,k

Jay Lucas

and other tales by Arthur
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Chemists
to success
i

Some people measure success in
terms of money and others in degree
of knowledge and culture. Chemistry
is the one uncrowded profession today
that offers both. America, always a land
of amazing opportunities, is especially sa
now in the field of applied Chemistry. Industries have developed within eight years
more rapidly than the output of trained men
to conduct them. Every big industry needs
chemists and there is a real demand for them
immediately.

Earn a Bigger
Salary from now on.-.
Good Chemists Command High Salaries; you can
make yourself independent for life by unearthing
one of Chemistry's Undiscovered Secrets !
Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted seas in search of treasure and
adventure? And then you would regret that such things were no longer
done. But that is a mistake. They are done -today and everyday -not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works. His work is 'difficult, but
more adventurous than the blood -curdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he
gathers wealth and honor through his invaluable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented dynamite, made so
many millions that the income alone from his bequests provides five $40,000
prizes every year for the advancement of science and peace. Herman
Frasch, who showed how to extract sulphur built up a huge fortune. C. M.
Hall, the chemist who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made
millions through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable
process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James Gayley, who
showed how to save enormous losses in steel manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite -these are only a few of the men to whom
fortunes have come through their chemical achievements.

NOW IS THE TIME TO STUDY CHEMISTRY

Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing wealth in Chemistry, but the
profession affords congenial employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands
who merely follow out its present applications. These applications are innumerable,
touching intimately every business and every product in the world. The work of the
chemist can hardly be called work at all. It is the keenest and most enjoyable kind of
pleasure. The days in a chemical laboratory are filled with thrilling and delightful
experimentation, with the alluring prospect of a discovery that may spell Fortune
always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.

YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME
To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate specialized training. Formerly it was necessary to attend a university for several years to acquire that training,
but thanks to our highly perfected and thorough system of instruction, you can now
stay at home, keep your position, and let us educate you in Chemistry during your
spare time. Even with only common schooling you can take our course and equip
yourself for immediate practical work in a chemical laboratory.

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
You don't have to have even the small price of the course to start. You can pay for
it in small monthly amounts -so small that you won't feel them. The cost of our
course is very low, and includes everything, even the chemistry outfit -there are no
extras to buy with our course. Our plan of monthly payments places a chemical
education within the reach of everyone.

SPECIAL 30 DAY OFFER

Besides furnishing the student with his Experimental Equipment, we are making an
additional special offer for a short while only. You owe it to yourself to find out
about it. Write today for full information and free book "Opportunities for Chemists." Send the coupon right now while it is fresh in your mind. Or just write your
name and address on a postal and mail it to us. But whatever you do, act today
before this offer is withdrawn.

DON'T WAIT -MAIL COUPON NOW!

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK, Inc.
Home Extension Division

66 -Z West Broadway

12

New York City

LETTERS
From Students Who Hava
Taken This Course
You will probably be pleased to
learn one of the lessons gave me
an idea to torn my chemical
knowledge to profitable account.

I am now making a varnish and
paint which undersells the other
type products by $2.60 a gallon.
in some cases more. Have been
receiving gallon orders from painters during past week which ha,
netted me a profit cf $12.50 for
my "spare -time chemical industry.
Many thanks for your
-

training thus far.

J. J. KELLY.
am but half way through yaur.
course and am certain that I hare
saved my Company many times the
cost of the course and raised myself in the Share Holders estimation. The knowledge obtained has
its immediate practical application
and I do not hesitate in saying
your course and the personal attention you give is invaluable to
the practical man in any business.
where chemistry plays a part. You
may use this letter and my name
and address to the furtherance of
your good work.
JOIE' WALTER.
I have not written since I received the big set. I can still say
that it far exceeded my anticipations. Since I have been studying
with your school I have been appointed chemist for the Scranton
Coal Co., testing all the coal and
ash by proximate analysis. The
lessons are helping me wonderfully, and the interesting way in
which they are written makes me
wait patiently for each lesson.
alORT.AIS COT -ZENS.

I

T. O'CONOR SLOANE,
A. B.,A. M., L L. D., Ph. D.

Noted Instructor, Lecturer and Author. Form-

erly Treasurer Ameri-

can Chemical Society
and a practical chemist
with many well known
his
to
achievements
credit. Not only has
Dr. Sloane taught chemistry for years but he
was for many years engaged in commercial
chemistry work.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT FURNISHED
TO EVERY STUDENT
We give to every student without additional charge this chemical equipment, including forty -nitre pieces of laboratory apparatus and supplies, and forty different .chemicals and reagents.
These comprise the apparatus and chemicals used for the experimental work of the course. The fitted heavy wooden box
serves not only as a case for the outfit but also as a useful
laboratory accessory for performing countless experiments.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK

Home Extension Division 12
West Broadway, New York City
Please send me at once, without any obligation on my
part, your free Book "Opportunities for Chemists." and
full particulars about the Experimental Equipment given
to every student. Also please tell me about your plan of
payment and your special 30 day offer.
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE
CITY
66 -Z

C.T. -TN

i
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Will TrainYou At af
HomeTo Fill a
igPay Radio Job

If you're earning a penny less than $50 a week, clip coupon
now. Send for AMAZING FREE BOOK, "Rich Rewards in
Radio." Why go along at $25 or $35 or $45 a week, when you
could earn $50 to $250 in the same six days, as a Radio Expert?
Hundreds of N. R. I. trained men are doing it -why can't you?

44'4611

give you all
this apparatus
so you can learn
quickly at home
"1l

the

Earn $50 to $250 a Week-

RADIO EXPERTS IN MG DEMAND

Radio needs trained men. Get into this new live -wire profession
It's the trained man, the Radio Expert, who
gets the big jobs of this profession -paying $75, $100, $200 a week
and up. Every day N. R. I. trained men are taking good places in

Practical

of quick success.

Way-

the Radio field -men just like you -their only advantage is TRAINING.
Our tested
You can prepare just as they did, by new practical methods.
clear training makes it easy for you. Big Free Book contains all the proof.

YE. s.

You Learn Quickly
Time'
InsureSpare
successthat

FREE
OF
EXTRA

I can train you
am 1
So
fully for a better future in this new Big -Pay
profession, that I guarantee your training
with a money-back bond. Lack of experience or education won't hold you
back-common schooling all you need
to start. You can stay home, hold Operates WMAQ
your job, and learn quickly and "Accepted position with

COST

You Get
All

This

Of

pleasantly in your spare time. My
practical, helpful methods enable
you to start RIGHT AWAY toward one of the bigger Radio
jobs paying $50 to $250 a

All instruments shown here and
others sent to all my students free
of extra cost under short time special offer
Clip coupon now -find out all about this big

also the p actical knowledge
week. No delay, no losing time that makes my work easy
from work no scrimping or for me." Keith Kimball,
scraping to get your training. Station WMAQ, Chicago, Ill.

Get This FREE BOOK

unequalled offer while you still have time to
take advantage of it. This training is intensely
practical-these instruments help you do the
practical work. You learn workmanship and get
added confidence in
your ability.

Most amazing book on Radio ever written
facts and pictures -tells all about
the great new Radio field, how we prepare
you and help you start. You can do what others
have done-GET THIS BOOK. Send coupon

-full of

World Famous
Training That
"Pays for Itself"

today -no obligation.
J. E. SMITH, President

My Radio course WorldFamous as the training that
"pays for itself." Make more

$70 In One Day For
T. M. Wilcox
"1 em in busineesfor my-

elf and RECENTLY MADE
S70 in ONE DAY. I was an

electrician of rich experience, occupying splendid
position as telephone superintendent when I enrolled with you believing it
would open up greater opbeen
portunities-hvenot
Estimate
disappointed.
Radio will be worth ten.
of thousands of dollar to
me in next few years."
T. M. Wilcox, Belle Wand,
Newfoundland.
i

the Chicago Daily News Station WMAQ. MY INCOME
PRACTICALLY DOUBLED.
thanks to you. I handle all
consultation, also do operating. Your course taught me
not only the theoretical but

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. PX5, Washington, D. C.

money QUICK when you take up this
practical course. Work on millions of antennae, receiving sets. offers you big chance
to make spare time cash while you're learning. I'll show you how -teach you the latest
"dope," furnish you with business cards, show
you how to get the business and make itpay. My
students don't wait a yearto increase their income
-they report QUICK INCREASES as a result of
this course -often two or three weeks after starting.
Howard Luce. Friedens, Pa. made $320 in 7 weeks
during spare time. D. H. Suitt Newport. Ark.. writes,
"While taking the course I earned in spare time work
about $900." Earl Wright. Omaha. reports making $400
in a short time while taking course -working at Radio in
spare time! Sylvester Senso. Kaukauna, Wis., made $500.
These records not unusual-these men a few of hundreds.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed

v

,

President
J.
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. PX5, Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith -Without obligating me to any
E. SMITH,

-

We who know the results this practical tested training gets
the increased earnings it has brought to men everywhere -stand
behind it all the way with a signed guarantee bond that we give
you when you enroll. On completion if you're not entirely satisfi
in every way, you get back every cent you've paid us. No strings
to this offer -you yourself are the only judge. Get started today'
Its your big chance for one of the bigger Radio jobs -mail coupon
NOW for my Big FREE BOOK and proof No obligation.
I

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE TO ALL GRADUATES
Originators of 'Radio 'Home-Study áining

pway, send me your free book.' Rich Rewards in Radio"
and all information about your practical. home -study
Radio Course.

Ham.

Age

Stret Addr
Town

State
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SCIENCE MEETS THE IMPOSSIBLE
By HUGO GERNSBACK

attract each other with a tremendous force, and the only way the
Electron can keep from plunging into the central nucleus is by
circling around it, just as our own earth circles around the sun.
But the Proton is about 1,800 times heavier than the Electron.
On the other hand, a hydrogen Proton is no more than one ten quadrillionth of an inch in diameter, and it does not often happen
that the Electron and Proton collide with each other ; it happens

tiL'MANITY has become so immune to the marvels of science
that we no longer are astonished at anything. We have become so used to the "impossible" that we have actually come

to accept it without question.
But every once in a while science discovers something that really
makes us sit up and take notice, on account of its tremendous importance, and even the word "impossible" fades into nothingness.
only when some outside force disturbs the combination. When
Suppose someone stepped up to you and handed you a small ball.
this occurs, and the two collide, they merge into one and disappear
If you clutched at it with sufficient force, either one of two things
from sight completely. The combination produces the Neutron,
might happen. The weight of this seemingly innocent article
has as yet never been isolated, but science knows that it
which
the
grasped
if
you
or,
fingers,
your
out
tear
either
probably
would
It is not affected chemically. It can not be seen, and we
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socket.
from
torn
be
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would
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enough,
ball tightly
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the
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and
floor,
the
strike
little sphere would
small size, so small that it immediately falls, passing
its
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it
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if
it
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through
right
go
it
would
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material on its way. It passes through glass walls,
every
through
through
in
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go
probably
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many
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in
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feet. You see, the little sphere, the size of
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to
side,
only
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cubic
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a little over 14 TONS, or approximately, one ton
it emerges on the other side of the
after
decreasing
its
speed
hand
to
enough
strong
Of course there would not be anybody
earth, until finally, due to friction, it locates at the center of the
you the ball in the first place, because nothing but a power derrick
earth, where it comes to a stop.
will
could lift it. And, furthermore, it is to be doubted whether itmake
Scientists have calculated that the minimum density of solid
be within any conceivable time that some one will be able to
Neutronium is 4 trillion times that of water. This makes the
a sphere as just described. Nevertheless, the material exists. This
stupendous weight of about 60 million tons per cubic inch. It
substance, for which we have no name, actually is in existence
be noted, at this point, that the Electron and the Proton
is
the
should
know,
which
we
star
densest
in
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today and is contained
at
first
were nothing but electrical charges, but on uniting they
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in
other
words,
and
quite
staggering
facts,
the case, and we have to accept the
Just what these discoveries may mean to humanity, no one can
impossible to the human mind as they are.
foresee today, or even calculate. One wild guess is as good as
We know that matter under tremendous and unthinkable pressure
carried another. Even if we should be able to isolate a small particle of
will shrink just like a sponge, and this apparently can be be the
Neutronium, we would have nothing to keep it in captivity, as it
on almost indefinitely, as far as we know. This happens to It is
would go through everything just as water falls through a sieve.
case with all the heavy stars which have been investigated.
would have no means of retaining it unless it were by electrical
even possible that such fluid substance exists in the inside of inthea We
means, and this, of course, is quite possible. The quantity of
be
earth, where the pressure is so great that everything must the
isolated Neutronium, however, would of necessity be microscopicmolten state. Science, for instance, today believes that and core
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ginning to make use of this discovery. For instance, liquid air is a
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Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Monday at

9

P. M. from Station WRNY on various scientific and radio subjects.
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WHY FLORIDA HURRICANE
Popular Explanation of Florida Hurricane by Well -K
New York
Hurricane
Vacuum's at center
I25nulcs p..- how ; u,,,,d 3 hrsl of storm's. 2 hours

Cirrus clouds warn of approach of hurricanes

500 miles

Miami

Sea swells about ZOOu:ks ohcod
of atora first h'gh somas several
hours after orrrval of sea swell.

Cross- sectional view of Florida Hurricane

Storm Diameter 500 miles

ever visited the South Atlantic coast
struck the southern end of Florida
at Miami about midnight of Friday,
September 17th, and by 3 :15 A. M.
of Saturday, the 18th, the storm raged
with great violence: Its severity lasted
until 6 A. M., then an abatement came
in the passing of the storm centre. For
a period of two hours, during which
the sky cleared, the wind ceased and a comparative calm prevailed. The lull in the
storm was in reality the most treacherous
period. It led the people into a sense of
false security in thinking that the storm
had passed. Many left their homes and
were exposed to the fury of the afterblow,
which is always of greater violence than
that before the passing of the storm centre.
The wind at each period of the storm had an
approximate maximum velocity ranging
from 100 to 150 miles an hour. The lowest
barometer record was 27.62.
HURRICANE WITHOUT PROPER
WARNING
As early as Thursday,' the 16th, the
Weather Bureau had knowledge of the, approaching hurricane. The 8 A. M. map of
Friday the 17th, showed the storm to be
moving nearer Florida, with increasing intensity; the advance heavy rainfall then
reached as far north as Jacksonville. No
heed was paid to these facts and no warning given. The weather summary on the
same map read as follows:-"Hurricane in
the vicinity of Southern Florida and evidently of minor intensity." No one with a
knowledge of hurricanes would ha\e made
such a statement. Early Saturday morning, the 18th, the storm was sweeping with
great force across the southern ,end of
Florida, having before 6 A. M. caused the
loss of hundreds of lives and millions of
dollars of property. Two hours after the
storm had passed Miami, the weather map
appeared with the statement as follows
"The southern storm is apparently central.
east of and near Southern Florida and probnorthwestward."
advancing
ably
still
Timely and accurate warning would undoubtedly have saved many lives.
The hurricane on reaching the west coast
did considerable damage, although it had

a

pert, prepared the accompanying article and he blames much of the property
loss and deaths on the Weather Bureau, who did not display storm warnings
far enough in advance. Experts can tell many hours ahead when a hurricane
is approaching, as drawing above shows. Storm above is moving from right
to left across the page.

A remarkable cross -section view of the Florida hurricane which gives a
clear idea of how the two "blows," with an intervening quiet spell of about
two hours took place. The top view of this hurricane shown on the opposite
page will help the reader to gain a clear idea of the physical make-up of this
and all other hurricanes. E. B. "Farmer" Dunn, well -known weather ex-

THE most disastrous hurricane that

150wiles per. kr toumd,3hra

lost some of its force and deposited the
greatest volume of rainfall on the east
coast. Between Sunday and Tuesday it moved very slowly and was practically stationary between Pensacola and New Orleans;
the rotary force diminished to light winds
and the storm dissipated.
CHARACTERISTICS OF STORMS
There are elements of regularity in the
history of hurricanes which are quite distinctive, their place of birth, the season of
the year and their serpentine course. They
are the only storms taking a westward
course, before they recurve to the northeast. They are in all features similar to the
"Typhoon," except that the latter has its
birth south of the equator and travels directly opposite.
STORM DIED TUESDAY SEPT. 21

BETWEEN NEW ORLEANS

Knowledge of hurricanes is based upon a
firm foundation of observed facts. It is on
such a foundation that the "law of storms"
is formulated. A forecaster possessed of
these facts should make most accurate predictions of these storms.
WHAT A HURRICANE IS
Hurricanes of the West Indies and Typhoons of the East Indies are what are
termed cyclones in the temperate zones, but
owing to their greater developement, magnitude and power, which they attain in the
torrid zone they have been given the more
terrifying titles of "Hurricanes" and "Typhoons." The hurricane season is from
July to October inclusive, although these
storms have infrequently occurred in other
months.
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Many people wonder where the Florida hurricane started and what became of it after it had caused
so much damage in the state of Florida. The map above prepared by Mr. Dunn shows where hurricane started, its path northward and point where it died out between New Orleans and Pensacola.
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OCCURRED

By E. B.

"FARMER"
DUNN

nown Expert, Former Chief U. S. Weather Bureau at
City.

The two photographs herewith give a very good idea of the
terrific power of the wind and waves as they swept over Miami
and other Florida resorts. Newspapers mentioned winds of
125 miles per hour velocity; Mr. Dunn stated that from the
barometer readings, he knew that the wind reached 175 miles
per hour and upward.

The hurricane has its birth in the southern region or zone of easterly trade winds
and generally east of the Windward Islands or on the border of the Torrid zone
of the equatorial belt of calms, which
ranges close to latitude 10 degrees north.
At the hurricane season, extensive areas of
calm, sultry and rainy weather stretch

The drawing above shows general storm formation, such as occurs in the case of a hurricane.
the arrows indicating the ascending column of
warm moist air, this warm air rushing in from
areas extending for many miles.

from the west coast of Africa to the north
coast of South America. As these great
storms move northward their progress is
slow at first. They gather in moisture until the excessively heated and widely expanded atmosphere is thoroughly saturated,
thus greatly reducing the atmospheric pressure for miles around the embryo centre,
which creates a low pressure area deeper
than is usual in the ordinary cyclone. The
barometer continues to fall and the inrush ing air starts a whirl as the over-heated air
ascends higher and higher, and the storm
moves over the central region of abnormal
heat, being carried forward by the movement of the upper atmosphere. The lower
strata of hot, moist air continue their rush
toward the storm centre, feeding the central
column and giving greater progressive and
rotary motion.
Clouds are formed and spread far in adNance of the body of the storm; as soon as
the colder strata of air in the north is
reached, the moisture is condensed ; rain
falls in torrents or cloudbursts, liberating
the great amount of latent heat absorbed in
the process of evaporation, thus giving
greater impetus to the storm's progress. The
inflowing air at the surface blows horizontally and with increasing force as it approaches
the centre, where it joins the upward spiral
or rotary motion. The progressive motion
may not be more than twenty -five miles an
hour, but the rotary or destructive force

may reach from fifty to two or three hundred miles an hour.
DETECTING APPROACH OF HURRICANE
There is an outward flow of air at the
top of the storm center, which spreads far in
advance, producing cirrus (feathery) clouds
which are the forerunners of the approaching storm. These clouds precede the storm
some four or five hundred miles. Another
pronounced indication of an approaching
storm is the sea swell, which also precedes
the storm by several hundred miles. Before
the approach of these storms the barometer
shows an unusually high reading for the
latitude and season, and almost always a
dead calm exists for some time and the
weather is such as would indicate to the
layman no cause for alarm. Such is Nature's
camouflage to deceive the unwary. It is

not long after the motion of the central
column sets in, that the storm moves from
the place of its formation in a westerly
course, contrary to the general movement of
storms in more northerly latitudes. The
westerly movement terminates when the
storm center reaches the neighborhood of
25 or 30 degrees north latitude and comes
within the influence of the prevailing south
and west winds. Then it recurves to the
northeast. The point of recurve may bring
the centre of the storm to the vicinity of the
west Gulf coast or the east of Florida.
On the close approach of these storms the
weather which has been balmy and calm, becomes hazy; a surface breeze springs up,
coming from the opposite direction to the
flow of the clouds. The breeze blowing toward the centre of the impending storm, and
(Continued on page 765)

The drawing to the right

shows a top view of a tropical hurricane, such as
that which destroyed millions of dollars worth of
property and hundreds of
lives in Florida a few
weeks ago. This top sectional view of a tropical
hurricane is that of a
storm which occurred quite
Note
a few years ago.
the general circular motion of the air currents,
these currents coming in
from the upper right hand
corner and swirling around
in vortex fashion, forming
a vacuum at the center.
The radius of such a storm
is about 250 miles and the
diameter is about 500
miles.
Referring to the
cross sectional view on the
opposite page, one now
sees that with every hurricane there are two "blows"
felt, and not three as some
of the newspapers reported. The fast blow at about
125 miles per hour velocity

lasted about three hours;
then came a period of two
hours while the vacuum
center of the storm passed and fooled many people into thinking that the end of the storm had come; finally
came the second and hardest blow, as the rear section of the storm passed over, with the wind blowing at a
velocity of 150 to 175 miles per hour. This second blow lasted about three hours, the terrific wind ending
abruptly. At the start of the hurricane the wind comes on more gradually, and to the trained weather observer or sea -faring man, Cirrus clouds about 500 miles ahead of the storm warn of its approach, followed
by the sea swell about 200 miles ahead of the storm. The average forward velocity of the storm center is
25 miles per hour.
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Magic Tables
and Floor In
New Restaurant
By H.

WINFIELD SECOR

New York City's newest night club, Le Perroquet
de Paris, will boast of some of the greatest novelties imaginable. The glass covered tables, when
lit, will expose live gold fish swimming about.

DOUBLE PLATE-GLASS
TABLE TOP

Glass dance
floor, under
which electric lights
will glow;
with lights
out floor be-

ir

N, TABLE fIGHT(D- FISt /I54BLE
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mirror.
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TO CONTROL

FLOOR IS

22 X 28

FEET

DOUBLE PLATE GLASS

,

A

SWITCH-BOARD-

Le Perroquet de Paris (the Parrot of Paris),

YORK CITY'S newest night club,
N lFFM
will provide many new surprises. Among other features is. the most remarkable dance
in America. It will be made of double thick plate glass, under which power-

floor ever seen
ful electric lights xvill blaze upward. The other lights in the restaurant will be of course
carefully toned down, so as to emphasize this dance floor feature. At frequent intervals .the
dance floor lights will be switched off, and the table lights switched on. When this happens
the glass floor becomes a mirror, and the guests seated at the tables experience the startling
novelty of seeing real live gold fish swimming about under their plates. When the table
lights are switched off, the glass top becomes a mirror. The lights for the orchestra in the
gold cage flash out from under the stuffed parrot. Roger Wolfe Kahn, a leading director
of jazz orchestras, is sponsor of this newest idea in night clubs. Mr. Kahn's associate in
this enterprise is Rene Racover, famous French flier and formerly director of the Café de
Paris in New York City.

CJ S'lE: Lt}'

Ye

Ci
1

-LOOK BECOMES

MIRROR

LIGHTS

WHEN

ARE

FLASHED OFF

When lights under glass dancing floor are extinguished, the floor becomes
a mirror, and the lights under the tables having been switched on, swim-

ming gold fish become visible to the guests seated about the tables.
Orchestra plays inside giant parrot cage symbolizing restaurant's name.
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CAMERA LENS...
Showing how scenery a n d figures
were =ht o v e d by
hand for each successive exposure in
new shadow film.*

_

Paper Actors Movies'
Latest
Latest "Shadow Film" Novelty Presents "The Story
of Prince Achmed."

¡.

Figuro below shows how all the various parts
of the body representing one of the characters was jointed, so that the figure could be
manipulated, to properly assume hundreds
of different poses. The actions of the figures
are extremely realistic.
SHOULDERS MOVABLE
ALSO ABDOMEN AND HIPS
ALL BLACK

SILHOUETTE

ï
In the drawing above one will perceive
how many figures were moved simultaneously by being joined together.
.

----CARD BOARD FIGURE
WITH JOINTED LIMBS,

-"r--M-- WEIGHTED WITH

The latest German wonder film, photographed entirely with silhouette paper actors moved by hand over translucent
backgrounds drawn in various tones of
black or gray, necessitated the manipulation of scenery and character silhouettes
every time an exposure was made. Three
years of solid work were required to film
"The Story of Prince Achmed," 250,000
pictures being taken, 100,000 of which
were finally used.

SHEET LEAD

L,

HOW

SILHOUETTE
WERE MADE

FIGURES

Picture below shows arrangement of
movie camera and powerful light
placed below translucent scene drawn
on parchment, and over which opaque
figures were moved by hand.

t

--

FIGURE MOVED BY HAND
TO TAKE PROGRESSIVE
POSITIONS, EACH BEING
PHOTOGRAPHED

MAGNET OPERATED
SHUTTER
'WIRES

III- -- PLATFORM

SZCOND OPERATOR

BLACK PUPPET

l

MANIPULATES
FIGURE

BEING PHOTOGRAPHED

iI

Beautiful scene from the new German photoplay "The Story of Prince Achmed."
The moving figures and trees were hand manipulated. Beautiful rippling wateeffects were obtained by means of cut paper and sand moved over glass.
SCENES PAINTED OR

II

PUSH BUTTON SNAPPING
ONE PICTURE AT A TIME

Tp-

,/%

DRAWWIN VARIOUS

TONES OF BLACK OR

.`

GRAY

BLACK OPAQUE FIGURE MOVED
BY HAND OVER SCENE DRAWN

`` 'FIRST OPERATOR
MOVES SCENE

ON',PARCHMENT
SCENE

TRANSLUCENT

IN THREE

WERE

THE wonderful new

novelty in motion pictures, the "shadów film, ".
here illustrated and described, is the conception of a Berlin craftswoman, Lotte Reiniger,
as well as a number of other young
artists, including Walter Ruttman,
ILLUMINATED
who became famous through the
FROM BELOW
wonderful photoplay, "Thu Cabinet of Dr. Caligari." In this
shadow film, all sorts of natural,
The reflector and lamp below the scene yet startling effects are produced.
were in light-tight box.
such as fairy scenes.

YEARS ' TIME OVER

TAKEN, 100,000

250,000

OF WHICH

SEPARATE PICTURES
WERE USED IN MOVIE

N the new photoplay described herewith and in which no living characters appear whatever, infinite patience as well as
artistic skill of the highest degree was required. The back grounds,were so cleverly handled with regard to the different
depths of tone, that the buildings and other objects seemed to
actually exist in the solid form. Likewise the figures were so
cleverly constructed and nianipulatod, that one can hardly believe that he is looking at a scene filmed from a mere piece of
parchment, on top of which a series of cardboard people are
moved around by hand. The presentation of this new shadow
photoplay has been much enhanced by the creation of special
music to accompany it, which music was prepared by Wolfgang
Zeller. Imagine the clever work involved in moving as many
as sixty figures simultaneously in some of the mob scenes.
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WIREKRAFT
$3,000.00

A New and
Important

BY HUGO

Member American

Prize

things can be constructed from wire by any
intelligent builder handy with a few elementary tools. Anything from a floor lamp to a
replica of the Woolworth Building can be
built from wire. Any number of useful
things also can be made for use in the home.
the office, the factory, or the automobile, and
even for your radio. The possibilities are
endless and we know that the contest will
no doubt be one of the greatest that has ever
been staged anywhere. We know it will bring
out the latent ingenuity of almost any one
who comes in contact with Wirekraft, and it
is hoped that an entirely new art may be de-

Contest
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Fig. 3. This photo shows
the construction of a tube
of wire.
The wire is
wound on a cylindrical
form, removed and soldered.

-ii-ki-b

I-'l

Fig. 1. Above we see an assortment of wire of various sizes which can be conveniently purchased on spools as this illustration shows. Wire of this nature can be used for the making
of models for the Wirekraft Contest and those particular types of wire represented in the
illustration were furnished through the courtesy of E. H. Tate Mop & Cordage Co.; The
Malin & Co.; The Cornish Wire Co.; U. T. Hungerford Brass and Copper Co., and the
Russell Fraser Wire Co.

OUR Matchcraft Contest, one of the
most unique handicraft contests
ever staged anywhere, has proved a
great surprise to many people for
the astonishing variety of models and things
that can be fashioned out of matches. We
are are now about to begin another contest
termed "Wirekraft", which, in our opinion,
will far surpass even the popular Matchcraft

Contest. The difference between the two contests is obvious. With matches only models can be built that in the very nature of the
material can not be used for utilitarian purposes.

Wirekraft is a new art which simply means
"What can you do with wire ?" At once
you will perceive that there are really no
limits to this new handicraft,
which should become popular
Myriads of
over night.
Fig. 4. There are many methods
of soldering or welding wires to
gether. The spot welding system is applicable to wirekraft
models. In the particular photo
below, soldering of a bed lamp
frame is being accomplished by
the aid of a clutch pencil.and a
storage battery. One lead from
the storage battery is grounded to
the frame and the other to the
metal pencil.
_

Fig. 2. The photo at the left shows a wirekraft novelty in
the form of a picture frame stand. The wire is completely
covered with rubber tubing to prevent marring of furniture
or frame. The illustration at the right is a wirekraft soap
dish, white enameled. These two articles constitute utilitarian suggestions.

is of a much more substantial nature.

The
models and articles will keep indefinitely,
and furthermore the builders will have something for their pains when they have finished
building their Wirekraft Models or appliances. In these pages we have just shown a
few illustrations of what can be done. Before
going further, be sure that you do not duplicate any of the things shown in these pages,
because such articles will positively NOT
The point of the pencil is
turned out to a distance
of approximately 3 /8ths
of an inch.

When it
touches the grounded
frame, intense heat
is set up at the
point of contact.
a tiny bit of
solder forms
the joint.
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NEW ART
A
Prize Contest
GERNSBACK

Physical Society

be awarded prizes. The editors want new and
novel things, not articles that can be bought
in the open market now. Furthermore there

are a number of large manufacturing concerns making a specialty of manufacturing
wire appliances. Articles of this kind obviously can not be admitted to the prize contest as only novel things are wanted. The
rules are clearly stated elsewhere on this
page, and should be carefully read for full
details.
In the very nature of the contest it should
be obvious that wire must form the largest
proportion of the article or model submitted. The more Wire that is used in the
model, the better its chances for a high
prize because the prize is awarded only for
the wire construction. Models and articles
may be decorated to suit. They may be cov-

Fig. 5. In the photograph above an electric soldering iron is being employed to solder the wires
forming a lamp shade frame together. Wirekraft is a fascinating art.

Rules of Wirekraft Contest
(Example: A reed basket is suspended from a wire chain. The basket
a wirekraft contest. Hence wire is to be used in the connot being made of wire is NOT considered. On the merits of the
struction of all of the models entered in this contest.
chain only will the prize be awarded.)
The size of the wire to be employed is limited. The heaviest
and
Wires may be twisted, spliced, soldered, welded or bound together.
wire must not be larger than No. 8 American or B and S gauge,
foreign
(for
Wire may be used to bind other wires together. If soldered a non S
gauge
B
and
the smallest no smaller than No. 30
corrosive soldering flux should be employed.
countries not having these exact sizes), the nearest available equivalent.
There is no limit to the size of the
(No. 8 B and S gauge is .12849 inches in
models which may be entered nor to the
diameter or 3.264 millimeters. Its nearest
number
of entries which any maker may
equivalent in the Birminghun, or Stubs iron
submit during any calendar month.
wire gauge is No. 18. In tlic Stubs steel
In every case the model must be forwire gauge it is No. 30; in the British Inn7
warded express prepaid to SCIENCE AND INAerial Standard it is No. 10. The nearest
VENTION Magazine.
It should be tagged
wire to No. 30 B and S gauge which is
in
with name and address of the maker, who
.01002 inches or .2546 millimeters in di$100.00
First Prize
will prepay charges if model is to be
ameter is No. 31 in the Birmingham or
For Utility Only
returned.
Stubs iron wire gauge. In the Stubs steel
50.00
wire gauge it is No. 80; in the British StandSecond Prize
The first prize will always be awarded to
ard it is No. 33.
For Artistic, Decorative or Constructive
o model possessing the greatest utilitarian
The builder may avail himself of the opEffect-may be a replica or model of sonic
merits.
This must be an object NOT found
portunity of using any intermediate sizes of
imaginative or existing object.
on the market today.
wires between No. 8 and No. 30, B and S
25.00
Third Prize
The
second
prize will always be awarded
gauge.
20.00
Fourth Prize
to an object possessing the best decorative
The wire may be copper, brass, iron, steel.
15.00
artistic or constructive effect. It may be
Fifth Prize
or these materials coppered, tinned, nickel a replica of an existing object or a model
10.00
Sixth Prize
plated, or galvanized, or the wire may conan imaginative object or effect.
of
7.50
Prize
Seventh
sist of an alloy. Any kind of wire availAll models may remain at the office of
5.00
Eighth Prize
able on the market may be employed.
this
publication until the close of the con3.50
It is preferable to use non -rusting wires.
Ninth Prize
test at the descretion of the editors.
The publishers will not be responsible for
14.00
10th to 16th Prizes of $2.00 each
This
contest starts January 1st, 1927,
the rusting of any model. To protect wire
and will terminate January 1st, 1928.
$250.00
Total
which rusts easily or for color effects, the
The remaining prizes will be judged from
models may be painted, lacquered, varTIIIS

is

-or

$3 000,00 In
Arranged

Prizes

Monthly Awards

either one. or the other viewpoints at the
discretion of the judges.
This is a monthly contest lasting for twelve months, each monthly
contest closing on the first of the month following dates, of issue.
Thus the contest for the month of January, 1927," will dose Feb. 1st,
1927. Winners for January will be announced in the April issue.
& INVENTION MAGAZINE, 53 Park Place, New York City

nished or otherwise covered.
Any additional decorations or accessories
may be employed to enhance the effect.
(Example: Silk on a lamp
shade; glass in decorative fixtures; electric motors for operating mechanisms,. etc.)
Only those portions actually constructed of wire will be judged.

Address All Entries to Editor Wirekraft SCIENCE

Fig. 6. Where a great many pieces of the same general contour
must be made, it is advisable to drive nails into a piece of wood
and thus form a pattern. The wire is then twisted around the
nails as indicated in this action photo.
Fig. 7. Three nails driven along a
straight line into a piece of board
will facilitate the straightening of
wire. Note S twist around the nails.

ered with silk, paper,-the finished model ca
be painted, gilded or silvered, -the wire may
be covered with rubber tubing, or with cord
or twine, if the builder so elects. Any of
thousands of other ways to finish it up and
make it look presentable may be employed
Some articles require a substantial base, as
for instance, that shown under Fig. 16. Suet
articles are, of course, admissible, but it wil
be seen that in a model of this kind there
is, roughly, 50 per cent. wire and 50 per cent.
wood. Consequently a similar article would
not win a high prize, because in this particular article the wire would be of no use without the wooden base. Remember that on the
wire portions of the model the contest will
be judged, but don't make the mistake of
using wire where some other substance
might be much better. In this case wire
could be used as an inferior base material.
We have said before that we wanted novelty, and we mean just that. There is also
the possibility, when producing a novel
thing in wire, that it is so novel that it can
be patented. In this case it should be remembered that publication in any magazine
of a national character is a prima fade evidence of conception and a patent can he se"
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"WIRE KRAFT"
$3000.00
In

Prizes
to be
Awarded
in this

Contest
Fig. 8. Above and to the left the photograph shows
a simple stand made of wire which is used to hold
a square mirror. The other photo shows how wire
can be employed to make a clothes drier. The wires
in the latter case are preferably heavily nickelplated.

Fig. 15. A simple large shade for a piano lamp
The small metal circlet in
the center fits over the top of the piano lamp
stand and is there locked in place by a nut.
is indicated above.

It may be a model of the Brooklyn
Bridge, of the Woolworth Building, the Eiffel Tower, or any public building that you
choose to build. Making a building, for in-

cured by the builder or constructor within
two years after publication in SCIENCE AND
INVENTION.

This Wirekraft Contest will naturally be
watched with great interest by all manufacturers of such articles in the United States,
and the chances are that if an idea is presented of great utilitarian value, the manu-

Fig. 13.

This photo shows another

of the possibilities of wirekraft. The
frame is intended for a boudoir or
bed lamp which may be covered with
silk if the builder so desires. The
wire portion of the model only will

stance, it is allowable to use isinglass or celluloid for windows and other adjuncts, to
make the article presentable, in order to
make it a true replica of the original. Motors can be used to operate mechanical devices and small lamps or clocks may be
placed in buildings or other constructions to
enhance effect.
Any size Wire within the limits shown in
the rules can be used. The wire that SCIENCE
AND INVENTION recommends is clean bright
wire, either tinned, galvanized, coppered or
nickeled, because this is non -rusting. Any
other wire, however, can be used at the option of the builder and the wire may afterwards be covered by varnish, paint, or any
other method elected by the builder.
Spool
(Continued on page 759)

be judged.

facturers would wish to get in
touch with the inventor with a
iew to manufacturing such an

Fig. 9. Two unique wirekraft ideas. One represents a bill file and the other shows a twisted
wire form which may be inserted in the drawers
of a desk in order to hold letters in place. The
system is also suitable for a letter file.

Fig. 10. A rather simple yet
unique bird -cage hook is depicted
in the photo above. The bracket
is not made of wire, therefore
would not be considered by the
judges.

article. Publication of such an
article in SCIENCE AND INVENTION is therefore an actual protection to the inventor. This
should not be overlooked.
The first prize in the Wirekraft Contest will always be
awarded to the model possessing the greatest practical and
utilitarian merit. It must be an
object not found on the market
today. The second prize will
always be awarded to an object
possessing great decorative or
artistic or constructive effect.

The photos on this page show
wirekraft ideas of both artistic and utilitarian properties.

Fig. 11. The photo at the
right shows a cloth covered coat hanger made of
wire.
Fig. 12. Spring wire is of course permissible in a contest of
this nature. The photo below shows two types of springs for
radio antennas and three eyelets also made of wire. the ends of
which are provided with threads.- Courtesy Parker Metal
Goods Co.

Fig. 16. Here is a unique letter file also made of wire, but
in this photo the baseboard is of wood. The same base could
also have been composed of wire but the device would then be
not quite as practical and infinitely more difficult to construct.

Fig. 14. Here is aunique
wire frame also intended
for a boudoir lamp or
wherever a small size
lamp is indicated. Note
the scalloped bottom of
the frame and also the
double circlet of wire at
the top which clamps
around the incandescent
globe.
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Now the Flying Flivver
HENRY FORD, world- fatous as the manufacturer of the well-known "flivver", recently
announced the perfection of a small, easily housed airplane which is expected to be the
first of a series of developments in popular aviation. The "flying flivver" has a wing spread
of 18 feet, it is 12 feet from propeller to rudder, and weighs only 300 pounds. Powered with
a 3- cylinder Anzani motor. it is capable of a speed of over 100 miles an hour. Mr. Ford is
shown at the left explaining the operation of the "baby plane" to visitors at the Dearborn
plant, while below the plane is seen in comparison with the ill -fated Sikorsky bi -plane in
which Fonck had intended to fly from New York to Paris.

Henry Ford and his flying flivver.

The Sikorsky plane "New York- Paris" is shown above
as it appeared just before first test flight. Due to an
error in judgment, the pilot lost coìitrol as he was taking off for
the crash.
the Trans-Atlantic flight, and two of the crew died in Field
near
The flying flivver is also shown as it apeared at Curtiss
the larger plane.

Bicycle Propelled by Arms
GERMAN inventors seem to be concentrating upon hybridizing

rowboats and land- vehicles. A few months ago we published the
photos of the four -wheeled "Rowmobile ", which seemed to interest
our readers. and now we present a bicycle which is propelled through
a series of gears by a rowing action of the arms. We are unable to
obtain the name of the inventor of this machine and its manufacturer
is also unknown.

Above the "Row- cycle," as it apears in the operating position. The steer'rig is controlled by means of pedals, and the seat slides in a fashion
exactly like that of a racing boat. At left, the method of propulsion is
seen to consist of a series of belts connected so as to transmit a continuous
forward motion through a chain to the rear wheel.

Water Shoes Offer New Sport
Steuerlein, an
engineer of Schweinfurth,
G e rhas inmany,
vented a new
"water shoe," intended for sport

purposes. The
photo at the
right shows the
demoninventor
strating his device. The apparatus is controlled
levers
the
by

which he is hold - ing, and is actuated by leg power.
Every step stade
throws the paddies into action
with an oar -like
motion.

.
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Free Cathode Rays*
Dr. W. D. Coolidge, of the General Electric Company, Makes Remarkable New Discoveries with Free Cathode Rays in Air
By G. C. B. ROWE

Dr. W. D. Coolidge, the physicist, who has developed a vacuum tube through the end of which
cathode rays pass into the open air.

Fig. 8A. This block of Iceland spar (calcite)
was exposed to the influence of cathode rays and
retained its orange glow for several hours. Also
there were minute bluish sparks, which after the
first flash showed black against the orange glow.
(See Fig. 8B.) These black spots proved under
microscopic examination to be minute craters,
connected by canals running at right angles to
each other and parallel to the surface of the crystal. An enlarged photograph of one of these
craters is reproduced in Fig. 8C. Fig. 8D is a
microphotograph of the sparks occurring under
the influence of the cathode rays.

in Fig. 10 (left) is shown the ear of the rabbit
with the round scab, which formed a few days
after the ear was rayed. Fig. 11 shows this same
ear after two weeks. In that time the scab came
off and white hair grew in place of the ordinary
gray hair.

ATHODE rays have been the sub-

FIG.

ject of a vast amount of research
for scientists ever since Sir William
Crookes discovered their presence
in a glass tube from which most of the
air had been removed, and through which
he passed a high voltage electric discharge.
Their characteristics and behavior within

1

FIG.2
Fig. I is a sketch of a cathode tube, which is
She simple form used by Crookes in his early experiments. The negative terminal is the cathode
and the positive one the anode. In Fig. 2 a
small easily- turned windmill was inserted in the
path of the cathode rays, the speeding electrons
of which caused the mill to revolve.

the evacuated tube were studied by Crookes
and others but the Hungarian physicist,
Philipp Lenard, succeeded in making them
flow through a small, thin metal window into
the surrounding air where they could be
more conveniently utilized. Until recently,
the output of such tubes has been very
a The material for this article was taken from a
paper read before The Franklin Institute, on
October 20th, 1926, by Dr. W. D. Coolidge, of
the General Electric
the Research Laboratory
Company. Acknowledgement is hereby made to
The Franklin Institute for the use of the various
illustrations.

Fig. 4 shows the purple glow of the rays beyond the tube's end.
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Fig. 6 at right shows the remarkable new tube developed by Dr.
W. D. Coolidge in the General
Electric Co.'s research laboratories, which tube is capable of
producing powerful cathode rays
outside the tube.
Fig.

7

at left shows close-up view

of new cathode ray tube, the ar-

row pointing to the window at
end of tube, through which window the free cathode rays are
projected outside the tube in considerable quantity.

that a discharge from the cathode
or negative terminal still continued.
He gave this radiation the name
of 'cathode rays." He discovered
that metallic plates placed within
the vacuum tube (see Fig. 2) intercepted the cathode rays, and
that the impact of the rays against
the glass walls of the tube produced a greenish fluorescence and
phosphorescence, accompanied by
an increase in temperature. Various substances placed in the path
of the ray fluoresced brilliantly.
He also noted that the cathode
rays were deflected by a magnet.
Crookes spoke of this gaseous discharge as the "fourth or radiant
state of matter." Later investigations have shown it to be composed
simply of a stream of electrons
or minute particles of negative

CATHODE

dicated an induction coil. The negative side
of this coil is connected to the terminal, 1,
which is the end of the cathode, or negative
electrode, and the other side is connected to
the window. This window is the interesting
part of the tube, for it is through it that the
ray travels into the open air. Lenard used
aluminum foil as a window. The foil, about
an eighth of an inch in diameter, and one
ten- thousandth of an inch thick, was
ce'nfented to a perforated brass plate attached to the end of the glass tube. The
foil was selected by microscopic examination
to obtain an area free from minute holes.
Lenard was handicapped by the melting
point of the wax joint between window and
tube, by the smallness of the window and
the comparatively low voltages employed.
Other investigators have worked with and
further developed the Lenard tube and have
somewhat increased its output. In all of
their work, however, it has been necessary
to have the tube during its operation conDr.
nected to the exhausting system.
Coolidge's contribution to the art has been

RAYS

WINDOW

/

INDUCTION

(ALUMINUM FOIL)

.

COIL

EARTH

ti
PUMP

EARTH

FIG. 3.

Fig. 3 above shows the arrangement of vacuum tube devised by the Hungarian physicist, Philipp Lenard, for the purpose of producing free cathode rays
outside the tube. Lenard was handicapped in many ways and Dr. Coolidge
has, with the aid of modern apparatus, built a powerful cathode ray generator.

limited, due to the relatively low voltages
and cur eats at which the tubes could be
operated and to the window structure employed. Due, however, to the efforts of
Dr. W. D. Coolidge, well known for his
work on various types of vacuum tubes, the
scientific world today has a cathode ray
tube capable of delivering through its window a much greater quantity of electrons
at velocities which are producing new and
startling results.
Let us consider for a moment the nature
of cathode rays. Professor Crookes found
that, in a tube, such as is shown in Fig. 1,
containing two metal electrodes connected
to a source of high voltage current. the
luminous Geissler glow disappeared if a
sufficiently high vacuum was obtained, but

electricity.
Hertz announced in
1892 that cathode rays
would penetrate gold
leaf and other thin
sheets of metal. when
placed within the tube
and, as has been men
tioned previously. Philipp Lenard was later
successful in getting
them to come through
the end of the tube in
which they were generated. A sketch of
the tube which he used
is shown in Fig. 3.
On the right is inFREE

CATHODE RAYS

HURLED

2 FEET

HONEYCOMB SCREEN

-J

w
NICKEL

FOIL

.0005°THICK

FIG. 5-B

Fig. 5 -B above shows a close -up sectional view of the window in the
Coolidge cathode ray tube. The thin nickel foil permits a vacuum to be
established, thanks to the support of the honeycomb screen.

Fig. 5 -A at
left shows general

view

of

t h e Coolidge
cathode r a y
tube and how
the free cath-

ode rays
emerge.

the development of a tube capable of being
sealed off from the pump and of being
operated at voltages as high as 350,000 and
delivering a greatly increased quantity of
energy through the window.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW TUBE
In Fig. 5 will be found a sketch showing
the main parts of this tube. At the left
in Fig. 5A is an ordinary lamp screw plug,
through which is supplied the current, which
(Continued on page 728)
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The Fastest Boat

Our illustration shows a new construction of a boat patented by Hans
Becham. The design is based upon the fact that hollow lenticular bodies
convex on the bottom, immersed in water, lift themselves out of the water
as soon as they are set in rotary motion. The drawing shows a vessel with
two such lenticular bodies susceptible of rotation about the vertical axis.
As soon as these floats are set into rotation, the hull of the boat rises from

In the

World?

the water. Inasmuch as the drag of the water at full speed is extremely
small, the resistance to the motion of the boat is very slight, so that with
a proportionately small development of power, a very high speed can be obtained. The phantom diagram shows the mechanism of the vessel. Note
that the propeller extends from a shaft passing through the keel of the
vessel. The keel, propeller and a rudder only are submerged.

The Astrology Humbug
SI

By JOSEPH H. KRAUS

\wereCE written,
the last two articles on Astrology
the editors have received

a great many letters from astrologers
and astrological students. Regardless of what
we may say about astrology, we must certainly admit that the students of astrology at
least rally to the standard of their favorite
subject while it is being battered and torn.
This same statement does not hold for most
of the astrologers who are looked up to as
leaders in the field. While we have received
many communications from students of astrology as well as from a few astrologers,
those who are well known in the field have
not requested the data on the birth dates and
locations of several of the test cases which
we have on hand and upon which $1,000.00 is
being placed.
Judging from the letters, it is plain to be
seen that even the astrologers themselves do
not know their subjects. One astrologer will
state that it is impossible to forecast events
or calamities over which the astrologer has
no control and another group of astrologers
will then analyze the events likely to occur
in à day, week, month or year. We have all
seen forecasts for the month and we have all
seen the astrological forecasts for a year.
These find space in our daily newspapers and
in our Sunday feature editions just before
the new year comes into being.
There is one group of astrologers that desires the date of birth. There is another
group of astrologers that request the time of
conception and that disregard entirely the
dates of birth. How this latter factor can
possibly be given is difficult for us to ascertain because the exact moment of conception
cannot possibly be known by even surgical

$6,000.00

For Proofs of Astrology
SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine holds that there is moth¡
ing scientific in Astrology, that Astrology is not a science and that
statements made by astrologers unless very general cannot be enter' tained seriously.
Accordingly, this publication has
decided to award an Astrology
Prize of $6,000 for the following:
$5,000 will be paid to the astrologer
or forecaster who will foretell three major
events of such a nature that he will have
no control over the outcome of the same.
He must describe in advance each event
in detail, giving the location and result
or the casualties if the event is an accident.
$1,000 will be pai4 to the astrologer
or forecaster who will produce threc accurate, detailed and perfect horoscopes.
free of contradictions on the lives of
three people whose initials will be given
him when he requests the same and the
birth dates and place of birth will also
be supplied by this office.

This contest closes October 1st,
and all entries must reach us
by that time. In event of a tie,
prizes of an identical nature will be
given those so tying.
Address all entries to Editor, Astrology, care of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Magazine, 53 Park
Place, New York, N. Y.
1927,

methods. The most that a physician can do
is to approximate this time. Under the circumstances it would appear that the latter
group of astrologers could not develop an accurate horoscope yet this remains to be seen.
In a clipping before us we find according to
a horoscope that "President Coolidge is now
entering one of the most evil cycles of his
career. There is much sorrow for both our
President and our Government, as well as for
most all high governmental officials."
In another horoscope also before us we find
"The good influence of Venus favors the popularity of the President and his cabinet and
brings social activity and-:merry- making into
this department of the National life."
Both horoscopes were cast by different astrologers. Can it be that even they do not
know how to read the signs of the planets?
Of course, it can be easily argued that there
may be good leaders as well as incapable
workers in the field. How are we to knowunless some of the astrologers who are
looked up to by the students take advantage
of the awards which we offer.
One group of astrologers will tell us that
the lower animals are not affected by planetary influences, but only thinking individuals
are affected. Another group state that ani
mals are affected, but their reactions are different and consequently we cannot observe
the difference.
To emphasize the fact that only thinking
individuals are affected by the planets, some
astrologers say "that the stars incline but cannot compel" and that "a wise man rules the
stars, while a fool obeys." Now if a thinking
individual is affected by planetary influence,
(Continued on page 747)
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By

Our Spiritualistic
Investigations
NO.

5

OF

A

SERIES

"We were asked to place uur fingers lightly upon the table -top . .
. lift your
Several moments elapsed
hands into the air and in the name of
Allah. I command the spirits to cause the
table to rise.... and the table did rise."
is the home of mystery. Ghostly
hings and creepy experiments galore
ave been unfolded from the shadows
ÇDIA
of the East. Hindu fakirs have startled civilization, Yogis have mystified the natives, from the land of the turbaned -worshipers come beliefs of ancient products,
such as East Indianism, Occultism, Yogiism. East Indian psychology, and other titles
enwrapped in mystery. Yet strange as it
may seem, Hindu spiritulists are rare.
One, however, I have recently unearthed
Hassid, "The Spirit Force,
. Rajah
from the East," as he terms himself. A
short in
suave, well mannered fellow
stature. characteristic in appearance. Always
seen in the dress attire of the European.
,-et his dark skin, piercing eyes, lacquered
black hair, and large Oriental jewelry, leave
nothing to the imagination. He is a Hindu,
and almost abuses his mystic privileges,
as the many powers he admits possessing,
would almost credit him with being a reincarnated subject, referred to in the ancient
days of Biblical history. Rajah Hassid
mingles in high society, and has upon his
mailing list. names of persons prominent,
as well as those of quite a number of celebrities. Conversing, as he does, in several
languages, and pleasing to the studious,
thanks to his ability as a conversationalist
upon mystic topics in general, he has many
followers. His work is mostly readings
from the gardens of the dead, and although
an Orientalist, his spirit guide seems to
have a key into the land where the souls of
European races dwell, as he can call forth
spirit messages, for any and all. Of course,
the Rajah gives seances as well, but only to
those recommended to him. During the sum mer months. the limousines of many leaders
-of society can be found parked in front of
his ahnde in Newport. Tea is served in the

...

$21,000.00
for Spirits
Dunninger, who writes exclusively for
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
and who is the Chairman of our PSYCHICAL INVESTIGATION Committee will

personally pay $10.000.00 to any medium or
spiritualist who can present any psychical
manifestation in so-called spiritualism, that
he will not explain or that he cannot reproduce by natural means.
More than two years ago SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Magazine offered a
prize of $11,000.00 to anyone who could
demonstrate his or her ability to communicate with the spirits or to give some definite
form of a psychical demonstration which in
itself was not trickery.
The result has been that mediums and
spiritual organizations have been afraid to
place proofs before us. Those weak attempts which have been made to demonstrate psychical phenomena were almost instantly proven fraudulent, and no medium
has dared to contradict our findings.
In view of these facts, should we not consider all mediums fraudulent? Should we
not consider every psychical manifestation
as being trickery pure and simple, intended
primarily to fleece those who visit the circle
and who find solace in the words from the
worst forms of charlatans. namely those who
are being permitted to practise upon the
poor, seeking words from loved ones?
To the $10,000.00 which has been offered
by Joseph F. Rinn through this publication
for Spiritual proofs and the $1,000.00 in
addition offered by SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine we now add Dun ninger's $10.000.00.
So now we have a total of $21,000.00 offered for proofs of Psychical Manifestations.
Spiritualists -get busy.

waiting room, and all those conveniences,
to which his clients are accustomed have
been well considered. These spirit meetings are conducted only for these invited
guests, and there is no charge, as it is his
form of advertising. Astounded at his
demonstrations, new clients are easily made,
and private readings for these proved sufficiently profitable to well afford his apparent
generosity at his occasional exhibitions. It
was one of these meetings that I was invited to attend. My host at this occasion
therefore presented me in person to the
Rajah, and although using a ficticious name
so as not to disclose my identity, unfortunately described me as a fellow student
of the spiritual. This introduction caused
me quite a bit of uneasiness, as the medium
at once opened conversation upon general
spiritual topics, which it seemed was done
particularly for the benefit of the bystanders. This was rather embarassing to
nte, as I could not very well analyze my
view points, without disclosing the fact that
I was a disbeliever, and present at the
meeting, only to discover the modus operandi
of his methods. I therefore posed as a
rather gullible subject, and was obliged to
accept an array of unsually well rendered
conversation, which he gladly volunteered.
An Oriental attendant relieved my agony,
after but a few moments of controversy, as
he interrupted, asking the Rajah's permission
to usher the guests into the seance room.
The mystic excused himself, and offering
me an invitation to continue our conversation
after the seance, he left me, and quickly
vanished behind a set of deep colored.
Several
thickly woven, Indian portiers.
moments later, the gathering was ushered
into another room, which was furnished in
exceptionally good taste, with slight sugges(Continued on page 752)
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TRANS- ATLANTIC

"Movie" camera reveals details of accident
which destroyed Fonck's hopes of
New York -Paris flight,
The plane wobbles a bit as it roars past
the photographer stationed at the brink
of the embankment on the edge of Cur tiSS Field. It appears certain that the
t...ingt.
plane cannot rise.
The plane appears to move somewhat sluggishly
as it comes down the runway, due no doubt
to the fact that it is loaded far in excess of its
normal capacity. This photograph shows the
plane at about the middle of its one -mile dash
from the hangar to the edge of Curtiss Field.
AT 6.32 A. M., Tuesday, September 21, 1926,
a giant Sikorsky biplane designed to be the
first to fly from New York to Paris stood
with motors roaring, ready to begin the great adventure. The plane had been carefully loaded with
a tremendous cargo of gasoline and oil, sufficient
to fuel it for the trans -oceanic flight, and the
motors were tuned up in anticipation of the arrival of the crew of four who were risking their
lives for the thrill of being the first to get across.
Just as the rising sun began to brighten the horizon, Charles Clavier, radio operator, and Jacob
Islamoff, mechanician, entered the cabin of the
great silver bird.
There was delay. The hum of the engines died.
Then an automobile drove up and stopped with a
screech of brakes. Rene Fonck and Lieut. John
Curtin jumped from the tonneau and hurried to
the plane.
The engines roared in a crescendo of impatience.
With a gay flip of his hand and a smile toward

The plane shoots down the embankment and the right wing-tip grounds
as it bumps across the rough field.
The roar of the motors ceases as
Fonck throttles down in an attempt
to stop.

«/Q"

A cloud of dust arises as the right
wheel drops off and the lower wing

begins to crumble. The machine skids
along at fifty miles an hour and begins to swing around to the right.
The cameraman continues to grind
as the wreck seems inevitable.

[The tail of the plane rises and the nose goes
down as it spins around on the crushed wing tip. The entire incident covered a period of only
la few seconds, hardly giving the spectators time
to realize what was happening.

Sikorsky and his workers, Fonck opened the
throttle and was off.
Lightly the plane darted down the runway.
There was a great cheer. In a moment the
crowd became silent with wonder and pride.
Then there was a gasp.
Halfway down the long runway the plane pausIt
ed for a moment in its swift, sure glide.
leaped sideways, hovered for a moment, and
the
bounded with a sudden increase in speed to
end of the take -off.
Transfixed with the uncertainty of a dawning
fear, the crowd stood still as the plane lifted
itself into the air. It plunged and lurched for
a terrible second.
Nose down, the plane dove thirty feet off the
A puff of smoke whirled
end of the runway.
from the plane as it plowed crazily for 300 feet
across the rough ground.
Then, suddenly, the plane tilted and the right
wing -tip struck the ground. The machine swirled
around in a cloud of dust and crashed over backwards. Fonck and Curtin were thrown from the
cockpit as the plane settled in a mass of tangled
wreckage.
Nine seconds of deathly silence, then a blinding
flash of white flame as the fuel from the broken
Five
tanks ignited on the red -hot manifold.
minutes later, the framework and motors were
the
wreck
welded to a mass of shapeless steel, and
blazed as a funeral fire to the two unfortunate
aviators who were trapped in the crushed fuselage.
That is the story of the failure of one of the
most ambitious plans conceived by any man in this
age.

Many reasons have been assigned as a cause
Some said that Captain Fonck

for the accident.

was too eager to soar on his greatest flight when

Tte wing folds up and the plane
crashes over on its back. Fonck and
Curtin, who were in the control cockpit, were thrown clear. but the blaze
which followed a few seconds later
caught the radio operator and mechanician, who were instantly killed by
the shock of the crash.

The gasoline soaked fabric disappeared instantly, but the fuel continued to blaze for fifteen minutes.
The tremendous heat created caused
the motors and frame to be welded
toeether, and the molten aluminum
flowed along the ground like lava.

he manipulated the controls. Others
said there was a mechanical defect
in the plane or undercarriage.
Still
others said the giant bird was overloaded ; we, forced to form our
opinion at second hand, reserve
decision, but we are able here to
present the entire incident in pictures so that perhaps you may be
enabled to pass judgment.
The series of photographs on this
page, which by the way you will
not find published anywhere else,
are a tribute to the presence of
mind of Herman Stockhoff, International News Reel photographer,
who kept on cranking his camera
when the other photographers were
too amazed to do anything but gasp.
These photographs were enlarged
especially for us from his news reel
strip.
The editors attended several showings of the various news reels covering the accident and consulted with
the staff of the Daily News, with a
view to discovering, if possible, the
cause. Some of the details are rather
obscured in these photographs, due
to unfavorable light, so the sketches
on the opposite page may make the
events a little clearer.
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The drawings reproduced here were made by
our artist to illustrate more clearly the details
of the accident. This sketch corresponds approximately to the third photo opposite.

Fonck claimed that the right wheel dropped
off, causing him to lose control. This wheel
was found in the same place as the rest of the
wreckage. See the fifth photograph.

The plane spins about
it to skid backwards
inal direction.
Dust
details from most of

The momentum causes the nose of the Dlane
to rise and it crashes over backwards, throwing the pilot and navigator to some distance
and completely crushing the fuselage.

When the wreck had ceased crumpling. it lay
still for several seconds as the two dazed men
rose to their feet and looked back at the
destruction they had escaped.

The ruptured tanks spilled their contents on
the hot motors and manifold pipes and the
wreck burst into rocketing sheets of flame as
the observers raced toward it..
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$41,000.00
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as its momentum causes
in the line of its orig-

clouds rise, hiding the
the observers present.
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IN PRIZES

Offered by Science and Invention Magazine
$21,000.00 is offered by this publication for proofs of spiritualism. The editors of SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine do not believe that any authenticated cases of
spirit manifestations or phenomena have ever been produced. They hold that all spirit phenomena are fraudulent
in nature and that those organizations which try to entice
people into their circles to ostensibly listen to messages
from beloved ones who have passed from this world into
the next are carrying on a fraudulent game which is more
harmful than good. This publication does not mean to infer
that legitimate forms of religion are harmful. Its fault
is only with that form masquerading under the guise of
"spiritualism" and purporting to give messages from the
spirit world. See page 693.
$6,000.00 will be given by this publication for proofs of
"astrology." SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine
holds that there is no truth in astrology, and that it is not a
science and that statements made by astrologers, unless
they are very general, cannot be seriously entertained.
This publication will, therefore, pay $5,000.00 to the astrologer or forecaster who will foretell three major events
of such a nature that he will have no control over the outcome of the same, and who will describe in advance each
event in detail, giving the location and the result or the
casualties if the event is an accident. This journal will
also pay $1,000.00 to the astrologer who will produce three
accurate and perfect horoscopes of individuals whose initials and dates of births will be supplied to him. For further details, see page 692.
$5,000.00 will be paid by this publication during the fiscal
year for models built entirely of matches. The entire construction of these models must be of the wood_ of matches,
the heads of which, should preferably be cut from the
wooden sticks. Although this contest was primarily inn-

tended for shut -ins, it is not limited to those unable to get
about other businesses. Full details of the contest as
well as this month's prize winning contestants and the
models which they built are to be found in this issue on
page 703.
$5,000.00 will be paid by SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine to the individual or individuals who will demonstrate a working model of a perpetual motion machine
at the offices of this publication. This magazine does not
believe that perpetual motion is possible, and this award
is primarily made as a protection for those who would invest in constructions of this nature. Many times a would be perpetual motion inventor will tell prospective investors that he needs just a few more dollars to patent his invention, that his machine is the only one which will operate, and that it has received recognition in the scientific
world. The story told in present -day circles is that the
inventor has collected millions of dollars for his system
from any one of the large automobile manufacturing concerns. Under the latter circumstances, the inventors claim
to do investors a favor by permitting them to invest. Those
telling the first story will patent the invention as soon as
they get the additional funds. To both of them the editors
say that they will pay them $5,000.00 when they merely
exhibit a working model of the device. We desire no
rights to the invention whatsoever.
$1,000.00 and more is being paid every month by SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine to its authors. Articles are all paid for, except those written by our staff.
$3,000.00 will be paid during the fiscal year for "Wire kraft models. This is a new contest inaugurated by
SCIENCE & INVENTION Magazine, and the conditions
of the contest will be found on page 686 of this issue. Get
busy!-
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Into the Fourth Dimension
FOURTH INSTALLMENT
First American and Canadian Serial Rights
By RAY CUMMINGS

Before us lay an area upon which was spread a confusion of globes. Circular, yet visually
flat of depth. In size I found them later to be, from the smallest some twice my own
height, to others I would in my own world have said to be a hundred feet in diameter.
. The Big -city.
Diminished by distance it seemed indeed as though a thousand varying-sized sozp- bubbles, smoke -filled, lay piled together. And the whole flattened, queerly
unnatural like a picture with wrong perspective.

queer wistful look-she was smiling at Will
friendly- slnile
All this I thought I saw; and in the thinking, brought it to reality. Into my mind
then flashed a clearer understanding. This
Borderland-and thé other inner realm lying
beyond it- whith -soon we were to enter
could no more be compared to the world we
had left than an apple can be added to an
orange. The very essence of every thought
we now were thinking was different- incomparable. Yet within our minds was some
lingering, unchangeable quality -call it Ego
-or a mere limitation, a lack of versatility;
so that these new things must be clothed
in the fashion of the old.
My words grow futile? I can only say
then that this first encountered being seemed
like a girl, wistful of face ; grey, colorless
of aspect ; yet solid -as solid as ourselves
which every moment was seeming a more
normal solidity.
But what to a mind
Omniscient she would have been, again I do
not know.
Will touched her. "Rob-Bee -this is
Ahla -she has been waiting for us."
Her voice said, "I am Ahla who will do
what I can to help you."
The tone seemed soft, liquid, musical and
wholly feminine. Soundless words but clearly intoned as though I had heard them with
a physical ear.
Bee said, "Why she speaks English."
It struck a note of whimsicality; the
thought momentarily relieved the tension under which I was laboring. And so I think
it was with the others ; they were smiling;
but Will's smile faded as he turned -to us.
"You must keep on thinking things like
His,
that. Cling always to normality."
"You also, Ahlavoice was earnest.
English you see, is our language."
"But you are speaking my language," she
said gravely.
"Of course," he agreed" hurriedly. "Do
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CHAPTER VII

THE STRUGGLE AT THE
BORDERLAND
THE thing stood waiting as Will drew
us toward it.. Fear swept over me.

Yet the very sense of fear brought
with it a reassurance, for it was the
physical I feared; the vanished sense of my
body was not entirely gone, for now I was
fearing its welfare.
My voice protested, "Will. Wait. That
thing there
"It is friendly, Rob."
The fear died. I remembered what now
seemed obvious ; Will had been leading us
somewhere with a set purpose. To meet
this friendly thing, of course; this thing
which doubtless he had met before. I stared
at it as we approached. A dim, opaque
grey shape like ourselves ; but it seemed
formless, sexless; neither human nor unsomething poised
human-a shape merely
there of which my mind seemed able to
form no conception. Then I heard Will say
to Bee.
"A girl, Bee-you understand-Rob, listen. We must cling to the realities of our
world. There are no other words-no other
conceptions -with which we can think these
unthought things. This is a girl
I thought it was a girl ; and at once I
fancied that I could distinguish her. Standing there with a phantom barn and haystack
of our own world above and behind her. A
girl like Bee. I could see the grey -formed
outlines of her ; vaguely flowing draperies;
long hair; a face of human beauty with a

-"
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not doubt it. All of you
think I understand best of us all,. We must strive for our
accustomed normality.
Remember
the
mind now is nearly everything."
"I am =not really confused," I said.
It relieved him; he spoke more quietly.
"This girl, Ahla, came from her own realm
-wandered out here to see and feel for herself what madness was possessing her
people."
"It is strange," Ahla said abruptly. "I
am frightened
Sudden terror marked her
features. I was standing nearest to her
and her hand gripped me. Again. I felt
that blessed solidity. Normality. I was
real I laughed contemptuously at all thèse
shadows. The girl added anxiously.
"Cannot we go back? Now- where all
is real-not like this.
cannot stay here
much longer."
"We will go," said Will.. "Bee -and you
Rob-listen carefully. From now 'oh it -is
a question of the power of our minds -our
will- power. If you wander weaken for a
moment-we are lost. Keep thinking, I
am here with my friends. We are going together -going .into the other realm.". He
swung to the girl. "You, Ahlá= for,you:it
is easier. But yield yourself slowly. If you
withdraw resistance you -will rush beyond
us. You understand? Above everything
else we must keep together." - She nodded. "Oh -yes, we must keep together."
We clung to each other. Ahla began in-dying forward, drawing us onward up'= -that
empty Borderland slope which now , was
steeply inclined: We passed through the
haystack
mere shadow ; passed- =ùp1yard
through a corner of the barn roof.
us now spread the phantom world
we had left. But as my thoughts dwelt on
what we were going to do, the shadows.of
our earthly realm seemed fading ;_. growiúg
dimmer, blurring as though about to vanish.
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I watched them fearfully; when they were
gone I would be in darkness- pregnant
darkness thronged with things unseeable.
I thought vehemently.
"We must keep together-we are going
on into that other realm, Will says we are
-Will says we must keep together."
But my thoughts strayed, I remembered
Will's house ; the room we had left -the
little clock- Why, I fancied I almost saw
it. Was I there, back in that room?
Bee?
Where was Bee ?
I must have called her name in my
thoughts, and at once she answered.
"Here Rob. Right here." And I felt
the pressure of het hand.
A struggle of the mind. I knew then
that every quality of mind inherent to me
was winging backward ; tugging, pulling,
but I fought against it. And I became
aware too of a different struggle within me.
I had sensed it for some time past but now
it sprang into keen intensity. A struggle of
the physical. A vague racking pain possessed
me.
Dull, detached seetiiingly from my
consciousness, ypt I knew it was the pain
of my body. It grew sharper. Not intolerable; but frightening with a sense of horror.
It permeated my every fiber ; tingling with
infinitely tiny needles ; and tugging, physically as my mind was tugging, to resume its
original state. Like a chip in an undertow
I was being drawn backward . . .
"Now." I felt Will's tense voice. And
Ahla's soft words.
passed. Hold me- now."
"We
Someone was clutching my arm. I seemed
feather blown in
floating, storm -tossed
a wind I could not feel. But abruptly the
struggle ceased; vaguely I was conscious
that my feet were standing upon something
solid -Will and Bee were here -Ahla was
was a reality once more, and there
here
were rational thoughts to think and real
things to see. .

-
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CHAPTER VIII
THE REALM OF NEW

DIMENSIONS
THE shadows of our world were van-

The Borderland, with its
darkness, its drab empty slope, was
gone. A new world lay spread about
ished.

Again we passed through the
enveloping globe which was our
home; passed along the city
street. It was now deserted.
We walked on its level surface;
it wound and twisted its way
between the globes. At times a
group of them piled o "e upon
the other -the smallest on top
like a disarray of bubbles- obstructed the
street. But the substance upon which we
walked (it was often barely visible) turned
upward; a sharp upward curve to the vertical; then straight up, again leveling off,
and then downward. We trod it; with no
more effort going up than upon the horizontal.

And I was conscious
new Robert Manse, who
of a new entity
was myself.
I remember now that my first thought was
surprise that I should be able to visualize
things of strangeness. But now I know that

me; new companions.

-a

Synopsis

Robert Manse, o correspondent in the
New York Office of a Latin-American export house, in company with Wilton Grant
and his sister Beatrice, saw the first of
the ghosts in February, 1946, a few miles
These ghosts
from Rutland, Vermont.
glowing figures
were semi-transparent,
much resembling human beings. Attempts
to destroy them with bullets or clubs had
Passing the
no effect on the shadows.
hand through the space occupied by one
of these ghosts produced no tangible sensation. Later, the ghosts became more
bold and more numerous, even molesting
Human beings and causing at least one
death in Kansas, the result of heart failure
induced by the fright of encounter.
Some time later, Will calls Rob on the
telephone, saying that his sister Bee is

quite ill and asking Will to pay them
a visit. During the visit Will mentions
that the ghosts have already arrived in the
Borderland lying between their world and
ours, and that they were on the point of
corning into our world. Rob himself has
discovered a paeans of entering into this
borderland, and declares that even though
he is being watched by many of the ghosts
he will make an attempt to -night to enter
their realm and turn the spirit -like creatures back into their former paths. While
he makes the journey, Rob is to stay behind
with Will's sister, Beatrice.
The preparations for the experiment are
made, and Will clasps upon his arms a
connection to the vibration-transformer
which, by altering the vibrations of his
body, is to transforms it from normal substance to the wraith-like material of the
other world. They see a ghostly form
watching them as Will's body becomes
transparent, but finally the apparatus is
disconnected and they wait for his return. Five hours later, Will returns saying that they must go back with him to
save the world from an invasion of the
ghostly hordes.
Robert and Beatrice, though face -to -face
with the unknown, succeed in suppressing
their fear, and agree to accompany Will
The three adventurers
across the border.
don their metallic garments, attach the batteries, and swallow the acrid compound
which is to transform their tissues. In a
few minutes they find themselves transposed into the Borderland, and they alertly
wait for what may come.
Now continue with the story.

once over the Borderland my wind itself had
changed, yet retaining of its old self just
enough, so that I might be conscious of the
strangeness. In a grey half -light of luminosity seemingly inherent to everything. I found
myself standing upon a hillside, gazing down
an empty slope of greyness. Was it land?
I can only say that it seemed solid beneath
me ; solid, quivering with a tiny tremble;

vibrating, and within itself vaguely luminous.
Overhead was darkness. Yet hardly that,
for the same luminosity was there; and I
felt that I was gazing, not through emptiness
but rather through some tenuous fluid illimitable to my vision, with things there
to see, as yet -for nie- unseeable.
The slope before me was empty. But
shapes were materializing ; it was as though
I had come out of the darkness, with eyes
not yet accustomed to the light. I fancied
I saw water in the distance. A white lake ;
but when I stared, it seemed more like a
grey rolling cloud. Was it liquid?
The mind receives a multitude of impressions in an instant. I was conscious of myself. My body was an entity wholly vagueyet there seemed a tingling in it a weight
to it, for I was standing upright. Will and
Bee -and the girl Ahla -were beside me. I
saw them now in their old familiar form,
but with a queer sense of flatness to them.
Flat ; unnatural of outline not grotesque,
merely strange, unreal. Almost indescribable and though distinctly it was not a two dimensional aspect, I think that flatness best
describes it. A something about them which
was lacking ; or perhaps a something added
do not know.
And inherent to this whole realm as soon
I was to see it, was this same queer flatness.
Things without depth; yet to view them sidewise, the depth was there, with the flatness
still persisting.
And I saw color ; nameless colors which
I might call blue, or red, or green and the
words would have no meaning. Men, women-houses, or at least habitations the
words are all I can command, but they are
grotesquely meaningless. It .was all so incomparably strange
and paradoxically,
the strangest of it all was the fashion in
which my mind began to accept it. I could
think of Alda as nothing but a girl. A
frightened, likable girl -with thoughts and
feelings similar to my own. This realm
was real
new country; with friends.
enemies
struggle going on within it in
(Continued on page 734)
;

;

;
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;

;
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Santa Goes in

FLOATING DICE

Christmas Gifts From

a

RACING GAME

The above photograph shows a cylindrical celluloid container filled with
water and holding two dice which float
to the surface when the container is inverted. The system is fraud -proof and
ideal for operating toy games. -Hydro
Novelty Co.

TUMBLING CLOWN

The photograph and
diagram at the right
illustrates a unique
racing game in which
pressure on the button at the top causes
the horses to run
around very rapidly.
The game is approximately the size of a
watch and is provided
with a very interesting mechanism for
spinning the disk. as
well as quite a clever
brake.
When t h e
stem is pressed down.
a metal catch moves
over to the right, grips
one of the prongs of a
ten toothed gear, and
imparts momentum to
the gear. This causes
the dial to which the
gear is connected to

If the stem of the game above described is released the brake moves toward the center stopping the race so that one of horses is always immediately above the winner designation.

A VACUUM

ENGINE

spin.

^^^
The above diagram in the accompanying
photograph shows a very interesting
clown. The wooden clown tumbles from
rung to rung of the ladder until he reaches the bottom. It will be observed that
there are two uprights secured to a base
and that the rungs of the ladder are
made of double bars of heavy wire. Due
to the peculiar construction of the slots
in the hands and feet of the clown, it is
apparent that the wood figure will drop
to the rung below and then turn on the
rung through an arc of 180 degrees until ready to drop to the next rung.
Miami Wood Specialty Co.

Quack medical men sensing the possibilities of
fooling the public by using radio apparatus in
ridiculous combinations
and hook -ups, are selling
all sorts of machines for
home medical treatments.
See the January issue for
an expose of some of
these devices.

The photograph above shows a very unique innovation in toy engine designs. This engine works by atmospheric pressure. It is
not a hot air engine. The alcohol lamp is lit and the engine
turned over a few times. It will be found that the flame is sucked
into the chamber of the engine where it expands the gases. A slide
shuts the port and the gases on cooling contract. the atmospheric
pressure pushing the piston in and thus causing rotation.- Modern
Engine and Supply Co.

-

SAFE ACCURATE MAGAZINE PISTOL

SHOT -.,

RUBBER BAND

TRIGGER RELEASE
AND SHOT FEED

SHOT CARRIAGE
SHOT
CARRIAGE
- - - - -- -GUIDES

-CROSS SECTION
OF BARRELThe photograph at the left shows a magazine pistol operated by rubber bands.
The force of the shot can of course be varied by using two or more rubber
bands to operate the shot expelling mechanism. The pistol is being held in
the hand to show the comparative size. It will be observed from the drawing
above that the top of the pistol provides a magazine for the shot. One of
these shots is released each time that the shot carriage is pulled to the back
end of the pistol. When the trigger is pulled, the entire carriage moves forward and the shot is catapulted out of the end. So remarkably accurate is
this pistol that a trained shooter can place a shot on a piece of paper and

hit it with a similar shot expelled by the gun. The shot carriage rides on two
guides, the upper one of which also serves as the magazine.-Bulls Eye
Pistol Co.
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The above photograph shows a remarkably powerful air pistol intended for
target practice. Its weight is practically the same as an automatic and it
balances in the hand in the same fashion. It is absolutely accurate at short
ranges. The diagram of construction iz shown at the right.

\!t.tt

end
The above diagram shows the construction of the air pistol. Near the back
and immediately above the barrel a catch will be found which is pressed backward
spring
the
diagram
and the barrel is then raised to compress the spring. In the
is shown in the compressed position. A .22 calibre pellet is then inserted in the
barrel and the same locked in the position indicated. When the trigger is
pressed, the spring is released and the air is transmitted into the barrel chamber.
Notice the piston rings on the piston. Wembley & Scott Arms Co.

-

DIZZY LIZZIE -A UNIQUE TOY
The diagram at the right shows the
mechanism for operating the toy illustrated in a photograph at the left. The entire
body of this automobile is mounted on a
carriage by two pins located at the front
and back of the auto. A trammel directly connected to one of the gears communicating with the spring, causes the
auto to bump up and down and this motion in turn imparts a sideways or rocking motion to the body of the car.
Ferdinand Strauss Corp.

-

In the photograph above the automobile is seen standing on
end. In this position the auto bucks like a typical bronco.
This procedure continues until, because of a violence of one
and
cf the bucks, the equilibrium of the mechanism is upset
the auto falls down on all four wheels and proceeds to run
away with its continued bucking movement.

Due to lack of space the
publishers were forced to
omit the article on Muscle
Reading with illustrations
showing the incomparable
"Dunninger" demonstrating this system. Look for
the article in the January
issue.

TOY AIRPLANE

The articles on this page will make ideal
Christmas gifts for men and boys. There is
no doubt but that members of the fairer sex
get quite a kick out of most of them. Perhaps the suggestions on these pages will aid
someone in picking out an unusual gift.

A postal card of inquiry concerning the
names and addresses of any of the manufacturers of devices found in SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Magazine will bring the desired information.

AN ODD TOY

The photograph above shows the toy airplane
which performs on the ground or floor in much
the same manner as an expert aviator. It nose
dives, tail spins and never repeats the same effect all because its designer foresaw the possibility of employing a fairly well balanced toy
and equipping it with one wheel, which is free,
and the other one which moves forward and
backward alternately.

The above illustration shows the mechanism of
the airplane, one wheel of the plane is free and
the other is connected with the shaft and gears.
-Ferdinand Strauss Corp.

The toy of peculiar shape illustrated in the
photograph above is operated by a mechanism
identical with that shown in the drawing of the
airplane at the left. It will be observed that one
of the wheels is lashed back and forward, while
the other wheel remains free. The capers cut
by the toy are never the same.
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MODEL DEPARTMENT

HE statement has often been made that our English cousins are far
advanced in the art of building models over the American youth. Of course
it is perfectly natural for the American lad to dispute this fact and state that
he has seen as fine models built in this country as any of foreign make. The
fact of the matter is that the art of model building is much more popular
in England than in America just as radio in America is much more popular
than model making. The American boy has not yet arisen to the point of
seeing the possibilities which model engineering holds in store for him. On
this page we are showing a group of photographs of models from an engineering exhibit in England. We do not doubt but that the constructions are very
remarkable and we also wish to advise those of our readers in foreign countries
that the SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine trophy contest is open to
them as well as to those in America. Every month this publication offers a
handsome trophy cup for the best model submitted during any one fiscal month.
The conditions of the cup contest will be found on page 746 of this issue.
The photograph immediately above is a 7 mm. scale model of a 2 -8 -8 -2 compound locomotive, a duplicate of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad. The
model is electrically driven, and was built by Mr. A. Knock.

The photograph of the model above is that of a compound condensing steam engine built by G. T. Wilitems, and the one below is a model of a steam tractor constructed and exhibited by H. Smallbones. This
particular model won a silver medal at the exhitition at
Horticultural Hall, Westminster.

The model above was made by F. C. Hill and represents a hydraulic press.
At the right is illustrated the handsome trophy
awarded monthly by SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine for the best model entered during
any fiscal month. The conditions of the model contest will be found on page 746 of this issue. One of
these cups is awarded every month, so the model engineers of this country, and also of foreign countries
will not have very great difficulty in carrying off an
award. This cup stands nearly 18 inches high. On
the front there is a shield representing :nodel engineering. In addition to the cup, a certificate award
of merit is awarded to the model engineer winning
the trophy. Anyone can enter this contest.
America at the present time is busy building model
ships. Many of these do not compare with foreign
models. Most of the fine details are slid over and no
effort is made to make the model look like the original. Even most of our engineering replicas are
carelessly constructed. Here's hoping that some of
our model engineering societies will wake up and
that others will be formed to encourage the interesting pastime.

RULES FOR MODEL CONTEST APPEAR ON PAGE

746.

..,/..14.1.11112.
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Science Moves On
The latest thing from Paris this time does not
happen to be a new style of short skirt, reports to
the contrary notwithstanding. Look at the new
cigarette box which the young lady at the left is
operating. A match box lies on top of the cigarette compartment, over a tiny trigger. Lift the
matches and the latest jazz from Montmartre,
comes floating ut of the cigarette case to chase
E -ERNE
away your sorrws.

Col. B. C. Goss has developed

the latest in protective devices
for the flapper in this miniature gas pistol.

SCIENTISTS at the Paris

Laboratory of Toxicology
have been working for some
time on the problem of rendering the exhaust gases of automobiles less dangerous. Due to
the high percentage of carbon
monoxide present in exhaustpolluted air, the danger to pedestrians becomes more serious
each day, as the number of automobiles in the large cities increases. The newspapers almost
daily print stories of prostra.
tions and deaths due to the inhalation of these gases, usually
because the doors of garages
are left closed, while the engine
of a car inside is turning out
carbon monoxide at full blast.
After considering the possibilities of minimizing this peril, M.
Eugene Royer developed the
new type of muffler which is illustrated in the photo at the right. It is so arranged inside that it effectively damps the noises of
the motor exhaust, and at the same time chemically converts the carbon monoxide gases into
carbon dioxide or carbonic acid gas. This gas, while it will not support life, is much less
toxic than carbon monoxide, and is at all times present in normal air.

No more trembling moments
for unescorted women now
that milady has this sort of
moral support. With the
males completely at the
mercy of her charms and her
fountain -pen gas pistol, she
need have no fear. The device was originally developed
to aid policemen in case of
attack by thugs, and it
contains enough powerful
gas to knock a man cornpletely out for thirty minutes. Something tells us
that this is the ideal instruanent for poison -pen letter
fiends.
One mass of

rocks in the
Field collection
bears the imprint of a pre carboniferous
tree eighteen
inches in diameter.

N

valuable collection of
fossilized trees, ferns
and rootlets that flourished one hundred million years ago was uncovered in the construction of a darn at
Gilboa, N. Y., and forwarded to the Field
Museum at Chicago.
At the right is a fossil
A

tree stump.

THE

demonstration was recently given at
Cricklewood before a group of aviation experts of the Handley PageNapier deck -landing torpedo plane.
This plane, which the makers claim
will fly backwards, is fitted with a
slotted wing which opens and shuts
like a Venetian blind, enabling the
machine to hover and alight or get
off at low speed in a restricted area.
Mr. Handley Page and Capt. A. F.
Wilkinson, pilot, are shown above.
A

Amherst, Massachusetts, was the scene of a recent test
with the portable dynamometer laboratory.

unit of work known as the "horsepower" was originally developed by actually
testing the pulling power of a number of London dray horses and finding their average
strength, but the unit has since applied exclusively to mechanical sources of power. It is
of considerable interest to learn that through
the efforts of Prof. E. V. Colins of the Iowa
State College of Agriculture, the are about to
learn just how much horsepower a horse develops. Prof. Colins has been experimenting with
the dynamometer system of power measurement, and he has finally evolved a portable
testing laboratory which he used at Amherst,
Mass., to test the pulling power of horses and
oxen. A light motor truck chassis is used as
a mounting for the apparatus.
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Aviation News

The movies added another chapter to
Iscience when the Paramount feature picture "Wings" made it necessary to perfect a new parachute for lowering plane.

U. S. Submarine Carries Peanut Plane
THE new submarine

S -1 carries a small "peanut plane" in a
cylinder on its deck. The plane weighs 1000 pounds and has
a three cylinder motor. In tests conducted at New London,
Conn., it was found that the plane could be taken out and assembled, ready to fly, in nine minutes. It is flown by the first
submarine airplane pilot in the world, Lieut. Adolph C. Allen.

The new

parachute per
mita an
pound
to be
ered in
fect

1800 -

plane
low.

per.

safety

from

250ß

feet.

Florence
D o t y,
one. of America's
few women aviators, invented the

parachute
i 11 ustrated at
the
left. When not in
use, the parachute
is folded and lashed tightly to the
top of the upper

wing. Aviation experts approve it.

t-E(F

¡Here is the

to fly.

way the "Peanu- Plane" looks when it is assembled and ready
It is launches by partially submerging the submarine.

CONTI täEN TAL

ARP

i U

AL

HE two photographs, above and at left, show an ingenious device used by a large commercial aircraft
company as a means of communicating with their pilots
while in the air. The design at the left is a gale warning, and it is erased by simply folding back the hinged
flap. As in the photo above, varying patterns of dots,
each carrying a different meaning, may be formed very
quickly by folding back the covers which hide them. In
the background may be seen one of the concrete pylons,
illuminated from above by high -power lights at night.

((-
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$5,000.00
Matchcraft
Contest
Awards
This ship is 23 inches
long, 8% inches high
and contains about

1
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10,000 matches.
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note-many of you
will be unable to complete your models
before December 1st, when the Matchcraft
Contest officially expires. But don't worry
about this. The contest will continue until further notice in accordance with a new list of
prizes indicated on this page.

¡,jATCHCRAFTERS

11M11

This model resembles the unsinkable ship illustrated in
SCIENCE & INVENTION Magazine, the rigging
is of cotton, the stern
unclasps to show construction.

This photo shows
Miss Sadie Bernstein holding the
prize winning
model in t h i s
month's contest.

16 Monthly Prizes
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Fifth Prize
Sixth Prize
FIRST PRIZE, $100.00, is awarded in this month's matchcraft contest to Walter J. Atkins, of Sault -Ste.
Marie, Ont., Canada, for his model of a ship illustrated in the photographs above. In the upper left -hand
corner the point of a pencil is pointing to a stairway constructed on this model.

Seventh Prize
Eighth Prize
9th to 16th Prizes of $10.00
each

$5,000.00 Prize "Matchcraft" Contest

$100.00
75.00
50.00
35.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
12.50

80.00

THIS CONTEST EXPIRES DECEMBER 1, 1926 AND A NEW ONE STARTS.
only are submitted) complying with all the
AND INVENTION Magazine will be promptFOR the present year, SCIENCE AND
regulations, the judges may, at their discrely returned to the builder, who will prepay all
INVENTION magazine will award a totion, request that the actual model be sent in
charges.
tal of $5,000 in prizes, in a new contest.
for inspection, paying transportation charges
(9) Where SCIENCE AND INVENTION
You are asked to make models, fashioning the
both ways.
has any doubts as to the model (where photos
same entirely from safety matches. Please ob(10) This is a monthly contest, lasting for
serve the following simple rules:
twelve months, each monthly contest closing
(1) Models submitted must contain at least
the first of the month following date of
on
90 per cent. safety matches in their construction.
issue. Thus the contest for the month of De(2) Models made of toothpicks, paper
will close January 1, 1927, and prize
cember
matches, or non- safety matches, are not eligON December 1st, 1926, the $5,000.00
winning announcements will be made in the
ible in this contest.
exofficially
Contest
Matchcraft
March, 1927, issue.. The January issue will
(3) Models can not be built around boxes
contain October prize winning entries.
pires. Any entries arriving after that
or other supporting articles.
Walls, roofs,
Note that beginning with December, 1st,
etc., must all be self -supporting and made of
date will be entered in a $100.00
matches.
1926, $100 in prizes will be paid monthly.
Prize
Contest
Matchcraft
monthly
(11) Models must be shipped in a strong
(4) All liquid adhesives, such as glue, shellac, cements, etc., are permissible.
wooden box, never in a cardboard box, as
which will continue until further
AND INVENTION can not be
SCIENCE
(5) Models may be painted, gilded or silnotice offering the following prizes:
held responsible for breakage in transit due to
vered.
$50.00
First
Prize
been improperly packed.
having
models
(6) Models may be of any size.
20.00
(12) When models are sent, be sure to affix
Second Prize
(7) In order to win a prize, it is necessary
name and address, to the
your
tag,
giving
15.00
that either models be submitted, or, if this is
Third Prize
model itself. In addition, put name and adnot practical, owing to their size, a 5 "x7" pho10.00
Prize
Fourth
of package.
wrapper
on
outside
dress
tograph of the model may be sent in lieu
5.00
(13) Address all letters, packages. etc.. to
Fifth Prize
of the model itself. The best models submitcare SCIENCE
Contest,
"Matchcraft"
Editor,
ted each month will be awarded the prizes
$100.00
AND INVENTION Magazine, 53 Park Place,
Total
scheduled herewith.
New York.
(8) All models submitted to SCIENCE
Caution-Soak or cut heads from matches before building your model so that the models may be expressed or mailed.
The strike-everywhere square cut Liberty matches can be used if the heads are cut off.
This contest started Dec. 1, 1925, and will terminate Dec. 1, 1926.

IMPORTANT

_
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Third Prize $50.00, is
awarded in this month's
contest to Carl Fichtner of Phila., Pa., for
his model of a ladder
truck illustrated in
the photo below.
Mr. Fichtner built

Matchcraft Awards

f or December, 1926

(Confivnved)

Milk Wagon Wins

Second Prize - $75.00
Ladder Truck
Third Prize - - $50.00
Saxophone
Fourth Prize - $35.00

two other ladder
trucks, each of
which arrived in a
broken condition,
before he finally
succeeded in mak-

strong

ing onè
enough to with-

stand shipping
difficulties.

The extent of
ladder is 24 in.
long and is operated by a

windlass,
the rear
wheels and
shafts disconnect ing thru
a match
coupling.

-

Second Prize
11
$75.00 is issued this month
to Fred Spinden, of Abingdon, Illinois, for the milk wagon illustrated above and in the photograph at
the right, the model being examined by Miss Mae Quellman. The wheels of
this wagon are bound with brass strips; the window opens, the door slides
back and forth, and as will be observed, even match springs are found on the
model. The construction is 19 in. long, including the shafts, and 8% in.
high. This is not Mr. Spin-

den's

first

prize
model.

winning

ALL matchcrafters should refer to the new
schedule of prizes which will go into effect
after December 1st, 1926. These are published
on the preceding page.

Fourth

i

-

Prize
$35.00 is
awarded to Ralph H. Hopkins. of Castle, N. Y., for his
very excellent model of a
saxophone. This saxophone is
complete to every key and
even has the rollers on some
of the keys. The stops are all
in place and extreme care was
exercised in making the device
an exact non -working replica
of the real thing. This is the
first attempt Matchcrafters
have made to get away from
string instruments. Posed by
Miss Ruth Olsen.

-

i

Fifth Prize $25.00 was won by Larry McCarty of Los
Angeles, Calif., for his match construction of a castle. The
two photographs below give two different views of this interesting bit of work. It will be noted that the draw bridge
is down in both photos. The model measures 16 in. wide,
12 in. deep and 14 in. high over all. The base is constructed of plaster of Paris and marked to represent masonry.

15

Sixth Prize -$20.00 was won by J. J.
Quinn. of New York City, for his
splendid example of a motor boat
here shown. The boat itself is 21 in.
long, and the deck is carefully ribbed, varnished and then shellacked. Note the curtains in the
windows. The only thing required to make this a working
model is to install a motor to drive the propeller. Mr.
Quinn won a prize before which acted as an incentive for
building another model.

Severth Prize-$15.00 is
the arnount awarded to
Ed m. ard Raible, of
Louisville, Ky., for the
i n 1 ai d
checkerboard,
check rs and box here
illustrated. Note that the
matcl-es for alternate
squares of the checkerboard are stained to give
the ccntrast between the
squares.
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Further Matchcraft Awards
NINTH PRIZE -$10.00. This
very wonderful parrot and stand
was built by Alexander E. Paluck, of Belfield, N. Dak. Had
it not been for the number of
truly excellent models in this
month's contest, this would undoubtedly have won a higher

TENTH
PRIZE $10.00 . was
won by

Herman
W. Gerdts,
of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

prize.*

who in a

previous
contest
won the
first prize.

top view of the card tray is
illustrated in the photograph
above. Note scroll saw pattern.
A

EIGHTH PRIZE

-

$12.50 is awarded to
L. J. Schumacher of
Bronx, N. Y., for the

s-44<This

cathedral
wonderful
shown in the photograph above. It took
a hundred and fortyfive days to make this
model. There are nine
thousand match tips in
the construction and
twenty -one thousand
pieces of matches. If
all the matches which
entered in the construction of this model
were placed end to
end, they would reach
fifty stories higher
than the Woolworth
Building, and be twice
the length of the S. S.
Homeric. Nail polish
rolled out and painted
forms the windows.

shows
t<

Ruth

photo
Miss
O l s e n

holdingthe

ninth prize winning modal.
The model it-

A perspective view of the card tray
showing the pattern along the side is
seen in the photograph above.

self in knockdown form is
shown above.

«(F
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-
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Sixteenth Prize-$10.00 was awarded
to Edward Mazone, of Wilmerding,
Penn., for a rather ancient -looking
grindstone which one would expect to
.)»->
find on a farm.
Sandstones
such as this
are usually
employed for
grinding axes.
Of course they
cannot be made
of matches.

-

Thirteenth Prize

$10.00 was awarded to Irving Klein,
of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
for the Spanish
comb illustrated in

Matchcrafters note that this contest expires on December 1st. See page 703 fdr new contest conditions.

the photograph at
the right. Several
layers of matches
were glued together and then the entire device w a s
shaped by the aid
of a scroll saw.

-

->

$10.00 was
Fifteenth Prize
won by Charles W. Reese for
his samples of household appliances. We find a wash tub, a
washboard, a pail, a broom, a
bench and an ironing board all
made of matches. Will Mr.
Reese please send us his ad-

dress?

Fourteenth Prize -$10.00 is awarded to Willfam E. Lee of Richmond Hill, L. I., for
the shapely pipe here illustrated.

`

t

-

Eleventh Prize
$10.00 is awarded
to Dr. A. A. Hansen of Virginia.
Minn., for his model of a safety razor, razor blades,
bladecase and box.
Would anyone be-

that s u c h
things could poslieve

sibly be made of
matches?

TWELFTH PRIZE

-

$10.00.

Ancient torture methods must
have effected Mr. E. Don Bailey,
of Columbus, Ind., because he
set about constructing a very
accurate replica of a guillotine.
The knife may be raised to the
top and is there hooked in place
by a clamp controlled from the
JC platform.
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Conducted by GEORGE A. LUERS
A New Monthly Department Prepared by a Well -Known Automotive Engineer

PLANNING THE GARAGE LOCATION TO AID IN REPAIRS
A garage pit has little to recommend it
and much to condemn it. It is usually a
wet greasy hole to work in, the gasoline
GARAGEI
REAR GATE

CONCRETE
STEPS

WORKING SPACE UNDER CAR

8 ro0T

GARAGE

GATE

PLAN VIEW

//,
i

t>

uv

°

///
REAR LOT

'j

WA/

Simple yet very effective way in which to arrange an open pit from which the bottom of an
automobile engine becomes instantly accessible.

which collects there is bad on the health and
monoxide gas, which is heavy, is more likely
to settle in this pit.
It is possible to plan a garage on the rear
lot, accessible from the alley which will
provide facilities for maintenance of the
repairs to the car. A brief outline of a
-planned garage on an eighteen foot or wider
lot, is shown in the accompanying sketch.
The garage occupies one half or less of
the lot, while the adjacent open space is
provided with an eight foot gate made for

An obscure
Xb

Brass wi re wound
into a c oil

of

cause

overheating

occurs at highspeed

sir5110-

Coil inserted in hose avoids

collapsing or trouble from separation inside

entering the car. Service steps will be required from the rear of the lot to the alley,
so these should be located in the center of
the space, permitting the car to be driven
into the space and over these steps. This
makes it comfortable and convenient for
the owner, to handle spring lubrication,
brake adjustment, replenish the lubricant in
the grease cups and attend the other details.
In the event the lot is level with the
alley, then concrete runways can be used.
These runways can be inclined so that the
high ends are about three feet high and the
intervening space is concreted.
The car is driven in either backwards or
forwards, permitting access to all parts and
in fair weather the owner enjoys the advantage of working safely with plenty of
'ight and ventilation.

they can be stored, without messing up the
other tools with dirt and causing the chains
to be rusted and hard to handle. These attachments contribute somewhat to keeping
the inside of the car clean, which is especially desired in the closed type of car.

I

Radiator hose

l+UU lU tjt

mud/

.l

shaken off outside car

HOSE CONNECTIONS MAY 'CAUSE
OVERHEATING
If the car owner will change radiator hose
connections each year, it is not probable
that he will have trouble from this source.
If on the other hand the hose connection becomes flabby and the inside rubber separates,
as it will after a year or more of use, trouble
will result.
The loose inner rubber will close an inlet
or outlet passage, acting as a sort of check
valve, with the result that a very obscure
cause of overheating is evident in the engine.
If the hose becomes flabby, it is quite
often that the suction of the circulating
pump will cause it to collapse and shut off
the circulation of the cooling water.
To forestall trouble from hose connections,
a commendable means is that shown in the
attached sketch. This consists of coiling a
piece of one sixteenth inch brass wire, over
a brush or broom handle and inserting this
in the hose before connecting it up. This
is an assurance that the hose will stay extended and that the inside rubber will not
obstruct the water passage. This expedient
is readily adopted and the owner is saved
from further trouble with the hose connections.
CAR FITTINGS VERSUS WINTER
.MUD
The driver will appreciate the advantage
of the foot scraper shown in the attached
sketch, especially the Ford driver who knows
the difficulty of operating the foot pedals,
when the frost has stirred up a sticky mud
that causes the feet to slip.
This attachment can be made from a strip
of iron. about a foot and a half in length,
three sixteenths inch thick and one and a
quarter inches wide. This is secured with
a couple of quarter inch wagon bolts under
-the right running board at the driver's
entrance.
The second fitting shown
is a means for clearing tire
mud and moisture, before
chains under the rear deck

in the sketch,
chains of the
stowing these
or under the

Running board

e

Four hook bolts are attached on the left
running board, to which the chains are

hooked on when these are first removed from
the tires.
The movement of the car and the air will
shake off the mud and dry them nicely, that

r/4-bolts
Foot

scraper

'hebyiYá
by 1'h fl

Fittings to

Sheet

winter mud

cope with

Iron

-..e two illustrations above show how to make

simple foot scraper useful in winter weather.
and also how to dry and shake the mud from
non -skid chains by suspending them along the
a

running board.

BIT BRACE SPEEDS UP SOCKET
WRENCH

There are sixteen cylinder -head bolts in
the joint of a Ford engine, each of which
requires time and patience to remove with
the usual wrench equipment. Other engines
have frequently score than this and require
still snore patience, when it becomes necessary to remove the cylinder head.
(Continued on page 741
The brace speeds vp
work with sockets,
when removing

cylinder heads,

tires, etc.

-

Commercial type
of socket and
handle.
Tapered to fit
chuck of brace

seat.

Clever method of reinforcing rubber water hose
on engine, so that it cannot collapse as pictured above.

áIUi

'

Chains are dried and

Hexagonal end,y
Same as handle

f

Socket bar for

Cold rolled

steel handling socketswithbrace

To speed up the removal of hexagon nuts on
engines and tire rims, Mr. Luers here suggests
the use of a carpenter's brace with the fittings
described.
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Home Mechanics
Home -Made Animal Toys
By W. M.

BUTTERFIELD

T
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PERHAPS one of the most popular things

of the day is the animal toy. It would
seem, from its popularity, to be the fas-

cinating one to make. For this reason we
]lave laid out a page illustrating six toys that
may serve as suggestions to the home mechanic. Native inventive propensities and
caricaturing ability can increase the number indefinitely, for the styles now shown on the
market are beyond number with very good possibility of others yet to come.
Not only is the making of the toy fascinating,
but the artistic ingenuity involved in choosing
colors at:d the "motif" of treatment is more
than fascinating. The most successful treatment for painting is that of broad flat tints,
where nc attempt is made at blending the different colors employed. Enamel paint is used
over a priming coat. The colors are white,
black, brick red, lemon yellow, grass green and

DETAILS FÓR A.

4"
DETAILS FOR

411ii451

B.!t

DETAILS FOR C.

new blue.
It would seem advisable before painting a toy
to sketch out on paper rough outlines in contour, and color the sketches either with colored
chalks or with water colors. Several attempts
may be made in this way until a pleasing combination is obtained-comparison of the various
sketches -hus colored will aid in making a final
choice.
Details sections and dimensions are given for
each example on the lower portion of the page.
The first sketch (A) shows a kiddy car. The
and of %" plywood lumber
car is made of
for the
-%" for the wheels and seat and
head, wh_ch is that of a young goat or kid. The
ears, serving. as handle bars, are made of hard
wood, as are also the brackets holding the
wheel. The car may be painted with red seat
and under- parts, yellow wheels, and head slate
gray with nose, eyes and mouth outlined in
black.
The next is (B) a rabbit toy. It is made of
%" plywood, has a metal shaft and hard wood
handle. It is painted white with black eye.
nose, mouth and other outlines for the rab(Continued on page 742)

/"

32'

DETAILS FOR D.

DETAILS FOR E.

/"

DETAILS FOR

F.1

vI
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EXPERUiCNTAL CUEMISTRY
ai

Applying the Bunsen Burner
By J. M. BYERS

FOUR HOTTEST POINTS

HOTTEST

BARREL -,-

POINT
1755° C

-- 1RI
,,..
BENT

TIP
GAS,t

The five illustrations give what may
be called a sort of treatise on the

T

BUNSEN
BURNER
AIR

CRUCIBLE

.PIPE

WIPE

IF

.BASE

BURNER

FLOWER

-

POT

J

FIG.3

FIG. a

1. The best known
of
laboratory heating apparatus
PIPE
is the Bunsen burner. This
simple, yet ingenious contrivance is capable of reachMEDICINE DROPPER
ing a temperature of 1755
degrees centigrade. the melting point of platinum and of
RUBBER TUBE
rocks. You can prove that
the Bunsen flame reaches
this temperature by fusing a
fine platinum wire in it.
This high temperature is
GAS
confined to an area so lim.'''
ited that for practical purAIR
poses 600 degrees is reached
with difficulty.
FIG. 4
2. Several methods
of
obtaining more heat with the Bunsen burner are in use.
One employs a device shown in the picture. This piece of
apparatus constructed from a section of one -inch pipe, a nail
and a bent wire, splits the flame in four parts giving four
hottest points instead of one. The results are quite satisfactactory for fusions and
ignitions and ordinary lab oratory use. Experiment
will show you the height
at which the flame splitter
should he fixed for most
heat.

r

I

BUNSEN

'BARREL

FIG.I

Bunsen burner. Different ways of
using it are shown, which are explained in the text on the illustrations, and these are only suggestions for the burner can be used in
many other ways. Referring to Fig.
6, there is one thing to be remembered about the Bunsen burner.
that if it does burn at the base, it
gets very hot; it may melt the tube
and light the gas and cause a conflagration.

NAIL

FLAME LEAPS FROM HERE

FLASK

TO

,

FLAME

HERE

WIRE GAUZE

,;_4jI-

\\
_-

FLAME

TUBE

WITH FIST

¡

NN

NO

STRIKING

NO

FLAME

f1

---

-T>
FIG. 5

\I

_'

-

FIG. 6
part or controlling the air inlet with a slip

of paper.
5. In many instances high temperatures
are to be avoided as for instance in the
heating of glassware. A piece of wire
gauze prevents the flame from direct contact with the glass.
To show the action of a wire gauze
screen support a six inch square piece over
a Bunsen burner, turn on the gas, and light
above the gauze.
The flame will burn
above only. being unable to get through
the meshes and burn below.
6. "Striking
back" is an annoyance
caused by too rapid combustion. This may
be remedied by cutting down the supply of
air. When a "strike back" occurs hit the
rubber gas tube where it lies on the desk.
The sudden compression often sends the
flame up to its proper position.

PHOSPHONIUM IODIDE
These are repetitions of photographs from apparatus set up
in
accordance with five of the illustrations given above.
In connection with diagrams above, they give a perfect idea
of the work.

3. Another method of
securing greater heat is
the use of the "flower pot
furnace.
The flame is
protected from draughts,
the heat accumulates and
work may be done for
which a blast lamp is usually necessary.
4. "Where
the S a m
Hill's that

Bunsen

burner ?" Like the collar button of which we
always need several and
have but one it turns up
missing at just the wrong
time. No need to despair, however, when a
temporary burner can be
rigged from a piece of
pipe and a medicine
dropper.
A hot blue
flame can be obtained by
adjusting the position of
t h e medicine dropper

By CHARLES C.

ABBATE

This beautiful compound. which crystallizes in large transparent glittering quadratic
prisms, can easily be obtained by placing in
a retort. A. of a liter capacity, 400 grams of
common phosphorus, allowing an equal
weight of carbon bisulphide to run in, and
gradually adding 680 grams of pure iodine.
care being taken to keep the retort well cooled. The carbon bisulphide is next completely removed by distillation in a water
bath, and the retort, A, is connected with a
long wide tube, C. placed in a slightly slanting position, and furnished on the lower end
with a 250 cc. flask, D, equipped with a two hole rubber stopper. This is connected to a
150 cc. flask, E, which contains a dilute solution of hydriodic acid. To this is connected
another 150 cc. flask, F, containing water.
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interesting
experiment i n
the production of
phosphorus iodide is carried
out by this apparatus. The reAn

action occurs in
the retort A, the
flask B serving
to generate carbon dioxide gas
to prevent the
or
phosphorus
any of its compounds from
into
e n t e ri n g
combustion.

The object of this arrangement is to absorb
the hydriodic acid formed during the reaction, and at the same time to prevent the
liquid from entering the wide tube into which
the phosphonium iodide is sublimed. The
apparatus is then filled with carbon dioxide,
which is generated in the generator, B, by
the action of hydrochloric acid on calcium;
carbonate,, forming carbon dioxide calcium
chloride and water.

Note, however that a current of the carbon dioxide gas is passed through the apparatus throughout the operation. The experiment being thus far arranged, 340 cc.
of water are allowed to drop slowly by
means of a stoppered tube -funnel, G, into
the retort, A, which is slightly warmed.
The heat evolved from the action then
taking place is sufficient to sublime the
greater part of the phosphonium iodide into

An Interesting Experiment

form hydrogen fluoride, which immediately
reacts upon the silicon dioxide or silica of
the powdered glass, to form silicon tetrafluoride as can be seen in the following equation:
CaF: + HzSO, = CaSO, + 2HF
Fluorspar Sulphuric acid Hydrogen
Fluoride

By S. WOODALL

THE production of silica by the action

of a gas called silicon tetrafluoride on
water, is a peculiar and interesting ex-

periment.
To prepare it by this method, set up the
apparatus as shown in the figure. Into a

The silicon tetrafluoride is a colorless, invisible gas, as may be observed in the upper
part of the test tube. When this body meets
the water, it decomposes it, with the formation of silica and an acid containing fluorine,
silicon, and hydrogen called hydrofluosilicic
acid.
4HF + Si0_ = 2H2O + SiF,
Hydrogen Silica Water Silicon

POWDERED GLASS

FLUORSPAR
AND

H2

50 4

colorless gas is proddced by the reaction of
hydrofluoric acid upon a silicate. If this gas
is passed through water it is decomposed precipitating silica. A mercury seal is used for
the end of the tube as shown to prevent its
choking with the silica.
A

moderately large test tube put a mixture of
equal parts of powdered glass and fluorspar
with twice the weight of strong sulphuric
acid. The test tube is fitted with a one -hole
rubber stopper. A glass delivery tube carries the gas down from the test tube to the
bottom of a narrow beaker where it is

SILICA

TUBE
MERCURY
As the bubbles rise from the mercury, they
form curiously shaped tubes, of which one is
shown above. Quite a forest of tubes can be
produced.

made to dip below the surface of a small
pool of mercury. Water is then poured
over the mercury so as to form a column of
some inches in height above it, and heat is
then applied to the bottom of the test tube.
The heat causes the sulphuric acid to react
with the calcium fluoride (fluorspar) to

Tetrafluoridc
Fluoride
The production of silica in this process
allows a very pretty phenomenon to be witnessed. Each bubble of silicon tetrafluoride,
as soon as it rises out of the mercury into
the water, is converted into a little sack or
bladder of silica. When these bubbles are
broken, the silica exactly resembles in appearance gelatinous starch as it is used in
the laundry. If the bubbles of gas succeed
each other slowly, they produce a tube of
silica closely resembling one of animal membrane, and extending from the surface of the
mercury to the surface of the water.
This appearance, however, cannot be produced at will. The hydrofluosilicic acid in
the solution should be separated by filtration
from the silica, and saved as a valuable
reagent for potassium. The potassium, and
barium salts of this acid are insoluble in
water and alcohol. The silica left on the
filter is exceedingly pure, and when dried,
presents itself in a state of very fine division. This process of making silica from
hydrofluosilicic acid, supplies us with one of
the most convenient methods known of obtaining pure silica.
The object of the mercury in the bottom
of the beaker, is to prevent the silicon tetra fluoride meeting moisture till it has issued
from the tube. If the latter is dipped directly
into the water, it would soon become plugged up by the silice produced~ and the gas,
unable to escape, might burst the test tube or
blow out the cork and occasion dangerous
accidents.

MENDING BROKEN GRADUATES
REPAIRING PESTLES
Quite often the foot on a graduate is
broken off, rendering an otherwise good
graduate practically useless.

the long, wide tube, C. Towards the end
of the operation, which usually requires
about eight hours for its completion, the
refórt, A, is heated somewhat more strongly
by the Bunsen burner flame, H. When no
further-increase in the amount of sublimate
takes place, the apparatus is dismounted, the
end -of the long tube, C, is closed with
corks, and the thick crust of phosphonium
iodide is loosened by means of a stout iron
wire and preserved in stoppered bottles. The
formation of the phosphonium iodide is represented by the following equation:
5I 9P 16HOH gives off

5PH, 14H3 PO,

An excess of phosphorous is. in practice.
employed because a part of this substance is
converted, during the reaction, into the red
modification. The formation of the hydriodic acid which escapes is duc to the decomposition of the phosphonium iodide in thé
Phosphonium
presence of warm water.
iodide boils at about eighty degrees Fahrenheit, but easily vaporizes at a lower temperature. It is used in the laboratory as a
powerful reducing agent, as well as for the
preparation of many organic compounds.
A simple method of "re- footing" graduates
is shown in the illustration.
The graduate is placed in a shallow tin
lid or tin ointment box of the correct size
and the lid is then filled with a thick paste

of plaster of Paris or melted sealing wax.
The graduate should be supported in an

r. ---

FILL HOLE WITH MELTED SEALING WAX

PLASTER
OF PARIS

upright position until the material "sets." It
will then "stand on its own feet."
The wooden handles on wedge wood
pestles often pull out. They are easily repaired by filling the hole in the "butt" end
of pestle with melted sealing wax and replacing handle.
Contributed l'y Porn cst K. Green.
GRADUATES

PLASTER.
METAL
BOTTLE'

OF
PARIS

COVER

Simple mending operations for the laboratory.
With plaster of Paris all sorts of things can
be repaired, and it will be found of great use
in making up special apparatus. The drawings
are self -explanatory. The pestle is mended
with .sealing wax however. There is one thing
to be kept in mind when using plaster of Paris.
that it expands on solidifying, and will break
a glass vessel if within it. For the outside application it is perfectly safe.
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A Sensitive Bridge Galvanometer
By ERNEST F. SHAW'VER
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galvanometer made from a discarded automobile dashboard ammeter; as reconstructed. it
is of great sensitiveness and it is designed to be used as the indicating instrument on a
A

Wheatstone bridge.

AGALVANOMETER is an essential part
of the apparatus for bridge- testing work,

but because of the high cost of this instrument few amateur experimenters can afford a
bridge for testing resistances, capacitances,
inductances, etc.
A galvanometer that is sensitive to very
small currents may be constructed as detailed in this article. This instrument is
built from an old Weston automobile dashboard ammeter, that has the zero position
in the center of the scale.
Remove the case from the old ammeter
and take it apart very carefully. The scale
plate and the indicator needle arrangement
will come off together when the two screws
marked 1, and 1, are removed. Lay this part
aside to be worked on later. Remove the
permanent magnet from its place by prying
under it near the supports-pry a little on
each side at a time to prevent bending the
supports. Now remove the electro- magnet
arrangement by filing the rivet head off

from the back of the base plate of the instrument and discard it with the inside wiring of the meter. Remove the needle and
damping device from the scale plate and
cut the scale plate as indicated in Fig. 1.
in the sketch. The radius for marking the
arc over the top of the scale is just a little
longer than the length of the needle and the
center is a point % of an inch above the
needle pivot hole. Cut the bottom of the
scale plate off straight as is indicated in the
sketch. Great care must be taken when
handling the delicate needle indicator as it
is easily broken off. Cut the part of the
damping device, that is fixed to the shaft, off
close to the shaft and remove all the little
pieces of iron from the lower end of the
shaft. This leaves the indicator needle and
shaft ready for the mounting of the coil
upon it. It will appear as shown in Fig. II.
The turning element of the instrument is
a tiny spider -web coil fixed to the shaft of
the indicator needle as shown in the sketch.

The spider -web form or core is of thin
celluloid and the outside diameter is approximately % of an inch. Lay the whole
thing out on a sheet of celluloid before cutting it out. One segment is left longer
than the rest and is shaped as indicated by
2, to fit upon the shaft, and this segment is
made narrower than the rest. Set the dividers slightly less than the radius of the form
and lay off the segments around the circle,
starting at the point 3, and working around
the circumference from either side of this
point. This will leave the last segment narrower than the rest and that is what is desired. When the form is completed and
cut out as shown in the sketch it is ready
for the windings.
Wind it full of very fine wire from the
secondary of a Ford spark coil making
about 50 turns in all. Two holes are then
punched in the form as indicated at the
points marked 4, and the ends of the winding pulled through them. These ends should
be left about four inches long for connecting to the terminals. Punch a small hole at
5, to fit over the shaft. The ends of the
winding should be put through their holes
in the form and allowed to dangle below.
Now the shaft of the needle is slipped into
the hole 5, which should grip the shaft
tightly. Reassemble the scale plate and the
needle with the spider -web coil in place.
The whole thing is then put together as before except that the magnet is turned over
in order to fit as closely to the coil as possible. Loop the free ends of the winding
around to the terminals as shown. Set the
center of the coil midway between the poles
of magnet and the needle at the zero position. The coil turns against the torsion of
the loops of wire which are bent around until the torsion is equal from both sides. Be
sure to make this adjustment carefully so
that the deflection either side of zero will
be the same for the same current.
Replace the case and the galvanometer is
completed. It should give good results in
any kind of a Wheatstone bridge arrangement in which a galvanometer is used.
TOOL LIST FOR BUILDING SENSITIVE
BRIDGE GALVANOMETER
Tools required for building this Galvanometer
embrace pliers. tweezers, hand drill, files, twist
drills, screw driver, tinners' snips, hack saw, hammer and center punch.

Home Made Storage Ba ttery up

THE following simple "B" battery has

been described by Hans Vatter in a recent German Publication. The example
given describes a 60 -volt "B" battery requiring thirty cells. The author uses test tubes
one inch in diameter and five inches long, and
his lead plates are made of sheet lead 1 /12th
of an inch thick. The lead is cut in strips a
little less than one inch wide (2.3cm) and
each plate has a lug or ear for the connection. The drawing shows everything. The
plates now have to be roughened. They are
placed on a flat surface and fine lines are
drawn across them using a ruler and a nail
and the lines should be close together, sharp
on the edges and rather deep. Care must
he taken not to go through the plate. By
two sets bf these scratchings the plate is

ROUND WOODEN

FORM

J

into a sort of little diamonds
divided
or dots. The closer these scratches can be
given the better, and they must be given
with a sharp pointed nail or steel wire.
Each plate now has to b" bent into a section
This is a plan of construction for a "B" battery, using test tube as the battery jars, as
practically only voltage is required with a
very slight current.

IC)

'z

SHEET LEAD
THICK

of a cylinder, and to do this a wooden mandrel eight- tenths of an inch in diameter is
used around which to bend the plates one
by one or two by two. This can all be done
by hand. Next sixty pieces of the same
wood, are needed, doweling may be used,
each piece to be % inch long, and these
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are to be boiled in melted paraffin, or at
least heated to a high temperature therein.
When thoroughly saturated, they are fished
out of the paraffin and "dried" on a piece
of paper. Thirty India rubber bands are
required to grip the little plates, and as
these must be only about .4 of an inch in
diameter, they must be made by cutting sections from a piece of India rubber tubing.
Two of the little disks of wood, one for the

They are filled with battery acid
and the plates are formed in the regular
way by successive charging and discharging
giving what may be termed a little Plant

top and the other for the bottom, hold two
of the curved plates apart, and two India
rubber bands are sprung around them, and
we have our element. A stopper is made
for each tube out of two pieces of wood put
together with holes for the connecting strips
to go through, two for each stopper, and
the piece must be also heated in paraffin.
As the connecting strips will not fit tightly,
there is plenty of chance for the hydrogen

to escape.

battery.
TOOL LIST FOR BUILDING HOME -MADE
STORAGE BATTERY
Tools required for building this storage battery
are tiuners' snips, scriber. ruler, pan and ütrt, t
burner, jack-knife, and pliers.

What Happens in a Condenser
By DONALD H. MENZEL and WINFIELD W. SALISBURY

THE

condenser is a very simple and

widely used piece of laboratory apparatus yet the theory of its action.
as explained in most text -books of
physics, is highly complex. In its simplest
form it consists of two conducting plates
separated by a layer of some insulating
substance -glass, paraffin, oil, or air. The
so-called Leyden jar, shown in Fig. 1,
was one of the earlier methods of constructing a condenser.
Of the various parts of a condenser, the
function of the dielectric is the most obscure. When the inside coating of the jar
is charged, an opposite charge is induced in
the outside coating. The two may be disBenjamin
charged by connecting them.
Franklin, in 1748, performed a very interesting but puzzling experiment, using the glass
jar of Fig. 1. If the conditions are just
right, the metal coatings may be removed
and found to have little or no charge. They
may even be completely discharged by touching, as shown in Fig. 2, put back in place
and the jar will be found to have retained
almost all of its original charge, giving a
considerable spark as shown in Fig. 3.
Franklin explained this by saying that the
charge was held in the dielectric of any condenser, as some sort of a strain, and hence
remained with the glass when the metallic
coatings were removed. In spite of the
fact that this explanation cannot be made
to agree either. with Maxwell's electro magnetic theory, -or with Faraday's tubes of
force, it has stood for over a hundred and
fifty years. It is time that attention be called
to 'the work of G. L. Addenbrooke, M.I.E.E.,
who has apparently solved the problem completely.
In Mr. Addenbrooke's experiments, the
operations described above were repeated
with a jar of paraffin instead of glass, as
shown in Figs. 4. 5. and 6. The results
were exactly those expected from Maxwell's theory. The charge remained entirely on the metal plates and no charge remained after they had been touched. This
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A very interesting set of illustrations of the action of a condenser, bringing out the last theories
on the dielectric constant of different substances and the reason for the variations.

led to speculation as to where the difficulty
lay with the glass jar. Further experiments, under different conditions, disclosed
that when the glass had been thoroughly
dried and when the experiment was performed in dry air, it behaved exactly like
the paraffin jar.
This, and still further experimentation
led to the conclusion that, due to the hygroscopic (water absorbing ability) nature of
the glass usually employed in Leyden jars.
there exists a conducting film of moisture
on the surface which is the actual plate of

such a condenser, and on which the dtar ;
remains when the metal plates, which acu.
only as connectors, are removed.
The charge in a condenser is, therefore,
due to the presence of electrons on the surface of the conducting plates. This is consistent with Maxwell, Faraday, and the
modern electron theory. It is hoped that
authorities will soon correct text -books with
their misleading impressions of the past.
and add this evidence to the consistency of
science.

Arresting the Deflections of a Galvanometer
By SAM FISHMAN

N a laboratory in which many galvanometer deflections had to be read in rapid
succession, a novel method was used to bring

I

the under -damped or over -damped galvanometer back to zero. A Faraday's disk was
built and placed across the galvanometer
terminals and was left in open circuit. After
the deflection was read, the disk was put into
the circuit and by a slight rotation the galvanometer was brought to zero.
Faraday disk is used to give a minute current to bring a galvanometer to the zero point
after it has been deflected. A very interesting application of this classic instrument.
A

The Faraday's disk consists of a copper
disk mounted on an axis, so that it rotates
between the poles of a horseshoe magnet.
The edge of the disk dips into a mercury
trough. Rotating the disk sets up an induced voltage, and by closing the circuit a
small current is obtained.

ROTATING

DISK

HORSESHOE
MAGNET

TO
FARADAY

DISK

MERCURY
TROUGH

Faraday's Disk is a classic in the history
of electricity. Its principal and practically
its only use in the past, has been to sert
as an experimental demonstration of induced
currents. It is reversible, that is to say.
it can be used as a generator or as a motor.
It is as reversible as the regular wound
type of motor operated by the electric current.
The fact that it is weak protects tli_
galvanometer from harm as its incapacity
for giving a strong current as well as the
lowness of the potential which it generates
enables it to serve its purpose -the very
features which seem to be its defects telling in its favor. There is very littht strait
involved in its manipulation.
TOOL LIST FOR BUILDING FARADAY
DISK
.

Tools required for building the Faraday Disk
embrace hack saw. hand drill and twist or drills.
tiair
files, hammer, center punch, circle cutter
of dividers.
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"LAB" Apparatus From Toy Girders - -Using Toy Construction Parts for Useful Laboratory Apparatus
By DR. ERNEST BADE

General view of centrifuge and electric motor for rotating it as built by
Dr. Bade from toy constructor parts. If good parts are used and properly
arranged, the device makes a practical addition to the chemist's laboratory.

THE better grades of toy construction

Close -up view of the centrifuge in action, the two test tubes and their
contents being rapidly whirled around by the motor seen at the left.
The motor may be run by dry Cells.

building what were virtually toys, in constructing instruments and devices which he
expects to use in his laboratory.
In the electric motor he has a device that
saves him much labor and time in carrying
out his experiments and since a powerful
motor usually accompanies a toy construction set and since it may be attached in any
desired position, he is enabled to build an -apparatus which, if he bought it, would cost
him so much money, especially if his means
are limited, that he would far rather do
without it. But still, if he is fortunate
enough to have one of these construction
sets, he can build the machine or device that
he needs most at any given time and, when
the need for it has passed, he can take it
apart and build an entirely different device.
This is a thing impossible with a bought
machine. When the use for it has pa,,sed,

sets on the market today which are
made with precision instruments and
incorporate all of the important mechanical devices for reproducing movements
can be used for the building of the most
complicated structures. Since all of the parts
are standards in miniature, they are all interchangeable among themselves and thus make
possible the reproduction of model machines,
with all the complexity of the original as well
as the new devices and new movements.
The child may play with such construction
sets and he may even build the most elaborate mechanical devices with all their intricate movements but still it is only a toy.
But when he is older and begins to experiment on a more serious scale, these same con-

Photo above shows a test
tube shaker comprising
an
oscillating
carrier
which is moved back and
forth by crank connected
to a disk on the electric
motor.

'Toy constructor parts are useful in making

test tube rack at left

struction toys are of
inestimable value for
him. By childhood experience he has realized that all possible
mechanical movements
may be made with
them, that any structure may be made exceedingly strong by
t h e application of
sound engineering
principles and he will
carry out the things
he has learned while

Rotary motion is given beaker by motor -driven device shown.
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production of emulsions. This device is
nothing more than a small wagon runing on
a track. The wagon, which must be of sufficient size to hold the bottle firmly, is directly
connected to an eccentric or the outer rim
of a large wheel by means of a strip or shaft.
Then, when this wheel is turned, the shaft is
carried back and forth, rapidly throwing the
wagon with the bottle first in one direction
and then in the other. This keeps the contents of the bottle violently agitated. An
electric motor is, naturally, the motive power.
A similar principle is employed for a test
tube shaker. Here the test tube can be left
open if the contents do not rise more than
2 /3rds above the bottom. This keeps the
tubes gently agitated. The principle employed
is that of the swing, and the gentle sway,
although quite fast will prevent the settling
of even the heavier precipitates. This shaker
is especially adapted for some organic work.
An oscillating rotary movement to a beaker
to keep its contents stirred up without spilling is obtained by attaching an arm to a
large rotating wheel, an eccentric, and fastening the other end to the outer rim of a horizontal plate. Then, when the motor is run ni ug, the arm oscillates back and forth, pull-

Another view of the motor driven stirrer in
operation. Toy constructor parts only are

One of the most useful apparatus for the
chemical laboratory and also the home is the
motor-driven stirrer shown above.

the machine becomes a dust collector of the
first order, until it is again pressed into service many weeks and often months later.
One of the simplest devices to make from a
tov construction set is a centrifuge and when
made with a Dfeccano set, which contains
strong steel strips and brass machine -curt, not
stamped, gears which mesh accurately, little
vibration is produced. Since the electric
motor can be used for many devices, it is
mounted to one side so that it may he removed easily and used for other purposes.
For ordinary work two test tube holders are
usually sufficient although more may he provided. Some of the many uses to which it
can be put are rapid settling of fine precipitates, the separation of oils from water and,
at times, the breaking up of emulsions.
The construction is very simple. It consists of a base and a pair of uprights, supporting a comparatively long shaft, near the
lower end of which there is a pulley wheel,
while the upper end carries hinged test tube
holders, the hinges being made with bent
wires.
Slightly more difficult is the bottle churn
for the violent agitation of liquids and the

A

used.

ing and pushing the plate for a distance of
about 1/3 of its circumference about its axis.
If now a beaker is placed in a holder attached to the plate the contents of the vessel
will be thrown first in one direction and then
in the othet.
Probably one of the simplest of all devices
used in the chemical laboratory is the stirrer.
The stirrer itself is a closed glass tube or
solid glass rod, bent on its lower back upon
itself a number of times. The upper end of
the tube or rod is provided with a fly -wheel to
make its rotation smoother and it is attached
to the motor by means of a piece of heavy
rubber tubing extending between glass rod
and the huh of the wheel. The rubber permits the stirrer to be lifted up out of the
vessel. If desired, the vessel may be placed
on a shelf and below it a small flame may be
placed to give the contents of the container
the benefit of a hot air bath whenever heat
becomes a necessity.
TOOL LIST
Test tube holder made from toy constructor
parts, alcohol flame being used to heat contents of tube.

very useful bottle churn which the amateur chemist can make with
little trouble from toy constructor parts, plus electric motor.

The tools desirable for building the apparatus de
scribed here comprise: pliers of different types.
several sizes of screwdrivers, hack -saw and blades.
hammer, hand -drill and twist drills, rule and scriber.

Another view of the electric motor- driven bottle churn, the bottle holder
moving back and forth rapidly as the motor turns the crank.
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HOW TO MAKE IT
CONVENIENT MILKING BENCH
T

CEMENT HANGING BASKET
T h e

bench illustrated here is very
useful where
space is limited, as it can be
folded up out
of the way. It
is made from

hinged so that

it can be folded up, and the

c

HOME -MADE WATER BOILER
very good
boiler for heating water can
be made from
an old gasoline
drum set in
as
shown. A hole
is made in the
top for filling
the tank. and a
cap placed in
one end for
drawing off the

H

concrete

part Portland

shells and colored stones.
tings used.

DRILL AND CULTIVATOR

which may be
adapted for use
as a cultivator
may be constructed by following the design given at
the right. The
details of construction a r e
also given. The
seeder may be
used as a cultivator if an old

-

WATER

BOILER.

-T.

WOMEMADE DRILL A ND CULTIVATOR

RABBIT HUTCHES

Sheward.

T h e drawings
at the left show

inexpens

WOODPECKER'S HOUSE
er house illustrated is made
by splitting a
log, gouging it
out, and hinging the two
parts together.
A flat piece of
wood or zinc
nailed on top
makes the roof.
It can be fastened up in a
tree in
the

rabbits

-

ROAD SURFACE SIGNS
ordinary
Of
-- -USUAL
DRIVER

viewed from an
angle, so highway engineers
have developed
-rj3llt->a system of
perspective lettering, which
gives a much
greater visibility and readability, for use
in road surface signs.

GOTHIC

I/

4

-

cautionsagainst
escape.
Sheward.

_,r!

T.

CHEAP EXERCISING MACHINE
AND LEGIBILITY

-G.

..
0.5

A. Luers

-_3'__

-'\

- -,J46

m
Bpa¢&

v

.

uvev
-

- --

Two heavy inner tubes connecting strong pail handles make a very useful "muscle stretcher" for
the amateur gymnast. -Einer Lehti.

The

axle

runs through
the seed box
and agitates the
seeds as the

-T.

Sheward.

HOME -MADE HOT WATER
FURNACE

good hot
water furnace
for heating
green houses
can be made of
concrete at a
very low cost.
A coil of pipes
A, is supported as at B on
iron bars over
the fire. E is
the flow, D the
return, and C
the cold water
inlet. The rise
in the flow
pipe will reach
a t maximum,

-,-rnnooLIQrr_=

feet. ©OMEMADE
Sheward.

some 20

-T.

HOT WATER

FURNACE.

SODIUM FLAME GENERATOR
T

h e

chemical

x p e rimenter

often finds it
necessary t o
produce a yel-

SALT

ow
sodium
flame for study
1

-.

INCANDESCENT

with a spectroscope. but is

OPENING

SALT
PARTICLES

handicapped
BUNSEN
BURNER

RING
STAND

by lack of ap-

paratus. Avery
good bright
yellow
flame
will be pro duced by the
device shown
here.
Ebel.

-F.

RUSTIC BIRD HOUSE
This rustic bird
house is made
of
nine - inch
cedar slabs
nailed to two
pieces of half i n c h dressed

lumber six

/6-

FORM OF LETTERING
VAIN INCREASED VISIBILITY

HEIGNI OF lE1TERING
VIEwED BY DRIVER

)RILL.

can

makes it necessary to take
unusual p r e -

LETTERING ON ROAD SURFACE

HCIGNT OF LETTERING
AS VIEWED BY

A

HOME -MADE SEED

burrow out of
an enclosure in
a very few minu t e s, which

garden.
T.
Sheward.

FORM

i v e

breeding a n d
grazing hutches for the rabbit fancier.
They are constructed from
light packing
cases and enclosed at the
sides and bottom with strong
wire screen. It
is well to keep
in mind that

The woodpeck-

The
style of lettering is highly
distorted when

square

A

shaped as at C
and fastened in
place of the
seed - tube.
T. Sheward.

which may be
MEMADE
inserted a stove
pipe chimney and iron door.

box.

seeder is pushed along,

Another seeder

buggy tire is

water. The
base is made of
cement in

light lumber.
short pieces of
half -inch pipe
are bent and
sharpened t o
cut into the
soil, and are
placed in holes
in the seed

thick mortar
land later decorated with
C and D show wire fit -T. Sheward.

Iñ'i

-

A

I

1

I

made from

cement
are
mixed to a

is

hung with

hooks, to be
easily removed
I!IIIIIWUII!!II_III11111I
when not in
use. The device is inexpensive a n d
SPACE SAVING MILKING
BENCH FORME GOAT KEEPEN easily made.
T. Sheward.

a box, and
some pieces of
scantling. The
seed trough is

building c e tuent over this
and allowing it
to dry for a
few days. Three
parts sand and

The leg is

41

-PIPE

covering it
with paper,

-inch lumber.

feed - rack

A very useful
seed drill can
be made from
two old wheels.

HALF INCH

by placing a
bowl. A. on a
piece of wood,

scantling a n d
1

HOME -MADE SEED DRILL

hanging
basket shown
here is made

milking

h e

inches in diameter. When finished it is hung
in a tree in
the garden and
is a suitable
home for wrens.
-T. Sheward.

RUSTIC

BI RD HOUSE .
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WRINKLES
RECIPES
FORMULAS

1

&

Edited by S. Gernsback
Repairing Leaky Carburetor Float

'

"

Keeping Salt Dry

T

A tumbler placed over the salt shaker during the
period of rainy weather will prevent the moisture
in the atmosphere from causing the salt to cake.
Another method is to mix a small amount of
cornstarch with the salt to prevent it from absorbing moisture.

Fig. 1. Immerse float in hot water; the air inside will expand and
Fig. 2, Enlarge leak and
bubbles will show point of leakage.
immerse float with hole downward so expanding air can force
gasoline out. Fig. 3, Carefully solder up hole while float is
partially immersed in ice water.

Poison Bottle Marker

Easily Made Hat Rack

Oiling Aerial Pulleys
PULLEY
ROPE

BINDING

7_

_

- `° `"'.`

14ts,

CORD

RUBBER
BAND

r`

OIL SOAKED
CLOTH

TACKS

w,

ti\.r
\\
rubber band % to % inch wide has a number of
carpet tacks shoved through it from the inner
side. The tacks are spaced about % inch apart
and afford an excellent protection, by serving for
warning as to the contents of the bottle.
A

Razor Blade Knife

efect ve rack for hats, umbrellas. coats,
etc., may be made from thread spools fastened
with long woodscrews to a narrow board. The
heads of the screws may be countersunk, and a
sloping front to the board will improve the appearance.
A very

Improvised Bunsen Burner

Pulleys which are hard to reach from the ground
may be easily oiled by binding a small piece of
oil- soaked cloth to the rope and pulling it through
the pulley.

Reducing Motor Carbon
ENGINE

GLASS TUBE

INTAKE

4
RAZOR

BLADE

FINISHED KNIFE
A piece of thin metal may be cut and bent as
shown above to form a handle for discarded safety
razor blades, which will permit them to be used
for numerous small jobs about the house.
THE

OPENING IN CORK

lever for gripping smá11 parts.

CARBURETOR
CAN

GLASS TUBE - ENU
DRAWN TO A NOZZLE
AND BENT IN
THE

WICK

WATER

MIDDLE
PUTTY

An ordinary lamp -wick, one end of which is inserted into the intake manifold of the automobile
carburetor, is placed in a can of water anchored
securely to the cowl. Moistening the air supply
reduces carbon and improves general efficiency.

RUBBER
HOSE

Emergency Terminal

Small Parts Vise

cour holes drilled into the adjusting scr_w of a
Large monkey wrench will permit the use of a

INTAKE
MANIFOLD

AIR

SHAPE OF HANDLE CUT FROM
METAL. ZINC OR ALUMINUM

SAFETY

(

Where a small hot flame is required, the Bunsen
burner illustrated above may be quickly improvised.
A piece of 1/4-inch glass tubing is bent at right angles and one end is drawn to a fine nozzle.
Another short piece of straight tubing in inserted
into a cork cut as shown, to admit air for a
proper burning mixture. The assembly is mounted
in putty on a wooden baseboard for stability.

''COT TER

r( -

PIN

TERMINAL

TAPE

A large cotter -pin may be used as above to furnish an emergency terminal tip.
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NOAH'S ARK.

curred, and those who wrote them finally
did so from memory and from tales
handed down through generation after
generation of people. Another salient
point to be remembered, as many modern preachers of the gospel haze rightly
stated, is that a great many of the tales
which we read today in the good book
were written in a time far different from
ours, and for an oriental people who
had to have stories told or written in a
big way to stir them. As one eminent
preacher put it, there is probably a gist
of truth behind each of the Biblical
wonder stories, sack as Jonah and
the iVhale and Noah's Ark, but the
actual facts in the case haze probably
who alone deserved to be saved. Noah,
changed somewhat as they were
SCIENCE AND INVENTION desires to hear from its readers. It been
handed down generation after genera it seems had been a bachelor for five
solicits comments of general scientific interest, and will appreciate
tion, and finally recorded for posterity
hundred years, but he finally decided to
opinions on science subjects. The arguments pro and con will be aired
marry and raise a family. So it was
by some scribe, who decided to write
it in a clay tablet or in some other
in his six hundredth year that he comon this page. This magazine also relishes criticisms, and will present
form, years after the actual occurrence
pleted the Ark and fitted it for a most
them in both palatable and unpalatable forms. So if you have anything
of the event.
momentous voyage. The Ark was five
to say, this is the place to say it. Please limit your letters to 500
The trouble with many students of
hundred feet long, eighty or ninety feet
words
and
address
your
letters
to
Editor
-The
Readers
Forum,
dfo
the
Biblical tales of miracles or near
wide and fifty -five feet high. There
Science and Invention Magazine, 53 Park Place, New York Ci'y.
miracles is that they fail to think for
was one door on the outside and one
a moment that the earth was probably
window twenty -two inches square. This
far different in its land and water
establishes Noah as the world's foredangerous ground indeed for anyone to take a
make -up than it is at present. In a very interesting
most authority on ventilation. Into this Ark Noah
given
stand
asid
say
he
believes
this and does not
article whirls appeared in "The Scientific monthly"
ushered two of each kind of animal on the face
believe that, et cetera.
of the globe. (The earth wasn't exactly a globe
for July, 1925, von will find some wonderful food
Many of the questions raised in your letter are
It had four
for thought, and some scientific data which will no
then, according to the Bible.
answered from a scientific point of view in a
doubt change your opinion as to how Noah might
corners, and was flat. Copernicus started the
very excellent article which contains the transcriphave gathered the animals to the ark and also,
movement to change the shape from flat to round.)
tion
of
a
very
ancient
stone
tablet
just
deciphered
saved;
there
were
no
plants
evidently
which is just as important, how the animals
There were
by the archeologists of the University of Pennsylno xerophytes or mesophytes in those days. Bewere probably distributed after the Noachias
a ta, this article having appeared in the Sunday Deluge. One scientist's belief is that North
yond all doubt. Noah had quite a task counting out
American Magazine for Sept. 12th, 1926, copy of
and South America were once joined to Europe
the thousands of mammalia, reptilia, and insecta,
by a land bridge, or in fact constituted an
but the separation, two by two, of the tiny proactual part of Europe and Africa. Unless we
tozoa, without even a semblance of a microscope,
find some muck older records than have so far
-MsIN THE
puts Noah far above our best protozoologists.
been unearthed by our archeologists, we will probAs a man of keen sight and meticulous observation
DECEMably never know just exactly the arrangement of
and perseverance, Noah deserves our everlasting
BER
the continents and seas on the earth thousands of
homage.
NUMBER:
years ago. Some letters we have received talked
It must have indeed been an unforgettable sight
"THROUGH
THE CRAin terms of 4,000 years B. C., or a total of 6,000
to see all of those animals gather, prior to enteryears since the beginning of the earth, according
TER'S RIM," by A.
ing the ark. The polar bears probably came all
to the Bible. People who mention such facts as
Hyatt Verrill.
the way frnn Greenland. Friendly animals probA brave
these are not thorough students of the Bible and
ably informed them of the exact whereabouts of
explorer sets out to find an
apparently do not know that the dates given beside
Noah. The kangaroo probably hopped all the way
entrance into "The Lost
the various passages in the Bible are those sugfrom Australia. The American animals had to
City" and the story tells
gested by Bishop Ussher quite some years ago.
swim across the Atlantic, a feat that puts all
of his exciting and dangerous adventures, his
The Bishop was an excellent student of the Bible,
channel swimmers in the shade. When the animals
experiences in the lost city and his timely
but in massy ways the dates as suggested by him
were all safely aboard the ark, and the door and
rescue
from
these
strange
peop'.e.
have caused more trouble than they have good.
window were shut, then the rain began. Forty
The date of the \-oachiaas Deluge is probably
days it rained until the water covered the highest
"THE FIRST MEN IN THE MOON,"
far earlier than we at present suspect. We shall
mountains. On the average, the water was about
by H. G. Wells. This is undoubtedly one
probably never know from what year or century
five and a half miles deep. It had come down
of the greatest moon stories ever written.
the early facts stated in Genesis were handed
at the rate of over eight hundred feet per day,
It
is
safe
to
say
that
only
a
Wells
could
down though hundreds and perhaps thousands of
which is going some for dampness. The story
think of the most amazing creatures that
generations before they were recorded for posterity.
says that the windows of heaven were open. It
he
describes
so
vividly.
Don't
fail
Great earthquakes, the close approach of heavenly
to
read
this
looks as though a couple of doors were also open.
amazing story.
bodies and other vast and titanic astronomical
After cruising around for one hundred and ten
events
could and no doubt did occur, which caused
days the good ship ark finally came to rest on top
"THE TIME ELIMINATOR," by Kaw.
mountains to be thrown up, and even continents
of Mount Ararat, a peak seventeen thousand feet
This is a scientific love story. By utilizing
and seas to be changed, as the centuries went by.
above the sea, crowned with three thousand feet
light waves produced in the remote past,
Another view often taken of such Bible narratives
of snow. We imagine that the tropical animals
the events of preceding centuries and years
as that of Noah and his Ark, is that it is quite
enjoyed coming out of the ark in a climate so
are thrown upon a screen and a bride is
conceivable that the civilized world as Noah knew
different from their native habitat. The American
it was a very small section, probably as big as
mammals probably had to borrow the ark to go
won thereby; but how?
Europe today. This would make it comparatively
back home in. That would have been lots better
"THE SECOND DELUGE," by Profeseasy to gather the various specimens of animals,
than swimming back.
sor Garrett P. Serviss. The second installinserts and reptiles. Another important scientific
Further on the story says that God put a
ment of this engrossing story. Read about
consideration, based upon evolution, is that Noah
rainbow in the sky, saying: "When I see that
the
need not necessarily have had to gather two or
Noah
of
I will recollect that I have promised not to drown
the future, who built his ark
more of all the mammals, insects and reptiles we
you." There are other rainbow theories, but you
out of a marvelous light metal of the comknow today. On the theory of evolution, it is at
can readily see that this is the only true one.
ing ages.
once conceivable that with a relatively small numScientists can say what they please, but the mean"THE
DIAMOND
LENS,"
by
Fitz ber of mammals and other forms of life, the world
ing and cause of rainbows needs no study, the
James O'Brien. This is one of the world's
could easily haze been repopulated by the proquestion has already been settled.
classics in the realm of scientific fiction.
duction of new species as the years went by. This
Perhaps other readers have probed the Ark
could not haze occurred in 4.000 years to any
story with deeper insight. Their opinions of this
PRICE 25c PER COPY
great es-tent perhaps, but no one has proved or
marvelous narrative ought to be highly interesting
AT ALL NEWSSTANDS
probably ever will prove that Bishop Ussher's
and instructive to every intelligent man, especially
4.000 B. C. marks the beginning of the world.
those very numerous readers of SCIENCE AND
This figure is purely arbitrary.
According to
INVENTION Magazine.
JouN G. JACKSON, JR.,
which you can obtain through your news dealer.
our geologists, the Noachian Deluge and repopulaNew York City
. 4ccording to the translation of the characters on
tion
the
of
earth
may
have
occurred
a million
(Your letter of September 24th to hand, and
this most interesting tablet, the ark as built by
years ago or fifty million.
No one will ever
we would make the following reply in regard to
Noah, was about twice the length of the ark
/snow.
your questions concerning Noah's Ark, the article
mentioned in the Bible nits seize. This of course
iVe have received hundreds of letters about the
on which appeared in the October issue of SCIENCE
simplifies the matter of taking care of all animals
Noah's Ark story, but most of them deal with,
AND INVENTION Magazine.
that existed in Noah's time and the necessary
we
might say, almost a personal aspect of the
Most of your questions concern of course the
food.
narrative as we mentioned previously, i. e., it
possibility that Noah's Ark was actually built, and
There are o number of other very interesting
really
depends in the final analysis, on the inhow Noah, even with considerable help perhaps
scientific points brought out in this article as
dividual viewpoint in every case. We note from
managed to gather all the animals from the far
follows. Drinking water for the animals could have
many
of
the letters that the writers apparently
ends of the earth.
been obtained by gathering rainwater from the
did not accept the Noah's Ark story at all, and we
This is a very large subject, and as you will
upper deck and cabin roofs of the ark. Noah
have
nothing
to say of course in that respect, and
remember in reading our article we did not take
probably did not select two of the largest specicould not if we cared to, if we follow the ethics of
mens of each species, but picked out young animals
up any such issue as the possibility or impossibility
the
editorial
profession in getting out a nonof Noah having constructed the Ark, and having
which would occupy far less space than full
magazine such as SCIENCE AND INVENTION.
gathered animals from various parts of the earth
sued adults. Another important point is that sectarian
is
It
to
remember,
well
if you haze any religious
in accordance with the Biblical tale- We wish to
these small enimals would eat much less food,
faith at all, that many things could happen under
preserve our absolute neutrality on this point, as
and during the year's sojourn on the ark they
the
Divine
influence
that
simply could not occur
would also hibernate and sleep for mass months
it seems to us from our extensive experience with
or happen from the cold scientific point of view,
subjects of this nature, that it is up to the inno doubt.
Plant life would not be destroyed
as
entertained
by
some
of
our
modern. students on
dividual in every rase, and it really amounts to
by the flood, at least the roots and seeds, and
such matters as these.
a question of personal religion as to whether the
these would take care of themselves when the
It
is
well
we
think,
to
take
a broad general view
individual cares to accept or reject the story of
waters receded.
It is also interesting to con- of the whole situation, and not
try to consider a
Nook and his Ark.
sider that after thinking over the above statesubject like Noah's Ark, or any of the other
There are many devout students of the Bible,
ments, that as the small animals grew larger
Biblical
tales
from
a
cold
scientific
point of view,
during their sojourn on the ark. and the food
referring for the moment to the so- called modernwhich is quite likely to be too materialistic. In
took sup less and less space, this automatically
ists, who do not believe in all the Bible talcs. such
other
words,
such
an
investigator
will
tell you that
provided more space for the growing animals.
as Noah's Ark, the virgin birth of Jesus Christ,
he cannot see logically or otherwise could
If you haze talked to many Bible students what
and many other narratives which appear in that
never
happen.
Miracles
are
happening
today just
venerable book. The fundamentalist, on the other
and preachers of the Gospel of the present day,
as they did thousands of years ago, and just behand. would have everyone swallow every tale in
you will no doubt obtain a much wider viewcause we know a good deal more of science in.
the Bible just as it is written. Our viewpoint is
point of all things pertaining to the Biblical
all its branches today than our forbears, is no
tales, chief among these being the fact that
that the fundamentalists are partly right and so
reason why at all that we should sit on a throne
are the modernists. and as you will at once see,
many of the passages in the Bible were no doubt
and condemn everybody
opinion, even if it
it is splitting hairs pretty fine and treading on
written many years or centuries after they oc- was expressed in writingelse's
centuries ago.- Editor.)

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
In the October issue of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION Magazine, I notice that the
Ark story takes an important place.
The article takes up the question as to
whether the Ark was large enough to
hold all of the animals. The article
seemed to sustain its point; the possibility of Noah's Ark. How about its
probability?
According to the Bible story, the
descendants of Adam had just become
too wicked for any use at all, so God
decided that he would have to drown
all of them 'except Noah and his family,

t\
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WRNY Changes Transmitter Location

The Radio News broadcasting station WRNY, formerly located at the Hotel Roosevelt, 45th Street and Madison Avenue, New York City, announces the removal of its transmitting equipment to a more favorable location at Coytesville, N. J. Considerable trouble was experienced in the old location, due to the fact that the
transmitter was in the most congested section of New York City, surrounded on all sides by skyscrapers. The
owners decided that it would be advisable to relocate at a point on the Palisades just opposite 188th Street,
Manhattan, retaining the original quarters at the Roosevelt for use as a studio. The three line cable carrying
WRNY's programs now makes the twenty -seven mile circuit shown on this photograph of the city. The cable
runs from the Roosevelt (A), to the Vanderbilt exchange (B), thence to the Longacre exchange (C). through
the Pennsylvania tunnels to the Union exchange in Jersey City (D). to the Leonia exchange (E). and finally
to the new plant at Coytesville.

,_,.--

The next time you hear the voices of SCIENCE & INVENTION Magazine's editors, you will be listening to WRNY from its new location to
which it was recently transferred at a cost of $15,000.00. The antenna,

..r.r'

527.5 feet above the Hudson River, points directly across the Metropolitan
district, and assures our listeners of a more satisfactory reception with less
interference 'and, we hope, greater DX.
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Six Tube -Shielded T.R.F. Set

Three Stages of Shielded Radio- Frequency Amplification, a Shielded Detector Circuit, But Only Two Controls Are Features of This Exceptional Broadcast Receiver.
By A. P. PECK, Assoc. I.R.E.

Fig. 5. One of the features of the World's
Radio Fair was this two-control shielded set
in its beautiful mottled green cabinet made of
milk.

the recent \Vorld's Radio Fair at
the New Madison Square Garden,
New York City, one of the radio
receiving sets which attracted wide
interest made use of a novel circuit and a
very unusual assembly of apparatus. Furthermore, the cabinet and dials were of such a
distinctive appearance that they caused extensive comment. Probably very few of
the people viewing the exhibit realized that
the material used for both the cabinet and
dials was milk. This material, with its mottled
surface is made by a special process from the
casein contained in milk. The set under discussion was constructed by Mr. L. A. Brams
of Brooklyn, N. Y., and uses a 6 -tube circuit having several novel features.
The illustration, Fig. 1, shows the outward
appearance of Mr. Brams' set. Probably
the average radio constructor will not want
to go to all the trouble of making a special
cabinet and dials such as were used in this
receiver, so it may be said here that these
materials have no effect on the set itself.
Therefore, we will forget that this unusual
receiver was housed in an unusual cabinet,
and will consider the other mechanical and
the electrical details.
Possibly the very best panel to use for
this particular receiver is that recommended
by the manufacturer of the parts, namely
a copper, brass or aluminum panel suitably
AT

.

drilled. A standard wooden cabinet of any
desired design may be employed.
Reference to the complete circuit diagram
in Fig. 2 will make plain most of the details
of the receiver. Specially designed and constructed plug -in coils are used. The antenna
coil used for tuning the first stage of radio
frequency amplification has a tapped primary. This is connected to a two point switch,
the blade of which is connected to the
antenna. By means of this switch, the set
can be adapted to use with a long or short
antenna. Nor is the manipulation of this
particular part confined only to this purpose.
It is often found, in tuning, that selectivity
can be sharpened and volume improved by
throwing the switch from one point to the
other. This particular unit is the one
seen in the lower left hand corner of the
panel in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. This photo shows the fine appearance
of the panel and hand -carved dials which attracted a great deal of attention at the show.

Due to the necessity of very careful
design and construction of the coils used in
this set, no winding data is given. Because
three of the variable condensers are actuated
by one control, a slight variation of the
characteristics of one of the coils will mean
that the tuning will not be right. Therefore,
machine -made manufactured coils are to be
preferred and recommended. For the benefit

The radio -frequency units and the detector of this highly efficient set are completely
encased in heavy aluminum shields. The shields are made sufficiently
large so that they do not
broaden tuning by altering the fields of the radio -frequency coils.
Nig. 7.

of the readers who are not sure as to where
the coils and other parts can be bought, we
will mail a complete list of parts on request
by letter to the Radio Editor.
Referring again to the circuit given in
Fig. 2, we note that the shields which completely enclose the various stages of radio
frequency amplification and the detector are
indicated by dotted lines. Also be very
careful to note that certain connections
terminate at the shields. These shields are
furthermore all connected together. and
therefore may be considered as a continuous
conductor. The negative filament circuits
are grounded at various points, in this way
continuous connection being made between
the negative "A" battery and the ground.
Note that the connection from the ground
binding post is merely made to the shield.
The other shield connections complete the

circuit.

Fig. 6. When the shields are removed, it is seen that the units are neatly and efficiently
arranged. The yoke coupling three of the tuning condensers may be easily discerned in this
photo.

All of the coils employed in this receiver
have three windings. In the case of the
detector circuit. one of these windings is
not employed. There is, on the other hand
a small radio frequency choke coil of
standard construction connected in the plate
circuit of the detector tube.
In the three radio frequency amplifiers,
a coil closely coupled to the grid circuit is
connected in series with the plate circuit.
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This is used to obtain an additional amplifying value, and when the coils are properly
designed and connected, exceptional results
are noted with this form of apparatus.
It will be noted that the radio frequency
amplifiers are stabilized by means of grid
resistances and further by means of a 25;
000 -ohm potentiometer connected in the plate
circuit of the first radio -frequency tube.
Also, rather large by -pass condensers are
connected from the shields to the positive
"B" battery terminals. These are of great
value in stabilizing the set and keeping it
in a stable operating condition. Failure to
include these condensers will result in poor
reception.
Without a doubt, today is the era of
standardization in radio material. There
is no longer any need of searching from
store to store in order to find certain parts.
Kits supply everything. All of the parts
for this particular receiver under discussion
can be obtained very readily. Furthermore,
it is no longer necessary for you to construct a base board and fasten all the parts
to it. A complete metal chassis can be obtained and all of the. instruments bolted
thereto. This metal chassis simplifies construction to an enormoas degree, and enables even the veriest tyro to turn out a
receiver which will compare favorably with
the very best of manufactured sets.
The simplicity of the entire lay -out will
become noticeable at once by reference to
the various photographs in Figs. 3 to 7, in-

Fig. 4.
sockets.

Photos courtesy Sih'er- Marshall, Inc.
bird's-eye view of the baseboard with tuning coils and tubes removed from their
The wiring is carefully placed out of the way under the base. Panel and cabinet are
not essential.
A

and strong both mechanically and electrically.
Fig. 3 shows a single one of the shielded
units with the outside "can" or over -all

Fig. 3. A close up of one of the
radio - frequency
units. The mounting of the variable condenser,
tube coil- socket,
socket. grid- resistance and by -pass

condenser is so
arranged t h a t
there is no appreciable coupling
or capacity effect
between the elements in the unit.
Several stages of
R.F. may be used.

elusive. Fig. 5 again shows the novel cabinet employed by Mr. Brams in the construction of the original receiver, and shows
how the complete set, assembled on the metal
chassis, fits within the cabinet. It will be
noted that everything is extremely compact

shield removed. The particular unit illustrated is that used for the detector. The
circular object in the corner nearest to the
vacuum tube socket is the choke coil,
mounted on end. Next to it is a fixed condenser of 1 -mf capacity, and next to this
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is the special socket designed for receiving
the plug -in cuil. At the extreme end of
the metal base is mounted the variable con-

denser.

Referring to the photograph
shown in Fig. 4, we find a view of
all of the parts. They are laid out
oil the metal chassis and are bolted
down, but have not yet been wired.
A special terminal strip mounted at
the left end of the chassis provides
for all terminals. Two cord -tip
jacks are included for loud speaker.
Fig. 6 shows yoke making it
possible to operate three of the four
variable condensers with a single
control. As will be seen, this yoke
is fastened to the shafts of three of
the condensers.
Two of these
have short shafts which do not
project through the panel. The
third one, on the extreme left in
the photograph, has a long shaft
which projects through a collar in
the yoke and through the panel.
One of the tuning dials is fastened to the
outer end of this shaft. The other is mounted on the right hand condenser which also
has a long shaft, but which is not fastened to
(Continued on page 743)
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Fig. 2. The diagram above contains all the details of the circuit using
the set described in these columns. Three stages of tuned -radio -frequency,
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2 stages of audio -frequency amplification are employed.
set is remarkable for its sensitivity, selectivity and tone quality.
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Sir Oliver Lodge's "N" Circuit
Latest Circuit Gives Extreme Selectivity, Sensitivity and Volume
By JAMES FRANCIS CLEMENGER

CONSIDERABLE interest has been

of one definite frequency into great amplitude by sympathetic tuning, and to transmit
these enhanced oscillations of potential, and
no others, to another circuit in which they
are utilized ; for example, a three -electrode
tube or a crystal detector.
According to the patent taken out by Sir
Oliver Lodge, an important application of

aroused in all classes of British
amateurs by the announcement of a
new invention by the oldest and
most famous of British radio pioneers, Sir
Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. Sir Oliver's invention, which has been temporarily named the
"N" Circuit, has now been taken up for

Fig. 5. This photo shows the rear of one of the commercial "QN" circuit sets recently placed on the market by an English firm.

commercialization by a well -known British
radio firm, and a few weeks ago the first
commercial models of two -valve and three valve "N" circuit receivers were on view
to the public at the British Radio Exhibition
at Olympia. Public demonstrations have been
given and the press have been invited to attend demonstrations, and all the newspapers
in the country have remarked in highly favorable terms on the "N" circuit. So much
so, in fact, that I understand that large
orders have already been placed by dealers
"on the other side" who realize that the
"N" circuit is a type of receiver which will
make a tremendous appeal to the ordinary
listener. And the reason for all this great
interest is that Sir Oliver Lodge has devised a circuit which does away with the
bugbear of oscillation.
My American readers do not need telling
that there is nothing new in doing away
with oscillation and howling in a receiving
set, but I think they will agree with me that
such sets, which do away with these bugbears, are generally multi -tube receivers. and
that when regeneration is cut out of a tube
set the loss in volume has to be made up in
extra tubes for amplification.
And furthermore, such receivers are. as
a rule, not exactly easy for the absolute
novice to control. One of the great points
about the Lodge "N" circuit receiver is its
simplicity. On the commercial sets which I
have inspected there is one tuning condenser
and one switch for turning on the filament.
That is all. And this simplified receiver will
undoubtedly make a very great appeal to
listeners, not only in this country, but in
other countries, who do not like complicated
switches and knobs on their radio sets.
Sir Oliver Lodge's invention may be described briefly for the benefit of the technical reader as follows: The invention consists in the use of a free, uncoupled low resistance oscillatory circuit, capable of very
exact tuning, to be stimulated by oscillations from any place where oscillating currents are passing, or where there is an oscillating potential, to work up oscillations

Fig.

6.

Another view of the same set showing its extreme simplicity.

In both these photos the coils are omitted for clearness.

Through the efforts of our London correspondent, who is in
contact with Sir Oliver Lodge, we
are enabled to present to our readers the first authorized, accurate
description of the famous Lodge
"N" circuit to be published in this 3
country. The set illustrated and
described here is designed for British conditions, but the information
given will be sufficient to give the
experimenter a start.
In the January issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION Mr.
Clemenger will present a complete i
constructional article upon a highly 2
efficient American adaptation of
this revolutionary circuit. The
most important highlights of this
set are:
1. Simplicity
2. Selectivity
3. Sensitivity
4. Superior signal strength.
5.

DON'T FORGET: A FULL
CONSTRUCTIONAL ARTICLE
IN THE JANUARY ISSUE
E

,

The Editor.

111111

410

21

FIG.3-

the invention is to receiving apparatus for
radio work where it is claimed its use secures high selectivity combined with strong
and clear signals, without the use of regeneration and with the exclusion of extraneous
noises. The transmission of the enhanced
oscillations, continues the patent specification, may be effected by direct connection or

Fig. 3. This diagram illustrates the essential
principle of the new circuit, and is taken
directly from the letters patent issued to Sir
Oliver Lodge. See text for a thorough explanation of the theory.

by coupling. provided the oscillator is only
coupled to a detector which takes so small

a current as not to interfere with its free
oscillation. It is a transmitter of alternating

potential rather than of alternating current.
In Fig. 1 the aerial (1) and inductance
(2), condenser (3) and ground (4) represent any ordinary aerial circuit while (5) is
the filament, (6) the grid and (7) the plate
of any ordinary tube. The filament of the
tube is supplied with current from a battery
(8) through a resistance (9), while a pair
of telephones (10) shunted to a condenser
and "B" battery (11) complete the 'plate circuit. In this diagram a connection is made
from the aerial circuit to the grid of the
tube and in the usual way through a grid
leak and condenser, and in the connection
between the aerial circuit and the filament
there is inserted the oscillatory circuit "N,"
which consists of a condenser (12) and inductance (13). one or both of which may
be variable. The chief point of the invention lies in the provision of the oscillatory
"N ", and here it may be stated that it is
also possible to insert the oscillatory "N" in
the connection to the grid of the tube instead of in the connection to the filament.
But Sir Oliver Lodge points out'that this
form of-the invention must not be confused
with the well -known use of so-called rejector circuits.
Fig. 2 shows another well -known form of
receiving circuit consisting of a closed oscillatory circuit (15) tuned and coupled to
the open aerial circuit. (In the patent it is
_emphasized that the invention is entirely independent of this part of the system, since
it may be supplied to any usual receiving
system such as a frame aerial, and even
allows the use of an untuned aerial without
earth connection).
Fig. 2 shows a diagram with a tube (16)
used for high frequency amplification. Its
grid and filament are joined across the oscillator (17) which corresponds with the "N"
in Fig. 1. One point in this oscillator is
joined to a point in the stimulating circuit
and the connector used for this purpose may
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To have an oscillator of low resistance accurately coupled; (2)
to excite oscillations in this by a

be quite long provided the capacity between
it and neighboring bodies is kept small. This
single connection is enough to set up oscil-

lations which build up by resonance, and
they must not be disturbed by any other association with the stimulating circuit, as
any accidental coupling of the oscillator with
the stimulating circuit tends to nullify the
effect.
Fig. 2 also illustrates the manner whereby
it is possible in this invention to convey impulses from one tube circuit to another.
The oscillator (18) which again corresponds with "N" in Fig. 1 has a single connection to the plate circuit of the tube (16).
This circuit is shown as including besides a
"B" battery an oscillator circuit (19), but
other usual methods of plate circuits will do.
In order to illustrate the different methods
of connecting the oscillator "N," the second
tube (20) is shown not connected directly
across the oscillator (18) but magnetically
coupled with it, the inductance of the oscillator forming one winding of a transformer
which may, if it is desired, step up the voltage.
The aerial circuit is merely a means of
collecting an alternating potential and conveying it to the oscillator, and it is not

The coils and tubes are
shown in place at right.
The simplicity of this
set is really amazing
when its results are
considered.

"collector" or aerial
or by a single connection to a stimulating
circuit, so as to leave
the oscillations free to work up
by resonance to a considerable
strength; (3) to tap off from
this resonance- amplifier the alternating potentials desired for any purpose, such as the
working of a crystal or a tube. Furthermore, the working up of a feeble alternating potential to a stronger alternating potential of a constant frequency by the use of a
low resistance resonating circuit capable of
precise tuning, having only a single connection with the conductor in which the feeble

-a

nmthod of supplying
The third claim
voltage- impulses from a circuit in which
oscillations occur to a vacuum tube or to
the high resistance detector which consists
in placing in the connection between the
said circuit and one terminal of the detector, an oscillatory circuit tuned to the
frequency of the incoming signal, and not
otherwise coupled to the circuit in which
the oscillations occur.
And, finally, a method of supplying impulses of a particular frequency collected
'B' BATTERY
0003 MF.
from space to a vacuum tube which consists
FIXED CONDENSERS ACROSS ----- (611/2 TO 90 V.
in joining to the grid of the tube a low
J C
PRIMARY. FOR 300 TO 500 METERS.
resistance freely oscillating circuit -tuned
0 OR .0003 MF.-- FOR 1600 METERS.
.0003, OR .0003 +.0004. OR .0003+
to the incoming frequency, and joining an
0004 +.0005 MF.
111I11111.111I111F
opposite point of the said oscillatory circuit to a collector or aerial with no ground.
.0004_
While I have not given the precise con.0001 MF.-MF.
.0005
stants for the construction of any of the
MF. p
.0001 MF.
p
circuits involving the new invention, the
D
experimenter will find it easy to try the
circuit out by using standard values of in.00025
ductance and capacity, as each oscillatory
MF.
circuit has approximately the same conAUDIO
stants as those of the secondary circuit of
TRANSF.
the usual regenerative receiver.
Fig. 4 shows the hook -up of a Britishmade two -valve "N" circuit receiver. This
1 MEGOHM=
BATTERY
receiver has only one main control for
R H EO./
tuning, and that is the variable condenser
shown in the actual "N" circuit. The coil
VALUE OF A' FOR
VALUE OF A FOR
1600 METERS- 220 TURNS;
"A" is wound with fifty -five turns of iny .. GE
300 TO 500 METERS',
eATTEf?M'.
N -500 TURNS.
sulated wire, this being sufficient to cover
55 TURNS; N-125
the British broadcast wavelength band of
TURNS.
- FIG.4
300 to 500 meters, while the "N" circuit
coil has one hundred and twenty -five turns.
above.
is
shown
article
this
in
Fig. 4. The circuit used by the manufacturer of the set illustrated
The latter coil is tuned by a parallel variwavelengths.
on
American
the
use
for
The circuit may be easily adapted
able condenser with a capacity of .0001is the
That
mfd., and I have found in actual test with
occur.
potential
of
alternations
aerial
tuned
an
accurately
have
to
necessary
this receiver that extraordinarily selective
first
claim.
a
ground
have
to
it
necessary
is
circuit nor
tuning can be obtained. The fixed conreceiving
radio
In
is
:
claim
second
The
apparatus.
the
of
any
part
connection to
or
densers shown across the primary of the
a
tube
with
combination
the
apparatus
(21)
connected
oscillator
Fig. 3 shows the
audio -frequency transformer winding have
oscilresistance
low
a
of
detector
crystal
wire
which
aerial
on the one hand to a single
been specially fitted to the commercial
grid
the
across
connecting
circuit,
lator
a
"colis termed in the Patent Specification
the
Lodge "N" sets in order to switch from
across
or
valve
the
of
filament
and
to
the
grid
lector," and on the other hand
the ordinary British broadcast wavelength
oscilthe
of
frequency
the
to
tuned
detector
of
of a tube, the plate and filament circuit
bands of 300 to 500 meters to the 1,600 and
joined
rectified
or
amplified
be
lations
to
which can be wired up in the usual way.
meter wavelength of the high -power stacircuit
aerial
the
to
connection
single
by
a
In his final patent, Sir Oliver Lodge sums
(Continued on page 745)
derived.
are
the
oscillations
from
which
up the essence of his invention as follows:
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RADIO ORACLE

In this Department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of interest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed
to this department cannot be answered free. A charge of 50c. is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired.

EFFICIENT VOICE AMPLIFIER
(513)Q. 1. G. Dusson, Cincinnati. Ohio, wants
to know how to amplify the sound picked up by a
Skinderviken or similar microphone transmitter
' letton.
TRANSMITTER
BUTTON

A. 1. The following dimensions are furnished
us by the manufacturers of the Raytheon tube.
Transformer core 7/8 square, as shown here.
Primary 1140 turns No. 28 enamelled copper
wire. Tap at 910 turns.

TELEPHONE
;INDUCTANCE OR
INPUT TRANSF.

PHONES OR
LOUD SPEAKER

Two halves of secondary should be balanced for
voltage output at full load output within two
per cent.
Choke Coils-Core 7/8" square, same design.
5800 turns Nu. 28 enamelled copper wire on each

coil.

D.C. resistance
ohms.

of each coil is approximately
Laminations are assembled to forni a butt joint,
with .003" insulated air gap.
190

;t.

1

BROADCASTING STUDIOS

6T012v.

BATTERY
RHEOSTAT

iNllil I1 N1==
The amplifier shown here is designed to build up the sound picked up by a microphone so that it
will operate a loud speaker. Impedance coupling is used to reduce distortion, and the amplification
obtained is about equivalent to two stages of transformer -coupled amplification.
A. 1. The diagram given here has been found
eery effective for all types of amplification at voice
frequencies, particularly in the case being considered. where the current to be amplified originates
in a microphone circuit. The amplification is sufficiently great to make it possible to use the apparatus in many interesting experiments.

Secondary 4200 turns No. 31 enamelled copper
Tap at center.
Wound in layers with .0015" paper between
layers.
Electrostatic shield between primary and secondary (.005" copper).
wire.

DIFFICULTIES IN TRANSMISSION
(517) Q. 1. Miss Nancy MacDonald, New
York, N. V., asks
What are the difficulties in
transmission of radio signals which cause varying ranges of reception, etc.?
A. 1. There are three principal sources of
trouble encountered in practice which make it
difficult to receive readable radio signals: (1)
Interference from transmitting stations whose
signals it is not desired to receive. (2) strays or
static, and (3) the "failing" of the strength of the
received signal.
Interference from other transmitting stations can
to a large extent be eliminated by selection of
frequency (wavelength). particularly by the use
of transmitting apparatus which will radiate only
a single wavelength or a narrow hand of wavelengths. Laws have been enacted which are designed to minimize interference from other stations.
Strays are electrical disturbances giving rise
to irregular interfering noises heard in the telephone receivers. They are Also called "static,"
"atmospherics," "X's," and other names.
In
any particular case the possibility of getting a
readable signal depends on the ratio of the strength
of the signal to the strength of the static at that
time. Experienced operators have stated that it
is possible to copy- messages when the strays were
four times as strong as the signals but much difficulty is often experienced even when the strays
are much weaker than this. The most common
type of stray produces a grinding noise in the
telephones; this type causes the most serious
trouble. Another type, which produces a hissing
noise. is usually associated with snow or rain.
Near -by lightning produces a sharp snap.
:

MULTI -TUBE NEUTRODYNES
Q. 1. John C. Hays, Indianapolis, Ind.,
asks: \Vhy is it that a neutrodyne with five
stages of radio- frequency amplification has not
been put on the market? Would such a set be a
success?
A. 1. We consider your inquirj very interesting. Sets having more than four stages of radio frequency amplification are available, but there are
no neutrodynes among the lot. Some of the
points are:
1. Two stages require three dials; five stages.
at that rate, would necessitate six dials: Take
too much time to tune. One -dial controls are easy.
When it comes to commercial
in the laboratory.
production, we have "an equine of a differing
hue. A two -dial arrangement might prove practical. after a great deal of experimentation. but
there would be plenty of work before the set was
It takes a mighty good
ready for the public.
one -dial set, where the one dial operates two
controls, to equal a 2 -dial set where each dial ha,
but one control.
2. Some current supply units will work well
with live tubes but poorly with eight. The eighth
tube also means added expense (the tube price)
and battery consumption (if batteries are used
would be more.
3. Tube noises would be more pronounced.
Detector tube would often be overloaded, resulting in distortion. Audio amplifier would have to
be a wonder to be really efficient, if the set
were to include two stages of audio, for both
tubes and transformers would have a terrific
load when locals were operating.
4. If set is made on low -loss lines, one would
have to put a "ring door -bell" sign out, and hope
the signals could read, for the selectivity would
be so high that it would take considerable time
to time in wanted signals originating at a distance
of more than, say, 150 miles. Anyone who has
tuned a neutrodyne can appreciate this.
Every stage -requires neutralization.
This
5.
is more or less easy to do at home, given all the
time, knowledge and patience necessary for success. But to do this rapidly and certainly in proThen
duction is an entirely different matter.
again, a set balanced in the factory test -rooms
balanced
would not necessarily be
(neutralized)
when entirely different tubes and batteries are
used by the broadcast listener.
6. There is the amount to be added to the
purchase price of the set, due to several additional
production costs.
Considering everything. them
would probably be a sale for a set having firs
stages of radio -frequency amplification. neutralized.
if the above stated objections were overcome. Tlis
most important points we should say. would lie
(a) to keep down the number of tuning control,
and (b) to have a resulting efficiency greater than
could he secured by the use of a lesser number
of tubes.
TRANSFORMER AND CHOICE DESIGN
(515)
Q. 1.
Mr. Edwin Thompson of
Wichita, Kansas, asks for the dimensions of forni
and winding required for B- battery eliminator,
transformers and filter chokes.

(516) Q. 1. Fred T. Barton of Chillicothe,
Ohio, asks: Please describe the construction of a
modern broadcast station studio.
A. 1. The walls may be constructed of
gypsum block.
Over this is placed a layer of
lith. This is a sound absorbing material. It is
also applied to the ceiling.
A triple wall construction should he used. Between the walls a
thick layer of sound -deadening material is laid.
The furniture should he wood -doweled, not nailed.
Q. 2. Should draperies be used to prevent
echoes?
A. 2. A certain amount of reverberation is
required. By use of a partial drapery. the correct
balance between reverberation and a total absence
of echo may be easily obtained.
If the special
wall construction described above is used, no
drapery is required.
Q. 3. What is the difference between reverberation and echo?
A. 3. Reverberation is a type of echo so
closely spaced to the original sound that the
separation cannot he detected by the ear. An
echo is so tinted that the separation can be
readily detected.
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The form above is that recommended by the
manufacturers of the Raytheon tube for chokes
and transformers in their "B" eliminator circuit.
Core material is Apollo special electrical steel
No. 29 gauge. Laminations are assembled to give
staggered air gaps.
Primary d.c. resistance is approximately 25
ohms.
Secondary d.c. resistance is approximately 300
ohms. total.
La
Lb
Li

_A_

TYPES OF COUPLING
(518) Q. 1. F. White, Baltimore. Md., asks
how the current in the primary circuit of a radie
set gets to the secondary circuit.
A. 1.
There are three methods by which a
change in voltage in one circuit may be made to
cause a corresponding change in another circuit
coupled to it. The three methods are shown in the
accompanying diagram.
Lz

Ca

Cb

_B_

The three types of coupling used in transferring energy from one circuit to another are shown above.
A indicates the type known as direct coupling, where the circuits are connected together by conductors. B illustrates inductive coupling, while C represents capacitative coupling.
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Scientific Humor
THE LUNACY OF LOVERS

AN ESSENTIAL COMPOUND
"Why," said the philosopher, "is chemistry necessary in your joke -writing profession?"
"Because," answered the humorist, "it is
necessary that I study the silicide of life."
E. A. Daansen.
(And some think Petruchio's wife was a
silicate (Silly Kate).

-

First Prize $3.00
THE FOURTH DIMENSION

Science
points out
that the lesser
cannot c o n -

tairl the

greater, b u t

PERHAPS A YOUNG EINSTEIN

science e v i dently knows
little about a
woman's shoe.

"I understand your boy Josh, is interested
in perpetual motion."
"Yes," replied Farmer Sawbuck, "and I'm
kinder encouraged by it. I thought for a
while that the only thing he was interested
in was perpetual rest. "-L. J. Schario.
A (C)RUSTY TRICK
Hammers and
hatchets w i
never rust i f
kept covered in
rice. Care must
1

_

""PG

be

1

taken, of

course, t o r e move the tools if
be
the rice is
used for wedding
Jos.
purposes.

Malnikof.

-

WE NEVER THOUGHT OF IT
THAT WAY
Professor in physics class: "Johnny, why
is it that everything that I tell you goes in
one ear and out the other ?"
"I didn't know it did, sir."
Voice in back of room: "That's right ; it
doesn't. Sound can't pass through a vacuum !"-Earl Floathc.

GASOLINE VS. GAS

VENDER (to dissatisfied customer) "This gasoline is of the highest
quality. It is made by the cracking of hydrocarbons."
It
CUSTOMER "I can't help it if it is.
Donald
isn't what it's cracked up to he.
A. Cuthbert.
GASOLINE
:

"-

:

YES, HE DID!
so soRRY

`DEAR:

r"

y'

A spinster living in a growing
was
shocked at the
language used by

suburb

workmen repair i n g
telegraph
wires close to
her house. She
wrote to t h e
company, and the
foreman was asked to report. This he did
ill the following way:
"Me and Bill Fairweather were on this
job. I was up the telegraph pole and accidentally let the hot lead fall upon Bill. It
went down his neck. Then he slid: 'You
really must be more careful, Harry.'
Leonard Keiser, Jr., Rep..Vo. 276 2.

"-

ailEET

SIMON . OUR

SCIENTIST

S

(in science class) : Can anyone
of you tell ale how the moon affects the
tide ?"
A girl in back part of the room raised her
hand and said, "No, it doesn't affect the
tied much, but it affects the untied a great
deal. "-John lío. ik.
TEACHER

-Louise
Krauss.

INDEED IGNORANT!
"We are getting wiser each generation. I
am wiser than my father was and he was
wiser than his father."
"I dare say your grandfather must have
been ignorant !"-Adela Tontfohr.

SIGHT TO

A

WHAT IT IS (OR WHAT IT ISN'T)
One day in school the teacher said:
"Mickey," give me a definition of salt."
"Shure," Mickey responded. "It's the stuff
that makes potatoes taste bad when you boil
'em and don't put any in."-Cart C. Slay bbugh.

receive daily from one to
two hundred contributions to
this department. Of these only
one or two are available. We desire to
publish only scientific humor and all
contributions should be original if possible. Do not copy jokes from old
books or other publications as they
have little or no chance here. By
scientific humor we mean only such
jokes as contain something of a scientific nature. Note our prise winners.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
and sign your name and address to it.
Write only on one side of sheet. We
cannot return unaccepted jokes. Please
do not enclose return postage.
All jokes published here are paid
for at the rate of one dollar each, besides the first priL-e of three dollars
for the best joke submitted each
month. In the event that two people
send in the sane joke so as to tie for
the pri.c, then the start of three dollars
in cash will be paid to each one.

PROF:

"Why

are you standing
before the mirror
with your eyes
closed "
GIRL STUDENT:

"To see how I
look when I'm
asleep."
Wilbur
Gager.

-

WE

NOT THEIR DIET!
"Tommy can
you tell me why it was that the lions didn't
eat Daniel ?"
TOMMY : "Cause most of him was grit
and the rest backbone !" -Henry A. Courtney.
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER:

AN IMPROVEMENT ON RADIO
"You should come over to our house, Ed.
Our new howler runs without batteries,
neither has it aerial or ground. The mere
point of a pin will start it. If you want to
hear howly music some night, bring your
w if e."

I will. But where
"Wonderful .
do you get a radio of that sort ?"
"Radio be d
It's a boy. "
Leo

l'atderheyden.

-!

A DIZZY JOB
FIRST RADIO
FAN : "Come on

2

and tune in this
set."
SECOND DITTO:

musical scale."

"Can't. I'm too
dizzy from reading a circular
letter." -Clif ton
Ask, Lanesboro,
Minn.

"Musical scale ?"
F A T II E R
"Yes, you begin
with dough, and
you end with
Booth
dough."

Perhaps the reason why radio listeners in
the United States have difficulty in hearing
the principal broadcast station in London,
England, is because it is 2 L. O. (too low).

DOUGH! DOUGH!

FATHER

"Your talk is
just like t h e

DAUGIITER:

Mooney.

-

HELLO!

-II "ebb

Buckley.

AMATEUR

5CIEPICE

ME LEARNS

A LESSON IN SCIENCE
DAY
EVERY

-J.

t.E55ON

NO.

of

I

GOOD CONDUCTORS
ARE VERY
THE OTHER PSDESTOS ARE "OCR NI D
TNERLEASOn
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JDTCCS
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LATEST PATE

t! 0
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uir e e 6
i,iRAoR
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WHIP MOTOR

TRANSOM LOCK

EXTINGUISHES FILM FIRE

,.du,.

Issued to Jos. S. Hayworth. A
useful improvement in door -fittings, which is designed to cause
the transom to be firmly locked
against entry when it is closed,
and to be automatically released
when it is desired to be opened.
AMUSING TOY

No. 1,587,665 issued to Fritz P.
Mansbendel. This patent covers
an improvement on a very interesting but little known machine.
It is an alternating current motor operating on the principle of
the whip top. The power developed is much greater than that
of the usual type of small motor.

TRANSPOSITION CHART

i':
ï

:

r

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOUND
RECORDER

No. 1.589,514 issued to Walter
S. Josephson. Practically all the
destructive fires in motion -picture theatres occur as the result
of the ignition of highly inflammable celluloid film contained in
the projector magazines. In this
case a fire extinguisher containing a non -combustible gas at
high pressure is attached to the
magazine so that it may release
the gas. thus extinguishing the
fire at the first sign of danger.
STORAGE BATTERY

IMPROVEMENT

No. 1,601,983 issued to Edward
S. Savage. Flexible cords run-

ning through the blocks forming
this toy permit amusing gyrations to be performed. The toy
is operated as seen above.
MILK BOTTLE PROTECTOR

t

I'.

I?tq Ì
1LII.0
--R

No. 1,588,608 issued to Rene Oppenheim. An improvement in
storage battery design, in which
the electrodes are suspended in a

No. 1,588,884 issued to Russel
Hart. 'A method of recording
sound upon a motion picture film
which employs the well -known
principle of the manometric
flame. The flame is controlled
by the sound waves, and its
image is recorded at the edge of
a standard cinema film. The reproducing device is essentially
similar, using the light -sensitive
cell to change the record back
into sound -waves.
COMPLETE

VANITY

CASE

solution of ammonium chloride
in porous cups.
SELF CLEANING RAKE

No. 1,692,204 issued to Aime
Pollefeyt. Arrangers are constantly faced with difficulty in

making orchestrations, arising
from the fact that practically
every instrument requires music
written in a different key. This
device is designed to eliminate
much of the labor involved by
providing a direct reading method of transposition. The chart
may be adjusted to transpose
from any key into any other.
The device should also be useful
in arranging vocal scores, where
different parts must be combined.

No. 1,601,888 issued to Americo
Sico. This patent covers a protective envelope, made of sponge
rubber, which is to be used as a

cover for baby's milk bottle. The
sponge rubber is very resilient
and should prevent breakage
due to the bottle dropping to the
floor. The same principle may
be applied to any other type of
glass container.

NOTICE TO READERS. The above illustrated and described devices
have recently been issued patent protection but are not as yet to our
knowledge available on the market. We regret to advise that it is impossible to supply the names and addresses of inventors of the above devices to any of our readers. The only records available, and they are at

No. 1,595,556 issued to Edmond
Laurencelle. A simple and extremely ingenious attachment
for the usual garden rake, which
makes it possible to remove debris adhering thereto by reversing the teeth and pressing the
back of the rake to the ground.

No. 1,600,830 issued to Florence
N. Lewis. Vanity cases seem to
be approaching more and more
the size and completeness of professional make -up boxes. This
one contains a space for everything, but is still small enough
to be easily portable.
The

swinging drawer arrangement
permits a large variety of contents without causing them to be
badly mixed together. A mirror
is of course provided. also a
space for change. stamps. etc.

the Patent Office at Washington, D. C., give only the addresses of the
inventors at the time of application for a patent. Many months have
elapsed since that time, and those records are necessarily inaccurate.
Therefore, kindly do not request such information.
-EDITOR.
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THE ORACLE
atThe "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific students. Questions
will be answered here for the benefit of all but only matter of sufficient interest will be published. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1.
Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten
or else written in ink ; no penciled matter considered.

Questions
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets.
addressed to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
of
50
cents is
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge
made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work
or intricate calculations, a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will
be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.
with the water. Ten parts of kitchen salt are
then added, and the whole mass passed through
the sieve. This product may be utilized for the
preparation of photographic films or for those used
for cinematographs, or for replacing hard caoutchouc for the insulation of electric conductors, and
for the preparation of plastic objects.

TYPES OF REAR AXLES

Science and

(2143) Q. 1. Mr. Edward Tyson, Birmingham.
Ala., asks us to differentiate between the types of
automobile rear axles.

Invention

CORRESPONDENT
REPORTER'S
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1
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ORDER to present to the public the

very latest scientific details, SCIENCE AND
maintains a large staff of field
reporters. Any one of our readers is eligible
to join this staff and, upon request, a reporter's card will be forwarded, together
with complete instructions for gathering
material. The reporter's card is illustrated
above, and its use will gain admittance
to many places that would otherwise be
closed to the ordinary person. You need not
have any special ability to obtain one of
these cards other than a desire to help
others to gain knowledge.
Address Field Editor, SCIENCE AND ININVENTION

THREE QUARTER FLOATING-

THE MAKING OF MAGNETS
(2147) Q. 1. Everett Robertson, Tucson, Arizona, asks how magnets are made.
A. 1. To answer this question intelligently,
it is necessary to take tip something of the theory
of magnetism. The facts of magnetism are most
easily accounted for by assuming two things:
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Submitted manuscripts cannot be returned
unless accompanied by postage.

- FULL
FLOATING
The three most -used types of rear axle design
used in motor car construction are illustrated in
these three cross-sections.
A. 1. Referring to the accompanying descriptions, you will see the three common types
The difference beof rear axles illustrated.
tween the "full- floating," "semi-floating," and
"Three-quarter floating" axle is given by The
Timken- Detroit Axle Co., as follows:
In the "full- floating" type of axle, all the bending stress due to static force and skidding force
is carried by the housing. The driving shafts turn
freely within the housing and bear only the "torque" or stress of turning the wheels. The shafts
are said to "float" within the housing. The
axle is not a full- floating type if the wheel is
keyed to the shaft.
In the full -floating axle the shafts can be more
easily removed for repairs. This is an advantage.
It is necessary to make the full -floating somewhat
heavier than the fixed -hub type for the same
capacity.
In the "semi- floating" type, more properly called
the "fixed -hub' type, the driving shafts turn freely within the housing. At their outer ends they are
fixed in the hubs of the wheels and carry the
bending stresses as well as the torque. The hub
of the wheel is fitted to the shaft with Woodruff
keys and a nut which serve to secure the wheel to
the shaft. The hub cap is merely a protection
to the end of the hub.
In the "three- quarter floating" type or, better,
the "flanged-shaft" type, the housing extends into
the hubs of the wheels as in the `full- floating"
type, but the ends of the driving shafts are connected rigidly by flanges with the wheels so that
the shafts take almost all the bending stresses
and all the torque. In the flanged-shaft axle, especially when only one hearing is used under the
center of the wheel, the stresses are quite similar to those in the fixed -hub type.

ARC WELDING TRANSFORMER
(2144) Q. I. W. D. Bohon, Rupert, Idaho,
asks for data on the standard type of arc welding
transformer and on the best type of torch to use

with the transformer,
A. 1. The data for the construction of an arc
The core
welding transformer is as follows:
is built up of strips of siliçon steel, .014 inches
thick into the form of a rectangular frame, 15
inches long by 7r/, inches wide in outside dimensions. The legs are to be 2 inches square. The

primary is wound with 13% pounds or 344 turns
of No. 10 D.C.C. wire.
The secondary consists
of 31 turns of No 0 D.C.C. wire. Carbon electrodes
are to be used with this transformer.

FINDING BURIED TREASURE
(2145) Q. 1. Bill Cothrum, Dallas, Texas,
asks if we know of any system of locating buried
metals by electricity or radio.
A. 1. In our issue of March, 1926, we described all the common methods used for the purpose you specify in your question. More or less
success has been obtained in the location of ore
bodies by these methods, but the detection of buried
treasure is very much like looking for a needle
in the haystack, as the old saying has it.
In
our issue for August, 1921, the Hughes Induction
Balance is described. Both of these issues may
interest you.

UNINFLAMMABLE CELLULOID
(2146) Q.

1.

Mr.

Jos.

Leland,

Wilmington,

Ohio. desires a method for the preparation of un-

inflammable celluloid.
A. 1. The operation of this process as preIn a receiver
scribed by Woodward is the following
of glass or porcelain, liquefied fish glue and gum
arabic are introduced and allowed to swell for 24
hours in a very dry position, allowing the air to
circulate freely. The receiver is not covered. Afterwards it is heated on a water bath, and the contents
stirred (for example, by means of a porcelain
spatula) until the gum is completely liquefied.
The heating of the mass should not exceed 77 °F.
Then the gelatin is added in such a way that there
are no solid pieces.
The receiver is removed
from the water bath and colza oil added, while
agitating anew. When the mixture is complete
it is left to repose for 24 hours. Before cooling,
the mixture is passed through a sieve in order
to retain the pieces which may not have been dissolved. After swelling, and the dissolution and
purification by means of the sieve, it is allowed
to rest still in the same position, with access of
air. The films formed while cooling may be removed.
The treatment of celluloid necessitates
employing a solution completely colorless and
clear.. The celluloid to he treated while it is still
in the pasty state should be in a receiver of glass,
porcelain, nr similar material. The mass containing the fish glue is poured in, drop by drop, while
stirring carefully, taking care to pour it in the
middle of the celluloid and to increase the surface
of contact.
When the mixture is complete, the
celluloid is ready to be employed and does not
produce flame when ignited. The solution of fish
glue may be prepared by dissolving in 200 parts of
cold distilled water. It is then passed through
the sieve, and the pieces which may remain are
broken up, in order to mingle them thoroughly
:
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When steel is magnetized, the molecules, which

are normally disarranged and scattered throughout the substance, are caused to "line up."

First, every molecule of a magnetic substance is
itself a magnet; second, in an unmagnetized substance, these molecular magnets are pointing in
many directions on account of the mutual attraction between their poles (Fig. A.)
When the
north pole of a magnet is brought near a piece of
iron, the molecules swing around, so that their
south poles are pointing toward the north pole of
the magnet. Magnetizing a body, then, consists
in turning the molecular magnets so that similar
poles all point in the same direction and remain
(Fig. B.) At one end of a magnet, north
so.

molecular poles will make the outside layer, and
this will be a north pole ; at the other end, there
will be a south pole for a corresponding reason.
Throughout the body of the magnet, the attraction
for each other between these unlike molecular
poles, tends to neutralize the magnetism; in the
center portions of the bar it practically is not
noticeable. All magnets are made by induction.
Two different methods of induction are illustrated
Rubbing the N pole
in following experiments.
of a magnet along a steel bar brings the magnetizing force so close to the molecules in the bar
that these molecules turn their S poles in one
direction to face the moving N pole of the
magnet (Fig. C.) Thus these molecules are left
so that the end of the bar last touched by the
magnet pole will be a pole opposite in sign to the
This method, while simple,
magnetizing pole.
does not make very strong magnets. The best
way of making a magnet is to use an electric
current. The steel to he magnetized is placed within a coil of insulated wire and an electric current is
passed through the coil. Tapping the steel while
the current is passing, aids the molecules to rearrange themselves and results in a stronger magnet. A powerful electromagnet can also be employed. This is the method used in making magnets
commercially.
-

DAMP -PROOFING HOUSE

(2148) Q. I. Thos. C. Henry of Henderson,
Ky., would like to know a good, cheap filling to
check drafts and keep out dampness in waintscoting his new home.
damp -proofing of walls
A. 1. Concerning
which are to he wainscoted, would say that about
is
to use tar paper over the
do
to
thing
only
the
studding first, and to follow this with newspaper.
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THE MAN WHO

MYSTIFIED

Pres. Coolidge
Prince of Wales. Ex- President
Harding, Taft, Roosevelt,

and other celebrities
Writes Exclusively for
SCIENCE FIND INVENTION
NO.

Chinese Lantern
CHINESE
LANTERN
I

RUBBER BAG

45

OF A SERIES

Sawed and Restored Match Box

folded Chinese lantern is
filled with water after being
opened. T h e
magician then
plunges his
hand into the
interior of the
and

POCKET

A

lantern

ELASTIC BANDS

=

withdraws large
quantities o f
silks, pours out
the water and

f

collapses .t h e

jiá 4LOAD

lantern.

It is. apparent from the drawings above
that the telescopic Chinese lantern contains
a rubber bag affixed to half of the lantern
and extending halfway across the top. This
serves as the container for the water.

This is an excellent pocket

PIECE OF trick. The perCARD FITS former apparINTO CARD ently saws a
POCKET

match box in
half with a
playing card.
Upon removing
t h e playing
card, the match
box is found
whole. The
match box is
unprepared, but
the card is not
innocent.

It will be observed that the playing card
is really made of two cards, partially glued
together and so arranged that a pocket is
formed between them. Another piece of
card fits into the pocket thus formed.

Dunninger will Attempt
To Hypnotiçc-Patienr,

10 Miles Away.

by Radio

Improved Swallowing Wand
The necessity
of holding the
hand over the
nickel - plated
tip of the wand
while performing the swallowing wand
kindred
a n d

stunts is eliminated by the
use of this type
of construction

BLACK PAPER

PLATED

TUBE

PLATED

TIP

TIP

a_

which uses
sliding
black
SLIDES INTO
tube.
PERFORMERS SLEEVE

The first movement of pushing the wand
through a spectator's back consists in sliding
the black paper tube over the plated tip.
From this point only one hand need be used.

Science
Dunninger Versus
nut supernatural, and yet he presents things
audience

the Master Mind of Modern Mystery,
he is termed, is known to thousands of our readers
as
DUNNINGER,
throughout the nation. Dunninger has for years been
,:nr chief; magical authority, and Chairman of our Scientific
Investigation Committee on Spiritualism. He is perhaps the
best known society entertainer in the world, and has mystified hundreds of prominent persons.
Dunninger presents an offering in so- called mind -reading,
ill which he offers a reward of $10,000.00 to anyone who can
prove that he employs assistants or confederates in his work,
in any manner or fashion. The editor is frank to admit that
he attended one of Dunninger's recent performances, with a
view toward discovering the modus operandi employed in
Dunninger's work, possibly to collect the $10,000.00 offered.
The writer has failed in both attempts. Dunninger tells his

he is

that are little short of miraculous. At least there seems no
scientific explanation for his work. I viewed his act at the
B. F. Keith theatre, Boston, one of the theatres in which
he was recently a headliner. Ushers legitimately connected
with the theatre, passed small slips of paper among the audience. The spectators were requested to write names and
questions upon these slips, which they retained in their possession. They were positively not collected. Dunninger,
seated upon the stage, in full and brilliant light, called out
aloud dozens of these names, many of the questions, called
telephone numbers correctly, told people the day, month, and
year of their birth, and yet we know there is no such thing
and what is more, he admits it
as the supernatural
We cannot say, and he will not
. yet, how does he do it?
tell. -The Editor.

...

A Temple Buddha Mystery
MIDGET INSIDE
OF FIGURE
ANSWERS
QUESTIONS

J

FLEXIBLE SWORDS
PASS AROUND BODY
OF FIGURE THROUGH
TUBES

TUBES FASTENED
TO FIGURE

TUBE

Here is an original illusion. inexpensive to construct and mystifying to the
extreme. An East Indian Buddha is seen sitting on a platform. The figure
on the magician's command sings, whistles. speaks and answers whatever
question the wizard asks. In order to illustrate that the figure is simply
mechanical, the wonder worker proceeds to run a number of sharp edged
swords through the body of the Buddha. One of these passes through the

neck, two through the chest. one through each leg and one through the
stomach. In spite of these the automaton continues his conversation. The
secret lies in the fact that a small midget is concealed in the figure which is
made of metal. The figure has a mechanical moving face, operated from
strings on the inside, similar to that of the ventriloquial figures. Tubes leading around the body, legs and neck permit the swords to pass.
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Dr. Harlan Tarbell
Master of Maorr

who han my'tifiednmméin
soith his marvelous magic

Astonish Your Friends
center
Gain the magnetic popularity that makes you the
the
of any crowd. Business and social success is assured big
man who can perform mystifying tricks.You can earn
being
money on the side or as a professional, as well asothers'
the most popular person in your crowd. Why envy
skill? You can learn Magic yourself, quickly and easily.

The First
and Only

Course

in Magic
ever offered to the

public teaching
Real Processional

MAGIC

Earn $250 to S1000 a Month
even sleight of hand, generally supposed to require long practice, is NOW
made simple to learn. For Dr. Harlan
Tarbell, one of the really Great Magicians, has finally opened up the secrets
of his profession in a completely illustrated course offered at a merely nominal cost. Through the wonderful Tar-

bell system you will be able to mystify

and entertain your friends. After that
Dr. Harlan Tarbell takes you through
the entire maze of sleight of hand,card
tricks and elaborate state divertisements. The apparently superhuman
doings of the accomplished magician
becomes as simple as ABC.

Great Special Offer!
Clubs, Lodges,
There is a tremendous demand for magic entertainment.
man who knows
the
to
fees
high
will
pay
-all
affairs
Social
and
Charity
as $250 for a half hour's
Magic. Dr. Harlan Tarbell really gets as high make
money aside from
work right now. Opportunity everywhereit to
asset. Find
your regular occupation. Salesman find a tremendous
to learn Magic. Learn
out all about this unprecedented opportunity
Offer we are making
about the great Special Price and Easy Payment
details without
Now, for a limited time only. The coupon brings full

any obligation. Mail it TODAY.

n
Tarbell System, Inc.,

Studio 14 -29
1920 Sunnyside Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Mail This Coupon NOW!
-29
Tarbell System, Inc., Studio 14
Illinois

1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago,
send me your free
Gentlemen: Without any obligation
wonderful
literature and information all abouttellyour
me about your
SpecialrPrice Offercand
great
NOW for limited time only.

Name
Address
Age
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Free Cathode Rays

Thousands Use These
Ingenious

By G. C. B. ROWE

(Continued fron rage 691)

Aviation
Brings Quick
Success

TO young men of daring no other
field of work offers such a fascination, such high pay, nor such opportunities for quick success as the field of
Aviation. As yet, aviation is practically
in its infancy. But now is the time to
get in.

Amazing Opportunities
in Airplane Industries

In the automobile industry and in the moving
picture business hundreds of men got rich by
getting in at the start. They made their success
before others woke up. Today, these lines offer
no greater optportunities than a hundred and one
others. BUT AVIATION IS NEW. Get in while
the opportunities are big. All over the country
there will be a clamor for trained men. It will not
be a question of pay but of getting capable men.

Become an Aviation Expert
$50 to $100 per Week
The study of aviation is almost as fascinating
as the actual work. Every lesson is full of in.
terest. That is why it is easy to learn aviation.
You do not have to make yourself study-it is
like reading an interesting book that tells you
things you have always wanted to know. Only
one hour each evening will give you the basic
training in a surprisingly short time.
One student, S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says:
"Your lessons are like a romance, and what
is more, after one reading, the student gets
a thorough understanding. One never tires of
reading them." James
Powers, Pa., another
student, says, "I am inPrepare Now for One
deed surprised that
such a valuable course
of These Positions
can be had from such
Aeronautical Instructor
practical men for so
$60 to $150 per week
little cost."
Aeronautical Engineer

Fascinating
-DaringBig Paying
$100 to $300 per week
Aeronautical Contractor
Enormous profits
Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Mechanician
$40 to $60 per week

Aeroplane Inspector
$50 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Salesman
$5000 per year and up
Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

Personal
Instruction

things that are essential in everyday practice. Each lesson is
easy to read and understand.

Get Big FREE Book -Now
Send coupon below for New Book, just out, "Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." It is in.
teresting and instructive. It will show you many
things you never knew before about aviation.
We have but a limited supply of these books
send the coupon before they are all gone.

-

American School of Aviation
1429

Chicago, Ili.

American School of Aviation
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept,

1429

Chicago, Ill.

Without any obligation, send me your Free Book,
Opportunities in the Airplane Industry', also information about your course in Practical Aeronautics.
Name
Street.

City
11.

State

1

$5,000
for

-z

Perpetual Motion
When SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine was still in its infancy, the editors
denied the possibility of constructing a perpetual motion machine using those forces of
nature as we now know them.
Since that time the editors have received
thousands of different designs for perpetual
motion devices, and have received hundreds
of circular letters soliciting finances for the
building of perpetual motion machines.
The editors know that if they receive these
letters, there are thousands of others in this
country who get similar letters and who fall
for the claims made in the numerous prospectuses giving the earning capacities of the
various machines.
Most of the shares of stock for these perpetual motion machines are being sold at a
rate of $1.00 per share, although some inventors are trying to sell shares of stock at
$100.00 per share.
Therefore the editors of this publication
say, "Just come in and show us- merely
SHOW us
working model of a perpetual
motion machine and we will give you $5,000.00. But the machine must not be made to
operate by tides, winds, waterpower, natural
evaporation or humidity. It must be perpetual motion."

Here's a marvel of Engineering design
practical miniature transmitter, used by
thousands of radio fans and experimenters
for amplification purposes.
It is a most novel unit, having hundreds of
uses. Every amateur should have two or
three of these amplifiers in his laboratory.
A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS
R LÑÁNSMPÌSSION+
U

GRID LEAK-

scu.a

-AMPLIFIEn-

-RADIO AMPLI FIER-

-a

APÚ
M
FICATION-

A..

by Experienced Men
Men who have had actual experience give
you personal attention
They select the lessons,
lectures, blueprints and
bulletins. They tell you

3601 Michigan Ave.. Dent.

TRANSMITTER
UNITS

heats the filament in the cup -shaped cathode,
C. The long tube on the right in which there
is an enlargement, is of copper and goes
just up to the window, W, as seen in Fig.
5B. This tube serves as a shield to prevent
the electrons from striking the glass walls
of the anode arm.
The construction of the window is extremely interesting, as it is here that the
majority of the difficulties have been encountered. The window itself, i.e., the foil
used, must be strong enough to withstand
the 15 pounds per square inch pressure of
the atmosphere ; the smaller the atomic number of the window material, the less will
be the hindrance offered to the electrons in

their passage through the foil also it must
be possible to make a vacuum -tight joint
between it and the glass. The metal which
most nearly met all these requirements was
;

nickel. A sheet of this 0.0005 of an inch
thick and about 3 inches in diameter, was
soldered to a ring of invar, which is an alloy
of nickel and steel. Invar was used, because it has approximately the same coefficient of expansion as glass and therefore will expand and contract with the glass
of the vacuum tube as it becomes hot and
cold. Behind this ring of invar is a honeycomb screen of molybdenum. to support the
foil against the atmospheric pressure.
It is necessary to have as high a vacuum
within the tube as possible and three vacuum
pumps in series are used to exhaust it. From
a close inspection of the end of the tube in
Fig. 7 the foil window may be seen to be
pressed so tightly against the molybdenum
honeycomb that there are indentations in the
foil. This is entirely due to the pressure
of the air outside the tube and the very
high vacuum within it.
To eliminate from the tube any gases
that might remain in the metal parts of the
tube during exhaustion and subsequently escape when the tube is in operation, there is
(Continued of page 730)

-
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..

BALDWIN

DETECTOR -

RHONE AMPLIFIER-

With each unit is mailed an eight -page instruction pamphlet containing suggestions for innumerable uses.
Our supply is limited; avoid disappointment by
ordering today. The coupon below is for your
special convenience.

SPECIALLY PRICED
While they last
Q=
1

(or Two for $1.75)

- pt.P

per unit

THE PRESS GUILD.
66 -S West Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Enclosed find 95c/$1.75 for which
one /two amplifler units as advertised. send me postpaid
Name

Address
City, State

=.=======
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Student Receives 25O

Fars Few Cartoons"
THE Washington School of Cartooning

quickly prepares you for the highly
paid field of cartooning. And when we say
"highly paid" we mean just that! Facts
are facts. Money talks. And here's proof !
Just read this "straight from the shoulder'
letter.
"The enclosed cartoons," says O. A. Pokrandt, a Wisconsin student, "are samples of
my progress in drawing. I have received $250
for these and the enclosed letter will show
that I have a ready market for my work
in the future. The making of cartoons has
been one round of pleasure and enjoyment as
well as profitable to me."

Cartooning Pays Big
There's no more attractive or highly paid
profession today than Cartooning. Millions
of dollars are spent every year on cartoons.
Capable cartoonists earn from $50 to $250 a
week. And now you, too. can learn to draw
side -splitting comedies -right at home in
spare time through this method that has already been tested and proved by many
Washington School Graduates. No talent or
training needed. No drudgery. And in
very short time you should he ready for onea
of these pleasant, big -money cartoonist's jobs!

Send For FREE Book
A new hanflsonu ly illustrated hook has

just

been printed. which gives all the most
to -date information on the thousands of up-

derful opportunities in Commercial Art.wonshows how this startling method easily and
enables you to enter this field. It tells all about
our students -their success-what they say
-actual reproductions of their work -how
they made quick profits while studying.
attractive book will be sent without costThis
or
obligation. Send for it. Mail coupon NOW.
Washington School of Cartooning, Room
2612 -D, 113 -15th St., N. W., Washington
D. C.

Washington School of Cartooning,
Room 2612 -D, 113 -15th St., N. W., Washington,
D.C.
Please send me without obligation, you- illustrated
FREE BOOKLET on Cartooning.
Name
(Write Name Plainly) State whether Mr. Miss
or Mrs

Address
.City
If under

16

years. please state age.

a calcium "getter" tube attached to the
cathode arm of the tube. When any gas
such as oxygen is detected in the main tube,
the filament of the "getter" tube is lighted
and chemical combination takes place in the
smaller tube between the calcium and the
gas, thus removing the gas from the main
tube.
The electrons are generated at the cup shaped cathode and as the end of the copper
tube is at the same positive potential as the
window is, the electrons gain their tremendous velocity (about 0.8 that of light, or
approximately 150,000 miles per second) in
the short space between the cathode and the
end of the copper tube, this space being about
one inch. From this point on, the electrons
continue with undiminished velocity, until
they reach the window. Most of them pass
through the window and at a voltage of 350,000 are hurled through the air more than
two fret beyond the end of the tube.
The bombardment of the air in front of
the window, by the escaping electrons, produces a beautiful purple glow. Due to the
collisions of the electrons with the atoms
of the air the electrons are scattered and
the beam spreads out and bends around until
it extends perhaps half as far behind the
window as it does in front. This bending
of the ray is not clearly shown in Fig. 4,
but some idea of the scattering effect may
be seen.
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EFFECTS OF THE CATHODE RAY
Although as yet there have been found no
practical applications for these rays that
come through the end of the generating tube,
there have been some most interesting results obtaind from the experiments which
are being conducted.
Before the advent of the Lenard tube, it
had been impossible to ascertain the effect
of cathode rays on different substances without considerable trouble, due to the fact that
whatever was to be studied had to be sealed
within the tube. Now thanks to the fact
that the rays can be brought out through the
window, a vast number of experiments can
be performed, with no more trouble than
placing the substance in the path which the
rays follow at the end of the tube.
A few interesting experiments will now
be described.
It is a well -known fact that under cathode
ray bombardment, lime becomes luminous
and glows with a bright orange color, the
glow ceasing immediately when the bombardment stops.
Use is made of this property of lime in
an experiment to show the range of the
cathode rays in the air in front of the window. A block of lime is moved back and
forth in the path of the rays until the point
is found at which the orange glow just begins. The distance from this point to the
window may be taken as a measure of the
range of the electrons at the particular voltage at which the tube is being operated.
Previous experimenters have shown that,
while lime is luminous only while it is being
rayed, calcite (Iceland spar, noted chiefly for
(Continued on page 740)
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Patent
dvice:
Edited By
Joseph H. Kraus

Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to anyone trend for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed instructions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
;registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inventions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Conception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,
post
card will do.

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors
and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases. Regular
inquiries
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publishedaddressed to "Patent Advice" cannot
here
for
the
benefit of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not
to divulge all details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made
for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side
of sheet
be written on.
NOTE:-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to should
it
that
your name and address are
upon the letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to
us
because
either the name of
the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

-a

LANCASTER

FOUR ELECTRODE VACUUM TUBES
(978) Thos. Denike, Caldwell, N. J., has submitted idea for a fourth electrode in a vacuum
tube and reasons that the tube should work more
satisfactorily with the fourth electrode inserted.
He asks whether he should secure a patent on the
idea or continue his experiments along that line.
A. After having considered your proposed type
of electron tube very carefully, we have arrived
at the opinion that we do not believe that such a
tube presents any advantages over the present
type. It is more complicated in construction and
obviously would have to sell at a higher price
than the present -day tubes. Furthermore, we do
not see any reason why the introduction of the
fourth electrode in the position you mention and
for the purpose you design it should increase the
efficiency of the tube. We do not believe that it
would pay you to prosecute this idea as we are
very much of the opinion that you could never
make a commercial success of it. As witness to
this fact, note the Solodyne tube which was recently placed on the market and given quite some
publicity. In a short space of time, the manufacturers had to go out of business as they could
not compete with the standard three- electrode tube
which is on the market today.

& ALLWINE

Registered Patent Attorneys in U.S. and
Canada
255 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D.
C.
`-Originators of form Evideooe of Conception"

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, experienc-

ed, efficient service for his prompt, legal protection and the development of

his proposition.
Send sketch, or model and descrip.
tion, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur.
nished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to probable patentability before they go to
any expense.

GASOLINE TURBINE

Booklet of valuable information and
for properly disclosing your idea, freoform
on
request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen

Building,

41V Park Row.

Washington,

D.

C.

New York City

INVENTORS
a-n before applying for Patents.
gives those facts; sent free.

:, 11.e

rube derive larg-

est profits know
and heed certain
simple but vital
Our book Patent-

Write

LACEY & LACEY
644 F

STREET,

WASHINGTON. D.

Established 1869

C.

(979) Irven Culver, Riverside. Calif.. submits
an idea for a gasoline turbine having a rotor eccentrically located. said rotor being provided with
a series of sliding baffle plates.
At the position
of maximum compression an explosion is to take
place between two adjacent baffle plates and the
compressed gases are to drive the rotor around.
A. We do not see that your idea for a gas
turbine is practical at all. and we even doubt that
you can secure a patent on the system.
The method for compressing gas and also for
causing the explosions to occur on the far side of
the rotor or in other words under full compression
has been employed before. The difficulty of all
mechanisms of this nature is that the valves slide,
as they enter the center shaft or rotor and the
slide is rarely. if ever, gas- tight. The mechanism
carbonizes easily and does not give a full -power

stroke.

You must also remember that when gas explodes, it acts quickly in all directions. Consequently, there is no reason why your system
should move, because the force exerted by the
gas will act against the casing as well as against
the center drum, and also against both sides of
the moving vanes or valves.
We do not advise applying for a patent on the
idea.

INVENTORS

PROTECT
YOUR IDEAS

Send for our Guide Book, HOW TO GET A PATENT, and Evidence of Invention Blank, sent Free on request. Tells our terms, methods, etc. Send
model or sketch and description of
your invention for INSPECTION and

------- - - - - --

Name

Street
City

-,r

INSTRUCTIONS
REASONABLE.
ENCES.

FREE.
BEST

TERMS

REFER-

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept.
172,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

(980)

PUNCTURE -PROOF TIRE

Conn., asksforpatent
E
a
advice k on a punctusrere-proof
prr000f
tire the nature of which is not described.
There are a great many puncture -proof
on
the market, and we would suggest that youtires
secure
a complete group of patents on
this
same
subject
from the Patent Office at Washington. These
patents will cost you 10c each.
There are puncture -proof
using air; there
are others containing balls tires
of
rubber; still
Mlles which are tilled with rubbersoft
sponge or other
composition, and another group which
contains a
rubber cement in the center, so that when
punctured the tire becomes self -repairing.
We do not suggest a patent on a puncture -proof
tire unless it will give the identical riding qualities
oproof
the air tire and unless it is absolutely puncture
f.

REMOVABLE RING STONES

(981) Geo. B. Hess, Jr., North Lake, Wis.,
requests our opinion
of a ring with reprovable
stones and also a cakeless salt shaker,
the top of
which is to close automatically.
A. The same objections that apply
for removable stones for tie -pins apply also
for finger
rings. Furthermore, in the case of rings,
the
stones would he subjected to a much greater
tion and amounts of mechanical movements vibrathan
would be found in a tie -pin. Therefore,
the lock for holding the gems in position wasunless
very
strongly constructed, frequent losses would occur.
We are of the opinion that such
device is not
to be desired and would therefore anot
advise you
to attempt to prosecute the same.
It is all very well to say that a salt shaker
with a closing top will keep the salt front caking,
but it is quite another matter to design
closure that will be practical in all ways.suchYoua
have not explained how the salt shaker top is
to
be closed and therefore we cannot
advise you
more fully.

DINNER PAIL

(982) Chas. Coleman, Jr., Mildred, Pa.,
has
designed a dinner pail and requests
A. We do not see anything at all advice.
new in your
proposed combination dinner pail. However,
you
do not give any details on the construction
compartment for containing liquids. This of the
compartment would have to be tightly sealed in order
to prevent the liquids from leaking
However.
the basic principle of your. whole out.
idea is so old
that we pre sure a patent on the same
would be
of no value.

TIMING EXHAUST VALVES

(983) H. Skan, San Pedro, Calif., submits an
idea for tinting the exhaust valves
of a gasoline
engine and requests information on its
patentabil-

ity.

A. We certainly do not believe. that your
proposed automobile device should be patented.
are very much of the opinion that it would We
be at all practical and that if ever adopted, not
it
would cause more trouble than it would ever be
worth. A system of this nature would be proue
to every trouble that is ever found in any mechanical device and probably would have a few
that
would be peculiar to itself.
Furthermore, we do not believe that the advantages you mention in your letter would be of sufficient value to overcome the complicated mechanism
that would naturaliy have to be used for a system
of this nature. Also, the retarding or advancing
of the action of the exhaust valve would undoubtedly have a detrimental effect upon those
valves which would not be at all desirable.
It is our frank opinion that you should certainly
not attempt to proceed further with this system
as we do not consider it at all practical.
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MY PATENT
LAW OFFICES

At the left is a
view of my draft
n g and specification
offices where a large
staff of experienced experts are in my constant employ. All drawings and specifications are prepared under
my personal supervision.
i
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If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article
for an improvement on an old one,
you should communicate with a competent Registered Patentor Attorney
thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. AT ONCE. Every year
applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea (even Frequently two or more
though the inventors may
live in different sections of the country and be entirely unknown
to one another). In such a
case, the burden of proof rests upon the last application filed.
ing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So loseDelays of even a few days in filno time. Get in touch with me
at once by mailing the coupon below.

No Charge for Information
on How to Proceed

The booklet shown here contains valuable information relating to patent proceedure that every inventor should have:
And with it I will. also send you my "Record of Invention"
form, on which you can sketch your idea and establish its
date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send you the
booklet, and the "Record of Invention" form, together with
detailed information on how to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose a minute's time. The
coupon will bring you complete information entirely without charge or obligation.

Prompt Careful
Efficient Service

This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time
and attention to patent and trademark cases. Our offices
are directly across the street from the U. S. Patent Office.
We understand the technicalities of patent law. We know the
rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can proceed
in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an application for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been
built on the strength of careful. efficient. satisfactory service
to inventors and trademark owners located in every state in
he Union.
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Attorney
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Confidence
All communications, sketches, drawings, etc.,
are held in strictest confidence in strong, steel,
fireproof files, which are accessible only to
authorized members of my staff. Feel free to
write me fully and frankly. Your case will
have my personal attention. It is probable
that I can help you. Highest references. But
FIRST -clip the coupon and get my free
book.' Do THAT right now.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN

Registered Patent Attorney,
53 -R Security Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain a Patent,"
and your "Record of Invention' form without any cost
or obligation on my part.
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Copyrights
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Dimension
Into the Fourth
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PATENTS
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(Continued frone page 697)
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FOREIGN PATENTS

The whole seen

which I must play a part.
and thought of in terms of my own world.
And I realized that I -to these others of this
other realm-must have seemed a stranger.
but not so very strange. Thought of by
them in their own terms -each of us upon
a common ground, an equality of material
state, to visualize the other in terms of ourselves.
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struggle was wholly past she was
smiling, relieved, and upon her face
there was solicitude for us. "You are not
injured? At rest-now ?"
"Yes," said Will. "It is over." His hand
touched Bee affectionately. "The strangeness will soon be .gone, I think. You all
right, Rob ?"
;
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The people we passed did not heed us; the
globes, from whatever angle we viewed them.
were circular, seemingly flat, but always flat in
the unseen dimensions. We passed close to one.
It appeared solid. It had no apertures -no
doors nor windows. A man went by us-a
shape in the guise of a man; and he entered the
globe by passing through it. It yielded to his
passage; its substance closed after him, opaque,
sleek, glistening as before.

Name

"Yes," I said. In truth every moment a
Address
rationality of being was coming to me. And
State
curiosity, of itself evidence of normality,
l' it y
made me ask, "Where are we going? What
are we going to do ?"
"Going with Ahla," said Will briefly."
Her people are friendly to us- deploring the
threatened invasion of our world."
I realized that he and Ahla at their first
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stability. But I could feel solidity beneath
me, and I was moving upon it.
We walked then, down the hill. There was
vegetation things, let me say, seemed
rooted within the ground. But they bent
from our advance as though with a knowledge and a fear that we might tread upon
them.
The scene was no longer empty. A rolling land, with what might have been a mountain range rising in the distance. All in
that half -light of seeming phosphorescence.
I noticed now that the familiar convexity of
earth was gone. The scene had a queer concavity to the limit of my vision it stretched
upward, as though we were upon the inner
surface of some vast hollow globe with the
concave darkness overhead coming down to
meet it. A hollow globe within which we
were standing; but it seemed of infinite
;

:

size.

Not far away now was that region which
first I thought was water. We passed over
partly through it. I felt the resistance
against me. Like water with no wetness
but to my sight it was a heavy fog lying upon the land. Its breath was oppressive; I
was glad when we were past it, emerging
again into the twilight with a city before us.
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thoughts.
"Our Big- city," she said.
Before us lay an area upon which was
spread a confusion of globes. Circular, yet
visually flat of depth. In size I found them
later to be, from the smallest some twice my
ruy-

own height, to others I would in rily own
world have said to be a hundred feet in
diameter. Opaque grey globes, of a material
unnameable. Of every size they lay seemingly strewn about ; and in places piled one
upon the other. All of grey color that
glistened with a sheen of iridescence.
The Big -city. Diminished by distance it
seemed indeed as though a thousand varying-sized soap- bubbles, smoke- filled. lav
piled together. And the whole flattened.
queerly unnatural like a picture with wrong
perspective.
The globes were scattered about ; but as
we approached I saw open spaces twisting
among them like tortuous streets. Horizontal
streets ; and vertical streets as well. Abruptly I realized that this realm was not cast
like my own upon a single plane.
On
earth we move chiefly in a world of two
dimensions -only in the air or water do we
have the freedom of three.
Here, the
vertical and the horizontal seemed no different.
Bee said, "The Big -city. Houses
Her
voice trailed away into wonderment. From
our presently nearer viewpoint, movement
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showed in the city ; beings -people like our
selves-moving about the streets. And soon
we were among the globes- within the city.
I say "soon." I can remember no conception of time, save in terms of the events
within my ken. How long it was from our
crossing the borderline until we reached
the city I do not know -we moved, walked
and entered the city. How far we walked
-that too I do not know.
The people we passed did not heed us;
the globes, from whatever angle we viewed
them, were circular, seemingly flat, but always flat in the unseen dimension. We
passed close to one. It appeared solid. It had
A
i10 apertures -no doors nor windows.
shape in the guise of a
man went by us
man ; and he entered the globe by passing
through it. It yielded to his passage ; its
substance closed after him, opaque, sleek,
glistening as before.
We stopped at a globe of larger size. Ahla
said, "I will leave you here. And when I
come back -we will go together to the meeting place. They are waiting for you."
Will nodded. "Very well, Ahla. How
long before you come ?"
Again she was puzzled. "How long?
Why I will come."
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She left us ; I did not see how or where
she went.
Will said, "Come on. This is our house
they have given us."
Together we passed through the side of
the globe. I felt almost nothing -as though
I had brushed against something, no more.I
Were the globes of a material solidity?
do not *know.
Within the globe was a hollow interior.
Call it a room. The same luminous twilight
illumined it. A room of circular concavity.
No walls, no ceiling ; it was all floor. We
walked upon it and though we had passed
us ; and
through it, nevertheless it sustainedthe
floor,
in every position beneath us seemed
above us the ceiling. A memory of the vanished gravity of our earth came to me. The
word-the conception-had no meaning here.
Yet we had weight; the substance upon
which we rested attracted us perhaps. I
cannot say.
We gazed around us. There were places
of rest -rectangles of a misty white into one
of which I found myself instinctively reclining as though with a need of physical quiet.
A sense of ease came to me ; but it was only
vaguely of the physical. I was indeed now
barely conscious of a body ; but of my mind
I was increasingly aware. I could be tired
in mind. I was, and I was resting.
Will and Bee were resting also. I saw
upon Bee's face that same queer, wistful
expression which had marked Ahla's; I
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saw her regarding me intently; and I answered her affectionate smile.
Will said, "The strangeness is leaving us.
I'm tired
wish I did not have to talk,
but I feel that I should."
He told us then what he had learned from
Ahla. This Big -city was the most populous
place of the realm. Ahla's parent
might
say her father, to make the term more
specific -was leader of the Big -city people.
One among them -one whom they called
Brutar-had found a way to get into the
Borderland. He had gone there-and I
think that it was he whom we termed the
first of the ghosts-whom we had seen that
night on the little Vermont farm. He had
returned, with tales of an outer world.
tales of the consciousness of a different
body
a physical being with pleasures
unimagined. . .
The craze to follow him spread. An element undesirable among the people seemed
most inspired to join him.
"Ahla told me little more than that," Will
went on. "The method they are using to
get to the Borderland
do not yet know.
But I know that this Brutar -he would
sweep with his followers into our world.
Physically possessed, in a fashion they could
not understand. . "
He stopped with the sentence unfinished;
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't left me with a memory of that Kansas
farm- house, and of the young girl who had
died of fright.
Bee asked, "What do they call themselves
-these people? This race -beings
She
floundered. "There are no words, yet I
have so much to ask."
He shook his head. "All that we have to
learn. There is a civilization here
mental
existence in which we'll soon be taking a
rational part. For myself, it is less strange

-"
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every moment."
I nodded. "And Ahla's people -they refuse to join in this invasion of our world ?"
"Yes," he said. "They deplore
they're
trying to stop it. A meeting is to be held
-Ahla is coming to take us to it."
I drifted off into a reverie; and Ahla
came. I glanced up to see her beside us.
"If you are ready," she said, "we will go."
Again we passed through the enveloping
globe which was our home ; passed along
the city street. It was now deserted. We
walked on its level surface; it wound and
twisted its way between the globes. At
times a group of them piled one upon the
other-the smallest on top like a disarray
of bubbles- obstructed the street. But the
substance upon which we walked (it was
often barely visible) turned upward; a sharp
upward curve to the vertical; then straight

it-
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up, again leveling off, and then downward.
We trod it ; with no more effort going up
than upon the horizontal. It seemed,. indeed, only as though the scene about us had
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shifted its plane.
In silence we proceeded. I wondered
where the inhabitants of the place might be.
'l'hen I saw a few. Not walking openly,
these few we now encountered one I saw
lurking in the curve between two adjacent
a
robed darkly
A man
globes.
dark hood seemingly over his head . .
like a shroud enveloping him to mingle his
Darkness
outline with the darkness
Was
.
Had the twilight turned to night?
I seemed
this the Borderland again?
I strained my vision
.
to see its darkness
for the familiar shadows of our own world
A street?
Was that a tree?
Was that Will's house over there? . . .
Bee's agonized voice reached my consciousRob dear, come back to us!"
ness. "Rob
My mind had wandered, and had drawn
with it the tenuous wraith of a body it so
easily dominated. I fought myself back.
;
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We passed through one of the bands of the gigantic globe, and found ourselves in a single
great room. A globular amphitheatre; to use
earthly measurements it had perhaps a thousand
feet of interior diameter. Its entire inner surface was thronged with grey -white shapes of
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Told myself vehemently I was not in the
Borderland; I was with my friends. With
\\'ill -Bee with .-\hla.
I saw them, distantly with Space I know
not how much, nor Time, how long between
us. Saw them; saw Bee with horrified arms
held out as though to bring me back. And
felt myself whirling in Nothingness.
"Rob! Rob 1"
"I'm here-coming."
" yes," I called.
And at last again I was with them.
"You're careless, Rob." Concern mingled
with the relief ill Will's tone. "Carelessyou must not wander that way."
Ahla said quietly. 'There are many like
that. A wandering mind brings evil to the
body it tosses about."
"But with us now, it is additionally hard"
Will said. "Every instinct within us draws
us away -as it was with you, Ahla, in the
Borderland."
"Yes," she agreed. "I know that."
We continued our passage toward the
meetinghouse. That shrouded shape I had
seen was not of my wandering fancy, for
now I saw others. Peering at us from dark
spaces eyes that glowed unblinking ; or
shapes of mantled black skulking furtively
along the streets. Avoiding us, yet always
watching as we boldly passed.
"Brutars," Ahla said. "Those who with
Brutar would attack your world. They are
;

;

;
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everywhere now about the city. I am afraid
of them."
We came upon the meetinghouse. It was
a tremendous globe, in outward aspect no
different from the others save that its size
was gigantic. As we neared it I saw that
upon its luminous grey surface were narrow circular bands of a lighter color-bands
both vertical and horizontal. These also I
had noticed on most of the other globes ; a
lighter color in bands, or sometimes in small
patches. I questioned Alila ; the lighter colored parts were where one might safely
enter, thus not to encounter the gccupants,
or the furnishings within.
We passed through one of the bands of
the gigantic globe, and found ourselves in a
single great room. A globular amphitheatre;
to use earthly measurements it had perhaps
a thousand feet of interior diameter. Its
entire inner surface was thronged with grey white shapes of people, save where, like
aisles, the space of the outer bands divided
them into segments.
The segments were jammed the people
seemed crouching upon low pedestals one
close against the other. A few of the
pedestals were vacant. None where we
entered, and the nearest I saw were almost
above us. We passed along an aisle to
reach them. The globe and everyone in it
appeared slowly turning over, so that always
we seemed to be at its bottom with those
opposite to us over our heads.
At last we were seated. In the center of
the globe, suspended there in space by what
means I could not know, was a ball some
fifty feet in diameter. Upon it men were
sitting. Dignitaries leaders of the people
facing from every angle the waiting throng.
man of great stature- Ahla's
And one
father, walking around the ball restlessly,
awaiting the moment when he would begin
his address.
A silence hung over everything. Again I
was reminded of the utter soundlessness of
this realm. I felt the suppressed murmurs
of the people -but I know no physical sounds
were audible. Nor ideed, had I ear -drums
with which to hear them had such sounds
existed.
Time passed as we found our seats. Immobile we sat ; and for me at least, time
ceased to exist.
Then Ahla's father spoke. "My people
danger has come to a strange race of friendly
neighboring beings. And it brings a danger
also to us all -to you, to me
He stopped abruptly. I felt a sound; a
myriad sounds everywhere about us. Shouts
of menace a swishing, queerly aerial sound
as of many rapidly moving bodies.
Through all the aisles of the globe, from
outside. the shapes of men were bursting.
Swishing through the opaque surface of the
globe, entering among us, whirling inward.
Like storm tossed feathers they whirled,
end over end, uncontrolled with the power
of their rush. A cloud of hostile grey
shapes in the fashion of menacing men
come to attack us!
-ENT) OF PART 4-
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Handiest Tool in Your
Work Shop
you have never thought of the
special advantages of using Lel'age's Liquid
Glue. It is always ready for immediate use.
No weighing, soaking or heating is required.
Its quality is always the same. It "seta'
slowly enough so that you have plenty of
time to place the joints together exactly as
they should go. Slow setting also allows
LePage's to penetrate the wood. increasing
the strength of the joint. LePage's Liquid
Glue is equal in strength to any animal glue.
Buy a can for your workshop. It is the easiest. quickest. handiest form of Glue. Insist on LePage's:
PERHAPS

Recipe for Making LePage's
Gesso
To MAKE one cup of LePage's Gesso,
you need 1 gill can of LEIAGE'S
GLUE, 1''/q cups whiting. 3 teaspoons
linseed oil and 3 teaspoons varnish.
Place whiting in mixing bowl and
pour in slowly in this order. LEPAGE'S GLUE. linseed oil, and
varnish. llix until smooth. All ingredients obtainable at nearest hard-

ware store.
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Wanted!
The Radio Editor, Mr. J. Francis
Clemenger, wants to hear from you,
if you have a good idea or wrinkle.
Make a pencil or pen and ink
sketch of the contrivance, write 50
words or so of description, and
mail to the Radio Editor, c/o this
magazine.

improve your
craftsmanship
Will Show You How

the coming of the long winter
evenings, the best time of the year
is here for the man with the Home Work
Shop Hobby. What articles of furniture
are you planning to make this winter?
Whether it is a radio cabinet, end table,
book case, cedar chest, or any other piece
of household furniture, LePage's New
Books can be of practical help to you.
ITH

"LePage's Practical Suggestions for the
Home Work Shop ", and "LePage's Gesso Craft Book", will help you come closer to
equalling the skill of the trained cabinet
maker, turning your evenings spent on this
hobby to better account. They tell you
how to make strong joints with glue, and
not only with glue, but with glue in its
most convenient form-LePage's Liquid
Glue.
These books also show you how to cover
up small defects in your craftsmanship.
Now and then a tool will slip and an error is made. Or there are holes to be
filled where nails or screws have been
countersunk. Or the edges of a joint are
not exactly even. A simple new way to
repair these defects is with the use of Le
Page's Gesso instead of putty. LePage's
Gesso will stick to any surface -wood,
metal, glass, etc. It can be sandpapered,
planed and painted or stained, just like
wood. We give you in the small panel
below a simple formula for making LePage's Gesso, but of course we tell you
more about it in the books themselves, together with practical information on decorating your finshed articles with Gesso.

Send

cents for these NEW
LePage's Books

10

THE practical and useful help of these two books
is yours for only 10 cents. Just write your name
and address on the coupon below, tear the coupon out and mail it to us today with 10 cents in
coin or stamps, and we will at once send you a
copy of these two LePage's Books, postage paid.
Address LePage's Craft League, Dept. NN G.
Gloucester, Mass. Tear out the coupon now s
you will not forget it.
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LEPAGE'S CRAFT LEAGUE,

Dept. NN -6, Gloucester, Mass.
Gentlemen Enclosed you will find 10 cents
(coin or stamps) in payment for "LePage's
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Free Cathode Rays
(Continued front page 730)

Show them
what you can do
Wouldn't it be fun to astonish
your friends some evening real
soon by playing the latest popular
tunes on your new

U Cs1
G?rue Tone

''

Saxophone

Popularity; good times; the smiles of those
whose smiles you most desire ; these will
be yours. And you can learn so easily.

You Can Teach Yourself
If you can whistle a tune, if you can beat

time, you can learn to play the Buescher
Saxophone, Easily! You can teach yourself,
at home, in a few evenings. Three simple
lessons given on request with each new
Saxophone start you. You learn scales in
an hour and start playing tunes in a week.
Your progress will astonish and delight
you and surprise your friends.

Try Before guying. Easy Terms

Take home with you any Buescher instrument, Trombone, Cornet, Trumpet, Saxophone for six days' trial. Test it. See what
youc an do with it. If you like it, pay a little
each month. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
for beautiful free catalog of any instrument
and details of trial and payment plans. No
obligation. Do this today.
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
Elkhart, Indiana
1741 Buescher Block

Tie Story of the
SAXOPHONE

ee

BOOK

(Jives complete history and
tells why the Buescher is so
easy to learn to play. In it you
will find the first lesson chart.
You must have this fine book.

Clip the Coupon J'/OW!
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
atlas
174 /Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana.
Gentlemen : Without obligating me in any way please
send me your free literature. I am interested in the in- I
atrument checked below.
Saxophone Cornet TrumpetO Trombone TobeD
Mention any other
l
Name
Ladreae
I
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its property of double refraction) retains its
luminosity for several hours after being
subjected to the cathode rays.
When subjected to the powerful radiation
from the new tube, calcite shows, in addition to the orange glow, bright bluish
scintillations or sparks. These continue to
occur after the raying even for as long as a
minute. The area in the neighborhood of
these scintillations loses all luminosity as
the scintillations occur and then appears
black against the orange of. the glow.
When these spots are subsequently observed
under a microscope they are marked by a
minute crater with tiny straight canals running at right angles to one another and
parallel to and about 0.01 of an inch beneath
the surface. From the microphotographs in
Fig. 8 it will be seen that the canals are
not continuous channels ; but appear to be
frequently interrupted, looking like dotted
lines in the crystal.
When a thin sheet of celluloid is rayed at
a very low temperature, craters are formed
as in the case of calcite, but the canals
leading to them are curved and of no regular
formation. Although the causes of some of
the peculiarities of these craters and canals
is not yet fully understood, the difference
in the form of the canals in these two substances is due most likely to the fact that
calcite has a crystalline and celluloid a non-

crystalline structure.
The effect of the cathode rays upon such
an organic substance as glue is very remarkable. Two small circular areas on the
piece of glue have been exposed to the
rays, but not visible effect is producted until
the sample was subsequently gently heated.
Then the exposed areas lose their brown
color and become white. Examination under
the microscope shows the exposed areas to
be full of minute gas bubbles.
Another interesting effect to be observed
is the action of the rays upon acetylene gas
(C_H,). Several grams of a yellowish brown powder have been formed and this
material has been found insoluble in all of
the many different chemical agents which
have been tried. Also under the influence
of cathode rays, castor oil rapidly changes
into a solid material; crystals of cane sugar
turn white in color and upon heating, give
off quite a bit of gas, and an aqueous solution of cane sugar becomes. acid to litmus
upon being rayed.
That temperature in some cases has a
marked effect upon results produced by the
cathode rays is shown by an experiment
performed on a card coated with cadmium
tungstate. At room temperature the cadimum
tungstate glows with a brilliant bluish light,
and as soon as the ray is turned off, the
material is no longer luminous. However,
after allowing the card to remain in liquid
air for about 30 seconds and then placing
it in the rays for an instant, the bluish glow
quickly fades out and as the card warms up
from -180 degrees Centigrade to room temperature, it undergoes a series of brilliant
color changes.
EFFECT OF CATHODE RAYS ON PLANT

This Remarkable Clock
Does the Work of $775

=

12 Clocks . . .

Postpaid
This new time device is being used by DX
fans everywhere -Frame may be removed and
clock inserted in panel of your receiver. This
radio clock girdles the globe -overcomes confusion in bringing in distant stations. A glance
tells you the time anywhere.
Most essential to the traveler in foreign
countries or those motoring 'cross country.
Guaranteed mechanically perfect.
Shipped
promptly, postpaid, on receipt of check or money
order for $3.75. State time zone wanted.

SWIFT & ANDERSON, INC.

Successor to Henderson Brothers
Largest Importers of Field Glasses in America

97 FEDERAL STREET

BOSTON, MASS.
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for one
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AND ANIMAL TISSUES
A portion of the leaf of a rubber plant,
when rayed with one milliampere for about
20 seconds, was immediately covered with
white latex, as though the walls of the
cells of the leaf had become ruptured. This
same effect could be produced by pricking
the leaf of this plant at a great many places
with a sharp point. Even though the exposure was reduced to 1 second and the current to 0.1 milliampere, there was a color
change with a subsequent drying -out of the

Learn to Draw
at Home
Simple Method Makes It Amazingly Ease
Trained artists earn from $50 to over $250 a week.
Tremendous demand right now for good art work.
Magazines,
newspapers,
advertisers,
printing
houses, etc.

Become an artist through this quick, easy method-right
at home In spare time. Learn Illustrating, Designing
Cartooning. Actual fun learning this way. Individual and
attention by mail from successful commercial art instructors.
Learn to draw and earn big money.

Send for FREE BOOK

-a

Just printed
new book which describes the latest developments and wonderful opportunities in Commercial Art,
gives full details of this quirk, easy method of learinngand,
to.
draw. Tells all about our students -their successes -what
they say -actual reproductions of their work-and how many
earned big money even while learning. Write for this
Free Book and details of attractive offer. Mail postcard,
or letter now.

WisSHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115 -15th St., N. W.. Washington, O.

Room 2612 -D
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WT E. OZ.

Made in
Wonderful protector cc
U.S.A. and
meet any emergency. Always ready. so
Guaranteed
small and compact that it can be carried in your vest pocket. Not a toy. Nickle or Blue finish.
Leather holster 75c extra.
R.F.SEDGLEY, Ine.,Mfras, 2330 N.16th St., Phila., Pa.
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rayed area to a depth corresponding to the
penetration of the rays.
A portion of the ear of a rabbit was rayed
With 1 milliampere of current for 1 second.
After a few days a scab formed over the
raved portion of the ear (Fig. 10, right) and
in another few days the scab came off, taking the hair within that area with it. In
about two weeks after this, (Fig. 11, left
snow white hair started growing on this
spot and soon became longer than the original
gray hair. Another area was rayed with
0.1 milliampere for 0.1 of a second. The
effect was much less marked, as is shown
by the upper part of Fig. 10, and when the
hair came back again it was partly gray
and partly white.

,,;rsmän;,
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HOME SHOP TOOLS

Prepare at home for
a well -paid drafting job
Indispensible electric
hand drill.

EFORE you put your time and money into any kind of training, make sure there are plenty jobs to be had when you're
ready for them. That's why men go into Drafting. 70,000 jobs advertised in 12 months. Big salaries. Fascinating, easy work.
short hours and unlimited opportunities for advancement to
executive positions. Here's "white collar work" that controls all building, manufacturing, public works. Called the
Ideal Profession for Alen because it offers the greatest opportunities for success.

Home mechanic's drill
stand to fit hand drill.

Drafting Made Real Draftsmen
SPECIALIZE
Easy for You
We have developed a new,
one -step -at -a -time method
which makes Drafting principles easy to understand.
Even men with only common schooling make rapid
progress with this instruction. Right from the very
Electric hand drill mounted on base to accommodate emery wheel or buffer, etc.

J Complete Pro

lanal Outfit Given
These htanderd instrument., board.

Photos courtesy Electro- Magnetic Tool Co.

ttrracitor.

FOR drilling radio panels and dozens of

other purposes, the electric hand drill
shown above will prove indispensible. The
ordinary hand drills and breast drills, do the
work very well, but the average home mechanic and radio set builder today finds the
common hand drill far too slow. This electric motor -driven hand drill illustrated above
is a universal tool, the makers supplying it
also furnishing drill press stand and the
grinding wheel support shown in the lower
picture.

etw . given withouink.
charge.

will make
this contract
with you
r\-1, HEN you

enroll for

my home -training in

Motor Hints
(Continued from page 706)
To use this means, either convert one of the
socket handles to fit the jaws of the brace
or make up a part from cold rolled steel
that will allow of rotating the socket with
the brace.
A single socket bar or handle, will permit
of use of all the sockets in the set, in the
same brace.
Naturally, the use of the brace is not
confined to cylinder head bolts alone, as the
same brace means of turning the socket
is applicable to removing tires, transmission
bolts or for work on any of the bolted members in the car. This simple means makes
overhaul and adjustment work far less
tedious.

DRAFTING, I agree to
give you

Complete instruction by
my new practice method.
2. Costly professional outfit
shown above.
1.

3.I WILL HELP YOU
GET A GOOD JOB
AND A RAISE IN

beginning you do actual
Drafting room jobs. And by
a wonderful new system you
learn without copying, you
see why every step is done,
and so you become aDraftsvran, not a tracer.

Training
Backed With
Nation -wide

I'll refund every
cent of your
money.
MILLER

O. C.

1

goes to men who specialize

in Machine Design, or Electrical Drafting, or Architectural Drafting, or Structural,

or Automotive. It isn't

enough merely to know general Drafting practice. You
must know how to calculate

and design and plan originalwork
to fill the kind of Drafting position that pays $60 to $125 a
week. The American School. for
29 years a leading institution
Caching Engineering by home tudymethods, now Includes this
peclallzed training In the complete Drafting course.

No- Profit Price
Easy Terms

Free Job Service

This wonderful, more complete. simplified, rapid. upto-date instruction in Draht ing offered at very low tuition, easily within reach of
the untrained man who
needs it. Small monthly payments make it easy for you
to prepare for a fine Drafting position at a big increase
over your present salary:

The American School now offers
its students and graduates, without cost, the services of an efficient Employment Department
which keeps in touch with the
employers of Draftsmen all over
the United States. We have placed hundreds of men in good
Drafting positions. The demand for Draftsmen in all lines at
all times exceeds the supply. This is the work to get into. I
will show you how, and help you make a success of it. Real
Draftsmen go quickly to the top with the backing of this million-dollar Institution.

Look into this opportunity. Get my free
book, Job and Raise offer quick! Let me
show you how to turn part of your spare
time into real training and for a real job

1

Mail this coupon for my amazing offer!
. Iimame Iam
GiaH!

Iil

PAY-

4. Or

The big money in Drafting

O. C. MILLER
Director of Extension Work

American School

Dept. D926
Drexel Ave. and 58th St.

CHICAGO

C. MILLER, Director or Extension Work
0.C.

Drexel Ave.
American School, Dept. D926
and 58th Street, Chicago
Please send me free Drafting Book. Job
and Raise offer and complete information
1 about preparing for a fine Drafting Jub at
home in spare time.
Name

st.

No

City

State
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Home Mechanics
By W. M. BUTTERFIELD

(Continued from page 707)

Corner of One of the Seven S. of E. Laboratories

Take This Short Cut to

Accomplish

Your

Ambition

The field of electrical engineering offers wonderful
opportunities for trained men to direct and carry out
great industrial and commercial projects. Get a thorough and practical training here in our course of

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
with B. S. Degree in 3 Years
A faculty of specialists is leading hundreds of ambitious voting men to sure success. Why not you?
If you are lacking some preparatory studies you can
make them up here. This is an exceptional opportunity
P. beeemv an Electrical Engineer In the shortest possible

JUNIOR ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
From i to 2 years in this course makes you a completely trained Junior Electrical Engineer-prepared to

fill such positions as general plant superintendent, director of construction, superintendent of maintenance, chief
draftsman, etc. The Junior Electrical Engineer is the
man between the Electrical Engineer and the Electrotechnician
well paid position and a slopping stone to
higher executive work. A grade school diploma or
equivalent admits you without examination. New term
-pens every 6 uecl;.s.

-a

COMMERCIAL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
in 1 Year
Unparalleled opportunities for brilliant, successful
careers In the new field of Commercial Electrical Engineering. To meet the extraordinary present-day demands
for trained electrical business men, consulting and
efficiency engineers, we offer this thorough, condensed
and very practical training, especially adapted to high
school graduates.

ELECTROTECHNICS
In this complete 6 months' Electrical Course
hours daily -you can learn home, factory and theatre
wiring, testing and meter work, A.C. and D.C. Armature Winding and all necessary mathematics.
A 3 months' course in A.C. and D.C. Armature Winding, or a 3 months' Course in Light and Motor Wiring and Testing is offered to those with limited time
and means.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY
Electrical specialists who instinctively diagnose and
automotive electrical troubles command high
positions and are well paid. Specialize in starting.
lighting. ignition and storage batteries and command
a big job at a big salary.
locate

"EARN WHILE YOU LEARN"
We agree to provide for a limited number of worthy
also men, Part -tunic jobs at goad via.cs. and permanent positions with unlimited prospects to all duly
qualified graduates. Here is the opportunity of your
life to acquire a thorough, practical training for big paying profession that is in urgent need for trained men.
s

ESTABLISHED 22 YEARS AGO
The S. of E. stands absolutely alone in the field of
thorough. practical electrical education and in commercial and electrical engineering.

NO NEED OF YOUR BEING WITHOUT AN S. OF E. TRAINING
it clues not matter how old you are or what school-

ing you have had. Students from 16 years up to 50
are in attendance here.
Fill out the following coupon and mail it to -day.

ENGINEERING
SSCHOALoF
of Milwaukee
FOUNDED 1905

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
S.I., R696- Oneida at Jacksen Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Without obligating me in any way, please mail free
t page illustrated hock. "Electricity and the One Best
Way to Learn It." and particulars regarding the course
I have marked with an X.
I

....Electrical Engineering.

....Commercial Electrical Engineering.

....Junior Electrical Engineering.

.... Eleetrotechnics.
Winding.
....Armature

....Light,

Motor Wiring and Testing.

....Automotive Electricity.
...Radio Sales Service

.... Home Laboratory Service
....I am interested in your "Earn

bit and with yellow for wheels, shaft and
candle.
Following this is a bird toy (C) with
weighted rockers. It is made of %" plywood. The rockers are weighted by boring
IA" holes and filling with bar lead slightly
riveted into the wood at each end. If a
small, flat spot is made about the screw head
on the bottom of the rockers, the toy will
come to a stop, when rocked, in an upright
position, otherwise it may end its rocking
and come to rest in an inclined position.
The toy is painted with red beak, green body
with black outlines, black wings, yellow legs
and black rockers.
The rocking bird shown at (D) is made
of %" plywood and is a roomy, unbreakable
and safe toy. Five %" iron Cods are riveted
in the positions shown to hold the sides firmly in place. Washers are provided and put
over the ends before riveting. The washers
lie flush with the surface of the wood. The
shallow holes for the washers are counter bored by using a bit of the diameter of the
washers first, then a smaller one for the rods
afterwards. The holes can then be filled,
when the rods have been riveted in place
over the washers, with putty, giving a
smooth painting surface for the outside
parts. The rocker is painted white with
black markings as shown. The beak of the
bird is yellow and the inside of the seat, the
handle bar, shelf, foot rest and floor is blue.
All the other inside parts are painted white.
A small variety of kiddy -car, or a coasting or push car is shown at (E). This car
is made of %" plywood and is constructed in
exactly the same way as the kiddy car already described (A). Cord attached to the
front shaft can be used to pull the car. It
is painted with yellow platform, red wheels
and under -parts and brownish red for the
monkey figure. Black is used for outlining
the figure -that is drawing the arms, ears,
eyes, etc. The ears are used as handle bars
as on the kiddy car (A).
An automatic toy is shown at (F). It is
made of %" plywood and represents a swan
that rocks backward and forward as the toy
is drawn over the floor. The crank shaft is
made by bending a brass rod of the desired
size, (say e ") as shown.
The wooden
wheels are secured to the shaft by means of
washers that are first screwed to the wheels,
then deeply grooved with a round file (see

detail).
The groove fits over a pin in the shaft and
is held against the pin by another washer on
the opposite side of the wheel. also held in
place by a pin driven through the shaft. A
third washer holds the shaft, wheel and
crank in place on this side. It is placed as
shown on the inside of the hanger -post.
This washer is also held in place with a pin
in the shaft. The connecting rod is made of
a brass rod with flattened ends (made flat
with a hammer). The holes are large
enough to slip over the crank shaft, then
over the bent parts of the crank and thus
into place. The bar is held in position, when
the toy is fully assembled, attached to the
slotted projection on the swan's body, by a
pin passing through it and through this slotted part. The toy is painted with a white
swan having a yellow bill and black markings, a green wagon body and under -parts
and with red wheels and handle.
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Mind Reading
Mystery!
great trick that is different
!tons any one you have ever
Alm. Real fun! Don't miss it!
A

Price 10c
OUR BIG CATALOG
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ducing tricks. magic novelties

are contained
and jewelry
in this big book. See our ad in this issue on page
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BETTER HANDWRITING
1111111.

Quickly and easily learned by children and adults. Perfect
penmanship assured. Write for information, or send price.
93e. today.
VIC. HANSEN, WALLACE, IDAHO
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Hecto Boys!

Six Tube -Shielded

T.R.F. Set

Get my free book. It tells you
how to build steam shovels,
dredges,
automobiles, aeroplanes, engines -1000 working
models all from one marvelous
construction toy.

By A. P. PECK

(Continued from page 719)
the yoke. This provides a two control receiver which is far more selective and flexible in tuning than any single control receiver, yet that will give many of the
advantages of three, or four -control sets.
In Fig. 7, the "cans" have been replaced
over the various units. Note that everything is enclosed, and there is no possible
chance of stray currents from the radio
frequency amplifiers interfering with each
other or with the audio- frequency amplifying parts of the receiver.
It will be seen in the diagram that the
negative filaments of all the tubes are
grounded to the chassis. This is most easily
accomplished by means of the little stunt
shown in the various photographs and in
particular in Fig. 3. Two soldering lugs
are employed for this purpose. One of them
is placed under the set screw which makes
connection to the negative prong of the tube
through the socket. The other one is placed
under the head of the mounting bolt adjacent to the set screw. The two lugs are
turned to overlap and then soldered together.
This makes a very neat connection between
the metal base and the negative lead, and
eliminates the necessity of making a wire
connection between these two points. This
stunt may be carried through, and in fact
should be carried through, on all six of the
sockets. Failure to do this will result in
an open filament circuit at some point
throughout the set.
Some of the readers may be puzzled to
account for the placement of certain of the
fixed condensers used in this particular receiver. Some of them are visible in the
circuit diagram in Fig. 2, but not in the
various photographs. This is because of the
fact that they are mounted underneath the
metal chassis. Reference to Figs. 6 and 7
will show that the chassis is in a pressed
form and has a raised edge. This allows
ample room under the base for wiring and
for the placement of certain of the fixed
condensers. It is also usual to place a
ohtn filament resistance; the two small
switches and the special 25,000 -ohm potentiometer in this position. This puts them out
of the way and still in a convenient location
for wiring.
When assembling a receiver of this nature,
and before attaching the panel, be sure the
three yoked variable condensers are placed
correctly in position. Possibly the best way
to do this is to slip the three collars on the
three shafts and then turn the condensers
to minimum capacity. This point can be
held by cutting three short strips of rather
thick cardboard and placing them before the
ends of the rotor plates and the ends of the
stator plates on the side where the two
will start to mesh. Closing the rotor plates
over this strip will hold it in position and
will cause the strip to serve as a guide and
to keep all three of the condensers at the
same capacity while the yoke is being placed
in position and fastened, When this operation is accomplished, a 180 degree rotation
of the controlling shaft will cause a like
rotation of the other two variable condensers. This adjustment cannot be carried on
quickly and must not be slighted as the receiver will not operate properly if the three
condensers do not travel in perfect unison
with each other. If, after the set is assembled and placed for operation, stations
will come in at two points on the dial that
controls the single condenser, this indicates
that the yoke mechanism is not set correctly. Therefore, the adjustment method
described above should be carried through
again until proper results are obtained. When
.
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JUST think

of the fun that is waiting for
you when you read about these marvelous

ERECTOR SETS
contains 1114 part.
81.!I
Builds 278 model,
3
contains 169 parts.
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Builds 500 models; with
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electric motor
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with motor and dredge
No.

1

No.

$2.=,

T.:

parts
with motor. dredge and
giant fly -wheel
$50.00

No. 10 contains 2469

/-

working models of the greatest engineering
feats -trains, draw -bridges, steam shovels, concrete mixers, diggers, lighthouses, engines, motors, dynamos, railroad signals. And when you
actually own a new Erector Set and make these
wonderful models, the best fun is yet to come
because the powerful Erector electric motor
makes them whiz and spin just like real ones.
You'll get the thrill of your life when the motor starts to purr and the model which you have
built with your own hands starts working
oh, boy !-how you will shout.
My free book tells how the 473 parts make the
533 models. But there is no end to the things
you can build.
Send for my book this very day. Then you can
show him the pictures of these dandy Erector
Models. He will understand why boys call the
new Erector the world's greatest toy.

-

New Erector No. 7%2 With
Automobile Chassis

$15.00

This brand new 1927 addition to
the line of Erector Sets is a
dandy. It contains, in addition
to this chassis, parts to make hook
and ladder. trolley repair trucks
with elevated tower, dump truck.
5th Avenue bus, oil truck, moving
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truck,
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fire

wagon, delivers dozens
of

engine,

The Super -Erecto r Set, No. 7, $10
The most popular Erector set. Contains powerful Erector electric motor. new Erector boilers and sand shovel, base plates. curved girders, perforated strips. die -cast gears, beveled
gears, solid brass gears, 473 parts -builds 533
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terious Erectorscope. It will fool the smartest
boy. You've never seen anything like it. Just
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His Salary
Was Raised
while others were reduced
"Up to the time I enrolled for a course
with the International Correspondence
Schools, I had only a grade -school education. Since enrolling, I have advanced
to a much better position, where my
salary is nearly four times as much as I
was making previously. I would not be
able to hold my present position had I
not taken your Course. Recently I received a nice increase in salary, while
other men were being reduced."
Read that last sentence again-"Recently I re-

ceived a nice increase in salary, while other men
were being reduced."
There could be no better proof of the value of an
I. C. S. course than that. It shows that the trailed
man is given preference over all others and paid
more money, even in slack times, if his work deserves it. It shows that there are always bigger,
better jobs open for men who have the foresight to
prepare for them in spare time.
Why don't you study and get ready too? We'll
be glad to help you if you will only make the start.
Choose the work you like best in the coupon
below; then mark and mail it to the I. C. S.
today. This doesn't obligate you in the least, but
it will bring you information that will start you on
a successful career. This is your opportunity.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6173 -E, Scranton, Penna.
Oldest and Wyatt cor,espondenee schools in the world
Without cost. please tell me how I can qualify for the
position or in the subject before which I have marked an Xt.
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Salesmanship
Business Management
Advertising
Industrial Management
Better Letters
Personnel Organization
Show Card Lettering
Traffic Management
po Stenography and Typing
Business Law
DIBusiness English
Banking and Banking Law
Accountancy (including C.P.A.) Civil Service
Railway Mall Clerk
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Common School Subject,
Bookkeeping
High School Subjects
Private Secretary
illustrating
Spanish
French
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Cl Mining
Metallurgy
H Steam Engineering D Radio

Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Pharmacy
Chemistry
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematics

Name
Street
Address

6 -26 -25

State

City

Occupation
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the InterneAtonal Correspondence Schools Canadian Limited, dlontreat

-WADE BENCH LATHE
For Repair Shops, Amateur Mechanics,
Model Makers, Inventors
who [cant a real, atmachine tool at
*
ah

price ulthin
easy reach. A
complete shop in
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li
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Hollow spindle.
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f bed.
$28.00
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the condensers are adjusted correctly, stations come in only at one point on either
dial.
The audio frequency amplifying end of
this receiver is of the standard two stage
transformer- coupled type having a special
output transformer which is employed to prevent the high voltage DC from reaching
the talker. This is all indicated in the circuit diagram in Fig. 2. One point that must
be impressed is the connection of a .25
megohm (250,000 ohm) resistance across
the secondary of the first audio amplifying
transformer. This will assist materially
in providing good reproduction of the received signals.
In the receiver as designed, no provision
is made for using less than the two stages of
audio -frequency amplification. To do this
would only cause further complications, and
the average radio user today desires quite
a bit of volume. However, the stabilizing
potentiometer will also be found to operate
as an excellent volume control. It may be
used for this purpose as well as for preventing oscillation. It will be found that
as this control is turned toward the left, the
signal strength will decrease gradually until
it reaches practically zero. When the direction is reversed, the volume will increase up
to a certain point and beyond that point a
squeal will develop. This indicates that the
circuit is in a condition of oscillation and
should not be allowed to continue thus. Always keep the knob just to the left of the
point where a squeal or click is heard.
After setting up a receiver of this nature
and checking over the various connections
for continuity, the "A" battery circuit should
be tested. To do this, leave one terminal
connected to the negative "A" post and
touch the other wire to each of the other
binding posts in succession. This should
be done with a tube and one of the sockets.
If the tube lights when connected to any
terminal other than the positive "A" post,
there is a wrong connection and it must be
found before the "B" battery is hooked up.
After everything is correct, the shield
should be placed over the three radio -frequency stages, and the set should be placed
in its cabinet. It is important that an overall cabinet be used for housing this receiver.
This serves to deaden mechanical vibrations
from the loud -speaker which might otherwise set up an unpleasant noise in the set.
This is evidenced by a hum caused by feedback from the loud- speaker, or a "drum"
effect when low notes are reproduced. Removing the loud- speaker from the vicinity
of the set and placing the set in the cabinet
tends to reduce mechanical vibrations and
vibrations due to sound waves to a minimum.
With a sensitive receiver of this nature,
the "A ", "B" and "C" batteries should always be of the best. A run down battery
will change the operation of the set considerably. If the "A" battery becomes
weak, an occasional high pitched squeal will
often be evidenced. Depleted "B" or "C" batteries will cause the reproduced signals to
sound unnatural, particularly on the low
notes.
Furthermore, a sensitive three-stage radio
frequency amplifying set of this nature
should not be operated without the shields
for which it is designed. Here again unpleasant and unsatisfactory results will be
found if this warning is ignored.
As indicated in Fig. 2, the first five tubes
are of the UX 201A type, while the sixth
tube should be of a power type such as the
UX 171. If this is carried through, the
receiver here described will give maximum

all around results.

A complete list of parts required for this
set will be forwarded upon receipt of a
stamped, self-addressed envelope mailed with
your request to the Radio Editor.

-Photos courtesy Silver -Marshall.
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Sir Oliver Lodge's "N" Circuit
By JAMES FRANCIS CLEMINGER

(Continued from page 721)
This
tion, 5XX, at Daventry, England.
switch is fitted inside the receiver and,
the switch is moved so that for the 300- to
500 -meter wavelength band a condenser of
.0003 -mfd. can be inserted if necessary,
while for the 1,600 meters one of .0003 or
.0003 + .0004, or .0003 + .0004 + .0005 can
be inserted if necessary.
For the broadcast wavelength of 1,600
meters both the "A" and "N" coil have to
be substituted for by another "A" and "N"
coil respectively. For 1,600 meters the "A"
coil has 220 turns, while the "N" coil has
500 turns. The rest of the circuit needs
very little explanation.
It will be seen in this case that the filament is grounded and this was found to give
the circuit much greater stability. Only one
filament rheostat is included in the set and
this is found to be quite sufficient for adequate control of filament supply. The "B"
battery voltages vary according to the type
of tube used.
'The photographs which illustrate this article show the back of panel layout and wiring of some of the first two -valve Lodge
"N" set receivers. So far Lodge "N" sets
using radio -frequency amplification have not
been put on the market, and I understand
that there is still some experimental work
to be done before really satisfactory R.F.
amplification can be obtained. But from the
tests I have made and from advices received from those in personal contact with
Sir Oliver, I have satisfied myself that a
two -valve Lodge "N" set as illustrated in
Fig. 4 gives better volume than an ordinary
straight two -tube set with regenerative detector ; and furthermore its selectivity is
considerably greater.
It must be remembered that one of the
fundamental principles of the Lodge "N"
circuit is the employment of a single connection between the aerial system and the
detector tube. The "N" circuit principle is
included between the aerial and the detector
tube and, as will be seen from the diagram.
this circuit consists of a variable condenser
in parallel with an inductance and it is therefore a resonant circuit. The aerial itself.
including the "A" coil, is, however, a non resonant circuit and is heavily damped.
Therefore the resistance in the resonant circuit being very low, high voltages may be
generated by comparatively small voltage
impulses.
Sir Oliver Lodge maintains that for good
quality of reproduction there should not be
more than one tuned circuit, as if two tuned
circuits be employed there is great liability
to distortion due to heterodyning between
the circuits. So you will see that in the
"N" circuit, the coil is made of a very high
inductance value while the capacity of the
condenser is small and, owing to the much
greater wavelength of the aerial system and
to its damping, radiation from the aerial is
practically impossible. This has been proved
by the fact that, in recent dual broadcasts

from the London broadcasting station. the
wavelengths were separated with the greatest ease, and it will also be found that static
is reduced very considerably and that for
short -wave work the circuit has many advantages.
Although in operation the set can be made
to oscillate itself, the radiation from it is
entirely negligible and extensive tests have
shown that it is practically impossible to
cause interference with neighboring sets.
In a recent talk by our London representative with Sir Oliver Lodge, he pointed out
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who, thru habit, daily pursues, old unsatisfactory shaving
methods.
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Be a Boy

Chemist

!

Have Days of Real Fun and

Learn the Wonders of Chemistry
HAVE more fun than you ever
had before! Make soap, inks,
dyes and paints; test water, food,
soil and metals; do lots of other
wonderful chemical experiments
and learn the principles of chemical
science. Perform mystifying tricks
of chemical magic and astonish
your friends;
experiment
with
chemical sorcery and produce
many magical changes. It's fine
fun for any boy; keeps you interested and teaches you facts about
the wonders of chemistry. You can
do it all

with
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oscillate or cause interference with
another neighboring set (and in Great Britain this is very necessary, for the bug -bear
of howling is very bad indeed), and secondly to provide a set which would be perfectly
simple to operate and yet would give all the
programs from the local station and from
the special station at Daventry without the
use of regeneration and without increasing
the number of tubes as' would be necessary
after to bring tip the volume upon the elimination of regeneration.
"If," said Sir Oliver Lodge, "the 'N' circuit be universally adopted there would not,
ill my opinion, be any further oscillation
nuisance. Moreover, the set is simple and
efficient; it involves no complications and it
is essentially a family wireless set.
My
hope is that it will male possible the enjoyment of wireless reception by the vast section of the public who have hitherto felt
afraid of its technicalities. With the `N' set
there are practically no technicalities ; the
tuning is very simple and the set should thus
make in the widest sense a popular appeal;

Tremendous, big -paying opportunitie_;
open for ambitious men in Stud ern Photography. This is the picture
age. Magazine and newspaper publishers buy thousands of photographs each
year. Every manufacturer sends out
high priced pictures of his products.
Every home wants portraits. Photography is a business running into
millions of dollars each year.
And there is a great shortage of
Got $100 ter
trained photographers.
Flood Pictures
..I took pictures
of a flood and
Earn $3,000 to $10,000 a Year
o d them for
Hundreds of men are earning
sills. I have
big money and establishing their
been able to buy
own businesses.
Even during
my house and lot
spare time, while training, you
front the sale of
can
make $73 a week easily
pictures."
no matter where you live!
C. M. Cole.
Washington.
Amazing New Easy Method
$97 in 2 Days!
.I made $285 in I ,how you at home, hotu to do
December. Went
the kind of work turned out by
out two days last
the big studios in New York
week o n home
and Chicago! I show you bow to
Portrait w o r k
make big money within 30. days!
and made $97."
C. M. Cole bought a home with
A. G. Hughes,
money he had made when only
Kentucky.
half way through his training.
So well do I know' what I can
do for
I
under bond to return every
y urt tuition aif tyou
are not thoroughly satisfied.
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I hope it may solve a problem and supply a
want."
This article, while theoretical. should furnish considerable food for thought to the
experimentally inclined of our readers. The
circuit has been redesigned and adapted in
our laboratories to meet American conditions, and you will find a complete constructional article of a particularly excellent 4tube receiver. using the "N" circuit, in an
early issue of this magazine.

Professional View Camera FREE!
Write at once for Free Camera Offer
give you, free, a splendid professional view comers. You will be
astonished and delighted. This offer
open for short time only
no act
Quick! No obligation.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIOS, Inc.
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The Boy's Own Laboratory!
Get Chemcraft for Christmas! The
original of all chemistry sets, and
the most scientific set on the market. Contains more and better ex-

periments, more chemicals and apparatus. Teaches reliable chemical
science; anybody who experiments
with Chemcraft knows more about
Chemistry than most people. Each
outfit is complete and contains
safe chemicals, all necessary apparatus and a big Manual of Instruction and Experiments.

Sold in all good toy stores
No.

that in designing the "N" circuit his object
was first to provide a radio set that would

0-75c;
2 -$2.50

No.

No. 1 -$1.50
No. 3 -$5.00 and

4- $10.00

No.

(West of Denver, Colo. and in Canada, add
10 per cent)

Don't accept anything but Chemcraft; insist upon having the best
outfit. If more convenient, we will
send your set prepaid, upon receipt
of price.

BIG FREE BOOK

The Chemcraft Chemist Club Magazine; prepaid specially for boys

want to know more about
chemistry. Full of stories, fine experiments and club news. Its free
-just write for it.
who

JUNIOR

A fine set for boys who want to try
chemistry. You can make ink, dye
cloth, test water and do lots of

magical tricks.

Always sold for
fifty cents, but if
you send us the
names and addresses of five boys who
haven't Chemcraft,
we will send you
Chemcraft
Junior
for only 25c.
The

No. 10

Rules

for Model Contest
1.
A handsome trophy cup engraved with
your name, will be awarded as the prize for
the best model submitted during the month.
The decision of the judges will be final and
will be based upon, A- novelty of construction ; B-workmanship
C- operating efficiency of the model as related to the efficiency of the device which the model simulates. and D -the care exercised in design
and in submitting to us sketches and other
details covering the model.
Z.
Models of all kinds may be entered.
They may be working models or not, according to the subject that is being handled.
Models may be made of any available
3.
material, preferably something that is cheap
and easily obtainable. Models made of
matches should not be submitted to this department but should go to our Matchcraft
Contest Editor.
4. Models must be submitted in all cases.
Good photographs are also highly desirable
and where the maker does not desire the
model to be taken apart, legible drawings
with all dimensions covering parts that are
not accessible must be submitted.
Models should be securely crated and
5.
protected against damage in shipment and
sent to us by parcel post, express or freight.
prepaid. Models will be returned when requested.
6. Models for entry in any particular contest must reach this office on or before the
25th of the third month preceding date of
publication. For instance, models for the
November contest must reach us on or before the 25th of August.
7. Address all entries to Editor Model Department, c/o Science and Invention Magazine, 53 Park Place, New York City.
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The Astrology Humbug
By JOSEPH H. KRAUS
(Continued from page 692)

and the wise man can control the stars,
would not the phrase, "a fool obeys," contradict the statement that "only thinking individuals are influenced by the stars'"
Here are but a few letters from those who
are either student astrologers, astrologers or
those interested in the subject and our answers thereto.
THE ASTROLOGY HUMBUG -SOME LET-

TERS FROM ASTROLOGERS AND
ANSWERS
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
I have read your article in the October number
of SCIENCE AND INVENTION assailing the truths of

Astrology, and I note your offer of $6,000.00 for
proofs of the science. but inasmuch as you yourself are to be the judge, jury and prosecuting
attorney of the case, and your article discloses
abundant evidence that you are innocent of any
proper knowledge of the science, I do not propose to accept your offer and enter the contest.
However, if you are still anxious to get the
truth, and are willing to publish it, I am ready
to write you an article in refutation of your unsound statements regarding astrology. This article
will be supplied to you at the usual magazine
terms for scientific papers.
(Our rates are

in and Telephone Calls

higher.-Ed.)

In addition I should like to state that in the
article by Mr. J. H. Kraus termed "The Truth
About Astrology" wherein he states that he sent
Prof, Gustave Meyer, an astrologer, the data of
a person requesting the horoscope of the same,
Mr. Kraus admits that he supplied the wrong sex,
stating that it was a Miss instead of a Mr. Had
he known the very simplest elements of the science
of astrology, he would have known that the sex
is always required for a correct judgment; hence
the mistakes in the horoscope. The entire article
discloses the fact that Mr. Kraus' knowledge of
the science is not even elementary.
Should you still he anxious for the truth the
article mentioned will be supplied you at the terms
quoted; and the difficulties of the twins which
seem to disturb your mind will be set at rest.

THE annual rain fall in the United

States would weigh over three and
one -half trillions of tons.
This vast weight is drawn up
to the clouds by the unseen but
effective power of the sun; representing energy equivalent to

three hundred billion horsepower.

ALEXANDER EI.LIOTT,

The annual telephone conversations total over twenty -five
billion a year. As silently as
sunlight, electricity, mastered by
the human mind, carries the
voices of the nation.

Analytical and Consulting Chemist.

Los Angeles, Calif.
You have evidently not read the article on
astrology correctly. You will note that the writer
gate his own address as being that of Mess

.

Florence B. and impersonated her. Please read
the toriter's letter to the astrologer again and
again. 7 -he facts in the case are that Florence B.
was a .Miss, that she was born on the date and at
the rinse specified in the article, and also that she
died at the time and date likewise specified. It
may also be interesting to you to knots that this
same astrologer, Prof. Gustave Meyer, stated that
Jack Dempsey must win his fight against Gene
Tunnel.. He cast the horoscope for both of these
iudiriduals. According to the horoscope, Gene
Tuases could not possibly ruin. He was entering
the fight on a particularly unlucky day, with the
stars very unfavorably set against hint. Jack
Dempsey, ore the other Band, according to his
horoscope, would have things his otrri way.
Had the astrologer "guessed" correctly. it world
not have been anything stolf derful, inasnutch as
the betting odds were in favor of Dempsey to
coin at 7 to 1 before the prizefight started. The
results not only astonished fighting habitues, bettors and promoters, but it also gate the subject
of astrology a 1 -2 blow, knocking it out completely
as far, at least, as this example was concerned.
Is this not another .sample of the horoscope humn-

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

BELL

bugP

If you can gite an astrological reason why the
two Blazack twins had different lives, why one
married and had a child and the other did not,
and if you can eliminate from this reasoning,
natural causes, such as environment asid associations, basing your reasoning purely on planerary
configurations, we shall certainly be glad to read
it toith a View toward determining its availability

for publication. The writer will admit that he
knows very little about astrology. He merely
knows enough not to be fooled by those professing to be able to cast horoscopes.
Our judgment in awarding prizes of any stature has tterer been questioned heretofore. 11',
believe we are just as able to judge an astrology
contest as we are able to judge a $5.000.00
Matcheraft Contest, a $5,000.00 Perpetual Motion
Contest, a $21,000 Spiritualism Contest, a $3,000.00 Wirekraft Contest and kindred others.
What we desire is evidence, and if the evidence
is accurate we shall pay the prize monies. If
it is not accurate, naturally the prizes will not
be paid.
We shall mention now, that at the
close of this contest we shall publish the complete details of the lives of the individuals upon
whom horoscopes are now to be cast, and we
are confident that the prize winners, (if there
are any) will have made correct statements,
whereas all of the others, who fail, will know
just ist '.cleat particular points they failed.

Editor.)

-

There must be the man -power
of 300,000 individuals to build,
maintain and operate the telephone system.
There must be the moneypower of over seven hundred
million dollars a year to pay
for operating the plant, in addition to three billion dollars
invested in the plant.
The rain sustains life; the telephone furnishes swift communication for the nation, and they
are alike in requiring a vast
amount of unseen energy.

SYSTEM

IN ITS SEMI -CENTENNIAL YEAR THE BELL SYSTEM LOOKS FORWARD TO CONTINUED PROGRESS IN TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION
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Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
For the past six years I have been reading
your articles with a great deal of interest,
especially as you have shown yourself to be a
man of wonderful vision and far in advance of
your times. This being the case, I was surprised
and disappointed by your editorial in the current
issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION.
Frankly, I am favorable to the claims of
astrology, and this fact you may attribute to
my ignorance if you please to do so, for I was
reared in the backwoods of Florida and have
never attended school or any other "institution
of learning." My protest against your editorial
is not, however, intended to prove the truth of
this science, for my knowledge of it is too small
to warrant me in such an undertaking. All I
lvish to do is to point out that some of your
assumptions are not in harmony with the facts
of the case. I am certain that you had no intention of being unfair, and you can easily verify
the statements I and going to make.
In the fourth paragraph you ask why a planet
should be supposed to influence a person "exactly
at birth," and not before or after. Some astrolo-

gers count the life of the subject from the
moment of conception, while ail teach that he
is influenced by the planets during the whole
course of his life.
In the fifth paragraph you ask why the lower
animals should not be affected by planetary influences as well as human beings.
Astrology
teaches that they are; but naturally not many
people care to have a horoscope cast for a dog
or a cat.
In the sixth paragraph you say: "Furthermore,
if the astrologers are right, then every human
being born at the same instant all over the
earth should have exactly the same horoscope and
the destiny of each should be exactly alike."
But astrologers who are thorough in their work
require you to give the place as well as the date
of nativity.
(Correct, this was inferred. See
contest conditi ns; location of birthplace is
gladly given.-Ed.) You can readily see that a
planet rising in one part of the earth is setting
in another, for instance.
Again, you call attention to the indisputable fact that sometimes
twins born at the same time "have entirely
different careers and destinies."
Allow nie to
remind you of a favorite motto of astrologers:
"The wise man rules his stars, the fool obeys
them." Astrology merely reveals the influences
to which you will be subject, while your destiny
depends on the manner in which you react to
them. Again: there are characteristios which in
themselves are neither good nor bad, but which
are capable of being directed into channels either
extremely good or extremely bad. Take twin
boys born with a keen curiosity concerning sexual
natters: One may grow up a "peeping Tom,"
the detestation of the community, while the
other develops into a famous gynecologist. Again:
if you regard the opposite careers of twins are
arguments against astrology, why should you
not consider them as proof that the kind of training a child has is unimportant, inasmuch as two
children brought up in the same home often turn
out very differently, one being the pride and the
other the shame of his parents?
In paragraph thirteen, you argue that if it
were forecast that you would die in a railroad
wreck on a certain day, you simply would not
board a train at that time, and so would prove
the fallacy of the prediction by not fulfilling it!
The fact is that you would merely prove the
truth of another favorite motto of the astrologers:-"The stars incline, they do not compell."
It is undeniable that horoscopes are often unsatisfactory, but this may be explained without
reflecting in any way on the scientific nature of
Some are intended only to apply in
astrology.
a general way to those born under a certain
sign, and no one with even a rudimentary knowledge of the subject expects them to fit in detail
all born under that sign, for the reason that
there are many astrological influences besides
that of the birth sign that go to the shaping of
one's life. Such horoscopes may be compared to
a summary of February weather as being cold
and stormy, when we all know that it varies
greatly according to location, and varies in the
sane place in different years. Other horoscopes.
based on data regarding sex, and date and place
of birth, and written by painstaking and conscientious astrologers -note this qualification
contain a great deal of truth. If they also include mistakes, it is not fair to assume that the
astrologer is to blame, for they may well arise
from inaccuracy in the basic data. If everybody
believed in astrology, care would always be taken
to ascertain the exact time of a child's birth, but
as a matter of fact, the chances are great against
You
one's determining his precise birthdate.
may have been told that you were horn "about"
allow
three in the morning, but that "about" may
for some very important change in planetary relationships. Even if you know you were born
at just three by the clock. can you he sure that
that clock was right? Two clocks in the same
house may vary as much as half an hour.
Even correct data would not insure an absolutely infallible horoscope, because astrologers -like
all other scientists -continually find they have
Science as a whole i.
something yet to learn.
just in the making, and if its usefulness were to
.
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be gauged by its utter freedom from all error.
how little of it would escape the junk heap!
MARIE

SNOW,

Tampa, Fla.
(Concerning your statements on Astrology, you
have made the assertion that some astrologers
count the life of the subject from the moment
of conception. How can any astrologer count the
influence of the planets from that instant when
medical men themselves do not know when conception actually occurs?
You make the assertion that the "wise inau
rules the stars and the fool obeys them." How
can the fool obey anything which does not give
him audible commands? How can he obey the
stars when he does not know what their init'e deny the
fluences are, if there are any?
presence of such influences.
We do consider the kind of training that an
individual has as being very important in its
bearing upon the future life of the child. Two
children brought up in the same home turn out
differently, not because one is influenced differently by the stars, but because the environment of one of the children is markedly different from that of the other. This will take
place even if a family has as many as seven or
eight children.
If you have a brother or a sister, i'ou 1(411
remember that many times he or she was able to
do things which, if you attempted to do as well,
would have brought upon you the censure of
your folks. You will undoubtedly recall that
many times your people showed "favoritism toward
one of the children in the family. Consequently,
the training and environmental stimuli were entirely different in each case.
If the stars rule or control the life of any
individual, they must control it in the face of
all odds. Your statement that the "stars incline
and do not compel" is very much like that famous cross-examination answer, "I don't remember." Neither of these statements mean anything.
It is just a way astrologers haze of trying to
"pass the buck."
You assert that "horoscopes are very often unsatisfactory." Why use the term "very often ?" We
make the statement that horoscopes are always unsatisfactory, that they are never accurate, and we
stand ready to prove this statement. Even those
horoscopes written by a college of painstaking and
conscientious astrologers and then averaged can
not be any snore than fifty percent. correct. The
average number of guesses to a given question will
always result in approximately the same percentage
of accuracy.
Astrology is a very old science. It is older than
astronomy, but instead of improving with age, it
is becoming worse as the years go along, because
now we know which things do influence our lives
and we do not follow the sheep at the head of
the herd.
Your statement as to whether or not the clock
was right when a child was born, may, of course,
carry some weight. As far as a difference in
clocks of half an hour is concerned, we doubt that
such a difference always takes place. It is known
that Kaiser Wilhelm II was born at 3 P. 1I. You
don't mean to infer that the half dozen or more
physicians who were at the bedside at the time of
birth all had clocks or watches with them which
varied as to the exact time of birth?
Also, please remember that even though the planets still hurtle through space at a terrific speed their
positions do not vary to such an extent that a
difference of a few minutes would be apparent.
The exact positions in the heavens could only be
calculated, and then the possibility that the planets
were miles from this position, due to the length of
time which it takes for a light beano to reach
this earth from the planets, and also due to possible refraction or bending makes it ridiculous for
any astrologer to insist on the time correct to the
second.Editor.)

Man-power

_

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
The article on "Astrology" in the current issue
of SCIENCE AND INVENTION is highly interesting.
The following four hundred year old quotation
from Luther, in which the Reformer uses very
similar arguments against this fake, may or may
not be new to you. With characteristic distaste for
anything that savored of superstition or trickery,
Dr. Luther expressed himself rather feelingly
about astrology:
I praise astronomy and mathematics, which
have to do with demonstrations. For astrologyI have no respect. I have no patience with such
stuff. Let any man answer this argument. Esau
and Jacob were horn of the same father and
mother at the same time and under the same
planets, but their natures were wholly different.
I caught the Pope by his hair, and he caught me
I married a runaway nun and begat
by mine.
children with her. Who saw that in the stars.
Astronomy is very well, astrology is naught. The
example of Esau and Jacob proves it."
Such statements of course scandalized Melanchthon. to whom astrology was almost an article
of faith.
The translation given is that of Dr. Wm. Dallmann, on page 277 of his Luther (Concordia
Publ. House, St. Louis, 1917).
ARTHUR PIEPKORN,

Concordia Theological Seminary,

(This

St. Louis, Mo.
letter speaks for itself. Need we say

more?- Editor.)
(Continued

on page 751)
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The Astrology Humbug
(Continued front page 749)
Editor,

SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

I have just read your challenge to astrologers in
your October issue, and wish to be sent the data
for the three horoscopes. However, in order to
cast a horoscope not only the exact moment of
birth is necessary, but also the exact place so
that one may use the correct latitude and longitude. It is also necessary to know the sex, for
the masculine and feminine principal has different
rulership. (This was sent. Ed.)
From your experience with so-called professional
astrologers, I do not wonder that you are thoroughly disgusted. The sort of astrologers who do not
work from an accurate horoscope and who merely
tabulate consecutively a series of influences are
indeed pseudo- scientists who obviously are preying
upon the ignorant public to extract all the money
they can. The trouble is not with the science
Since
of astrology, but with the interpretation.
a horoscope is a 'map" of a life in all its almost infinite complexity and inconsistency, it is
evident that the wisest, most competent astrologer
must weigh and balance with utmost care in
order to render a judgment which approximates
the truth.
Therefore, I am glad to see your offer, for I believe it will bring a response from sincere and
competent astrologers who will prove to you and
through you to your readers that astrology is a
true science.
After completing a scientific college course 1
looked upon astrology and all kindred subjects
with great contempt. So bitter was my prejudice
that it required the most overwhelming, repeated,

and conclusive evidence to convince me of astroNow I know that the astrological
logy's truth.
influences, that seem so very impossible and absurd
can be explained as logically and reasonably as any
other of the laws of nature.
Pardon me for saying this, but your discussion
of the law of gravitation in connection with
astrology exposes your total ignorance of the subject and palpable unfitness to set rules for a contest of its truth. If you, as editor of this contest, are really sincere enough in desiring to find
an explanation of the natural law involved to read
a short series of manuscripts which will make the
principles clear to you, I shall take pleasure
in informing you as to where you may secure them
at trifling expense.
And don't you think for the sake of fairness you
should acquaint yourself with just what astrologers
claim to be able to do before establishing rules
for your contest? As now stated your demands
are unreasonable, particularly those relating to
some public event.
A horoscope of an individual merely maps the
organization of his sub -conscious mind at the time
of birth. Then by progression the major influences
that play upon the sub- conscious mind from time
to time are shown. These influences set up subconscious desires and trains of thought that
cause the person to react in certain ways, just
as the degree of heat causes us to act in a certain manner. The weather predictions tell us when
the day will be hot. but, while, from that one
could judge that each person will act correspondingly, could one judge the exact detail of the
individual's reaction to -the hot day? Will he
drink ice -water, seek shade, go to the shore,
swim, or what? The horoscope shows the subconscious urges stimulated, their combinations,
the intensity, and the harmony or inharmony and
the departments of life concerned. But it is outside the province of astrology to indicate the exact
details in which these definite influences will externalize. The sante law holds for public events
the sort of influences operating at a given time
are predicted, but to picture the details through
which they will work out is impossible, at lea-t
to astrologers of this age.
If you wish an example of the practical application of the value of fact obtainable through
astrology, you will find it in a very interesting
series of articles published in Collier's May 15,
33, 39, 1926. I believe Evangeline Adams, the
astrologer who furnished the information, is reliable. Two other New York astrologers whom I
believe to be reliable are Revah Deo Griffis, 45 E.
58th St., and Miss Elizabeth Aldrich, 535 W.
160th St. May I suggest that a personal interview with one of these persons might prove illuminating?- (It did-see Nos ember issue.-Ed.)
If you and the other editors of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION sincerely desire to discover and present
the truth instead of attempting to verify your
preconceived opinions, I have in this letter indicated the sources through which you may do so.
Whether or not you avail yourself of the opportunity to acquaint yourself with the principles
of astrology in a scientific way by securing the
brief manuscripts I mentioned will reveal to me
and to my astrological associates your sincerity or
lack of it.
Believing that you are desirous of presenting the
truth, whatever it may be, I look forward with
interest to your reply.

-

MRS. TONE G. WILLIA\IS,

an Francisco. Calif.

(Continued im page 754)
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Our Spiritualistic
Investigations

,Tobacco Habit
BANISHED

By DUNNINGER

Let Us Help You

(Continued from page 693)

tions of the Orient, reflected in bits of
ornaments that were scattered artistically
about. Upon a slightly elevated platform
the Rajah stood, and affer inviting all to be
seated, the lights were dimmed, save for
two lamps in opposite corners of the room.
The subjects of his speech were well
chosen, well rendered, and seemed to cone
from the lips of one entirely sincere. Perhaps this was a complex with our mystic,
as his talk was truely convincing. He took
pains to explain that delicate subjects were
often discussed through the mouths of the
(le'ad, and in consideration of the privacy
his believers demanded, he dici not think
it policy to deliver messages in public form.
This was his excuse for giving these private
seances in individual form. Expecting to
see a psychical manifestation, and believing
to be in for nothing more than a lecture, I
felt a keen disappointment. but this was
soon relieved, as the spiritulist announced,
that in consideration of the many new faces
present that night, he was about to offer
a most unusual demonstration in spirit force,
.by causing a table to levitate in mid -air, by
psychic control. I was now all ears and
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eyes. The attendant brought forth a small
bridge table, the folded legs of which were
quickly opened, and the table placed in the
center of the room. Whether the Rajah was
also a student of mind- reading or not, I
cannot say, but looking directly at me, he
quickly said, "If you are skeptical, you
might inspect the table. I would, in fact, appreciate your assistance in this matter if
you will." Thanks to this invitation, I at
once proceeded to do as he requested, secretly pleased that I had been chosen.
It was plaits to see, however, that the table
was unprepared, so I pronounced the examination satisfactory, and slowly returned
to my seat. "I'd rather you would help
me," said the wizard, quickly. "Please bring
your chair closer, and seat yourself to the
side of the table." I obeyed. "Will two
or three other subjects accommodate, and
do likewise," came a further request. With
little coaxing, another gentleman and two
ladies stepped forth. They were seated about
the table in a circle, and we were all asked
to place our fingers lightly upon the table
top. The Hindu placed his hands, to his
head, and entered
deep concentration.
Several moments elapsed. In a soft, distinct tone, and with slow, drawn words, he
commanded
lift your hands into the air,
and in the name of Allah, I command the
spirits to use their unearthly influence to
cause the table to rise. Slowly the quartette
lifted tlléir hands, and the table did rise.
Amazement came over the faces of the
spectators. Sounds of surprise were murmured, and in dramatic fashion, the medium
maintained his pose, as he uttered words in
his native language. Lower your hands . .
came the sharp command. We did, and the
table slowly followed to the ground. Raise
them again
he shouted. and once more

...

...
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the table clung to our finger tips, as if some
magnetic power had suddenly settled within
us, and radiated its force of attraction into
this piece of furniture. While all this was
going on, I tried to observe things as rapidly
as the time would permit. There was nothing beneath the table that would cause this
The knees and feet of the
levitation.
strangers about it were not touching it in
any way. There was no evident explanation
as to how it might have been accomplished.
Silence again prevailed. Slowly the Hindu
removed his hands from his face, and with
a much exhausted expression, sighed deeply.
As if in great effort, he quietly asked us
back to our seats, and then uttered another
short address, which resembled a good
spokesman selling some product or other.
We were presently informed that the meeting was over. The spectators quietly arose
and many of the newcomers rushed to the
Hindu, to shake him by the hand, and congratulate him upon his marvelous powers.
There seemed no great haste for anyone to
leave, as they all stood about in small groups,
exchanging views with one another still apparently impressed with the mysterious
spectacle they had witnessed. Observing
that Rajah Hassid was busily engaged in
controversy, I took this occasion to make my
exit, and was helped by the attendant, who
politely ushered me to the door. My host
left with me.
"Well, Dunninger, what say you now?"
he asked of me when we were some twenty
feet away from the threshold. An expression
of victory o'ercame his countenance. He
evidently felt I had been mystified. Such
was not the case, however, dear reader, as
I at once proceeded to explain to my gullible
friend.
The Hindu used a confederate in his work.
She was none other than the lady who sat
directly opposite me, at the table. I had
observed that throughout the evening, she
wore gloves upon her hands, which reason is
quite apparent. The gloves concealed two
artificial hands, which were placed upon the
table, and remained in full view of the
audience, while her natural hands stationed
themselves in firm grip upon the surface below table top, and raised the light piece
of furniture into. the air, as the Hindu
dictated. A smartly tailored dress, with
flowing sleeves, was not alone becoming to
the charming Miss, but helped well to conceal this action from the spectators, as the
flowing sleeve effect covered well the action
of her double hands. The angle at which she
sat, well away from the spectators, made it
quite impossible for all others about to see
this, with the probable exception of Rajah
Hassid, who stood directly in back of the
lady, but knowing well what was taking
place had no particular interest in watching

the lady's actions. This charming creature
must have been the "Spirit Force from the
East" referred to so proudly in the medium's
slogan.
A
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The Astrology Humbug
(Continued front page 751)
-
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(As in the other letters requesting astrologic°
data on the lives of three indi; ideals, tee [could
advise that coo have also' forwarded the data to IL's.
irilliams.
Ire do not claim that, every astrologer is knowingly humbugging the public. As a matter of
fact, many of them believe in astrology and they
are absolutely sincere in their beliefs.
You mention in your communication that horoscopes cannot be cast on matters relating to public events. This being the case, your opinions is
not in accord with that of other astrologers and
certainly does not jibe with published articles
in which the astrologers not only forecast the
day's lucky !tour and the events that will probably happen daring the day, but. also give forecasts for the week, month and year. Can it be
that the astrologers themselves do not know their
capabilities ?

Ire thank you for the reference to Mrs. Doris
K. Griffis or Kcvah Deo Griffis about whom you
write that "an interview might prove illnninating." It did. As a matter of fact, it was so illuminating that it was made the subject of an
article in the November issue of this publication.
Yost 0tay recall that we .sent the birth date of
Kaiser il'ilhelnt to Mrs. Griffis. We also sent
her a money order for $25,00, and we received a
horoscope which told its that we were the Kaiser's
double and told all sorts of remarkable things that
were never true. The text of this horoscope is
given in the aforementioned article. Possibly
after reading this article you will change your
,opinions as to the reliability of horoscopes as cast
by Mrs. Griffis. il/hetltcr Evangeline Adams or
Miss Aldrich are in the sane class probably remains to be seen. -Editor.)
Editor,

5

''SOT SaWYE
COMING &AcK

Yes, rightinto your own home, in the Pathfinder. Tom is alive
again with all his impishness, his hair -raising experiences, his escapades. his thrilling rescues, his quest for adventure-theivery

same Tom Sawyer who made Mark Twain famous -and
hes coming to you in the Pathfinder. The Pathfinder editor is
spending a lot of money so that everybody may have a chance to
read this most popular of all American stories. The only way to secure this story except in costly book form is to read the Path finder.
Every weekthe Pathfinder isloaded down with justthe things you
wantto read -world news and pictures. brilliant editorials, stories.
travel articles, puzzles. humor and miscellany. The Pathfinder is
the nation's most helpful and entertaining weekly magazine with
nearly five million readers-and it comes to you
direct from the seat of government Not sold on
newsstands or streets. Mark Twain's masterpiece, Tom Sawyer, will begin in the Pathfinder early in low. Why not use a Path.
finder subscription, including Tom Sawyer,
for Xmas gifts? You can get the Pathfinder
every week for one year, 521
for
only $1. 3 subscriptions, $2. Gilt announcement cards, giving your name as
donor, mailed if desired. If you do not
know the Pathfinder and wish to see it, we
will send it on trial for 3 months,
Rues
th, Deed r,ot
13 issues for 25e, coin or stamps.
PATHFINDER, 341 Langdon Sta., Washington, D. C.

,j'

SURE you can sell Radios

5
Tube

OGet Our

SCIENCE AND INVENTION:

The attention of the writer has been directed to
the editorial entitled, "The Istrological Humbug,"
and the article "The Truth -About Astrology" circulated in the October issue of SCIEu CE AND INVENTION.

Enclosed, you will find four blank applications
for Astrological analysis, which we ask you to
fill out carefully and honestly.
I care nothing
about the names of your subjects, merely give the
initials in the place allotted to names, but be
careful to fill in the remainder under the caption
"Information," except that if the minute of birth
is in each case known, the personal description
may be omitted. Be certain to give the sex of
your subjects and incidentally, the dates of death.
You will find enclosed a self-addressed envelope
for the return of these blanks, properly filled out.
In addition to your three test cases, kindly
give the following, in regard to your subject,
Florence B., born January 1st, 1889, died January
2nd, 1919, and on which you dishonestly trapped
sonic practitioners, whether they were hottest or
otherwise is beside the question (sic.) The point
that I am raising here is that in your zeal to
discredit something of which you are evidently
ignorant, you resorted to and employed dishonest
and dishonorable methods.
Kindly fill out one of these blanks for Florence
B. in full, being careful to give nie the residence
of the Mother nine mouths previous to birth. I
would like you to interview that Mother, as also
the Mothers of all your subjects, and ascertain
whether the periods of gestation were normal, long
or short, whether the deliveries were natural or
forced, or delayed, as this information is necessary
to the work before us.
I note that in your copyright announcement
your rights are not reserved, that articles may
be reproduced by giving credit to your magazine.
However, as the work before us necessitates the
reproduction of these articles, either in part or in
whole, we would appreciate your written permission.
Congratulating you on your very able efforts in
eliminating the frauds and charlatans from (we
hope) all departments of science, and thanking you
for your kindly attention to the requests herein
made, I remain
DR. CHAS. A. LOGAN,

Fairhope, Alabama.
(This is the information we are requested to

gis e.)

Name in full
Race
Date of birth
Place of birth
Time of birth -hour
Minute ....A.M. or P.M
Type of birth -normal
Surgical
Prenatal term- normal
Short
Long
Mother's residence at time of conception
l'ersonal description -Photographs are helpful
where they can be lent.
Height
Weight
Built-Slight
Medium.... Heavy Flesh -Firm
Soft
Muscular
Wiry
Complexion Ruddy... Pale... Dark...Freckled
Arms and legs -Long.... Short (in porportion to
body)
Shape -Round
Eyes -Color
Oval
Small
Large
Set straight
slant
Close together....
(Continued on page 7581

when you can put them in on Free Trial and
back them with a money -back guarantee!
No aaleemanahip or experience necessary.
Bore ie a line good for $505 a month, easy!

g

Sensational

Offer!

Tube Console
Tuned Radio Frequency cuit Ilby D. S.
Navy Dept.. twotone cabinetbuilt
in loud epeakerLiat, $117.00
Agent'e Cost
only, $45 20

III

We Trade -In
Old Sets!

Another knock - out
feature. W e per cash
for old assesterai
B 1p. yea to cell
EVERYBODY!

III

S A c.' n te wanted In every
among
U tocality to take orders for
Premier radios. Made COMPLETE in
u factory from Premier parts exclus- 5 -TUBE TABLE
at
one
email
profit direct
/Weir. priced
MODEL
from factory te veer. But tea sammle.
Radio Fretalons for you. Write for amazing new Tuned
thie season. queacyÇireuit. W aland
make
money
quick
plan
t fimeh bieet°

/

Big Discount to Agents i,étñá

ct n;ra, $50.00

i',

business with our enormous stock and big
tor
Demonstrator
Today
ofagenta. speUal
1 fpiete details of nsstiional

PREMIER ELECTRIC CO.
Dep.
/Oraeo Street at Ravtpn,116 wood, CHICAGO

Price

o

$24.50

Tcu., holy you can make big money in
world's newest and greatest field. Presents lifetime opportunity in Radio.
Right now we want live agents and
dealers in every locality. $50 to 3100
8 week easy.
40% to 60% Profit

Simply send name
for this big illustrated book explain ing liberal profit proposition and hots to get latest radio
goods at wholesale.
Also
Prices on Darts. sets and setessorfea and amazing special
offers -ail FREE. Write today
Standard Radio Co1412a5WCntut S.
Mo.
t.

MODEL MAKING

When you hare made )roar Model Boiler,
you will natural!' wish to ntoimt it with the
best Steam Fittings obtainable. We can
supply accurately made miniature Steam:

and Water Gauges, Steam Valves, Panes.
etc., also finished Engines and Boilers suitable for !Model boats and .stationary purposes. Special work to order. Large illustrated catalog 50e (refunded on first order).
BATHE MFG. CO.
Dent. 2, 5214 Wrodland Ave., Phila., Pa.

66 Mues on I Gallon
Amazing New Auto Gas Saver

All Make Cars.

Spare or Full Time Agencies Wanted
Everywhere

I FREE. TO ADVERTISE

BIG PROFITS to any MAN WITH CAR
CRITCHLOW, Inventor, T -863, Wheaton, Ill.

C. McNeil -Earn money thru famous McNeil Banjo Course.
Easy as A B C with CHORD-CHART SYSTEM
d phonograph record by Chas. McNeil, 5 ye
with Brunswick.

Easy payments. Write for Free Bak d Banjo offer'
rICAGO TENOR BANJO INSTITUTE
Dept. 1959
1621 N. Lincoln St., Chicago
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BUILD YOUR OWN GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK
-

-By .LOUIS A. BREITINGER

SEND COUPON FOR AMAZING SPECIAL OFFER!
1NOTEs TAN offer N made to prospective buyer*

UNTIL recently many homes in which
a Grandfather's Clock would be warm-

ly welcomed, were necessarily deprived of having one by reason of their prohibitive cost but to those who have the
knack of building things and the patience
and skill to stick to a job until it is finished,
the opportunity of building a Grandfather's
Clock is hereby presented. Many handy
men will not merely build a clock for their
own use, but build others for profit.

by famous big Radio Corporation one of America's
oldest reliable manufacturers of fine sets-seventh
successful year. Many satisfied users In every
testimony of nearstate. Postal or coupon brings
by users and proof Mimeo's outperform sets costingup tO 4 times as much... Very easy to operate

FIJL.BIG-POWERF

BEA

;

k

Nsn

°-

,qk'
RUM tOWok like and
patterns like a $200
let. Users report:

Dial
to turn for all
programs.
Rent on 30 Dye
EnorFreeTrial.
demand for
mimeo 6'o makes
Only One

MIlrro

9

Veers report Mince Radios get Dragons emit to Coast, also Can °lid W stout
Cabo and M nco, loud and cleat on epeaket: atDerform 5300 to /20D acts.
RESTvitb emailehea2 ca.
28 in. ads,
R
e m bears Epróoe S.Ameries. Don'ts.
TONED and boST
?MOST SELECTIVE, CLEAREST
Long Ucleee trial p
big
sets,
boy it.
S

ONE DIAL
CONTROL

c;'toe.

$elective

l

6-tube
don't
POWERFUL comes CE- GETTER among beautiful
Every Mimeo cornea completely assembled, rigidly tested and fully guaranteed.

S7CIAL

WHOLESALE
PRICES

1/21
You Up to
Our Factory Prices SaveBave
ultra -s
°y meta

SEND NO MONEY!

who show the
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DEALERS

provements at

-

T=
much money S
write for
on Oct.. speakers, toilet., batteries
lAMAZING OFFER. Ultra-5 not illus.) Is
List
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Retail
cone vaine in 8 big Guaranteed 6 -tube, 3-diai

to mer agents

possible hosts of
cosy new refine
menu
im-
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COAST TO COAST RECEPTION

WRITE!
mat prices than
users
Mimeo
by
verified
Genuine
s, dials
fielebedinwalnut to match cabinets:
cabinets: Cone
Con.
Reporte from mere everywhere leave little for us to add.
1
,'
meet
a
few
of
E
-Z
Battery
Cables;
features
Iton
only
the
many
in
our
files and which
Ben
These are
numerous
on of high -priced sets.
additional
for
we receive daily. Send coupon for plenty
Send for Amazing LoveUnitune" Price
proof, testimony of nearby unere and SPECIAL OFFER
P[OOf
sUNITU NE" SEPARATES CHI- NEW YORK LOGS163 STATIONS Be- far superior to mont radios cosan a e t
Ail tat n come in fo
CALO LOCALS. Chicago. With 4 sea- alo N Y I received 2L0 London 11.06 d al
floua broadcasting less than a mile away, 0 Monday night but there was no much clear on the load speaker. James Tullis
after another a tuneaodkeepaepit was not very plain. I also
S AND 8 TUBE SETS.
arated as high as 16 Chicago stations on linterference
ogged 163 stations in U.S. and Canada. OUTPERFORMS
I don't
your "frequne -6". Even during
Satisfied user of Mimeo. Norman W. Ives. Duncanville.is Pa.
a better reloudfrequently
of stations clear
lear and
and NEBRASKA NEARS PORTO RICO ON think there
set made than a
onespeaker an far away as Colo.. New SPEAKER. Spence...Nebraska, Usin the ceiving
Stations received
Jersey. Pew Orleans and
others. Mimeo" we have often heardMexicoCity, Miraco-5.
on the loud speaker-.
With the single dial I nwitehfrom one Porto Rico, Miami. Florida Ottawa. Can- -all
KFI Los ngeles
to another station in n e ratant. The ada and Vancouver, B. C. Canada and all Include
distance, 2.250
selectivity is amazing, the set is a beauty along the Pacific Coast. All the above sta- CaliforelsI 6of this on loudd the tone is
feet. W. H. Schaeffer. tions on the speaker. Have also heard Li- miles.
plain, when ethers
COAST TO COAST THROUGH LOCALS
Pero South America. H. J. Schmidt. speaker
couldn't get it with 6 asd 8
DISTANCE.
Omaha, Nebraska.
TONE,
especially
a wonder
wonder for dis- Kans.
Cuba. Neil and many other states.
its volume, tonefiand its (free - FFlla..
tance. volume. tone. We
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from howling. Although I do not try
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three
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rangs them from collet it's the beet ever. Mrs. E. A. Resler.
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what the M raco-5
coast. No trouble at MIRACO EQUALS 5240 SET. Ovales, doe. out here. I have
86atations.
Ato
all. H. N. Eller.
S. D. Mimeo works fine. Selective and which I can get nearly any time I try,
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Canada
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North,
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Sharer.
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$240,but
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Minima Bldg..
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- I 40Rrad free literature, dMAZB46
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TRAVEL for "UNCLE SAM"
RAILWAY POSTAL CLERKS -$1900 TO $2700 YEAR
Mail Carriers

Post Office Clerks

MEN -BOYS 18 UP
Steady Work. No Layoffs
Paid Vacations.

,

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE,
Dept. D -I84. Rochester, N. Y.
Fire: Itush to me. without charge, (1)
Railway l'utal tiled: coaching 1esSample
Ó
Q sons;0,(.2) List of U. S. Government Jobs
urns
te, uien mid women, 18 up; (3)

/

,

J

Comm6n Education Sufficient
Travel -See Your Country
c? send 32 -page book,
Many U. S. Govt. Jobs
open to women
Name
MAIL COUPON

"Government Jobs."

/

// Addre,:

IMMEDIATELY

Build Your Own

Grandfather's Clock
with our help

Noi'eltìes\
s,rV,'

1-

',

"L.,

s Wit(

-

.

The Ross Radio ring is a miniature crystal radio receiving
set. Wear it as a ring -use
it as a radio. With a phone
and='aerial brings in local sta.lions clearly and distinctly.
Results guaranteed or money
refunded.

PRICE 50c. POSTPAID

The Jewish Nickel

,ter

$
You will be proud to have this stately Grandfather's clock in your home.

and explanations given
should be gone over very carefully before
starting the work. The sizes given in the
stock schedule are nearly all finished sizes.
Waist sides should be planed straight and
square to a length of 68 inches and width
of 10% inches.
inches,
Pilasters are 68 inches by I
planed straight and square, glued to the
waist sides as seen in sections AA and BB;
use lots of clamps, and see that the joints
are up good and tight before gluing. Rabbet
out the back edge of each side to allow the
back to be set in.

The

drawings

/

tit

s\r

Fun with these never ends.
try them on the grocer. the
street car conductor, your
friends and watch their
faces -keep a few on hand
always.

No. 1195 10c each

We furnish blue prints, finishing material and instructions. Buy the
works, dial, weights and pendulum
from us at surprisingly low prices.
You make a fine profit building artistic clocks for your friends.
COMPLETE WORKS $5.00
Others with chimes at all pri, r.c
Ask for attractive Free Offer
L. A. BREITINGER,

Pres.

CLOCK COMPANY
1679 Ruffner St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

3 for 25e

Pull the trigger of this
Pistol Cigarette Case!

But only cigarettes are fired. Looks like
Fools everyone -Imodeadly weapon.
-Costive as well as amusbig.

No. 1428

''(
-

',

i

(I

.,
1

,,00 -t.`.)c,,,
75c a Doz.

,,

ip

_.

Postpaid $1.59

OUR 164 PAGE CATALOG
Our huge, new eatahe is ready for fun- lovers. Contains actual reproductions of all the laugh -producers on
the market. For only 8e in stamps to cover postage
we will .send it to you. Mailed FREE with all $2.50
orders. AGENTS WANTED.

AMERICAN BAZAAR, inc.

Dept. S12, 640 Broadway,

New York City
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A BIG, HANDY FRIEND
for
DEC

0..1.200000 taper

1.92O

FJty Cent,.

Radio Listeners'
Guide

Call Boo

and

'

Winter
Reception
Winter brings Radio Magic,
Distance, volume, clarity -all
those things you may have
striven for all summer without
success.
Enjoy good reception to its
fullest
Listeners'
Guide and Call Book (WINTER
EIITION) gives you the latest
list of every Broadcast station
in the United States, Canada
and Foreign countries, gives
wavelength, power, location
and even the hours of opera-

-Radio

tion.

RADIO'S
FOREMOST
CALL BOOK
Completely Revised
and brought up -todate for Winter use

Also this book has a whole
section of illustrated articles
on how to build sets and accessories.
And the final supplement of
S. Gernsback's famous Radio
Encyclopedia.
More data in one book than
you have ever before encountered.
BUY YOUR COPY

NOW
Published by

196 PAGES

The CONSRAD CO., Inc.
53 Park Place, New York

Photos of Broadcast Stars
and Stations

If your dealer cannot supply you

SiZE 9 x 12

write direct

the Copy

50c

ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
ml
Play the

HAWAIIAN

FREE
éÿol
4.5 HAWAIIAN

Agents Wanted

Anti
-Mist
Guarantees

Caine
GUITAR .andMotions
Inf,
Just

as the

Natives

Only 4

.nstrnm this
Hawaitrpmenti

Do

Our chats
our
native

ian Instructors
teach you to master
them quickly. Pictures
shoo how. Everything es -

Wattled

Play in Hall Hour
After you get the four

motions you play
chords with
eev little practice. No
prevloua tastylknowtedge necessary.

heasy
armonious

'.

used

clearly.

Easy Lessons
Even if you don't know

,0' ß'l'1!

-í.

ness of your own

ik
I

Free Guitar

Write at Once
You'll never he lonesome with
this beautiful Hawaiian Guitar.
il. Nothingetobuy- everything Write for Special Offer and ea.,
tarnished. No delay.
terms. A postcard will do. ACTI
FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC Inc.
and Outfit In Genuine Seal Genie
P brik id Case
oon as you en-

9th Floor, Woolworth Bldg., Dept.-- 140
New Fork, N. Y.
Approved as a Correspondence School Under 14. Law
St of Neto York
of the State

Il

Clear

You can quickly build a
big money -making busi-

1

Y71

I
l

a
to from another.
the 5'l printed lessons
and the clear picture..
make it easy to learn
quickly. Payee you play.

Vision

1

selling

Anti -Mist. Sells to auto supply
stores, opticians, druggists, cigar
stores, garages, railroads and street ear companies. antiMist makes glass FROST- PROOF, STEAM -PROOF nd
WATER- PROOF. One application lasts 21 hours. Clear
vision guaranteed in all heather; Money back guarantee

if it falls.

$50 to $100 WEEKLY
Mist retails at 35c for 84
Send 35c NOW for sample

/

The lower front rail is 16 inches by
inches. This is made of poplar with the top
edge of mahogany. Dowel the rail to the
sides with two dowels in each end. Use
a screw between the dowels to draw the rail
up to the pilaster.
The base may now be moulded on the
upper edge and scalloped on the lower. Glue
and screw around the waist sides. Miter
the front piece first, glue that in place and
fit the side returns to it. Size the miter
joints before gluing- to prevent the glue
working away from the joints. The bottom.
made of poplar, should now be screwed in
place, as it will help to strengthen the base.
See that everything is straight, plumb and
square. Screw a strip across the top on
the inside of the pilasters to hold the sides
temporarily until the hood is fastened.
The hood -front should be made up of two
pieces, the front of mahogany 20% inches
by 10% inches by 1 5/16 inches.; the second
of poplar. This piece should be as long as
the distance between the waist sides on the
inside, 10% inches wide, 13/16 inch thick,
uid must be square on the end, not mitered.
Miter the front piece and glue on the second.
Miter and fit the hood returns, which are
11 7/8 inches by 6 inches by 1 5/16 inches.
Rabbet out the top and back edges for the
top and back to set in. Lay off the 6;;/ and
11Y4 circles, bandsaw to the line and smooth
up with a sharp spokeshave.
Care should be taken in clamping the
hood returns to the front, not to draw too
hard on the clamps, as the circle may be
contracted and held there after the glue has
hardened. Size all miter joints before gluing.
The hood and arch moulding is to be laid
out on a piece 24 inches by 8 inches by 1;;
inches, and moulded at the mill. The returns may be worked in one piece 28 inches
by 2 inches by 1% inches.
The front moulding should be mitered
and glued in place.
Care should be taken to have everything
square and all joints tight, as any imperfection will show up badly.
Dowel the hood to the waist sides and
fasten with hooks, so that the hood may be
removed to place the works in position. yThe
door is to have all joints strongly mortised.
the tenons should not go all the way through
the stiles, as they would not look well if
exposed.
Rabbet the inside edge of the door for
the glass. The arch rail should be cut
at the mill.
In gluing and clamping the door, have
it on a level surface to avoid having a twist
in it, and be sure that it is square. The
door sits back from the pilasters 3/8 of an
inch, and three extra wide hinges should be
used to swing it clear of the hood and

Others are doing it.
Sells on sight. Anti S oz. ran.

oz. can -$1.50 for
on. can and full

particulars

Gaston Mfg. Co., Dept. 5, 4216, Lincoln Ave..Chicago,111.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Science & Invention-$2.50 a year.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C.

pilasters.
Rabbet strips should be screwed on the inside of the pilasters to allow the door to
shut against -two on the sides from the
middle rail clown (see sec. BB), and one
across the bottom; two on the sides from
the middle rail up for the dial frame to
rest against (see AA) ; the arch circle
furnishing around the arch.
The dial frame is intended to hold the
dial and should fit the hood and sides- neatly.
The joints should be strongly mortised. The
back may be made of poplar and either
paneled or in one piece. Panelling is to be
preferred as it takes care of the expansion
and contraction. In panelling make the lover
panel extend to the middle rail of the door.
The top and back should be screwed in, not
glued.
Finishing- Scrape well with a sharp
cabinet scraper and sandpaper with the grain.
using No. 1 and 0 sandpaper. Be careful
to select a good mahogany stain, only a
penetrating or water stain should be used.
Do not use stain that contains varnish. After
scraping and sandpapering, sponge the wood,
lightly with clean, hot water containing about
a tablespoonful of glue. Allow this to dry
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Do You Speak
Correct English?

Now You Smarty
You Are Paying the Penalty!
You
YOU were a wise guy.
were young, you were vigorous
and peppy. Batting around nights
until all hours of the morning
didn't phase you in the least.
Four hours sleep! -three hours
sleep! -that made no difference.
were
smart-and you
Oh,
you
did lave those wild parties with
the boys and girls -the wilder
Yau were always set
the better.
-the sky was the limit. "Where
will we go from here, boys ?" Go'
It was a great life!
Go! Go!
wo"Wine,
Nothing like
Pshaw! you
men,
and song!"
didn't feel any bad effects of
the high speed at which you were
You felt fine. You were
going.
strong and you loved to brag to
your friends about the many "big
If you stayed
times" you had.
up all night. so much bolder the
boast.
Oh! you were very smart!
Eut now

Or do you only think you do?

tia

it-

"The

MILLER

seems

to

SYSTEM is so clear
and simple that one
feel

-

the

actual presence o f
t h e teacher" (A
student in Alaska)

Yau owe yourself time for self-culture. Study
the MILLER SYSTEM OF CORRECT ENGtop
LISH as a basis. You can never rise to the unin business or society, in club, church or lodge
less you speak and write correct English. The
MILLER SYSTEM is bright, brief and practical
with entertainment and variety that will hold your
attention. Lo ik it over without obligation and BE
YOUR OWN JUDGE.

Does Your English Embarrass or Betray You?
Do you know when you make mistakes?
'You cannot afford not to know your oscn language.

SAT- ln'kwlrry for inq'ui'ry; address for address'; cu'pon for cou'Don; press'dence for precedence; hydth
for height; conversant for conversant?
DO YOU SAY- between you and I; a raise in salary; a long
ways off; a setting hen; let's you and I go seanewheres; those
kind of men; that coat sets good; he don't know as he can;
a mutual friend; refer back?
DO 'YOU KNOW WHEN TO, USE-sits or sets, laying or lying, farther or further, drank or drunk, who or whom. I or
me, lunch or luncheon, affect or eifert. council, counsel or
consul. practical or practicable, admittance or admission,
shall or ovili?
DO YOU

MILLER SYSTEM OF CORRECT ENGLISH
1341 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
Room 106
Improve your conversation, letters and position.:) practical.
intensive. entertaining, home study course in the essentials
of grammar, rhetoric, letter- writing, pronunciation of 325
misused English words. Good Speech for Cultured Conversation. Poise and Pcsonalil y.

Miller System of Correct English.
166, 1341 Beacon St.,

Room

Boston, Mass.

send, for my inspection, parts 1 and 2 of your 15
lesson COURSE in CORRECT ENGLISH. I enclose $1 down.
decide to keep the course, I will send the balance of $4,
and receive Parts 3, 4, 5. and the SELI`- CORRECTING
KEY. Otherwise I will return the lessons within one week,
ami you will refund my $1 deposit. (Ref. U. S. Trust Co..
Boston I.
Please

If I

Name

Address

WANTED

Agents everywhere to organize classes In
clubs, stores, factories and independently. Teachers and clubs should ask for circular, "How to
Conduct a Money -Making Study Class." Club Rates.

t

t,

,verb_. too System of Jimmy De-

World's

Greatest Trainer and
Maker of Champions, teaches you all
rl..re
to learn about boxing. Every 6
oou
are selected from all classes
,11 re, ouunendecl to leading promoters
i:r eng:tgements. Send for famous book.
-The Golden Age of Boxing," full of
valuable information, photos of great
fighters and pupils who became successes
overnight.
Enclose 10e to cover cost of mailing. etc.
Jimmy DeForest Boxing Course, 347 Madison Avenue,

o

Box 3012, New York City.

101?-4

Millions of people know that, but Multitudes of
persons with defective hearing and Head Noises
are again enjoying conversation, go to Theatre and
Church because they use Leonard Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums, which arc Tiny Megaphones

,

tiringin the Ear entirely out of sight. No wires, no

batteries, no head piece. They arc Unseen Comforts
and inexpensive. Write for booklet and sworn
statement of the inventor who was himself deaf.
O. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 369 70 5th Ave., New York

about 24 hours, and sandpaper with the
grain, using No. 00 sandpaper. This will
keep the grain from rising after staining.
Try staining 4nd filling a piece of mahogany before attempting the clock case,
so as to get the desired shade. After the
stain is applied and given 24 hours to dry,
sandpaper 'lightly with No. 000 sandpaper,
taking care not to cut the stain, after which
give a coat of filler. This should be well
rubbed off after setting a few minutes. Use
a piece o burlap, rubbing across the grain.
Allow the filler to dry for about two
clays, then sandpaper lightly with 000 sandpaper, clean off with a woolen -rag and
give a thin coat of orange shellac. This
will dry within 24 hours, when it should
be sanded with a fine paper and given a
coat of the very best cabinet varnish. This
should be flowed on with a fine brush and
allow to dry from 4 to 5 days. It may
now be rubbed down with fine pumice stone
and water ; care should be taken not to
cut through the varnish into the bare wood.
Clean off the water and after the work is
thoroughly dried, give another coat of varnish. Let this dry as before and rub with
rottenstone and oil, cleaning and finishing
with a soft woolen cloth.
An enterprising clock manufacturing concern has for some years been specializing ill
the business of furnishing clock movements,
dials, chimes, gongs and parts for amateur
clock builders, also some of the more difficult parts of the cases as well, the special
hardware and the finishing material needed.
The name of this concern may be obtained
from publisher or advertising columns.
STOCK SCHEDULE
2
2
1

2

I
1

1
1
1

I
2

2
1

2
2
I
1
1

I
1

3

.

".

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION -$2.50 a
year
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
N. Y. C.

awaken in the morning all
tired out, sluggish, nervous, con.
stipated, dizzy, with headaches
You

The drawing above shows the complete wood
frame of the grandfather's clock here described.

1

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
GOOD HEARING A JOY

You're Worried...
Your Pep Is Gone!

SECT ION B-B

1

Waistsidee. 68 by 10% by 13/16.
Pilasters, 68 by 114 by13/16.
Bottom Rail, 16 by 64 by 13/16.
Door stiles, 64 by 144. by 13/16.
Head rail. 15 by 7 by 13/16.
Middle rail, 15 by 1/ by 13/16.
Bottom rail, 16 by 2 by 13/16.
Base, 47 by 754 by 13/16.
Hood front, 20% by 10V, by 1 5/16.
Hood front, 1774 by 10% by 13/16, poplar.
Hood returns, 1174 by 60 by I 5/16.
Arch moulding. 24 by 8 by- 1%.
Arch moulding returns. 14 by 2 by 1 %.
Dial frame (see drawing).
Rabbet strips. 15y, by 1!.I by 1%.
Rabbet strips. 47 by 1V,, by 13/16.
Rabbet strip. 20 by I% by 13/16.

Dial circle (see detail).
Back. 75 by 19 by 94, poplar.
Bottom, 18% by 1034. poplar.
Top, 18V, by 9M by H. poplar.
special hinges.
mortise lock.

TOOL LIST.

and a nasty taste in your mouth.
Your cheeks are sallow or sunken.
eyes -black

Your

bloated,

them.

rings

-

and

able.
You are wretched.
Why is it? Ah -you are paying the penalty for those
wild days of youth. The terrible mistakes you then
made, the terrific pace at which you traveled, the awful
abuse of your body, have come in for a reckoning.

Restore Your Health, Your Strength!

I

can and
matter how far down you have gone,
am your
you. Only givd me the chance.
friend. holding out my helping hand to you. I don't
No

1

will help

1

care how serious your mistakes of youth were,
much you dissipated, or how badly you abused
body.
I
don't care how miserable and wretched
can
are now -how weak and sickly -how wasted
I
I

will help you.
will build you

up

inch

externally-until you are

a

by

inch

-

-I

how

your
you
and

internally and

robust powerful fellow-a

will command respect and admiration wherever you go. I have done this for thousands
of others and I will do it for you through my original
and unfailing methods of
He -man who

real

STRONGFORTISM
Science of Health and Strength

A new life will dawn for you.
A new energy will grip
you.
You will be chock full of ambition. Your head
will be high, your shoulders erect, your eyes bright.
your cheeks radiant with color.
STRONGFORTISM
has lifted thousands of weak, ailing. discouraged men
such as you are out of the bog of hopelessness and
despair and placed them on the straight road to
health, happiness and prosperity. ST RUNG FO RT ISM
has aided Nature in overcoming such ailments as Constipation,
Nervousness, Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Bad
Blood, Poor Memory, etc., as well as the ruinous results cf neglecting and abusing the body. STRONG FORTISM gave these men renewed confidence, vitality.
ambition, success, and fitted them for the joys of a

healthy, happy life. STRONGFORTISM will do the
same for you, no matter what your occupation er surroundings.

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK

"PROMOTION AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH,
STRENGTH, AND MENTAL ENERGY." It will tell
you frankly how I can make you over into- a vigorous
specimen of vital manhood. It is filled with astonish ing facts about the body that will prove a revelation
and give you new hope for a future joyous life.
It
is worth its weight in gold. Send for my book RIGHT
NOW.

UO

EL STJRONGFORT
25

physical and Health Specialist for over

Years
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, U. S.
CLIP AND SEND THIS COUPON

DEPT. 274,

FREE CONSULTATION

A

-- - -.

ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL
MR. LIONEL STRONGFORT,

Strongfort Institute. Dept. 274, Newark, N. J.

Please send me absolutely free my copy of your book.

"Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy." I have marked (a) before the subjects
i13

which

I

am most interested.
..Weak Eyes
.. Flat Chest

..Colds
,.Catarrh
..Asthma
..Headache
..Rupture
..Thinness
..Pimples
..Insomnia
..Impotency
..Overweight
..Weak Back

..Despondency

..Emaciation
,.Rheumatism

..Nervousness

..Constipation

,.Night

Losses

..Short Breath

,Vital Lasses
.. Lung Troubles
.

..Poor Circulatio0
..Round Shoulders
..Youthful Errors

,.Manhood Restored
,.Skin Troubles
..Stomach Disorders
..Increased Height

..Weak Heart
..Muscular
..Great Strength
Development

Name

The tools required in building this grandfather's
clock include hammer, coarse and fine carpenter
saws. hand drills, files, rasp, rabbet planes, wood
chisels. gouges. carpenter's finishing plane, screw
drivers and twist drills, and scriber.

under

bloodshot,

burning -in other words, you are
your
You go to
STRONGFORT bleary -eyed.
not with energy and amBuilder of Men work.
bition, but with a slouch and a
grouch. Work drags. Your head
You feel miser
is befogged -you can't think straight.

Age

Occupation

Street

City

State
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The Astrology Humbug
(Continued from page 754)
Far apart
Sight -normal... Defective...
Hair-Color
Finè
Medium
Course
Thick
Thin
Curly
Wavy
Straight
Early baldness in
men?
Teeth -Regular
cusp teeth
Sound
Nose-Large

The Guide to Radio prices and Radio Quality.

Our vast resources and radio experience have been
utilized to assemble in one gigantic institution, the
best and newest things in radio. The Randolph catamasterpieceof
log is the great radio market place
merchandising that befits our house

The World's Largest Exclusive Radio
Mail Order House

Size of shoe

Birth marks -Color
Sex

CATALOG CONTAINS OVER 2000 ITEMS,
from the most beautiful, fully equipped console
radio set, down to the smallest part or tool for
the set builder -kits. parts and supplies
of every type and style. All beautifully illustrated
and interestingly described. Also valuable data
of today's most fascinating and most wonderful achievement -RADIO.

Dates- Marriage

S-TUBE SETS AS LOW AS $24.90

LATEST 5927 MODELS
All Randolph sets are sold at amazingly low prices. No
little
matter what kind of set you want -no matter howYOUR
yoa want to pay -you can select YOUR SET AT

'

PRICE from the Randolph catalog.

¡
RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.
III.

Chicago.

Box............

R. F D

State

I City

.

...

FURNITURE, RADIO CABINETS, LATHES, SPORT
DEVICES, Etc. -(Can be made at home)

HERE'S THE BOOK THAT TELLS YOU HOW
Building your own home furniture, cameras, radio cabinets,
sport devices, etc., is easy if you know what materials you need,
and have an illustrated explanation on how to proceed. Then, too,
you can save a good deal of money by making these valuable things
yourself.
"How to make it" a big book compiled from the great magazine
"Science and Invention," is full to the brim with hundreds of upto -date things to make at home. Things that can be made by any
man with only a few simple tools.
Published by
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
53 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct.

116

300 ILLUSTRATIONS
PAGES
LARGE
INCHES
x12
PRICE 50e
SIZE 9

SOLD ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
A BIG HIT 1
HEW!
Little
The

Chechwriter
with the

Small

Size of glove
Size
Location
Occupation

Children
Important journeys
Illness or operation (please describe)
Emotional or psychic crises
Please give date of death or fatal disease
In filling out this blank, the dates of events are
not no necessary if you have a correct birth time.
If it is not certainly known, then all the items
you care to give are needed to arrive at your correct time.
Please indicate carefully just the sort of work
you want done, fill out the blanks, and return with
check. You will probably have your work within
two weeks, unless some condition exists which
makes for delay
which case you will be
notified.
If the delay interferes with your plans, your
money will be promptly returned. Address all inquiries to
DR. CHAS. A. LOGAN,
-

RANDOLPH RADIO ORPORATION
Becaus e we handle
180 N. Union Ave., Dept. 192 Chicago, 111.
radio exclaeively
Send me- free -your 84-page, 1927 Radio
and sell a tremendous volume of everything in Radio. we I
of
our
I
Book.
benefit
for
the
power
our
buying
can concentrate
customers.
begin
SEND FOR BOOK TODAY Wecannot
to tell all about I Name
this wonderful Radio Book. Simply send letter or postal
radio sets and
and this bargain catalog of g
Street and No
supplies will come to you absolutely FREE.

WE SAVE YOU MONEY

N. Union Ave., Dept.192

Medium

Straight
Aquiline
Hump
Irregular
Ears- Hearing good
Poor
Deaf
Throat-Long
Medium
Short
Any goitre trouble?
Give date

-a-

180

Irregular
Pointed
Front teeth separated
Subject to decay

-in

Drawer F,
Fairhope, Alabama.
(We shall be glad to give you permission to republish the article on astrology in SCIENCE AND INVENTON Magazine and make any comments thereto
that you care to, provided that you give this publication credit and also with the hope that you will
Vend us a marked copy of the magazine or pamphlet in which this is reproduced. Inasmuch as the
writer was intimately acquainted with Florence
B. for many years, he is able to state with a fair
degree of accuracy that there was absolutely nothing abnormal in either the period of gestation or
the delivery.
What is there that is dishonest and dishonorable
in sending for a horoscope of a departed friend to
see if an astrologer knows his business,* If the
astrologer had sent us an accurate horoscope would
it have been honest?
Was the forecast of the
Dempsey -Tenney bout dishonest because it proved
a fizzle and resulted in a negation of the astrologer,
Prof. Gustave Meyers' calculations?' Was the
analysis by Dr. Lillian L. Houghtaling on the
It'ills- Sharkey prize -fight obtained dishonestly?
Why should both winners have held the worse
horoscopes?
Why should horoscopes favor the
same individual upon whom betting money is
placed, at odds in the first case of as much as 6
to 1 just before the fight and in the second at
Why should the astrologer's honesty be
3 to 1.
"beside the question."
Code initials of three men and birth places as
well as dates and times were then given. Dr.
Logan did not request a check for drawing up an
astrological chart.
We merely republished his
printed form above.
Inasmuch as the questions concerning life or
death, the nature of the teeth, the height, weight
and build of the individual or the complexion' of
the person are supposed to be ruled by the planets.
we are omitting this information for the present.
The individual's occupation is also not given.
Editor.)
-

-

DIVING SCHOOL

Z/ourXusical
Bump willpay

óu well

Bi' Protection

Salesmen!
At last! A checkwriterat every-

now to develop your tal-

START
ent with a Conn easy -to -play
band or orchestra instrument.
Demand for players exceeds supply. Free Trial; Easy Payments on
any Conn. Send for free literature
and details; mention instrument

body's price! Sells for$12.50. Does
more than larger machines costing hundreds! Our salesmen
cleaning up!

The Arnold Features

Pocket size convenience.
Handsome nickel plated alominom.
3. Light weight. Easy to op.
crate.
4. Prints and cuts characters in
acid proof ink.
5. Unlimited capacity. Lowcost.
Easy to ink.
6. Guaranteed for 6 years. Nothing to get out of order.
1.

2.

I!!eg
FREE SAMPLE OFFER! Salesmen! Here's the biggest
with very
Proposition
comm
to district managera and ealersmen

sons

THE ARNOLD CNECKWRITER CO.. Inc.. Dept.
FLINT, MICHIGAN

14

C. G. CONN, LTD.
Elkhart, Ind.
1256 Conn Bldg.

ON

BAND

INSTRUMENTS

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to SCIENCE AND INVENTION-12.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place,
New York City.

English divers learning to use apparatus and
suits in water filled tank.

Science and
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Wirekraft -A New Art

JobsforHomeTrained Men in

By HUGO GERNSBAC)C

ELECTRICITY

(Continued

Learning to Write

fron jage

688)

$65 a WEEK AND UP!

wire for the purpose may be bought at most
hardware, radio amid electrical stores, but if
you can not secure the right size of wire, a
stamped addressed envelope sent to the Editor of \Virekraft Contest will bring you the
information where this wire can be secured
its your vicinity.
TECHNICAL DATA ON WIREKRAFT
\Virekraft is a simple craft and requires
Any one handy
no great amount of skill.
with a pair of pliers and a soldering iron
Here are a
can build \Virekraft articles.
few simple rules that should be observed in
\Virekraft building:

Ti

rr)

rtrio

}

'nl!r'

z

iii

NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA.
Dept. 1912, 25 West 45th St., New York City.
Pica se send me your freo writing ability test and tree
informa,icn ou opportunities for profit in writing.
Mrs. or Miss)

.tuittit
STATE

Men wanted to manufacture Metal Toys

and Novelties

NO

SALESMANSHIP NECESSARY

exceeds supple tuui wr co- operate with you in
selling goods, also buy them from you. We put you. to
taw!. sail the buyers. Guaranteed casting forms with
rniuI)itr outfit furnished for speedy production of Toys,
Norrl i ts, Ash Trays, Bookends, and other big all -year
i,. -.;

lI t

seller..
,ory.

was Jor the
fast six years of
his tire$ to

.absolutely no experience or machinery necesSmall investment puts

No special place needed.

:oo on road to success. You do Rio manufacturing and
tie take rare of the selling. Act immediately if you

it doesn't cost you a penny.
Thousands of firms look to us for
men.
Nordberg, Harnischfeger Corp'n., Commonwealth Edison are only
a few places where S. of E. men get rapid advancement. Hundreds have been helped by us
in selecting the right place to go into business
for themselves. Coupon brings you big FREE
book with all details.
&ho

roll.

New York

LEARN TO DRAW!

I

Remarkable book -- "COMMERCIAL
ART ANO CARTOONING." Exhow to make illustrations for
Iplains
bo ke,advertisementa, etc. Alsohow
to become a Cartoonist. NO CORRESPONDENCE COURSE -- Book
tells 11 --14 chantera- -126 itloetra: ,
Eons. Explains Elementary Drawing; Still Life; Pen, Ink, Charcoal
d Crayon Work; Cartooning,
t; im,ed t.PirxäÌerxtraI.
Fn. Leather. Postpaid for
I,. 17,
OGILVIE PUB. CO.,
52.00
Dept. 139
37 Rose Street, New York.

20 _samples, 25c;

10

hold to

mirror, 25c; 10 transparents
25c; 5 bathers, 25c; all, 75c.
Set of 20, $1.00; 4 samples. 25c.
CENTRAL NOVELTY CO.,
112 N. LaSalle St.,
Chicago, IiL
)toss

1

ISCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
Deot,H696, Box 572, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Send me FREE and postpaid without obligation your big
64 -page book telling about S. of E. training and opportuntties for me in electrical work. Also details of your employment service and money back guaranty.

e

POSTALLS

Outfit¡

outfit complete, of
finest materials
when you en-

19'19

MI6 Boston Road

of Eagr

flee1mg

An electrical expert's

uhnlesate mrciers nias being
da ^el. strictly a business proposition. Catalog and
Lit- 'rmalion mailed on rrquest.
METAL CAST PRODUCTS COMPANY
handle big

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

$50

i

cunt to

l

d

not even high school graduates. You don't need to
know a single fact
about electricity. In 22 IN BUSINESS
years of teaching men FOR YOURSELF
to be a success we have
found lust what you
should know and how
to teach it to you to
insure the quickest
success when you go
on the job. Earn $69
a week and up. Its
in the cards" for you Hundreds of S. of E. men locate in
if you act and send business for themselves. With our
help it's easy to get started.
the coupon.
SATISFACTION'GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK
is the way we stand behind S. of E. training. We can
afford to because S. of E. men make good. They have
the prestige for some of the biggest electrical men in
America are S. of E. men. A signed money -back guarantee bond is yours the minute you enroll. Your training
must satisfy you or every penny is returned.
GET STARTED-MAIL THE COUPON NOW. A big
64 page book in colors and illustrated with pictures of
successful S. of E. men and their jobs will be rushed postpaid. Full details on S. of E. home training and the big
opportunities that await you. Mail Coupon Right Now.

nablo u- to iudgc your writing ability quickly and
Nn leiliga tÌ5,.
Limply until the roupe:st NOW!

\]r.,

In 14

WHATEVER YOUR AGE OR EXPERIENCE

ot. n home.

U^.ra-e .state whether

with
"klek"

we can train you for success and big pay in electrical
work. Hundreds of our most successful students are

Your Writing Ability Tested -FREE
nJ t once Yin cur FREE Writing, Ability I'.t tthith

NAME

work

ELECTRICAL EXPERTS are needed now as
never before. Even electrical trades are making
record money. But men with expert electrical
training such as we give you, are earning $3250
a year and up by the thousands. And the big
modern electrical "boom" has only
started. Jobs by the hundreds are
opening up. Electrical refrigeration, powerplants, battery stations.
A profitable business for yourself.
The kind of job you've always
wanted. Where you do the bossCharles P. Steil. ing and let the other fellow do the
mrtz, A. K. rh D:
trrtrie owara $25 a week hard work.
(&Z; Eteo-

Now Amazingly Easy
Through New Method

`'Copy Desk" method -was originated by a group
of practical New York newspaper men who have
:earned by personal experience the things they
t aeli you hew to do.
Step by step, tinder their expert
guidance. you are given a thorough,
all -round training in every kind of
profitable writing for newspapers
and magazines. You are taught
not only how to write, but achat to
write-the kind of material that
editors are glad to pay real money
'or. There is no other course like it. either in
character or extent -no other course that will pre 7are gent for success so quickly and easily -right in

few

Hourd á
week

electricity.

STRAIGHTENING OF \VIRE.

Most wire conies in spool form. \Vire as
bound on spools usually does not come off
straight. In Fig. 7 is shown one simple
way to straighten the wire. Simply drive
three nails along a straight line into a piece
of the joy of opening a magazine or of board. Run the wire in and out between
I f NR.
ar.vpa; er and seeing your story or article in the nails, and now when you pull you will
('nu,d anything be more gratifying, more
find that the wire conies off straight. By
rillivg than that?
placing the nails in correct position, best reA Remarkable New Method of Training
sults are obtained.
Whether you have ever written a line for publiAfter being straightened, the wire can then
-Itin1 or not, if you believe in yourself -if you
ally want to write-there is no longer any reason be cut into the required lengths, all depend.:in' -nut .should not realize your ambitions. For ing upon what lengths are needed. In Fig.
;:paler our tIC\V method of training anyone can
Lan; to write for newspapers and magazines -and 6 is shown a form for bending the wire
after it has been straightened, where a great
.tart to carve out a real career.
Timis new method of instruction -known as the
(Continued on pate 761)

A

.

Get
crowded Draw
real peni If you can
be reached by mail.
we n train you
for emcees In

Fig. 17. Here are two cylinders made of wi e
and then soldered. The one at the left is 3
feet long. It is obvious that the diameter
could have been much narrower and that a
tube of this nature can be employed in a variety of different ways.

Name

Age

Address
City

State

I
I
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Here are a few

- of

the import- ant subjects
covered in this
valuable book
SEX EDUCATION
AND CHARACTER
EDUCATION

COLD IN
THE HEAD

YOUR BODY
THE BOOK
OF GOOD

YOUR BODY

FOR EVERY
F A M I L Y

"KNOW;

SEX IN ANCIENT

A D V I C E

THYSE1F'J

RELIGION

APPENDICITIS

SOLD

EVERYWHERE

DEVOTED
-6 -Che
WELFARE

PRENATAL
INFLUENCE

pfehe
HUMAN
BODY

50c

Price 500

On All
Newsstands

COSMETICS

WHAT EVERY
YOUNG WOMAN
SHOULD KNOW

CLOTHES, NAKEDNESS AND SHAME

WHAT WE
DIE OF

.THE GREEK SU,E'
Ceewen Gellry el An

Wbin(mrç

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING
DIO NEWS

PHYSICAL AND
MENTAL
BARS TO

MARRIAGE

WHAT EVERY
YOUNG MAN
SHOULD KNOW

ACNE,
BLACKHEADS,
PIMPLES

SCIENCE & INVENTION

CCMPANY.

RADIO REVIEW

D. C.

NEW

AMAZING STORIES

YORK.
-

PUBLISHERS

MONEY MAKING

-

OF

RADIO INTERNACIONAL

By B. M. BOLTON, M. D.

first and most important
new book for everyones' home!

The

Are you enough of a father or mother to tell your sons or daughters those
things they should know? Do you know who they should not marry? Do
you still believe in Prenatal influence? Do you know how to guard against
illnesses? How to treat illnesses or what to do in case of accidental injury?
Why not keep around this new book to use as a guide and authority? It is
written by a competent, well known physician who tells the frank, open
facts on vital things.
"Your Body" is a large size book, 9 x 12 inches, with illustrations and handsome colored cover.
Published and Distributed by

MEDICAL
MISCONCEPTIONS

The Experimenter Pub. Co. , Inc. , 5 3 Park

Pl.,

New York

If your dealer cannot supply you write direct

50c THE COPY ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
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Wirekrafta- A New Art
_

Any handy man can

install his own plumbing
and beating by our new, easy
method.
FREE Installing

plans show you how. You
save waste and high labor
cost with our cut-to-fit sysb-ba. Fitly rears of economy service to home
tenet.. farmers, builders and mechanics.
trillion dollar plants behind our guarantee.
Free Book shows everything in plumbing
and heating fixtures and supplies. Write
bola,-. HARDIN -LAVIN COMPANY,
104 -14 West Pershing Road, Chicago. III.

örAiß7éap

,rtifnlyd front page 7:9)

aw

number of 'Aires have ttr be bent in a certain shape. Wire can also be bent and shaped
by cleans of round -nosed pliers of small circumference, or else it can be shaped by
wrapping the wire around drums or prepared
Heavy wire can
wooden or metal forms.
he hammered into shape by Using a vise,
which can be fitted with extension blocks of
suitable shape. if many heavy wires are to
be thus bent.

C. J. MDSSEHL
Pioneer Musical
Saw Artist, has
taught thousands

uvl
deilsar
tis

and high priced

entertainers.

Course for men of ambition and limited time.
Over 4000 men trained.
,udensed course in Theoretical and Practical Bier-

Electrical
Engineering

rt

Ineluding
the Mose-

lyrelated

cri= of Ma the mat irs and Mechanical Drawing
lu by experts. Students construct motors. install

ng. test electrical machinery.

it

Complete cours

In One Year
Prepare
the
for your profession in

most

interesting City in the world. School
established 1893. Send for catalog.
BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
1-.2 Takoma Ave., Washington, D. 0.

Fig. 13. A convenient form of wire can be
obtained on the market in spools which are
provided with metal stops and which hold the
wire in place on the spool after it is cut.
With this type of spool it is quite impossible
for spring wire to slide off its holder.

1

.

LEARN DRAFTING
AT HOME IN SPARE

TIME,-

$75

y

W

I

BECOME AN EXPERT DRAFTSMAN. Earn $200 to $ ^50 per month.
Learn Machine. Architectural, Struct;r I Drafting, and Shop Mathemai15 in your spare time.
Personal in.rrueth,n.
Drafting
outfit
given.
write for trial lesson and 56 page
Both are free. THE PRACTICAL
Ik.
MECHANIC Dept.
105,
SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.

I

WEEKLY BUILDING
RADIO

o
3

the Association! We train you to hid Id and repair
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ALL Prices
Smashed !!
Bay now and save 50 percent. Newest
6model. ease hardened frame. blue.
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nne of curacy. depenaab+lity. SEND NO
MONEY Pay postman on delivery $9.25 pine postage.
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,
rboadwguarantee.
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"BOW LEGS and KNOCKKNEES" UNSIGHTLY
Send for booklet showing photos of m.,n
with and without THE PERFECT LEG
FORMS.

PERFECT SALES CO.

140 N. Mayfield Ave., Dept. S0, Chicago III.

BE
A DETECTIVE
Work
Furs
Big Money.

home or travel.

Make

investigations. Fascinating work. Excellent
unity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars
Write GEORGE WAGNER, former Govern.
Detective, 1968 -J Broadway, New York.

,_"BECOME A LIGHTNING
TRICK CARTOONIST"
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The method of straightening wires shown
in Fig. 7 is not advisable when the wire is
thicker than No. 12 B. & S. gauge. In that
case it is best to cut the wire to size and
use a hammer or a piece of wood to straighten the wire, first giving it rough straightening. Then it can be made absolutely straight
by placing the wire between two pieces of

thick hoard and rolling the cut wire between
the two hoards. applying pressure to the top
hoard. It will be found that the wire rolls
easily hack and forth until a perfectly
straight piece of wire results. If a great
number of heavy wires are to be straightened
in this manner it is advisable to use iron
plates, as the wood will not stand up for
any great number of wires and will become
badly dented and broken up.
FASTENING WIRES TOGETHER
Various methods can be used in \V'irekraft
This may be done
to join wires together.
either by soldering. spot welding or wrapping
thinner wires tightly around two adjoining
wires. The mechanical joint can be held
together simply by the wrapping, or, to make
it stronger. by soldering the wrapped dire.
Adjoining wires may also be twisted together. or spliced, or held together by some sort
of metal fastener. Any and all of these
methods may he used, whichever is the most
practical and suitable for the purpose. In
most cases. however, ordinary soldering maybe used.
At this point we uvish to state that wherever soldering is clone. flux solder should.be
used. Never use acid, as sooner or later
the joint will corrode. Soldered connections
with flux can be wiped clean and will last
for years.
Be sure. when soldering. that you have a
od iron, and be doubly sure that the point
ce and clean, because you can not make
(Continued on page 763)

Beginners Instructions with
$ 1.00 for
Laugh Producing Program of 23 Comic Trick
drawings. Catalog of Chalk Talk Supplies Free
BALDA ART SERVICE. Dept. 4. Oshkosh. Wisconsin.
Send
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THIS CLASS PIN

25c.

12 or more, Silver plate, Single pins35c ea. choice 2 colors eumore ¿sr es. Singir
r- amel,31etters, date. Sterling Silver, 11 or
pins abc. ea. Free Cat. shown Pins,Ringa,Embiem, 20e to 88...
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Metal ArtsCo.,Ine., 7723 SouthAve.,Rochester,N.Y.

SQUAB

4.4

BOOK

FREE

Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions.
Write at once for free 40 -page book beautifully
printed in colors telling how to do it. Yu,
will be surprised. PLYMOUTH ROCK SQUAB CO.

. 506

H

St., Melrose Highlands. Mass.

Fig. :9. This illustration shows a top view
of the patented wire holder found on some
spools of wire.

FREE!

5-Day -Trial

to Prove It

JUST to prove how quick and easy you can
learn to play a saw, I'll send you a genuine,
specially tempered Musical Saw for 5 days'
trial. I guarantee that in 24 hours you can play
tunes like"OldBlackJoe"and
"Home Sweet Home ". Then
you quickly learn latest jazz
and song hits, operatic .nd
classical music. Amazingly
simple-no notes to read, no
dreary practice. You don't
need to know a thing about
Charlen

Guglierf,

InBroadway (Ñero
York) motion plc lure theatre.

music.

Play for Money or Fun

The Musical Saw's only rival is the violin for sweetness and expression. Tone
effects are positively startling and so unexpected that
nothing compares to it in
winning instant popularity
or becoming a salaried enIts novelty gains
I,obert S. Alter, tertainer.
headline position for you.
broadcasting
lehare always in demand.
á
tbife.bësei:iéäá You
ing atatona, includfróm WSÌJ "3eamehipLEYIATHAN".

Success Guaranteed

have taught thousands to
play the Musical Saw. Just
three short simple lessons
reveal every secret of my
12 years' success as a professional saw musician.
Scores of others have won
fame and fortune like the
"Bud" Gamble is three pupils shown here.
Let ene prove that you, too.
way
oaring
the
with
the Mul,rwaeaw. Is can quickly play like a
professional,
now In Europe.
I

Record

FREE.
Double -disc, demonstration size Phonograph Record of
beautiful saw solo and duet. Two beautiful selections, positively amazing to anyone
who has never heard the Musical Saw and
its sweet tone. Send 10e (stamps or coin)
to cover handling and postage.
However, if you have already heard the
Saw. and do not want the record, ask only
for my big FREE TRIAL OFFER with
which all my pupils have made their start
to fame and money. No charge; sent postpaid. Simply mail me this ad with your
name and address printed along the margin.

MUSSEHL
West Water St.
-

¿d

WESTPHAL
Fort Atkinson. Wis.
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Not every day in the year can you offer such a genuine, agreeable
surprise to your friend or friends.
As a special Christmas opportunity you can obtain a 12 months
subscription to any of the magazines shown on this page at greatly
reduced rates.
In order to make possible this reduction it has been necessary to
combine these magazines into groups of 2 or more. If you prefer, we
will send one to you, the other to your friend together with Christmas
card to reach him on Christmas morning.
Just fill out the coupon -we take care of the rest.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.

o
Radio News
2 Radio Review
1

(quarterly)

3.50

SPECIAL
Your own subscription to either
Science & Invention, Amazing
Stories, Radio News or Money
Making and a year of either of
these magazines for your friend
with a Christmas Card to reach
him on Christmas Day, all for
$4.00.
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r EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.,
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Gentlemen: I
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Wirekraft. A New Art,

CASH

(C:trnticd front page

PRIZES
Easy to Win
once for complete details of this new contest
for cash prizes. Anyone
can enter and anyone can win a very much
worthwhi:e cash prize without a bit of
trouble. Entries must be postmarked before
midnight. December 30, 1926. Prizes award:al to most novel and ingenious model of
..:cod. made by using F. P. M. coping saw.
First prize $25; second $10; third $5;
next ten SI each. In case of tie, equal prize
to each contestant whose article is of equal
uterit. Judges -F. P. Maxon; a teacher
front Gary Public Schools; a teacher from
Lane Technical Public High School.
WRITEAt

A Real Contest!

Maxson's Contest Manager guarantees that
this will be a real contest, in which everyone
has an equal chance to win. Be sure to
.vrite us today, saying that you would like
to know all about Maxson's Cash Prize
Contest.

Saws
Coping
on

For WORK

WOOD or METAL
AT HOME :: AT SCHOOL
OR IN THE SHOP

The F. P. M. Saw is the ideal tool for use
at house, at school or in the shop. A handy
saw of a thousand and one tnses for work on
wood or metal. Excellent for Radio work on
panels. shafts and shielding. Manual Train
mg Students prefer the F.P.M. for its easy
adjustment- unbreakable blades and perfect
erformance in scroll saw work. The F.P.M.
Kit includes Saw
Blades, $1.00. Enclose
remittance with order or we will ship C.O.D.
-
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F. P. MAXON
REMEMBER

The Cash Prizes!

WRITE TODAY

Sole Manufacturer

1031

Newport Ave., Chicago
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Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to SCIENCE & INVENTION -$2.50 a
year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Pl.,
New York City.
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perfect joint with a dirty iron. If you
have had no experience in soldering, any
tinsmith will show you how to do it, or you
might experiment a little yourself. You
should be able to master the art of soldering
within an hour by trying different materials.
Always remember, when soldering, that no
good joint can be macle unless the articles
to be joined are clean and tinned first. For
instance, iron wire will not solder unless the
wire is fir-st tinned. The tinning is done by
running the solder with the hot soldering
iron, using a good flux, around the clean
iron wire, and then letting the wire and
solder cool. Two articles thus treated can
easily be soldered afterwards.
Remember that in soldering, success can
only be had when the articles to be joined
are perfectly clean. Copper, brass, and iron
wires can not be soldered well unless they
are scraped metallically clean. Wires can
also be spot welded. This spot welding restorage battery or transquires electricity
a

pó

KW11,ECTRICS

A compact and efficient electric work
shop driven by the famous Speed Way
motor. Equipped with

Eight Motor Driven Tools
Gives you a complete Lathe, Bench
Saw, Jig Saw, Portable Electric Hand
Saw. A portable or stationary power

drill, equipped for buffing, grinding and cleaning. Attach the Speedway Shop to any light
socket and you have a completely equipped tool
and machine shop.

Only $10.00 Down

-a

.A

A small alcohol or gasoline blow torch
can also be used in lieu of a soldering iron,
but the danger here is that the whole contrivance will get so hot that other joints already soldered may become unsoldered, clue
to the heat. With the soldering iron there
is no such danger unless the wires are very
closely adjacent, in which case they should
be cooled by a wet rag or water so they do
not come unsoldered.
Cylinders of any size and very solid can be
fashioned by winding the wire on either
cardboard, wooden or iron cores, or even
bottles. While still on the form, a sfraight
line is scraped or sandpapered up and down
the entire cylinder, when the various wire
convolutions can then be soldered together.
If soldered at four points around the circumference, you will have a very solid cylinder
after you take it off the form. Such a cylinder can even be made waterproof by soldering every point of contacting wire. Usually
tacking a straight strip of solder straight
up and down the cylinder will hold it together and slake it a workmanlike job. Cylinders thus formed in our Laboratory are
After sandpapering
shown in Fig. 17.
the soldered joint smoothly, and after the
article has been painted, it is quite impossible
to detect the soldered joint.

10 Days' Free Trial
Our free trial plan enable
you to test out this shop in
your own home. If it does
less than we claim for it
send it back.

Make Things at
Home

this shop -you can
attractive furniture,
novelties, toys, radio work,
bric -a -brac- countless other
useful pieces.
with

make

Don't Delay

-

Write Today
Write for full information
Free Blue Prints on the SpeedWay Shop.
s'rite for list tf The shop is a money maker
orking blue - prime for the small job man and
t sat we furnish free fun for the man who make-,
w iui
earls SpeedWay
things at home. Write today
she's.
s

Electro- Magnetic Tool Company

1830 S. 52d Av., Cicero, Ill.

(Adjoining Chicago

I

Manager. Dept. 312: Please send nie particulars about
10 -day free trial, free blue -prints and $10 down payment

Sa MIE
ADD ItESS

HIGH SCHOOL
BROUGHT TO.
YOUR HOVE

TOOLS

Wirekraft does not necessitate expensive

tools. A pair of good shears, several pairs
of pliers-round nose, flat nose, and side cut ters-a good soldering iron, solder, flux, a
good vise, small hammer, a few boards, and
maybe a steel plate or two (the latter to be
used in straightening out wires) are all that
is needed. You will be surprised to see What
wonderful models and articles you can build
with just these few tools and a few spools of
u-ire. Nor is the work very intricate or
hard. The more Wirekraft models you build
the more interested you wilt become in this
new art. which should prove of great interest to all those handy with their hands and
those who wish to fashion things themselves
for the pleasure and instruction gained thereby.
During the coming months you will be astonished at the tremendous variety of articles
that can he fashioned from wire. Thousands
of dollars in prizes will he awarded, and the
sooner you start, the quicker you will win
a prize.

snail down payment. balance

in easy monthly
payments, puts one of these efficient machine
shops in your own home.

former is preferred.

Post Card
Brings Information
Learn
1., not too late to acquire High School Training?
by Question and Answer method. at borne to spare time, at
astonishingly tow cost. Everything boiled down. no long dry

It
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essays. no lessons to prepare. Subjects include: History
Language-Selenees-Algebra -English -Economics. In use
in thousands of High Schools. Uov't figures show High
School Training increases earnings.
write for particulars.
HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU
31 Union Square, Dept. 212
New York
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READ
AMAZING STORIES
The Greatest Story
Magazine in Years

25c --ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
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CARBON IN AUTOMOBILE

CYLINDERS

td Fly"
Send Dollar Bill for

"Learning to Fly"
course complete,

prepared

by

-- -

Murphy McHenry.
Direct simple
practical nontechnical explanation of
beginners' aviation training, with accurate description of actual experiences in an airplane. If
you plan to take flying
lessons, be sure to get this

important information

first. "Learning to Fly" is
written by a recognized,
licensed pilot. Course is
sent complete postpaid
for $1 bill. Start now
to prepare for future developments of civil aviation. Send coupon today.
AIRWAY SCHOOL

-

-

San Mateo,
Calif.

AIRWAY SCHOOL
Dept. 2, San Mateo, Calif.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed find One Dollar for which
please send me, postpaid, Murphy
McHenry's course, "Learning to Fly",
complete.

Name
Street, Number,.
City
State

-

Some very exhaustive tests have been
made to determine the causes of the deposition of carbon in automobile engines and to
ascertain or discover the means of preventing it. It might be attributed largely to a
deficiency of air, but this is a minor trouble,
as is also the cooling effect of the mass of
iron in the cylinder and cylinder heads.
These causes operate to prevent complete
combustion. It is quite possible that sufficient air to burn the gasoline completely and
perfectly may be in the mixture, and yet the
cooling effect of the cylinders acts to impair
the combustion. It has been found that
various substances can act as catalyzers and
separate the undesirable carbon, but to determine the definite cause of the deposition
has not been so easy. The Bureau of Standards and the Bureau of Mines, both federal
organizations, have found that it is very
difficult to draw reliable conclusions. With
the utmost care they were unable to get
two runs of an engine apparently under
similar conditions to show the identical or
relative deposition of carbon. This is laboratory work, and on the road no such identical conditions can be established, and the
problem is much more complicated. However, it was tried on the road with changing
about of chauffeurs to eliminate the personal factor. Four new automobiles were
driven twelve thousand miles without any
consistent results, but at last by applying
refinements to the test some very tangible
results were obtained.
Whenever oil appeared on the heads or
on the pistons, carbon was formed, as might
have been expected. Variations in the kind
of oil used in the gasoline and the temperature of the cooling jacket and other factors
influenced the depositon. Eventually a more
or less definite conclusion was reached that
carbon deposition was intimately connected
with the amount of oil that found its way
in above the pistons into the combustion
chamber. With bad or broken piston rings
gasoline would find its way into the crank
case, and oil on the intake stroke would be
drawn up above into the combustion chamber
and would spray all over the walls. The
vacuum on this stroke may amount to as
much as twenty -five inches of mercury. It
follows that the piston rings should fit very
well, but this is not all. They do not act
only by their fitting, but oil accumulates
around the back of them, so that what is
known as an oil -seal is formed, and this is
a very critical thing, and its maintenance
has a great effect in preventing the deposition of carbon.
Tests were made under conditions which
practically prevented oil getting into the
combustion chamber. Analysis of the exhaust gases showed imperfect combustion,
but with a very rich mixture, there was very
little carbon deposited after the first twelve
hours. Economy dictates the importance of
perfect combustion, but oil seems to be the
criminal when it comes to the depositon of
carbon. Without giving the exact figures
reached, it was found that the major factors
of carbon deposition in an automobile engine
are: (1) The amount of lubricating oil
projected into the combustion chamber. This
is by far the greatest factor. (2) The kind
of oil used. (3) The temperature of the
(4) The extent of
combustion chamber.
time the preceding factors have been in
effect. The general result is that in practice, which means on the road, oil cannot he
kept out of the combustion chamber and
carbon will be deposited. The data are
taken from a paper by J. W. Orelup and
O. Ivan Lee, the latter a familiar name to our
readers. (Reprinted from Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 17, No. 7, page
731.)
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Price $1.97

A
RADIO
EDUCATION
IN

5

VOLUMES

Theory, Design, Construction,
Operation and Maintenance
LEARN AT HOME
These five component parts of
a complete Radio Instruction
Course are outlined in five volumes that contain not merely
the essentials as so many books
do, but more, they contain all
that any modern up-to- the -minute textbook on any subject
would cover. They are in themselves a COMPLETE radio education teaching every possible
portion of Radio science.
Size of each book 6 by 9 inches,
handsomely bound and illus-

trated with charts, diagrams,
descriptions of equipment, etc.
SEND NO MONEY for these
books. Just forward your name
and address. We send you the
books at once. On receipt of
same you pay the postman
$1.97 plus a few cents postage
and then they are yours.

Distributed by

The Consrad Co.
64 Church

St., New York, N.Y.
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Why Florida Hurricane
Occurred
i

By E. B. "FARMER" DUNN.

(Continued from page 683.)

SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER

<-4K

it steadily increases and becomes brisk. The

barometer begins to fall, while black,
threatening clouds darken the horizon and
rapidly cover the upper sky. Rain suddenly
falls in torrents, the wind screeches and
howls, lashing the waves of the ocean into
a menacing sea. On land there is a weird
and torn mass of wreckage. The hurricane
has arrived in full force. The more furious
the storm the quicker it passes, and the more
rapid the rise in the barometer the harder
the wind blows after the center has passed.
Hurricanes have been more numerous
this season than for many years. No less than
three have been in operation at one and the
same time during the past month.
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'Before me, a NOTARY PUBLIC, in and for
the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared HUGO GERNSBACK, who, having been
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for the date shown in the above caption, required
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Get Your Free Copy Today --NOW!

Mail your order for the Barawik Special 5 -tube set and eliminator
today and insure delivery to your home before the holidays. Also
mail the coupon or write us a letter or postcard and we will immediately mail you free the new 1927 Barawik Radio Guide. with its 164
pages of everything interesting for the Radio fan. This will give you
plenty of time to do your holiday shopping and get back your
orders in time. Never in the history of radio has such a tremendous collection of radio and electrical supplies been presented to the
public.
Build the set of your
dreams now. Get the set or parts
and accessories you have always
longed for. You can do it, for our
low prices will make the most expensive articles reasonable in price.
Mail Coupon Now. Get this
A New Feature
new special
Guide into your hands before
Amateur section under the direcyou buy another part. It will
tion of F. J. MARCO, 9ZA. Ask
mean money in your pocket.
about it.
Write today; also please send

1e%

deormit.

103 51575

$6.95
Postage
30c

extra

-A

540-557A Monroe

St., Chicago, Ill.
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Opportunity Ad -lets

YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made
every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,
automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
month.
Advertisements in this section twelve cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should
accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 words accepted.
Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for the February issue must reach us not later than December 10th.

The Circulation of Science and Invention is over 200,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.,

Adding ,Machines
,

Advertising Agencies
Words-355
SI Hartford. St.
Advertising In
ers' lowest rates.
ing Service, 315

Rural Weeklies $14.20. Ad- Meyer, 4112 Louis. Mo.
all magazines and newspaper's at publishWrite for liste Book. Taylor's AdvertisBrown Bldg., Rockford, Illinois.
Advertisers International Manual. new edition. Inside
information for advertisers & Publishers' Rates. 50e post paid. Economies Publishing Co., Dept. 55, 1475 Broadway,
York.
New
.m1.nu unuunmgmammmmummmmna. mummmmmmnnum nummuumuu....:.. n
24

Advertisers and Distributors
Earn $4 advertising stop -leak Rivets. Distribute 100
packages and free samples. Send 10e for sample instructions. Rivette Cos., Cohoes, N. Y.
m... n nu...1.u.m1n....

.... emm

Agents Wanted
Agents-Best seller; Jem Rubber Repair for tires and
tubes; supercedes vulcanization at a saving of over 800 per
cent; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself in two minutes and
is guaranteed to last the life of the tire or tube; sells to
every auto owner and accessory dealer. For particulars how
to make big money and free sample. address Amazon Rubber
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. 601.
$00 -$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters for store windows.
Easily applied. Free samples. Liberal offer to
general agents. Metallic Letter Co.. 441 B., North Clark.
Chicago.
$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing lamps.
reflectors, autos, beds. chandeliers by new method. Outfits
furnished. Write Gunmetal Co., Ave. D. Decatur. Ill.
Bankrupt and Rummage Sales. Blake $50.00 daily. Wo
start you, furnishing everything. Distributors, Dept. 171, 609
Division, Chicago.
Make Money Silvering Mirrors, refinishing auto headlights, tableware, metal plating, bed steads, chandeliers.
Outfits famished. International Laboratories. Dept. 69, 309
Fifth Ave.. New York.
Agents-New Plan, makes it easy to earn $50.00 to
$100.00 weekly, selling shirts direct to wearer. No capital
or experience needed. Represent a real manufacturer. Write
now for FREE SAMPLES. Madison Company, 566 Broadway, New York.

Biggest
Gold Initials. easily applied on Automobiles.
moneymaker today. Cost 5e, you get $1.50. No experience
needed. Free Samples. "Bairn" Monograms, 1043 Washington, Roston. Hass.
To sell Ray -O -Lite cigar and gas lighters. Big earnings. Sample 50e. Rapid Mfg. Co.. 799 -L Broadway, New
York.

Sell by Mail! Big Profits! Books, Formulas. Novelties,
Bargains, Particulars Free. Elfco., B -523 S. Dearborn
St.. Chicago, Illinois,
Big money and fast sales. Every owner buys gold initints for his auto. You charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten
orders daily easy. Write for particulars and freeN.samples.
J.
American Monogram Co., Slept. 71. East Orange,
Earn $10 daily silvering mirrors. plating, refinishing
bedsteads.
Outfits
headlights,
metalware. chandeliers,
furnished. N. Decie Laboratories, 1133 Broadway, New
York.

Miles on I Gallon-Amazing New Auto Gas Saver.
All makes. 1 Free. Critchlow, C -87, Wheaton. Ill.
daily. No investAgents: Blake $500.00 before Xmas. Pay
ment. Rhinestone initial Buclacs and novelties. Big Xmas
and all year sellers. Exclusive territory. Chaton Novelty Co.,
606 Blue Island, Chicago.
Auto Owners, Agents $50 if "Clear -Yu" fails to produce
results. A single application on your windshield enables
you to drive in safety for months. Conveniently carried
Enjoy
in auto pocket. Easily applied. Leaves no stains.
Will not wear or wash
a "Clear-Vu" each time it rains.
50e
for
agents,
opportunity
making
money
Wonderful
off.
postpaid. For wholesale prices write P. Jones Specialties,
2133 N. 121.11 St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Make Much Money-:flaking and Selling Your Own
Coeds. Formulas by experts. Manufacturing processes.
Trade- Secrets. All lines. All kinds. Catalog, special circulars free. D. Thaxly Co., Washington, D. C.
Mirrors Resilvered At Heme. Costs Less Than 5 cents
per square foot; you charge 75 cents. Immense profits, plating like new, brassy worn -off autoparts, reflectors, tableware, stoves, etc. Outfits furnished. Details free. Sprinkle.
Plater. 955, Marion. Indiana.
Agent Makes $57 a day driving nails in tire! Amazing
discovery heals all punctures. One tire was punctured 857
Offer. O. S.
times without a leak. Send for Free Sample
Nixon. T -3215 I,nean Bldg., Mitchell, S. Dale.
Easy Sales -Quick Profits- dilute our concentrated mabeverages, extracts.
terials for making high quality foods,under
your brand or
toilet and auto specialties. Market
ours. Labels and containers furnished. Permanent profitable, exclusive. D -B Concentrating Co., Station E -12,
Kansas City, Mo,
66

Park Place, New York City, N. Y.

Business Opportunities (Continued)

Agents Wanted (Continued)

Free Trial. Marvelous Calculator. Adds, Subtra.I- Stu'.
Belies, Divides automatically. Work eqals' $300. ou machines. Fire year guarantee. Price only $15.09. Write
today for free trial offer. Special: $3.00 Pocket Calculator,
only $2.00 cash. Lightning Calculator Co., Dept. K, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
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Agents- Biggest money makers ever offered. Sell offices.
homes, Bcstut'une, which stakes both hands free while telephoning; Midget Collapsible Garment Hangers. Wonderful
Holiday Sellers and Evorin Keypurse to hold change and
keys. P. Kalina Company, 1308 Avenue N, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Agents $240 month and new Essex automobile. Introduce
finest line latest style silk hosiery. Your pay daily in advance. Extra bonus besides. No experience needed. Samples
furnished. Silk hose free. We give you extra fine silk hose
for your own use. Write for special offer. Jennings Hosiery
Co., Dept. 835, Dayton, Ohio.
Fire Salvage Rummage Sales, $50.00 Daily. We start
you furnishing everything. Jobbers, Desk óI17, 1608 So.
Halsted, Chicago.
Agents: Eze-Sharp Knife Sharpeners sell like hot cakes.
Sample and particulars 25 cents. The Fine -Sharp Products,
810 Third Ave., N. Y. C.
Selling Like Blazes! Eleven piece toilet goods assortment at $2.25 with two piece carving set Free to your
customers. 100% profit. Davis Products Co., Dept. 67,
1:121 Carroll, Chicago.
Agents: 90e an hour to advertise and distribute samples
to consumers. Write quick for territory and particulars.
American Products Company, 6339 Monmouth, Cincinnati,
Oh in.

300% Profit. Goods from all Parts of the World. Repeat orders. Pocket samples. H. B. Lucas Co., 731 East
15th Street, Minneapolis. Minn.
A Permanent Position and Good Income is open to men
or women handling our goods in your locality. Established
35 years. No experience or capital. Full or part time.
Dignified work. Write Employment Dept. Winter. Company, 20 Winter Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Open a Rummage Store. We furnish everything. $75.00
daily. \\rite for free particulars. Young, R2549 South
Halsted, Chicago.
Real Selling Sensation! Tremendous earnings whole or
part time! Patented Hut Water Skittle Combinaion Invention needed everywhere. Big commissions. Extra bonus. We
deliver. Write C1016 Lobl Corp., Middleboro, Mass.
Agents: Our new household cleaning device washes and
dries windows, sweeps, cleans walls, scrubs, mops. Costs
less than brooms. Over buff Profit. Write Harper Brush
Works, 152 -3rd St., Fairfield, Iowa.
,m m
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Airplanes, Aviation
Three foot flying model aeroplanes. 12 inch mounted propeller for 25e. Aero Shop, 3050 Hurlbut Ave., Detroit,
111trh.

Curtiss Pulitzer Racer Construction Set, including plans
and Genuine Curtiss (teed Propellor $1.25 postpaid. Special
offer: Scientific AirGlider with Ground Launching Device
50e postpaid. Big Catalog 5c listing latest. types Modal
Airplanes, Boats & Supplies. Phipps Company, 367 Wilson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Airplanes, How to build them and be sure they will fly.
Learn the two most powerful influences on the stability and
operation of an airplane. Get our free information. Blue
Prints and l'ropeller literature. Crawford Airplane Manufacturer, 2225 American Ave., Long Beach, Calif.

Art

Stooks- Bonds, Domestic- Foreign, bought -sold.

In all

Dealers

Frank X. Everett & Co., 20

We Start You in Business, furnishing everything. Men
and women, opportunity to earn $10.00 to $100.00 weekly
New System Specialty
operating Ragsdale's Original
Candy Factories" anywhere; wholesale or retail. Valuable
commercial candy book free. W. Hillyer Ragsdale, Drawer
129, East Orange, N. J.
New complete International Advertising catalogue. Publishers rates. I'ostpuid 25c. Owl Agency, Times Bldg., New
York.
Manufacture New Fast Selling Novelties. Toys, Preparations, Agent's Goods. Free list reliable plans, patterns,
processes, commercial information. Manufacturer's Bureau,
1129D East 31st, Kansas City, Mo.
Toymakers -Make money at home_ Proposition and blueprints 351e. Weeshn -flee, 31st Office, Detroit. Mich.
Publish a magazine of your own and start a soul order
business on $1.00 capital. Sample magazine and details
25e (coin). E. D. Tupper, P.O. Box 184, Los Gatos, Calif.
Be a Laboratory expert Earn from $300 to $500 monthly.
Sanitation. Day, Evening classes.
Study Microbiology.

Granted 71 Piece outfit Free to
Diplomas, Degrees.
students. Write for our Free Prospectus to -day. International College of Microbiology, 7202 W. Grand Ave..
Chicago, Ill.

Chemistry
Experimenters, Students, Amateur Chemists! Read "Popular Chemistry" for experiments, chemical news; any formula
you ward printed; Question -answer department, book list.
every month. Subscription. $1.00 year. Special three months
trial including Radium number, 25e. Popular Chemistry
Company, Caldwell, New Jersey.
Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Slrmne,
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position as chemist. Sea or ad on page 679 of this Issue.
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New
York City.
Experimenters- Chemicals and Apparatus Catalog -1000
illustrations. Price 25c refunded on $5.00 order. Radio
catalog 10e, 80. pages. Liberal discounts. Laboratory Materials Company. 635 East 71st., Chicago.
Extraordinary offer to introduce our high grade chemicals for the experimenter. Complete outfit containing Lott
different reactive chemicals and apparatus.
Generous
quantities of each. Price complete $7.00 express prepaid.
Money order, cash or C. O. D. One outfit only to each purchaser. Send for yours now to Pines Chemical Co., 1524 -St.
Marks Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Correspondence Courses
Used correspondence

school courses.
All kinds.
Sold
on repurchase basis. Big saving. Money back guarantee.
Lists free. (Courses bought), Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Ala-

bama.

Used Correspondence School Courses and Educational
Books bought, sold. exchanged; Bargain Catalogue Free.
Bantling, 799 -A Broadway, New York.
m,,,,m,m,um1mm,mmmnnmmn1. m1m.,.,,,,,. m,mm,,,,,,,,,m, m,mmmn.. mmummmuunnnuum mm.. 1..
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Educational

Imported French Art Pictures, five for 25e, small supply.
Edelman, 2120 -b Surf Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Battle Photos and War Relics

marketable securities.

Broad SL, New York.

Correspondence courses. All schools. Lowest prices, Terms.
Catalog Free. Mention Subject. Fred. Goetz, 440 -H Saneome,
San Francisco.

For Dens; 'kites from Europe's battlefields (also a odals)
illustrated catalogue with sample war photos 25c. International, 1889 Albany Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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write letters, folders, booklets, complete tollovup for
manufacturers, mail order dealers. Long Experience. Write
for details. L. Taylor, 315 Brown Bldg., Rockford, I11.

Books
Books, Radio Apparatus. Send for list. V. Winters,
Tuslcegee Inst., Ala.
Hypnotism Wins! 2a easy lessons and 218 page illustrated reference guide $2.00. "\liudreuding" (any distance). Wonderful, $2.00. Science Institute, 5130 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago.
mmnnm m,. 1,..mn/11111u1m111..... 11mmmmnmmmn11n1111111111111,,,m,1111,1,1.11,11nm.,

Business Opportunities
Pier
Free Book. Start little Mail Order Business.
Company. 72AF Cortland Street. N. Y.
You can have a business -profession of your own and earn
big income In service fees. A new system of foot correction;
readily learned by anyone at home in a few weeks. Easy
terms for training, openings everywhere with all the trade
you can attend to. No capital required or goods to buy. no
agency or soliciting. Address Stephenson Laboratory, 18
Bark Bas', Boston, Blass.
Stop Plodding! Be Successful. Operate a Tire Repair
Shop. Make big profits in any locality. We teach yea and
furnish complete equipments $100 up. Book of Opportunity
free. Haywood's, 1312 South Oakley Avenue, Chicago.

For Advertisers
I
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For Inventors
Inventors -Oat this pamphlet, "What to Invent." No
theory or guess work, but things actually asked for by
manufacturers. Sent prepaid for only $1.00. Inventor's
Syndicate. 22 Paladium Bldg.. St. Louis, bfo.
U. S. and foreign patents, trademarks, moderate rates.
22 years experience. George C. Heinieke, 32 Union Square,
New York, registered in U. S. and Canada.
Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
you make the sale.
Free particulars (Copyrighted).
Write W. T. Greene, 808 Jenifer Bldg.. Washington, D. V.
Inventors! Use our special service for presenting your invention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co..
255 -A Enright. St. Lords, Mo.
Your Chemical problems solved and working process furnished for Five Dollars. Write me. W. Stedman Richn,ds, Consnitirg Chemist. Box 2402. Boston. :Hass.
Inventions developed to commercial basis -Non infringing
devices designed -Basic claims suggested. A. Papist, Leonia,
N. J.
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ideas for ten inventions. Inquiries answered. Mrs. R.
Hart s, 2S::1 Rose St., A'ictoria. IL C.
Inventions bring minions! Ilaye you an idea: 1 \'e teilt
help you to get a patent. Equitable Investment Company,
Union Trust 131dg., Washington, D. C.
Mail copy of patent or description of invention. Central
Sn Les A gem y Independence, Mo.
1111r1111111111111111111111IIIIII:11111111.11111.IIILLIIIirril 1111.1[11.
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Formulas

Don't buy a Bicycle Motor Attachment until you get
Shaw Mfg. Co.. Dept. 6.
our catalogue and prices.

Galesburg, Kansas.

i

Silvering Mirrors, French plate. Easily learned, Imflans free. Wear Mirror Works, 16 W,
en -e profit -.
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
All men -women, 18 to 60, wanting to qualify for Government Positions, $140 -$250 monthly. Local or traveling,
write. Mr. Ozment, 293. St. Lapis, Mo.
U. S. Government Jobs. $1140 to $3000 year. Men -women,
Steady- work. Paid vacation. Short hours. 1,1fe
18 up.
positions. Common education sufficient with our coaching.
Full particulars with list positions -Free. Write today
sure. Franklin Institute. Dept. 1119, Rocheser, New York.
Firemen, Brakemen. Baggagemen, (white or colored),
sleeping car, train porters (colored), $150- $259 monthly.
Est rienne unnecessary. 897 Railway Bureau, East St,
Louis, Ill.

Violins -Deep, Mellow, Soulful -on easy credit terms.
High grade, wonderful instruments of my own stake. Development of many years' expertness. Write for book. Gustav
A. Henning, 2424 Gaylord St., Denver, Colo.
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Plays, musical comedies and revues, minstrel
bbuekfare skits. vaudeville sets, monologs, dialogs,

recitt

flow, entertainments, musical readings, stage handbooks,
makeup good:. Big catalog free. T. S. Denison & Co., 623
Chicago.
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Instruction
O'Conor Sloane,
Learn
noted educator and scientific auttrn'lty. will teach you. Our
home study rorrespoudrnce course Ills you to take a position
as rhemt -i. Sem our ad rso page 670 of this issue. Chemical
Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New York City.
Dr.

T.

Inventions Wanted
Will buy approved invention. Write W. L. Kenclig, 416
N. Duke Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Concrete Building Block Machines and Molds. Catalogue
free. lions rote Machine Co., 5 N. First St., St. Loafs, Mo,
Moler Millwright Units are Built Like a Skyscraper. The
new way to install machinery in Garages, Factories. I,ahoraMrivs. Portable or stationary. Write for circular. 12 Bridge
New' Rochelle, N. Y.

I,

.
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Magic and Games
Free with $25 order our large die box. Send 20e for our
large eatalcgue of tricks, puzzles, wigs. sensational escapes. Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh, Wis.

-

Books Magic, Mysteries, Magic Tricks, Novelties, Catalogue Fine. Singer. 20(1, Hancock, Avis.
Card tricks. Coin tricks. Hypnotism, Ventriloquism, et
G. Fenner, 2101
page book.. I omtilete guides, 10e earl,.
Jefferson, Louisville, Ky.
Book of Magic, Set Trick Cards. :uni price list, toe.
duu,nt Novelty Shop, Box 631, Danville, Va.
rrI
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Manufacturing
To Order -Mechanical work. all branches.

Models, ExQuantity production. Parma Engineering
perimenting.
Works, Brooklyn Station, Cleveland, Ohio.
Models made to order. Estimates free. Bennie Nortwred,
Ethan, S. D.

n,,,,mn,,,,,,,m,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,mmom,,,,omm,,

Manuscripts Wanted
Spare time, writing for newspapers,
magazines. Experience unnecessary. Details Free. Press
Syndicate. 987. Si. Louis, Mo.
Earn

mi

I
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Old Money Wanted
$2 to $509 Each Paid for htindreds of Old or Odd Coins.
Keep all old money, it may be very valuable. Send 10e for
new illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed Prices.
Get Posted. We pay Cash.
Clarke Coin Company, Ll
Street, LeRoy, N. Y.

Patent Attorneys
Millions spent annually for Ideas ! Hundreds now wanted!
Patent yours and profit.! Write today for free book -tells
how to protect yourself. hoc to invent, ideas wanted. how
we help you sell, etc. American Industries, Inc., 212 Victor Bldg.. Washington, D. C.
Richard E. Babcock, Patent Lawyer, \\-ashingln Loan
& Trust Bldg.. Washington, D. C. Booklet.
Miller,
uray Bldg., Washington, I). C.
Monroe E.
latent Lawyer; Mechanical, Electrical Expert. Booklet
and Priority Record blank gratis.
Patents-Send for forni "Evidence of Conception to he
signed and witnessed. Forni, fee schedule. Information free.
in
Lancaster and Alltvine, Registered Patent At
United States and Canada, 242 Ouray Bldg., Washington.

-A

compreProcured; Trade Marks Reg catered
hensive, experienced, prompt service for the protection and
development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly furBooklet of information and form
nished without charge.
for diselosiog idea free on request, Richard B. Owen, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C., or 41 -T Park BOW, New
York.
Highest references.
Patents.
Send for free booklet.
Best results. Promptness assured. Send model or drawing
Watson E. Coleman, Patent
for examination and opinion.
Washington,
D. C.
Attorney. 614 G Street, N.
Cooperative Plan for safe -guarding and commercializing
inventions before patenting. Write for free booklet. Ralph
Patenta

W

!!Machinery and Tools

,r

1mme1141

$25 weekly,
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Miscellaneous

Burch, Patent Lawyer, 501 Jeníler Building, Washington,

D. C.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you hoc and help
(Copyrighted).
Free particulars
make the sale.
W. '7'. Greene, 809 Jenifer Bldg.. Washington. D, C.
Get your own patents.
Application blanks, complete
instivrtinns $1. Cutting Bros., Campbell. Calif.
Patents. Tinte counts in applying for patents. Don't
risk delay in protecting your ideas. Send sketch or model
for instructions or write for Free book, "Hotu to Obtain n
Patent" and "Record of Invention" form. No charge for
Communications strictly
information on how to proceed.
confidential. Prompt, careful, efficient service. Clarence A.
O'Brien. Registered Patent Attorney, Security Bank
Building (directly across street from patent office), Wash ington, 11. t'. See page 733.
Patents: Trade - Marks. Ten years experience in Patent
Consultation invited. Booklet. Geo. Beeler, 2001,
Office.
130 Nassau St., New York.
"Inventor's Advisor," the valuable Patentboek with 139
Mechanical movements and illustrations, sent free upon
request. M. I. Labiner, Patent Attorney, 3 Park Rote,
you

write

New York.
Patent - Sense -As one of the oldest firms in America we
give inventors, at lowest consistent charge. a servire noted
for results evidenced by many well -know Patents of extraordinary value. Book, Patent -Sense, free. Lacey & Lacey,
614 F St., Washington, D. C. Estab. 1809.
"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives valuable information and advice for all who have original ideas or

improvements. Frank Ledermann, Registered Attorney and
Engineer, 17th Floor, Woolworth Bldg., New York.
11

('Virago.
Selenium or Photo - Electric Cells. For all purposes eery
sensitive, quick, and permanent In action, three years' gum sutce. Sund 10c stamps for catalog. Selenium Laboratories,
Hampton Pays, Long Island. N. Y.
A & B Trickle Chargers $1.95. 22r/z Volt alkaline Storage R Batteries $1.93. Other bargains 10e. Chemicals, li -t
Sc. Science Specialties, 620 Fayette, Indianapolis,
i.n1111m111,111nnuuunuaaaan11111,,,111m1,.1111nrauw1mun111nn1nnn1111o,1ni1omum1a:11,u11 .,ill

Patents

"

"I

II

Your flame handsomely moulded in fancy letters upon a

rubber stamp $1.00 plus l tic for postage. Please print
name, 1L Skeffington, 18 Buifincih St., Boston, Mass.
vunmm11,mmmIImnommnnummm11m11111uuumaumn1nu,mm1m11m,nminmmuu,m,mm,

Salesmen Wanted
Dollars demonstrating wonderful three
pound calvulator. Retails $13.00. Work equals $300 machines. Adds, subtracts. multiplies, divides automatically.
Five year guarantee. Big demand; large profits, experience
unnecessary. Write quick for liberal trial offer and protected territory. Lightning Calculator Co., Dept. W. Grand
Rapids, Mich.
$100 -$200 weekly.
Retailers live wire specialty. $40
weekly guaranteed against coni. Reliable house. Guarantee
dealers turnover or money back. Pay you to investigate.
Appleton Novelty Co.. Cedar Rapids. Iowa.
Make $100 Weekly in spare tinto. Sell what the public
wants-long distance radio receiving sets. Ttvo sales weekly
pay's $100 profit. No big investment, no canvassing. Sharpe
of Colorado made $933 in one month. Representatives wanted at mice. This plan 1s sweeping the country -write today
before your county is gone. Ozarka, Inc.. 431 N. LaSalle.
Ave A, Chicago.
Diswveredl Diamond Rival- ttajoh Gems astound Jewelry
world and defy detection. Set in artistic Sterling Silt er
mountings copies of higher priced platinum designs. Sell
like wildfire ut popular prices. Salesmen and Agents union.,
selling plan means enormous profits for you. Write it,
medlutely for details, Rajah Company, Dept. Y -12, Salk
bury, N. C.
Great neckwear line now free! Features finest qua lias
neckwear at factory prices. Collect big eouunlss ions da Iy,
Write for Free tie offer and Free outfit. Neweo Neckwear, Desk 12 -D. l'an ingt on, Ky.
Auto Radiator Shutter just out. $20.00 daily easy. Ilia,
winter seller, Retail, $1.30. Joues, 802 N. Clark, ('lima.
Minutes

Pay

i
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Schools
Make $75 to $250 weekly; Motion Picture, Portrait and
Commercial Photography. Camera Free-For Special otter
write New took Institute of Photography, Dept. 82A, lu
R', 33d St.. New York.

.1
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Song Poems
Song Poem Writers -Scud for proposition. Ray Hibbeler,
024. 2101 N. Keystone Ave -, Chicago.

Free 'Bong Writers Guide".

1124 -1239

Elm. Green Bay,

III

Patented or unpatented.
Inventions commercialized.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 205 Enright, St. Louis. Mo.
Two Inventions -Two automatic inventions and a plaster paris process.
Beteure inventors' rights. William
Haine, Habana, Cuba.
11

III

nnnnum

I

m,mmmnmmrn,nr:

Address Monarch, 1472 Broadway,

ST- STU- T- T -TERI NG and Stammering Cured at Home.
Instructive booklet free. Walter 'McDonnell,
105 Arcade,
1126

Granville Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Stop

rt'ted.

r,

Photography

Stammering,

Ali speech defects successfully
Samuel Robbins, 399 Boylston St., Boston.
u

Have you a Camera? Write for free sample of our big
magazine, shorting hoc to make better pictures and earn
money. American Photography, 118 Camera House, Boston,

1:, 'Sloss.

Photoplays Wanted
Photoploy Plots revised, criticised, copy
righted. marketed.
Send for free booklet.
Universal
Scenario Company-, 2'10 Security' Bldg., Santa Monies
Western Ave.. Hollywood. Calif.
SSS

writers,
Dept. 133, New York.

Stammering

Mr. Inventor. If you hare a patent or invention for sale
write Hartley, 38 Court St., Bangor, Ife.
,nmwn

Song Writers
Song-poem

mm ,,, 1

Patents It' anted
n

.,

Rubber Stamps

,1:11111111111.111111111f

Bulldogs, 501 Rock-

I Catch From 45 to 60 foxes in from 4 to 5 weeks' time;
ran tench any reader of this magazine how to get them.
.lust drop me a card for particluars. W. A. Hadley, SGnnsstead. Quebre, Canada.
Underground Treasures.
Simple scientific method for
locating. Free booklet explains. T. Santschi, Glen Ellyn,
Ill,
Lightning Electrolyte. Charges storage batteries instantly.
Callon costa 50e. sells $10.00. Make it yourself. Guaranteed formula R5.00. Write for free circulars. 'Murphy,
Chemise. Tujunga, Calif. Box -C.
What Work is best for You? Careful character analy.is
helps you seli'rt intelligently. Send .sample handwriting
and $1. Hoyt. 139 Western Ave.. 'Waterville, Maine.
Manuscrint typinn, 50c per thousand words or frana 1 .n
M. L. Blanchard, 3120 Lafayette St.. !)mire,
Mt reef.
Colorado.
Chemical Questions Answered,
Accurate intone%tion
$S. a). Snorer, 80 Wall Street, New York.

Boys! Don't overlook this. The "Basco" Baby Detector.
Greatest detector ever brought mit with molded base. Fully
adjustable. See former advertisements in this publication.
or our catalogue. Detector with Galena Crystal complete 30e,
the same detector with Iladiocite Crystal 75c prepaid. Semi
for yours today. Radio Specialty Company, 100 Park Place,
New York City.
Trouble- Shooting. Do you know the key to the knowledge
of any electrical circuit? You can find correct answer in a
booklet written by nationally known authorities on Radio
and Electricity. Ask your radio dealer for "Practical
Guide for Every Radio Owner and Builder ". or send toe
today- to Universal Test Equipment Co., 2939 N. Oakley
Ave., Chicago, I1L Sold at all newsstands in the city of

Wis,
.1111

a1

Beautiful registered bull pups $15.
wood. Dallas, Texas.

stationery, circulars, paper, etc.

cards,

own

Complete outfits $8.85; Job Presses $11, $29; Rotary $119.
All easy, rules sent. Write
for catalog presses, type, paper, etc. Kelsey Company, F -G
Meriden, Coats.

Print for otters, big profit.

Radio

German Govt. Bond. 100,000 Mk. 1923 $1.40, 5,000,000
Ill,. band Gil 4, $1.50. 100,000 Mk. !sill and catalogue Lae.
Norman Shultz. Ilote 716, Salt Lake City, Ptah.
California Gold, quarter size, 27c; half -dollar size, 53e.
Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10e. Norman Shultz, Box
710, Salt Lake City, Utah.

MIT

How to Entertain

Home.

Print your

Old Coins

t

Chemistry at

Printing Outfits and Supplies

Musical Instruments

n. a.

Help Wanted

George Conroy.
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Ridge, Illinois.

So. Wabash, Dept. 99,

pictures of scenic Wisconsin $1.00.
Lake Geneva, \Vis.
20

Ideal Book Shop Park

500 Formulas 20c, Catalog 1'1tß1.
mnm,nmmmmmts"s"smm

Postcards and Pictures

Motorcycles -Bicycles

For inventors (Continued)

For Ideas.

(

i

um
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i.,.mnnmi muuun,nunm.nunnnumno

Stamps and Coins
Stamps 100 All Different
Company, Toledo, O.

3

ants.

S.

I. Quaker Stamp

Typewriters
Typewriters, all standard makes, $10 tip. Fully guaranteed.
Free trial. Write for complete illustrated lists. Northwester's
Exchange, 121 N. Franetseo Ave., Chicago.
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year of preventable disease?
respiratory diseases,

hundreds
thousands who
from
kf bronchitis,
pneumonia, kidney diseases, tuberculosis, influenza,
large proportion would not have died
and intestinal disorders,
Y

the

die

of

a

M

if they had been able to recognize early symptoms and had known how
to treat themselves.
Nature always warns of impending sickness. The occasional headache,
that tired, exhausted feeling, loss of appetite, a casual cold and other
slight disarrangements are Nature's warnings to you that your body isn't
functioning properly or that you are not living and eating correctly.
You can rule your health just as surely as you can rule your actions.
If you are not enjoying perfect health today it is because you haven't employed the method provided by Nature to keep you well. If you
don't know what her requirements are, you are sure to blunder into some kind of sickness-perhaps fatal disease.

ENCYCLOPEDIA of PHYSICAL CULTURE
New 6th Edition Completely Revised
FVERY year more than ten thousand
people die of bronchitis, sixty-four
thousand die of pneumonia, seventyfive thousand die of kidney trouble,
fifty thousand die of respiratory disease,
one hundred and six thousand die of tuberculosis, approximately eighty-five thousand
die of influenza, and more than ten thousand die of intestinal trouble.
Barring accidents and suicides, only a
small percentage of these thousands should
die.

It is a fact that only about one person
out of three enjoys good health. And those
who are physically a little "off" right now
will more than likely be the ones to succumb to preventable diseases this year.
And they are the ones who should not die.
Nature is constantly warning you of impending sickness. Seemingly trivial symptoms tell of serious trouble taking root in your
body. And yet, ninety-nine people out of
every hundred will absolutely ignore these
danger signals. As long as they are not flat
on their backs, they will fool themselves into
believing that they are all right.
Nature is merciless. If you do not understand her laws and her methods of preventing
and curing sickness, you suffer. She knows
no excuse -she accepts no apologies.

The Average Person Pays
Thousands of Dollars
in Doctor's Bills
Those who do not know Nature's methods
of preventing and curing sickness are ill an
days each year. In fact,
average of
it is estimated that the average person in a
lifetime spends $4,100 on doctor and hospital bills, loss of time from business, medicine and other expenses due to illness.
Thousands of people are living half -powered lives because they are ignorant of the
laws of Nature. Many of these people will
fill an early grave, when they might easily
have lived to enjoy a ripe old age.

2l/

What would it be worth to you to be able to in-

stantly identify in its earliest stages any sickness or
disease that might overtake you or any member
of your family? To enjoy perfect health, almost
complete freedom from sickness. doctor and hospital bills, and no days of suffering and worry, or
salary lost through sickness?

How to
possess exhilarating health every day in the

year

know your own body
eat for health
diet for the cure of disease
know the art of food preparation
build a powerful physique
correct physical imperfections
become a physical director
avoid unhappy marriages
avoid disease
fast as a curative measure
cure by hydropathy (heal by the use of water)
apply all methods of drugless healing
give first aid in emergencies
apply home treatment for disease
recognize diseases by manifestations
build nervous energy
treat the common form of disease
understand the process of reproduction
benefit by laws of sex and marriage
treat diseases of women
diagnose diseases
have healthy and vigorous children
treat female disorders
treat male disorders
obtain virility and manhood
care for the complexion
manicure; care for the hair and feet
cultivate the mind
These are only a few of the matters explained
in the Encyclopedia.

The Encyclopedia of
Physical Culture
(6th Edition-Greater Than
Ever Before)
work
5- volume
This marvelous
gives you the information you need
health
to build up rugged strength,
and vitality. It is for every memcovers every
ber of the family
phase of strength and body building
for adults, children and babies. It
on
information
invaluable
gives
A
fasting, dieting and exercise.
thorough and extensive treatment

-it

is given, of the laws of sex, the attainment of virile
manhood and womanhood, and happy, successful
parenthood, together with details for diagnosis and
treatment of all sexual diseases. Handsomely illustrated charts on anatomy and physiology are
scattered throughout the book.
It is neither dull nor technical, but is simple,
comprehensive and complete in every sense. It is
the crowning effort of Bernarr Macfadden's rich,
full experience in the science of health and physical
culture. He has had more than thirty years' experience in guiding thousands of physical wrecks
to glorious health and vigor.
Out of that experience he built his Encyclopedia of Physical Culture.
Five big editions of this popular work have been
exhausted. And now the sixth edition-greatest
of all -has just come off the press. This edition
has been completely revised at great expense.
Scores of new illustrations have been inserted. The
binding has been changed to a beautiful all Fabrikoid, more durable than leather. Altogether it is
the finest edition of the Encyclopedia ever issued.

Days' Free Examination of
Entire Set -No Money Needed
10

This is the most liberal offer we have ever made
on the Encyclopedia-10 days' examination of the
entire set at no expense to you. There is no
money needed -no deposit to pay. Just fill in the
coupon and we will send the five volumes to you,
all shipping charges prepaid, for your inspection.
Take ten days to examine the set. Then, if you
decide to purchase. send us only $2.00 as your
first payment. Additional payments may be made
at the rate of only $3.00 a month until the total
cost of $35.00 has been paid.
If you care to pay cash you may do so by sending
us only $31.50. This represents a 10 per cent discount.
If you purchase the set we will include with it special

membership in our Advice Department. maintained and
equipped to serve you. This service alone may be worth
many times the cost of the books.
Remember, no money now, and no obligation to purchase. You simply agree to return the books at the end
of ten days in case you decide not to keep them.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

SPECIAL

f
Dept, SC -12, Macfadden Building,
1926 Broadway, New York City.
Send me on 10 days' inspection the five volumes of the Encyclopedia of Physical Culture. If I find the set satisfactory
I will either send $2.00 in ten days and $3.00 a month until
$35.00 has ben paid. or $31.50 cash. If I decide not to keep
the books I will return them in 10 days postpaid.
Foreign orders -cash in advance.

Name
Occupation
Residence

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS,
Dept. SC -12

1926

Inc.

Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

Employed at
Business Address

I understand that this price includes Special Membership in yaw
Advice Department.
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at your finOer ends
HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES

$1 A VOLUME
3500 PAGES
$1 A MONTH
4700 PICTURES
money and better
more
mean
Know the facts in Electricity. They
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size ;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
LEARN ALL ABOUT
Electric MaDynamos
Magnetism- Induction Experiments
of
chinery- Motors-Armatures-Armature Windings- Installing
Dynamos -Electrical Instrument Testing -Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors -Distribution Systems-Wiring- Wiring

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

--

Principles of Alternating
Transformers
Alternating Current Motors
Currents and Alternators
-Circuit Breakers
Converters-Rectifiers- Alternating Current Systems
-Installing
Stations
-Power
Wiring
SwitchboardsMeasuring Instruments
Railways. Also many
-Telephone -Telegraph-Wireless -Bells- T.fighting-Ready
Index
Reference
and
Electricity
Modern Practical Applications of
of the ten numbers.
Diagrams

Sign Flashers

-

Storage Batteries

SHIPPED FREE

unless
Not a cent to pay until you see the hooks. No obligation to buy
Send Coupon now- today -and get this great help
you are satisfied.
for
month
a
$1.00
pay
to
you
-you
worth
$100
library and see if it is not
ten months or return it.

SEND NO MONEY

IN

TEN

VOLUMES

- SEND ONLY THIS COUPON

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23rd Street, New York City.
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory. I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.

Name
Occupation

Employed by
Home Address
Reference

S. I., Dec.
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IMPROVED
`the %erfect Writing Instrument

ANSWERS the purpose of both pen and pencil combined.
Its point is shaped like a ine lead pencil point and writes
with ink free and easy witho-it a miss, skip or blur.
The steady uniform flow of ink ac -.ually improves your handwriting. Won't blot, scratch, leak or soil hands.

Combines the Best Features
of Pen and Pencil
minus the weak points of both, plus improvements not found
in either. The lead pencil smudges, the point breaks and its
writing soon is obliterated. Most fountain pens skip, scratch,
flood, clog, leak, blot, soil hands and clothing. The old stylographic ink pencil dries up, balks, blots, writes heavy, flows
unevenly and is never reliable. The Inkograph feeds as fast
and uniform on the 20th page as it did on The first.

Cannot Leak
Not the tiniest drop of ink will spill although one filling is
sufficient to wri:e thousands of words.

Makes 3 to 4 Carbon Copies
ai one time with original copy in ink. Bear down as hard as
you like, without fear of bending, spreading, injuring or distorting its 14Kt solid gold point.

Draws Lines to a Ruler

STYLE
NO. 17

The

tt

e.

DG

Lanett.

STYLE

without smearing, smudging or blurring the paper. Writes
with any color of ink.

an ebony

black ruLher,

highly polished Inkosranta
of superb refinement, the
choirs of mon
Of affairs.

No.

ZO

DG

The Blg Chief,
made of highest quality red
rubber, a large
sturdy atoreo

Requires No Blotter

Live
Pant-

The ink dries as fast as you write; because the flow is fine,

Ialto.

even and uniform.

Patent Automatic Feed

Prevents clogging. No complicated mechanism to clean or
get out of order. A year's guarantee certificate with Cull
directions accompanies each Iikograph and is your absolute
protection.

An Instrument of Refinement
In appearance it is extremely attractive. Its beautifully highly
polished finest quality of hard rubber, its 141(t solid gold

STYLE
No.

6

Da_.

The X Rae

I nkograph,
barrel
made
of transparent

amber material which

makes it possible toes.
how much ink Itcoelag. ink cr 1taine. li
p Ity. Filled with tut
dropper. aol a sett altar.

point and feed, gold band on safety screw cap,
gold self filling lever and gold clip makes it an instrument of distinctive elegance and refinement. The equal
in size, workmanship and material of any $7, $8 or $9 founta7n pen. Also made in ladies size.

INKOGRAPH CO., INC.,

185 -59 Centre St., New York City
Send br Our Cata.
log and Trade Prices

aaa=a......a_aaaa.asna...as.a
i

INKOGRAPH CO., Inc.

185 -59

Centre St., New Sark City

1

I

The-_
CCOrt LISN !.
That 14kI solid gold hall the point which
is haul, round and smootf. glides with rise
over the coarsest paper and makes it potsiblc to write in ink as rapidly as with :he
softes' load pencil.

AGENTS

Stu

1

STYLE

.1
,

No. 19 DG

The itig
mottled rub.

Chief. made of
ber

which is

black and red

rubber

DEALERS

INKOGRAPH

II/us/ration
.Actual

I
1
i

Sell inkographs, makuI
bigger profits, moral
sales, without investment. Quicker commissions, popular prices, no competition. Send I
tog. an (nkograph or write for special sales
I
plan booklet.

Gentlemen : You may send me your Inkograph Style No
I will pay postman $2.98 plus postage on de ivery.

Name

antis -

tiesny blended
producing
effect of
beauty
and refinement,

SEND NO
MONEY

Your name and address and the
style number of the Inkograph of
yourchoice are sufficient. Pay the
postman $1.93 plus postage on deif you want ladies'
size. When cash accompanies
order (nkograph will be sent postage prepaid. If within ten days
the Inkograph does not prove satisfactory return it and well re
fund your money.

livery. Specify

Address
City.
.
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-

.._

State_

